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The present study falls into two parts. The first, which is much the
larger in scope and depth of detail, attempts to apply a particular theory of
grammar to the description of a French text. The theory is most fully presented
in M.A.K. Halliday's "Categories of the Theory of Grammar", Word 17, (l96l)^
pp.241-292. It is assumed that the reader will have some knowledge of this work,
so that it has not been felt necessary to begin with a detailed statement of the
underlying theory* Instead, the description is presented from sentence to word, and
theoretical discussion is incorporated at points where theoretical terms are intro¬
duced or where particular features of the description may throw some light on the
relationships between the categories and the scales of abstraction.
The text chosen consists of four novels by Fran§ois Mauriae:
1) he Baiser au Lepreux (1922), Grasset, Paris; 1947 edition
2) Therese Destmeyroux (1927), Grasset, Paris; I960 edition
3) Le Hystere grontenac (1933)» Grasset, Paris; 1954 edition
4} La Fin de la Kuit (1935), Grasset, Paris; 1947 edition
The description is at the level of formal grammar* The formal relationships
and likenesses between different parts of the text are accounted for by establishing
descriptive categories which are particular instances of the more general categories
of the theory. Description in other words relates the textual data to the theoretical
categories by means of the various scales of abstraction.
There is of course no attempt at an exhaustive description. Relationships
cutting across sentence boundaries are ignored and arbitrary limits have been set
to the depth of detail given in the discussion of classes, structures and systems of
the units that are considered. On the other hand it is hoped that the description will
not be restricted i? validity to the particular text; that the descriptive categories
II
established will be justifiable by renewal of connection with other texts in
French.
Part I concludes with an appendix giving the number of occurrences of certain
of the descriptive categories: the NGp, its subclasses and elements of structure.
Part II includes a short description of the English NGp. The French and
English NGps are compared briefly by examining their formal properties, their place
in the framework of the grammar of the respective languages, and secondly by relating
the French text to an English translation. The translation used was in all cases
that by Gerard Hopkins:
1) A Kiss for the Leper, published with Genetrix by Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1950.
2) Thdrese Desaueyroux )
) published in "TbSrese", Penguin Books, 1959.
3) The End of the Night )
4) The Frontenac Mystery. Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1951.
Quotations are throughout accompanied by page and line references to the texts.
B, T, F and M refer respectively to the four French texts listed above, BE, TE, FS
and ME to the translations of them. The symbol * indicates a non-textual ungrammatical
or unacceptable form, a non-textual but grammatical one.
where a piece of text is analysed into elements of structure, the different elements
are delimited by / and symbols for the elements are given after the reference; -f
indicates discontinuity: an element marked off by •£■ ... / interrupts a larger element
delimited /.../. Brackets enclose parts of the cotext whose structure is not given.
In cases where the quotation is analysed at two ranks, / separates elements at the
higher rank, + at the lower rank. Symbols for the elements at the lower rank axe
given in brackets,
I should like to express my thanks to Monsieur B, Qu^mada, Director of the Centre
de Linguistique Appliqu^e at the University of Bfcsanqon for allowing me to use a number
of the punched-card counting and sorting machines at the Centre for several days at
the end of my year's stay there. The figures given in Chapters? and 8 could not have
been obtained without mecha nical aid. Thanks are also due to Mr. J.C. Catford,
Director of the School of Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, who was
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Part I
Towards a eategorial description of the Preach teat
2
Chapter i; The Sentence
1.1 The Rank Scale
For the description of our text we recognise a rank scale on which are
ordered five units: sentence, clause, group, word and morpheas. Using
Dr. Halliday's conversational terms "high" and "low" to refer to the two extremes
of the scale3", we may say that the sentence is the highest unit, the morpheme the
lowest. The latter will concern us only marginally: although each part of the
description theoretically presupposes every other part, in that the categories at
whatever degree of generality are not defined independently but by their relations
with other categories, by their place in the total description, nevertheless in
2
the present study we shall confine ourselves to the presentation of those parts
dealing with the sentence, clause and group. This will involve the syntax of
the word, but its .morphology^ - and thus the syntax of the morpheme - will not be
presented systematically.
"Unit" is the category established to account for the fact that the
grammatical patterns of recurrent likenesses and choices occur over, or are
carried by, stretches of varying extent. In saying that the sentence is the
highest unit, we mean simply that it is the highest about which grammatical
statements will here be made. We do not exclude the possibility of there being
a higher unit - say the paragraph - but no attempt is made to give a categorial
description of any such higher unit.
The five units are ordered in a taxonooic hierarchy, All except the
1*
M.A.K. fialliday: "Categories of the Theory of Grammar", Word 17, p 251.
(Hereafter referred to as "Categories").
2* Presentation as opposed to description, which is in turn to be distinguished
from theory.
3
Syntax in the sense of 'operation in the unit above or, by rankshift, in
other units'; morphology in the sense of (internal) structure. See
"CategoriesJ p 262.
3
morpheme, that is to say, consist of one or more members of the unit situated one
4
place lower down the hierarchy . The my in which one unit is made up of
members of the next lower-ranking unit is described by use of the category
"structure". For each unit except the lowest we establish a structure, (or,
less generally, structures) an ordered arrangement of elements in syntagmatic
5
relation .
The restrictions on what may occur at each of these elements are accounted
for by the category "class". This is a grouping of members of a particular unit
on the basis of their likeness with reference to their operation at elements in
6
the structure of the unit next above . "Operation at" is a relation of exponance:
a class then is the exponent of, or expounds, an element of structure of the unit
next above.
The class-element exponence relation however is not always (or even most
often) bi-unique: it is not the case that a given element must be expounded
uniquely by a given class occurring uniquely at that element. Structure and
class account for different kinds of likenesses! this is why it is important to
treat a structure as made up of elements rather than (directly) of classes,
7
Structure is concerned with "the repetition of like events" and relations; class
with likeness in potentiality of expounding the terms in these relations. The
theory does not require that there be complete congruence between the two kinds
of likeness; indeed a number of the theoretical points raised in the present study
will be concerned with some of the forms of incongruence, with various departures,
that is, from a bi-unique exponence relation between class and element.
4*
"Categories", p 251.
5* Ibid, p 254 ff
6*
Ibid, p 260 ff
7* Ibid, p 254
4
Likenesses of structure and class are variable in generality. Hence we
8
recognise a scale of abstraction, named "delicacy" , on which are ranged all
descriptive categories other than the different units, The most general, or
"primary", categories account for broad likenesses, more detailed distinctions
within the primary categories being dealt with at "secondary" delicacy. The
scale of delicacy is a "cline"s it cannot be regarded as comprising a finite
number of discrete points. Again it is useful to have conversational terms to
refer to relative position on the scale: the most convenient are perhaps "early",
for the highly general part of the scale, "late" for that part concerned with the
9
most finely differentiated categories.
We said above that a unit consists of one or more ambers of the unit next
below. The only exception to this taxonomic relation arises in the case of
rankshift1^: here, instead of filling a place in the structure of the next higher
unit, a (member or exponent of a) unit operates at an element in the structure of
an equal or lower-ranking unit. The most frequent examples of rankshift in our
text ares
1) the filling of the element "qualifier" in the nominal group by a clause,
l*©satejit il fallait frapper mn mmmi PlSO/15
or (adverbial) group
la visit® du sari B72/1
t
2) the operation of nominal groups at the element "complement" in the structure
of adverbial phrases:
m Jug© B79/7
Rankshift bears some relation to Pike's "feed-back"13*; he uses the term when
8*
Ibid, pp 272 - 3
9




"a complex lexical item of a type which normally fills only slots of a higher-
level syntagsemic structure is found filling a lower-level slot. (...) Such a
situation occurs in the "phrase-word" the King of Saaland's hat. Here the phrase
the King of England is a high-layered lexical item grammatically structured with
a high degree of internal tagmemic complexity. Yet the entire morpheme sequence
is put in the slot preceding the possessive ——*s where normally only a low-
12
layered structure would occur."
In terms of the theory unde lying the present study, a stretch of text is
assigned exponentially to a given unit:
1) because it has the potentiality of occurring in the unit next above;
2) because the elements of its own structure are filled by members of the unit
next below.
Actual occurrence in the structure of a group will not prevent our regarding a
stretch of text as an exponent of the unit clause if it could operate in sentence
structure and if its morphology is descritable in terms of the clause elements
"subject", "predlcator", "complement", "adjunct" and so on. Rankshift thus
represents a departure on the paradigmatic axis from a one-to-one correlation
between element and class: the element q in NGp structure is expounded by the
class noun of the unit word or by a rankshifted item, clause or group - ou il
fallalt fraoner son ennemi in the above example is only a clause: it is not a
word, nor do we need to say that it is being used as a word.
Members of a unit may thus be shifted down the rank scale - but not tip: the
K.L. Pike: "Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of
Human Behaviour", Summer Institute of Linguistics, Glendale, California,
1954, 55, 60; III p 80b
12'
Ibid, III p 74a - though the term "feed-back" is not actually used on this
page.
13
theory "does not allow for upward rankshift" , Thus the sentence
Quelle SUMSttol M2?3/l8
consists of a single clause expounded by a single group (nominal). The latter
is not shifted up the rank scale for it is described as operating not at a place
is sentence structure but at one in clause structure. The sentence element is
filled by a clause which happens to contain only,one group, so that what is in
■
substance the same piece of text operates both in a sentence qua clause and in a
clause crua group. The theory allows for this feature of language by recognising
"simple" structures (those consisting of only one place), and this it is which
excludes upward rankshift. Any piece of the text consisting of at least one
sentence is to be described in terms of categories established for all the five
units - in contrast to IC analysis where the number of moves down the hierarchy
is a function of the structure of the particular item under description. It is
thus unfortunate that in borrowing the term rankshift from Br. Balliday, Mrs.
Strang has fundamentally changed its meaning: for her a morpheme may be rank-
shifted upwards to function as a word in her example: afhat we suffer from is too
14
many isms and too little tolerance.
The relation between units adjacent on the rank scale is constant throughout
the scale. Hanks cannot, as it were, be bypassed, so that in this respect the
scale differs from the otherwise rather similar lexical hierarchy of Pike. In
his model "Some, but not all, sentences are clauses: some sentences are made up
of two or more clauses, whereas other sentences - especially those filling an
15
utterance-response slot - say be made up of nonclause phrases or words."
13# "Categories", p 251
B.M.H. Strang: "Modern English Structure": London 1962, p 83. In fact, of
course, -ism is not functioning as a word here, for isms is bi-morphemic.
The difference between is in the example and in, say, idealism, is one of
class, not rank.
15*
K.L. Pike: op. cit III p 7a
7
1.2 The delimitation of the sentence
Unit is a theoretical category, sentence is a descriptive one. The sentence,
that is to say, is a particular instance (or exponent) of unit established in
order to describe the French text in terras of the theory. It follows that
although we may use the label "sentence" for units in different languages, the
categories so designated are not identical. The sentence is not a universal:
what we call sentence in French is a different unit with s different definition
from the sentence in English, and so on.
"Hie special difficulty in delimiting or defining the sentence in French
arises from the fact that it cannot be recognised by its operation in the structure
of a higher unit. Our position is thus the same as that of Hendor-Samuel in
respect of the similarly designated unit in Jefeero: "The sentence is the largest
piece for which grammatical statements are made, and the tern grammatical function
does not apply to it»"^
This feature is in itself part of the definition of the sentence, of course.
Indeed it is the basis of Bloomfield's definition: "A sentence is a construction
17
(or for®) which, in the given utterance, is not part of any larger construction,"
Pike rejects such a definition, "insisting that units have first relevance in
IS
reference to occurrence in a higher-level structure." Although obviously
sympathetic in theory to such a view, we have not been able to adopt it here for
the reasons already given - that ifc has not been possible to establish elements of
structure for a higher unit,
J.T. Bendor-Samuel: "The Verbal Piece in Jebero"? Word 17, supplement, p 10
17
h, Bloomfield: "A Set of Postulates for the Science of Language"? language 2.
p 156. Blooafield, however, treats the sentence as a universal or
theoretical category, as indeed do many other linguists: cf the discussion
and references in C.C. Fries: "Th# Structure of English", Sew York 1957»
Ck II.
18,
K.L. Pike: op.cit III p 30a
8
In French, therefore, we must say that the sentence is t hat unit whose
structure is as described below, the elements being expounded by (classes of)
clauses. In fact, just as for English Harris "squints" at the level of phonology -
"Sentences of particular types may be characterised as those segments of speech
(or writing) over which certain intonations occur or within which certain struc-
19
tures occur." - we frequently need to look over to graphology for supplementary
criteria. For we have not been able to find purely grammatical criteria that
will distinguish what is (graphologically) a sequence of sentences as
La fraieheur da ruisaesa 1® reveille, II ©©rtit dm feurrd. 2© la rfisia©
scuillait m vesta. 8145/4
from sequences of clauses in a single, compound sentence:
Bile n® split© plus son lit, alio laisse son comfit et sea pain. $196/13
It must be admitted that the two dimensions of presupposition described
below - dependence and coordination - do not account for all the relations between
clauses combining to form (what is graphologically marked as) a single sentence.
Thus in
II .admimit qu*a«c»n© difficult© m resist® a u» esprit droit «t qui xaiconn®
juste: rnfe® ®u leMfeain &*une tell© tettrseat*, il etait prlt a eout«ir que l*oa
a* est jamais s&lheureux, @±mn par m faate* WN&/15
there are certainly no relations of dependence operating across the division
marked by the semi-colon, nor do there appear to be any formal grounds for
regarding the sentence as being composed of clauses coordinated by juxtaposition.
The delimitation of the sentence from a graphological and also from a
grammatical point of view may be complicated by the presence of "direct speech",
as in the following example:
1Q
2.S. Harris: "String Analysis of Sentence Structure"? The Hague 1962, p 7
9
Aya&t 2^pite ? Me a® suia pas quelqu*un d® bi@a% elie ©ateadit glisser, star
1© parquet, la ebais© basse. F'41/23
where one must ask whether the piece in direct speech is to be regarded as a
sentence, and If so whether it is rankshifted to a place in the structure of the
larger sentence.
Further analysis might reveal a third type of relation between clauses,
exemplified in the following sentences:
EeftMrd^s mes photos: j44tais mas petit© fill© blafarde. T141/7
Fatre use heure ©t quatre heme, M. JdrSsae ieloueyr® s^igaait ua silence
taletmei: e© teap© saere d© son repcs I'aidait h m pas marl# d® neataroea
inecffiaiea. B10/5
At present however we must simply be willing to recognise structures containing
two or more occurrences of a given element without there being any specific
syntagmatic relations between them*
1.5 The dimension of dependence
1.21_Dij3£nsion_
"Die use of different criteria in the analysis of a unit may lead to the
establishment of different sets of elements of structure (or classes and systems),
each set contributing to a description of how the language works at the rank in
question. A unit may thus carry a number of independent, or partially independent,
contrasts. The application of different criteria, that is, may yield a network
of interlocking classifications - classification in the wide sense of categorisation
in terms of structure, class and system. Each such classification may be called
a "dimension".
This term was used by Dr. Halliday in his "Grammatie 1 Categories in Chinese"
to refer to cross-systeaatization: "It is useful to stress the multi-dimensional
nature of this systematization: a form may be ordered in the language by its
being placed in a number of dimensions - that is, by its being assigned as a term
20 21
to a number of different systems," More recently, Schachter has suggested
that one weakness of transformational theory, as at present formulated, is its
inability to deal satisfactorily with independent sets of contrasts like mass
versus count and abstract versus concrete in the English noun; he speaks of the
possibility of introducing a rule which would allow a class to be divided along
dimensions (or, in his terms, axes) simultaneously. Cross (or multi-dimensional)
classification has perhaps been most thoroughly considered by Pike who, drawing
analogies from phonetics and phonology where tables have long been used to display
simultaneously interlocking sets of contrastive features, establishes multi¬
dimensional matrices of considerable complexity.22
A dimension may or may not be chain-exhausting, A chain-exhausting
dimension is one where every member of the relevant unit (with the possible
exception of rankshifted ones) is an exponent of a category established along
the dimension. For example every place in clause structure may be categorised
in terms of the dimension of predication, that is, every group (or rankehifted
clause) operating directly in clause structure fills one of the elements
S, P, C, A, 2, and every; gpoup belongs to one of the three classes nominal,
verbal and adverbial. An example of a dimension which is not chain-exhausting
would be that of polarity as applied to clause structure. Here we need to
recognise only one element, Ef (negative element) - though it is subdivided later
in delicacy; not all the places in clause structure are accounted for by 8 - there
will be some places to whose description the dimension is irrelevant.
Non-chain-exhausting dimensions can never have primary status in delicacy.
Me do not, however, exclude the possibility of there being two (or more) primary
20 *
T.P.d. 1956, p 179. We would adds "or as an exponent of a number of
different classes or elements of structure".
21 * In a review of R.B. Lees' "Grammar of English Ifeminaliiations"; I.J.A.L. 28,
pp 134 - 146
22
K.L. Pike; "Dimensions of Grammatical Constructions"; Language 38, pp 221 - 244
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chain-exhausting dimensions applicable to a given rank - though in the above-
mentioned paper Dr. Balliday suggests that only one dimension may be primary;
"A class is said to be primary when it is the unique term operating at a particular
place in structure. (...) Other classes, including both integral subdivisions
of the primary classes and systems in other dimensions cutting across the primary
classes, are said to be secondary, the former direct secondary and the latter
23
indirect secondary classes."
Whereas different sets of contrasts operating at a given rank are assigned
to different dimensions, similar sets of contrasts operating at different ranks
may be considered as belonging to a single dimension. We need for example to
distinguish singular and plural nominal groups on the one hand, singular and
plural nouns on the other. This terminological parallelism is of course not
fortuitous since the contrasts in the two cases are closely related; we can
account for this by establishing a single dimension of number yielding systems of
the MSp and of the noun. Dimensions which are relevant to the structure of more
than one unit will be called "long", others "short". Coordination would thus be
a long dimension, phase (which is mainly concerned with the number of non-
coordinated predicators in the clause) a short one.
Although a dimension may be rank-free in the sense just defined, namely
that it is applicable to units of more than one rank, two dimensions may not yield
different unit-boundaries. Thus a piece that is assigned to a class of, say, the
unit group on the first dimension cannot be either more or less than a group on the
basis of criteria on the second dimension.
23' T.P.S. 1956, p 181
12
l.I2_Priffiary_el«ients a and £
Sentences may be simple or compound. There are restrictions on the ways in
which clauses may combine to form a compound sentence. These we account for in
terms of presupposition; in a colligation of two clauses, one presupposes the other.
One kind of presupposition may be called dependence. Thus in both of the following
sentences, the second clause is dependent upon, or presupposes in dependence, the
first:
La vie o'iafiltr© en Ives <1® partout, / h mesur® que Xe sortaeil s@ retire. H28l/l
Blanch® app&rut, / la figure cache© par urn volletis dpaisse. WQR/3
a may be used to symbolise the presupposed element, p the presupposing, the
24
structures of the above sentences being thus op. From these elements we derive
the two primary classes of the clause, independent and dependent respectively.
Dependent clauses do not expound simple sentences, or more generally occur in
sentences only in syntagmatic relation with the independent clause that they
presuppose. This at least holds good in the great majority of cases; there are
however three marginal (or non-favourite) kinds of sentence in which a clause
classified as dependent on the basis of its operation in favourite sentences, does
not colligate in dependence relation with an independent clause in the same
sentence; such occurrences do not affect the assignment of the clauses to the
dependent class. The three kinds of sentence are:
l) Answers - for which the criteria are contextual or graphological:
'.'Mreg®, s&a® repoM.ro, aouplra: "fwrrr© Mailer*
— rourquoi: pauvre Marl©?
— Bare® qu" ma vacances du jour de l*as, il n'y mm pa® &® Migmdes rsd
da sissies au moalta ... f107/15
pi *
This formulation should not be taken to imply that the elements have
theoretical, descriptive or procedural priority over the classes. They
are merely presented first.
13
2) Interrupted sentences:
SI tu voul&is, Th&ree© Oul j© sais bless que ta position est
delicate. 769/6
The most characteristic exponents of such sentences consist, like the one
just given, of a clause beginning with the group si. Other types do occur too
however, witness
«- Et puisque la mease, pour voue, ae sigaifi© riea ... fl9l/l
3) Relatives - occasionally what is morphologically marked as a relative clause
(see below 1.33) is found operating as a simple sentence:
La veille, ua eaaarad© lui evnit rapports c© mot du aaltr®; Quel eaauiJ
11 va falloir que j© donne k e© petit Frontenac une ided d@ ml esafotu h mm
temperament ..." Ce qui n*avalt pas laised de refroidir Ives. KlSl/25
i*2?-.^Lsiea £Cdei^nle£.ce-kind_
have said that the primary element § presupposes in dependence the primary
element a. At the next stage of delicacy j3 breaks down systeraically, according to
the kind of dependence relation, into the secondary elements (3', (3* and pX yielding
the subclasses completive, parenthetic and conditioning clauses. These subclasses
are thus terms in a system, which itself stands in the relation of exponent to the
25
primary element p , and accounts for the choice at $ between the three subclasses
of dependent clause. The terms in a system are always secondary choice classes:
they cannot be primary classes because the system itself is the exponent of a
priraary (or secondary) element which defines the place at which the choice is made .
They are choice classes in the sense that at the place of operation of the system
25* Of "Categories", p 264
26
Cf M.A.K, Halliday: "Class in Relation to the Axes of Chain and Choice in
Language": draft of a paper given at the ASLIB Symposium on Classification
in linguistics, 18 flay 1963, p 6. (Hereafter referred to as "Chain and
Choice")
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only one term may be chosen. This is not to say that two subclasses from the
same system may not colligate - they do for example in the sentence
mm& 11 m fat jamais a±m„ / 11 a1 imagine pas / qu® son fils pulse®
eoanaltr© c® bonhewr. B38/10 pa#
Here the first p is expounded by a conditioning:, the second by a completive clause.
But the basis for the systematization is not their syntagraatic relations in such
sentences but the contrastive selection of one terra rather than the others which Is
made at every p element.
A systemic choice is always finite (and generally small) - this it is which
distinguishes it fro® the much less powerful (or informative, in the information
theory sense) selection fro® among the total list of exponents of an open class.
The three terras in the system of dependence-kind will now be discussed in
turn. In any colligation of two clauses where one presupposes the other, it will
be convenient to refer to the presupposed one as the higher-order clause, the
presupposing as the lower-order clause (and similarly in respect of the elements at
which they operate.) These terms will be explained in 1.55.
1.351 Completive clauses
These presuppose a preceding higher-order clause containing an imputing group.
Most frequently this coincides with what on the dimension of predication is a verbal
group, as in
La servants lui dit que e®s aessieurs aval©at dejeunsS ©n ville; 114/15
Th»'ris© protests qu'elle y pmmlt depuis loagtaspa, F73/8
The subclass of VGp operating in this way is rather large; the following list contains
the majority of those found in the text but is not intended to be exhaustive. The
groups are given in the infinitival form except in the case of impersonal VGps, and




accepter F55/3 J entendre BII4/9 prouver F72/23
admettre M106/20 | entrevoir T84/17 rappeler 758/14
admirer Bll/lO | envisager M73/12 redouter B43/1
ajouter FT5/16 i dprouver B151/15 repartir T112/4
s'apercevoir T67/17 \ estimer M31/10 r^p^ter 14254/13
assurer F81/17 s'dtonner F34/13 repondre T114/5
avertir F80/20 faire signe F72/2 reveler B37/3
avoir conscience F152/23 se figurer M284/13 savoir 7112/16
avoir peur T200/10 gronder K59/4 sentir M105/10
balbutier F101/15 infdrer B64/4 souhaiter T114/9
bougonner H91/3 s'infoitaer F222/3 soutanir T120/7
cacher 14241/3 insinuer F39/26 se souvenir 751/10
calculer B88/10 inventer B54/2 tdlegrapMer M90/2
comprendre K257/19 jurer T55/20 telephoner M280/9
convaincre M227/23 lire T180/3 temoigner F93/11
craindre M123/12 manifester B85/13 tenir B104/7
crier T173/7 nier T123/ 22 voir 758/11
croire T61/H ! noter F34/29 vouloir T114/4
deceler M193/25 :: opposer 7123/13 il arrive B17/13
decouvrir
!
M289/24 j penser M122/19 il n'emplche J!2l/l6
demander H87/5
|
persuader 7102/13 il faut F67/23
demontrer M126/18 prdferer T16/2 il importe B38/2
ddplorer T138/9 j pretexter M286/16 il parait F68/14
deviner F37/26 j prdvenir M239/23 il se pent B129/8
dire T65/10 | professer B128/15 il vaut (mieux) F205/16
douter F136/24 j proraettre H74/21 voici 738/5
dcrire T65/11 [ protester F73/8 voila F56/27
empScher B67/7
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Alternatively, the imputing group may be a NGp or AGp following a copulative
predicator, either impersonalt
oe aezrnit tela tew que Jean s® aast&t. B34/12
or personali
J© ©ui@ sGr© qu'il » pref&r© & tout© autre; F36/5
L© specialist© (...) itait d'avis qu'elle m devalt plus sse passer
A'&mmmur, F113/6
Indeed, such groups may occur alone, without the copulative Pi
iBiffiogiimble que c© silence nocturne f&t fait do aiilllere d*£tr»lntes ©t
d»®s©nl®s. F158/12
This still does not exhaust the structural possibilities of the higher-order clause,
for we would wish to include examples Like the following:
Cela a*suralt «a auauw importance quo eat iaMcilo dlspar&t du aoa.br© dee
vivants, T162/21
and perhaps also
II avait dais 1© vom qu*©lie devint plus simple. T55/5
Later in delicacy the completive subclass is itself broken down into a system
of three terms. The subclass completive and the secondary system of completion-
kind thus both stand in the relation of exponent to the secondary element (3s, The
three terms ares
l) que-completives
11 f&ut que Georges s© sent© lite©; PIT?/?
This is the most frequent of the three terms, and the one into which fall all the
examples given so far. The initial (or forward-tending, see 2,4) element is
que; or rather cue or de ce que as we would allow the latter to belong to the same
subclass (at this stage of delicacy) on the basis of the equivalence between
•aires® s'itonmit qu'ils erusseat encore ma prisiaac©©, P34/14
and
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Josefa (...) s'dtoana d@ ce qu'il ne consultait aucua caxnet. 14230/21
We must distinguish this use of de ce que from that where de is a prepositional
element and ce que the first element of a rankshifted clause:
Thirls® «it host© de e© qu'elle iprowait, FiO/29
The line between the two categories is difficult to draw; pexhaps the most
satisfactory criterion would be that where ce que has the value of complement,
there is rankshift, de being outside the clause, as in the second example; and
where de ee cue lias the value of adjunct the clause is completive (not rankshifted).
Adoption of this criterion will lead us to include as completive clauses
introduced by It ce que and perhaps one or two other items too, witness
Yous tones a e© que tante Felicia habit© 1© chSteau d© &m per©a, M32/7
This destroys the descriptive parallelism between t he above pattern and
tenir a + NGp, but a large number of the VGps given in the list may be followed
by either a HGp complement or a completive clause introduced by qua and we would
not analysis the latter as rankshifted to the complement position.
The vast majority of que-completlve clauses contain a (finite) P; isolated
examples do however occur where there is no P at all: these are restricted to
patterns like the following:
Mais j© euis biea s&m que noa. T190/14
2) I-completives. These are introduced by a subclass of binding group which may
be called the interrogative binding group (see 2,31) including as exponents such
items as ou, qui, ouand. ce qui etc. Examples
Yous a*av©2 pas hesoic d@ me rappeler / quel o&ele vous Itas pour ass
petite ... K27/14 a#
SUl lui demanda / I quo! il pensait. M26§/ll dp
voiH done 081 la petite vemlait m vsnir; F%/ZJ
Thirese lui deaanda ce qu'elle cooptait faire. *68/23
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I-corapletives generally contain a finite VGp; a few examples occur with
an infinitival one (in which case the imputing group in the higher-order clause
is normally savoir)5
XI as sat / que nipondre. F96/15
©He savait a qaoi psaaerj F194fl2
or with no VGp at all;
sang qu'oll® s&t pourquoi. 1249/13^
3) si-completives. These are introduced by the group si; examples;
Bernard a® savait pas si ©lies m eontsn&ls&t asses pour qu'on p&t
s'aa£»oisoim@r» T55/X
XI use demand® si j'avals lu 4s? FWffitM H
r'asiaj T115/15
In a more delicate analysis it would be necessary to set up subclasses of
the imputing group according as they occur in clauses presupposed by the three




These contain an imputing group, (more delicately a subclass within the latter
reporting group) and the clause itself or else its VGp generally has interrogative
mood (see 2,22). Example;
Son pfcre ei ©a nhx®, / songeait-ell©, / ©Wieat sorts d'tme aaladio si©
coeur. H33/19 a#
Relatively rarely, the mood is affirmative, there being in the spoken language
intonational markers of dependence;
Male qui ailait croitr©, ©He m etait sir®, l'onvahir, Xa poe&gder tout©
•atlfcra. Fl«4/23
w.
It will be noticed that in this example (and some later ones) the higher-order
clause is itself dependent; such structures are explained in 1,35.
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1.333 Conditioning clauses.
At the next stage of delicacy these subdivide into a system with the following
termss relative, absolute, appositional and circumstantial clauses,
l) Relative clauses are morphologically marked by the presence of a relative
binding group, qui, que, ou etc. (see 2.31). At this point some explanation
should perhaps be given of the terms "marked" and "unmarked", as they tend to
be used for rather different kinds of contrasts. Thus in one sense, a
category may be marked in contrast with another in that it is the less
frequent or that a positive explanation is needed for its selection - in this
sense we would say that feminine is marked in contrast to masculine in the
system of gender operating in the noun (since, for example, hypostatizations
and clauses rankshifted to operate at the head of a NGp behave for purposes of
concord like masculine nouns); or again the sequential order is unmarked in
contrast to the less frequent and less generally possible pa.
Secondly, a term may be unmarked in that it serves as the basis or starting-
point for a statement of the exponential differences between the two (or more)
categories - it is for example easier to derive the exponents of the masculine
23
noun from the feminine than vice versa.
Thirdly, a category may be marked by the fact that it contains within it
some morphological (or alternatively phonological, etc.) features which my
serve as a recognition criterion for the category; for example, negative YGps
in French are marked in that they contain the item ne. The term exponent is
sometimes used for this kind of marking, but this is not really desirable since
the exponence relation (as described in the "Categories") is not between ne and
the class negative VGp but rather between the groups containing the word ne and
pa '
Cf L. Bloomfield, "Language"; London 1935, p 217.
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the class. We shall continue to refer to terms as narked and unmarked in all
the above senses, specifying which is meant in cases where there may be ambiguity.
In the present instance then, relative clauses are marked in the third sense, that
is,morphologically,
Relative clauses cannot precede the higher-order clause; they either follow
its
Ainsl song® qui vaudxmit Men m pas rajoisdr© lee d®as bosses, $15/17
or interrupt its
Ces g&rdleaa, doat allt ©coute la plaint® smnrd*, la verraisrit lassguir m
long 4e© hivers, haletar duraat Xes jour® torrid®®; $169/17
Still later in delicacy we distinguish three subclasses of relative clausess
i Post-emphatic a the higher-order clause contains c'est (with mood, tense,
polarity and phase variable) followed by a NGp, AGp or rankshifted clause;
the post-emphatic relative has in initial position either qui (as subject)
or que (complement or adjunct)s
"O'est ®oi-®$Es© qui pari®.." I-U41/1
Coot par habitude que l'oa Sonne un® importance iafinie It 1'existence
d'us boaa®, $163/6
M*6tait-c© pas un® dfeent© qui parlait ainsi? F223/16
Sals c@ ne peuvait atr© d'ell© qu'il ©'agissaits F50/13
G'eet apre® 1*avoir vu que vous avea eu votre syncope. F244/15
We would also include the following, although the relative element is
neither qui nor que - it is an example of rather archaic syntax:
AM e'atait c®la v«re quo! il fallait fftaooer, F64/25
ii Group-antecedent - these are relative clauses, other than post-emphatic ones,
where the number and gender coacordial categories of the relative element are
determined by a liGp antecedent in the higher-order clause, Examples
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Sm chmmz abondaats, 4©at elle demit (lire fierc, asabl&isnt Mvorm
m. substance; MBl/23
cm mt x&voill®r Jean Mloueyr© qui avait dcrai fi'ua ©OBsaail
profond. 357/4
Occasionally the antecedent is not a NGp but a word substitute for one,
operating at an element within the VGp, as in
- J© ta I'avais dit, la veil& qui a'a&balle. 142/10
11 y m a qui a'ant pas dessaoull pendant ua aois apres lea distributions
des actions, IQSG/4
Only a small subclass of the VGp - voir, entendre etc* - can contain the
antecedent within their structure in this way*
There may b© ambiguity between the subclasses i and. ii, inasmuch as the
clause presupposed by the latter may also contain c'est + NGp or AGp, as in
C'etait Ives qui avsit ar&battu mx m. t$te son capuchon M55/25
There would, however, be a difference in phonic substance, described phono¬
logical ly as a difference in tonality - if the relative is of the post-
emphatic subclass, the sentence would correspond to one tone group, two if
the relative is of the group-antecedent subclass; there would probably also
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be a difference in stress* The following sentence Illustrate® a possible
ambiguity as between a post-emphatic and a rankehifted relative clauses
C® a'est pas la vill© is pierrm que J© ©Mri-s, al les conferences, ni
1m ma&ea, ©*«©t la forSt vivaate qui s'y agit®, et que creusant ties
passions plus foreea^©s qii'aucun© tmptte. T238/21
Here que ic cMris is a post-emphatic relative, whereas qui s'v agite and




qualifiers in NGp structure - again there are phonological distinctions
carried at the rank of the tone group. (For rarskshifted relative clauses,
see 2*13)
iii Clause-antecedentj the antecedent of the relative element is a clause.
This subclass can generally he distinguished from i and ii by the exponent of
the relative element, which almost always contains the word ££ -
trois mills hectares qui avaient en psrtie et<S ras€s par son pir®, - s©
qui expliqu&it que, pour 1*instant, ses revenue fttssent telleaent reSdults8,
F72/8
More rarely, the relative element consists of preposition + ouoi. Mere
there is exponential overlap between the group - and clause - antecedent
subclasses• Example:
Kile ponsait biea que "la mistress®" ne le aavait pass sans qusi ©lie
surait eoptehd "lou praou ®ous@»% (...) de passer toutes eee apres-aidi
avec 1© fils Pieucben; B125/8
2) Absolute clauses may precede, follow or interrupt the higher-order clause* We
may distinguish, morphologically
i Those consisting of a NGp subject and a participal VGp predicator (with or
without other elements):
L'absence ayant adouci dans son souvenir las traits d© Jean Pelouoyre,
ell© avait cosane recree son dpous £112/6
he caucheesar iisslpd, do quoi parleroat-ils ca saoir, Bernard ©t
TMrsse? T21/21
ii Those consisting of two NGps or a KGp + an AGp related in such a way that
the first element is the goal of intensivity of the second, (for th©
extensive - intensive contrast see 2.212). Examples:
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.. ... < » • ••'• v.•^c;-:V.
ell® 1© gueit&ii, /la laspe haute/ ©t va&ait a lui avec un sourire
d'aceueil, 166/2 «JSai
XI fismsarait immobile, /lm jmz fixes P151/9 ©#
or
FwmanA Caaenave, / sa fourohette m I'&lr, / iatax-rog©alt 1® vissg®
mteznel. B33/5 ap
Jean-Louis, 1© "calibre 2451 car 1'epaul©, croyait eh&aser las
4eur«nils, 164/1
3) Appositional clauses may likewise precede, follow or interrupt the higher-order
clause. Unlike absolute clauses they never contain a subject element (in the
clause or within the TGp). Morphologically we may distinguish
i Those containing a participial predieator:
free (...) ©ntendaii tout d© alas - dominant le bruit du cerctteil r&cld
centre la pierre ©t 1© hal&tement des fosaoyeure k tete d*assassins - la
voix implacable, la voix satisfait© d® Dusaol: M224/5
Xv@e aarchait, /d411vjwI d'il a® savaii quoi, K61/13 c$
ii Those containing an intensive HGp but no predicator; the goal of intensivity
is contained within the higher-order clause.
Bon p&steur, /il n'avait eu souci qu© d® son troupaau. B132/11 p»
Ell®, naguer® si. jslous® d© mm autoriti, lui dsaandait eo&seii pour
tout ee qui conceraali les enfant®. 139/8
Apposition has been the subject of considerable discussion among French
30
grammarians, and the term is used with considerable variation in coverage.
For some, only a noun (in contrast to adjective) may have appositional function -
Galiehet for example says that a word "ne peut exercer cette fonction que si elle
30
See for example: le Francais Moderns 25, pp 181-185; 27, pp 140-142; 29,
pp 252-257; 30, pp 172-192; le Francais dans le Monde. Bo.7
"l*Apposition dans le franqais d'aujourd'hui", By A. Lombard in "Melanges
MchaSlsson", Gdteberg 1952, pp 322-350.
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designe un 'etre'. Or l'adjectif n'ezprims pas l'etre. II ne peut exprimer
qu'uii car-actere &e I'Stre. Par consequent, il ae peut exereer la fonction
31 32
apposition," Lombard on the other hand remarks how the term is used in
the Grassmaire Larousse do XXs siecle to describe the function of all the under¬
lined items in the following- examples: Paris, capitals d.e la France; le
marechal Foch; laes deux freres et rooi. nous dtions la ville da Paris; la
place Falesherbes: j*ai la certitude que vous x^ussires; le bourgeois p-entilhoaiae:
^'assists, esprit sans joie, a ce splendide amour; le,-ere et couxte vetue. elle
allait a grands pas; les barques plates passalent, guettes.
For our purposes, appositional is a (secondary) class of the clause, not of
the group - and much less of the word. Like all grammatical terms, it cannot
be defined contextually, but only with reference to its interrelations with
other categories. Appositions! clauses are distinguished from qualifiers
operating in KGp structure either by position in sequence (qualifiers may not
be discontinuous from the rest of the IGp except as described in 5.32) or by
■Z-Z
intonation - non-ranlcshifted appositional clauses begin with a new tone group ,
whereas qualifiers do not. Thus in
TMxbmt immobile a pose la laatem® dan® l'herbe. fl30/l3
immobile is a clause operating at (3 in sentence structure; it consists of a
single group (nominal) which itself consists of a single word (noun). But in
@11® re^oignit mx ea couch® 1'hoses® iaasobii®; Wl/Vt
immobile has no rank status higher than word: it is a word (noun) operating at
an element in KSp structure. (For the use of this criterion of tonality in the




This statement presupposes an analysis of French phonology in terms of a theory
of phonology consistent with the theory of grammar underlying the present work.
In fact, no such analysis has bean made. All that can be said at present
therefore is that it appears likely that the substantial, phonic difference
which is the criterial basis for the grammatical distinction we are here
making could be described phonologically in terms of a high-ranking; unit, the
tone group; more particularly in terms of tonality or the division of a piece
tnno irnvMrw.
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case of rankshifted clauses, see 2*13)
In. a more delicate study it sight be possible to subdivide appositional
clauses, distinguishing what might be called colon apposition from comma
apposition, (the punctuation here being a label not a crucial characteristic),
Thus on the one hand
Flunieurs generations avaleat l&iasae dm caaass &aa® 1© porte-easmsi la
eaana-fasil dtt gr&M-onele Ousialanns, la cam© a p&cfre ©t la cann© a spis du
gsLapcdgjila© at cell©© dont lea bout© ferres rappelaioai des
vtlMgiature® k iiagniree-de-ligorre. B12/12
les deux eiaSm, (•••) avaient pris leurs livresi lea dmx premiers torn®
4m GaaiaardB d'ilezaodre de Laaiothe, K13/6
II n'avait qu'ua ddsir, quitter sstte eehopps, cott® ©dear, cat affreux
gar^oa, ?%3/M
on the other hand, the examples given earlier and
Un instant, 11 crut voir & ees pied©, pareille h un chena ddraeind,
m foi. 318/13
A clear grammatical difference lies in the latter kind's greater mobility of
position relative to the higher-order clause.
4) Circumstantial clauses too may precede, follow or interrupt the higher-order
clause. And they too admit of sore delicate subdivisions. We need to
distinguish
i Conditional clauses - these must be separated out in order that we may
account for relations of tense sequentiality between the VGps in the
higher and lower-order clauses* ExamplesJ
"Si F©maa& m sari®, ma te aounm*" B32/11
rarten@g-®»l si vous bless®, F74/6
These are morphologically marked by the presence of si in initial position
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(a different use of this item from that where it marks si-completive
clauses - see 1.331) or alternatively by an interrogative VGp with a
limited tense and mode choices
11 revien&mit au pays, e'iasposarait h cett® fern®©, jouirait d1®!!©,
d&t-elle en creveri W9/20
Fill© n*etalt pas euri©tt»© dsa autre©, fftt-c® d© sa propr© ®&r®. f52/15
ii Comparative clauses - these are introduced by the adjunct comme (which
however also occurs as a binding element in non-comparative clauses) or
occasionally by que (see below). This subclass is distinguished because
it defines the place at which there is a systemic choice between zeugmatic
and non-zeugmatic comparatives. The latter contain a finite predicator -
characteristically the substitute VGp faire with or without the substitute
word le:
Xfevaat la twverwSe solitaire d*ttne soiree, d'une mdt, ©He s'et&it
raoerochee, cosaa© elle avait toujour® fait, 4 la premiere creature venua. F10/1S
Vous vsus juges vous-m js&e comae l'ont fait les gens &@ Salot-CXair ©t
d'Argelouse, F40/13
In zeugmatic clauses there is no finite P and generally one (or more) of
the elements derives its value from its parallelism with an element in the
higher-order clause, or in a group within the higher-order clause!
Cereard la l&chexait dan© le male, otmm autrefois dans la land®, c®tt«
laie qu'S.1 a*avait pas su npprivoiaer. 1=213/4
Ives parlalt cocas© a ua temm su chlaa convert d@ bou®, M123/20
In certain cases the comparative clause consists of comae alone, in
which case it is presupposed by a lower-order dependent clause (see 1.35)J
Bt pourtant ©11© dtalt ©&r@ df©voir aiteini mi® extrfcdtd j comae lorsque
le trisardeor 3*ap©r§oi4 qu'il a suivi an ehemin m a#naat null® part F15/3
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In the colligation comae ai« one asy hesitate between such an analysis as
this on the one hand, and treating comse si as a single compound binding
group on the other#
The comparative clause may be introduced by que when there is in the
higher-order clause a group containing the item preferer:
J® prefer® attendr® que d*Str® v&vmtlMe au silieu d® ma premier
scaseil» M188/5
The dimension of 2eugpa is applicable also to coordinated clauses! it
is described more fully in 1.43.
iii leutral - this, the unmarked term in the system, comprises all circumstantial
clauses other than conditional and comparative ones. Examples?
Qttai @11® ©uvrait Im youx* il <§tait loin dsSjls 869/6
M, Mrdm@ saaglotait, feigcaii mm attaou®, tant il 6tait Itch© deraat
la miimte d'aragoies® d'une separation! 335/19
Morphologically we may distinguish among circumstantial clauses
i Those containing a finite P - as in all the examples above except the
seugmatie comparative clauses;
ii Those containing a non-finite Pi the P in such cases is generally infinitival
l^adelesoeai as peneha spar 1® misses® pour voir lea leagues ehevelures
ri.vm.tm Am mousses, K54/20
or a present participle (preceded by en)
Ives, ®s ®@ ddshabill&at, regardait la laae ouhIsssus i®s pins immobile®
et reeueillis. 864/7
A few examples are found, however, with a past participle at Pi
SsfMHPd a'arnit iprmsr# qu^une sort® d# jel© trewblaate, apris -on grand
pdril dearths T168/8
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It ©Xl@, pieiae d© force, avec la figar® mouilMe par la plwi©»
(...) F224/16
Here the division between circumstantial and absolute clauses is somewhat
ill-defined. Perhaps the best criterion is that clauses with a past
participle P, or no P at all, are not circumstantial unless they are
zeugmatic comparative ones or else contain a. binding group which character¬
istically occurs in circumstantial clauses with a finite P. By this
criterion we would contrast
lorsqii® la place ©a pmt reccisae&eer sa vi® ®ux mmmvz fr&l®. f'50/8
circumstantial, with
A peine son file au lit, 11 s© coweha lai saesi, B113/16
11 reasontrerait Blanch©, les enfant®, ayes sett© ferns® I mm bras
mm
which are both absolute.
This slight indeterminacy of the boundary between the categories might
be described as a case of paradigmatic non-discreteness. A clearer example
occurs in the following sentences
C'svane© ©lie savait c© que la petit© allaii Xui sir®3 qu'elle a®
s*eatendait pa© avec son per®, T2Z/25
Her© the last clause has characteristics of the appositions! and completive
subclasses. Paradigmatic non-discreteness we would distinguish from
exponential non-discreteness or dual class membership - here the same item
may expound two (secondary) classes. There is for example a very large
measure of exponential non-discreteness between post-emphatic and group-
antecedent relative clauses, but the subclasses are nevertheless paradig-
raatically discrete in that though many items may expound them both, they
cannot do so simultaneously in one occurrence,
There is, finally, a small measure of non-discreteness on the syntagaatic
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axis, as illustrated by the following sentences!
C'est & catte confrontation qu'il faat que Tkt'mm se prepare P239/26
oet ArgeXouse au voiei qu'ell® retourne furtive et protegee par la
aaii. T5&/5
Here the first cue in the first sentence and the oil in the second do not
self-evidently belong to only on© of the two dependent clauses#







These are distinct scales of abstraction, but in the ease illustrated here a move
in experience from an element of structure of the unit sentence (j3) to the clause
class that operates there (dependent) is at the same time a move down the






























































































There is only one move in expouea.se, whether at the primary or secondary
degree of delicacy, namely that between structure (more precisely, element of
structure) and class; the successive steps in delicacy do not affect the exponence
*55 l
relation , which is the same between p and dependent clause class as between |3
and completive (dependent) clause sub-class. Subdivisions have been shown there¬
fore only in respect of clause classes. The subclasses on each of the secondary
dimensions are systemic.
j. 34 Paradigm £f^d^^n^ent_cjjnis_es_s_
Class and system are syntactic categories - though morphological features may
be used as additional criteria in their definition. They are established, that is,
with reference to the unit next above, "Syntactic", of oourse, is not the same as
"syntagmatic". For as we saw earlier the contrast between subclasses expounding
terms in a system is established on the paradigmatic not on the syntagmatic axis,
but the system and the subclasses are nevertheless syntactic in that they represent
the range of choice between classes of a unit that is made at a place in the
structure of the unit above. Morphological (as opposed to syntactic) categories
corresponding to the class and system are respectively the morphological type and
36
the paradigm. The latter is traditionally confined to the rank of the word or
group, and is item-bound - that is, one element of structure is kept constant in
37
terms of its formal item exponent. As Robins points out, one use for such a
35• "categories", p 262-3, footnote 50.
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See "Chain and Choice", p 3: "the morphological set (of items which are alike
in their own structure) may then be referred to as a 'type1" in contrast
to the term 'class', "which should be reserved for the syntactic set."
In the "Categories", however, it is paradigm which is opposed to class:
"When a name is needed for morphological groupings, groupings of items on
the basis of likeness in their own structure, the term "paradigm" is
available", (p 262) - though the items in the example given, viz works,
working, worked are members of a type, but also, more delicately, terms in
a paradigm, just as the members of the class dependent clause can be grouped
primarily into a single class, and secondarily into subclasses expounding
terms in a system.
37'
R.H. Robins: "In defence of VP", TPS 1959, PP 116-144
paradigm is to display case and number variations in the noun, or tens*, mode,
voice, number and person variations in the verb; it is especially valuable in those
languages like Latin where it is often not possible to find phonologically discrete
exponents for the morphemes making up the compound words in the paradigm. It does
not follow though (as Robins appears to suggest) that, say, English took should be
regarded as monomorphemic - at the level of grammar it may be analysed as made up of
two morphemes which do not here have discrete realizations. One of these morphemes
is to be found in take and this indeed is the most satisfactory grammatical justification
for their inclusion in the same paradigm.
In addition to such item-bound paradigms it may be useful to recognise categorial
ones, and at all ranks (other than the lowest of course, which by definition has no
structure). The paradigm would then be a set of types showing some degree of
morphological likeness and unlikeness, just as a system is a set of classes i ith some
degree of syntactic likeness and unlikeness. Whereas the terms in a system can all
be referred exponentially to the same primary element of structure, this need not be
so of the paradigm, though where it is, the system and paradigm may be co-extensive.
Case in the group in German is a clear example of a paradigm which is not a system,
in that there is no single primary element of clause structure which may be expounded
by each and all of the cases of the nominal group; it is in fact likely that analysis
would show the terms in the case paradigm to be primary classes of the group. An
example in French is the verbal (word) paradigm, for again not all the terms can be
related exponentially to the same element of ¥Gp structure; see p .
Even where the terms are referable to a single primary element, it does not
necessaril\y follow that they should be regarded as forming a system as well as a
paradigm. We would not for example grant systemic status to the following paradigm
of dependent clauses, which displays the different ways in which a clause may be
morphologically marked as dependent. For most dependent clauses contain in initial
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(or forward-tending) position a secondary element f?® expounded by the class
binding of the unit group. This element may coincide variously with any of the
elements S (subject), P (predicator), C (complement) and A (adjunct) established















A-, S-, C~ and P-bound clauses are thus those where the binding element is
coincidental with A, S, C and P respectively. Unbound clauses have no B element -
though this does not necessarily mean that they are exponentially the same as items
from the independent class of clause. The following table illustrates the
interrelations between the syntactic and morphological analyses - the numbers
refer to the examples following the table.
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Secondary because the dimension on which it is established is, as far as
clause structure is concerned, non-cbain-exhausting. For a more


























1) il gron&ait trop aouvent /"qu'il fallait 1® aeeouer*. 159/4
2) ¥aus tllM voir mom c'est pen do choses 1149/19
3) Jeaft-bouis lui demand® ce qui ne va poo. 11281/4
4) -ill® sui demands ooabioa da ssois il oonsacrerait a cett© thlise. H70/4
5) il m aavalt pes s'il trait a droit©, h. gauche 11272/14
4) "Us eloent l©s itres1' /qu'ils diewntj .1186/5 e$
7) - 'on, protests Marl®, il ne s'agit pas d® celaj 174/21
8) Jean rnsolut d*att®«dr@ 1© fils Pieucboa de qui la cbaabre ouvrait but le
vestibule. BI4/I6
9) S*@st toujours noue-saae qui parlous A qoubhb&mu* HI41/3
10) L@ pauvr® oncl®, / qu'avait terriflo I'dtablisseasat h Paris d*un de sea
neveux, / avait tout fait pour en dltourner Ires. @001/6
11) Lbs earrosseries noire® glissaient sur la eh&ussee /Wee d© brefs afeois aux
croiseffient®. PlOl/l otp
12) Csux-ci attaints, /il ne savait pas (...) M272/14 pa-
13) Jean Wlou«fr®» la bouche amer©, s© 1em. B9/5
14) fh6rb»«, magmnt a la nuit qui vint ©asaito, auraix®; T59/23
X5) IMs1®©© verse to© I'eau le efeloroforsi© dont 1© mm, plus faailier, lui
fait solas pmr flBl/20
16) 11 ©writ, saas qu'ell© gring&t, la port© taili®, MM/3
Ives a© retouraa pour voir passer I'auto da aadm@ JSsearraguel FBl/%1
1?) Qmi qu'il pftt advenir, /la petite m 1*auralt pas, 3135/17 pa
18} 1©© ©niants tiusseat-ils j pevdro ira© fortune, ©11© pousserait mn bo&u-ibrer©
au Bsrlag®, M5Q/2
Infinitival VGps have not been regarded as binding, as they may expound the
predioator of independent clauses:
B'aiileura, 4 quel boa crier dans e© desert? 1*206/12
dependences
Sentence structure on the dimension of dependence is recursive. That is,
the presupposition relation may be repeated in depth; to use Dr. Halliday's
terms: "Language also exhibits a different kind of structure, the 'recursive*
structure. Here, as the name implies, an element of structure, or a combination
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of elements, is repeated 'in depth'." If a structure has three elements 1 ,
X2, i? such that the relation of 7? to X*" is the same as that of X2 to x\ we
would say that the elements are ordered in depth, that they occur at successive
positions on a scale of depth. Thus in
II assum qu'il a© semhaitait paa qu'elle le laiss&t tranquille; 13225/4
the last clause cu'elle le laiss&t tranouille presupposes in dependence the
second, qu'il ne souhaitait pas, which in turn presupposes the first, il assura.
Differences in dependence-kind (1.33) are not considered to invalidate the
principle of recursiveness. So that in
Marie fit signe que e'dtait Men ainsi qu'il fallait ©irconscrir® le
dab&t. £72/2
"Chain and Choice", p 8.
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the relative clause au'il fallait citcoascrire le dabat is at one lower position
in depth than the completive que c'gtait Men ainsi.
We have spoken so far as though of two clauses related by presupposition in
dependence, one only were presupposing. In fact the relation is often mutual to
some extent. Clauses containing an imputing V&p, for example, presuppose to a
high degree the presence of a completive clause; there is, too, strong mutual
presupposition between the clauses in combinations like the following!
i peine la juaent out-ell® ©enti mm sees flanes cm &mbw ©relatives, qu'elle
Nevertheless, criteria such as greater or less potentiality for expounding a
simple sentence (other than answers to questions etc., where the distinction
between dependent and independent clauses is to some extent neutralised) and
absence or presence of a binding group enable us to give priority to one direction
in the presupposition relation. This will be the basis for the placement of the
items on the scale of depth. The conversational terms high and low are again
useful for reference to position on this scale; as the relation in depth between
elements is one of order, we may speak of high-order and low-order clauses, so
that of two clauses at consecutive positions on the scale of depth, the presupposed
will be the higher-order one.
The first two positions on the depth-scale of dependence serve to define,
by the relation of exponence, the two primary clause classes independent and
dependent. But there is no class distinction corresponding to a move from second
to third, third to fourth position etc. This is a normal feature of elements
ordered in depth - to quote Br, Balliday agains "It is a characteristic of
4.0 * The following clause however does not enter into any presupposition relations,
but is significantly different from the example under discussion in respect
of the tense of its VGp:
A peine entesdit-il una siren® sur le fleuve, M196/6
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recursive structures that they cannot be used to differentiate classes. Apart
from the first term in the series, which may be distinguished by class (...),
each element of structure represented by a term in the recursive series has as
exponent one and the same class. Since then the first move in depth is here
different from all subsequent ones in that it involves a class distinction, we
would give primary status on the scale of delicacy to two elements only, a and (3,
subdividing the latter secondarily into p, Y, 6 etc. The subdivision of p into
p*, j3*, px (1.33) was based on distinctions on the choice axis, that into p, Y, 6














Clause (No relevant secondary classes)
Order of depth need not be marked by place in sequence. That is, a move in
sequence does not necessarily involve a move in depth for one (or more) of the
following reasons:
l) A clause may precede, follow or interrupt the higher-order clause.
This is not to say of course that place in sequence is irrelevant, but rather
that the distinctions it does carry are more delicate, and on a different dimension
from that of depth of dependence. It provides, as we have seen, one criterion for
the distinction of certain subclasses on the dimension of dependence-kind (some
41. "Chain and Choice", p 10.
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dependent clauses, notably relatives, may not precede the higher-order clause).
Further where more than one arrangement in sequence jLs possible, distinction must
be made between the structures aj?, pa, ctj-3. This entails the recognition of a
. —» ( )
system operating at p with terms p , p a nd pw according as p follows,
precedes or interrupts a# The primary relation between {} and a is one of
dependence-presupposition: order in sequence can thus be accounted for secondarily
and systeraically, (see also 5.52(4)). A detailed study would examine the factors
determining the choice and describe the possibilities of interruption of one clause
by another. The most usual places for interruption are after the initial
adverbial group
liais a peine renti€, Jean-Louis prit un© decision que la famill© adntira et
qui irrita au plus haut point son petit frere. if76/4
and, probably more frequently, after the subject:
line fouxmi, peut-etre cells qu'il avait d^livres, grlmpa le long de sa
jambe; M142/23
jn vain Theresa, pour I'apaiser, s'efxorqait-olla de retrouver cetto voix
un peu rauque dont elle connaissait le pouvoir; 177/17
But this by no means exhausts the possibilities; witness
i'ous les quinze jours, le vendredi, quelque tempo qu*il fit, il partait
d'Angouleme vers trois heures, 1422/18
penses-tu qu'apret- beaucoup d'efforts, on puisse transformer, si peu que ee soit,
la destines d'un hosme? L192/20
The sequential arrangement of p and Y (and of Y and 6 etc.) is much less
variable than that of a and p, for order in depth cannot here by marked by
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class differences. Normally then (3 precedes Y. a may follow them bothJ
idea que H. J&rdae ne lui e&i jamais mntrS / qu'il se souciSt d© sa tonus, /
Jeaa Mloueyre ne posa mem® question? 326/4 pYe
Y may also interrupt p, especially after the initial binding element s
Promois-aoi / qu' t una fois la chose fait®, / to a*y penaeras plus*
w/21 m
Only very exceptionally does £ follow Y» and in these cases a occurs between
the twos
Si papa await v<§cu, / «ja peas® / que c*®&t 4te pareil*,. H22/9 Ya$
2) Clauses may be coordinated, in which case they are generally at the same depth
of dependence - see 1.4
3) A clause may be simultaneously presupposed by two (or more) others without
there being necessarily any relations of coordination or dependence between the
two presupposing clauses - eg.
11b atteadaient/que Iheres® e4i oolite la sails,/pour a® deaaader l*ua "a
I'autres (ksis qu'est-ce qu*en lui a foaxrd daa© la tit® au convent?)
$86/10 a p* f
Although there is in principle no limit to depth, in the text sentences with
four positions are comparatively rare, Examplest
j*auare&s voulu / qu'il repondit / que a&esas valait ne fairs oucun bruit /
jusqu'I ce que fftt pass4 1® troupeau; $114/4 o#Y8
Cjut&asi ©lie lui affiiaait, par sermeat, / que oe a'ltalt pas ell® / qui s®
trouvait dans eett® auto, auprls du gargon avee qui ells avait dans® la veille, /
il s'en laissait convaincre, K228/14 pvfiu42
Isolated examples occur with five degrees of depth*
42,
avec qui elle avait dans£ la veille is a rankshifted clause operating as
qualifier in MJp structure.
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Qui suit pourbant / el co a* est pa® h ©Ho / qu'il songs / lorgqu'il mot
lee dlsquea du Mo a It ;trcMiiag / dont ell© s© uamimt d@ lui avoir parM,
un soir? ¥247/22 oprU
1.4 The dimension of coordination
Me have so far considered one form of presupposition relation holding between




being dependent upon it. Secondly, however, one may presuppose another by being
coordinated with it, as in
Busaol avait pris & part oacle Xatier, at Blanche " rontaaac lee suivait d'un
oell iaquiet. M138/2
The dimension of coordination is established to account for these relations.
It is primary (on the scale of delicacy) in that, firstly it is chain-exhausting
and secondly it does not provide a framework for making subdivisions within
categories already established on another dimension; that is, there is no priority
in delicacy between dependence and coordination (see 1.44). The dimension is
moreover long in that it is relevant to the description of all units other than
' 1 ' t '
the morpheme.
Coordination, like dependence, may be treated recursively, inasmuch as there
is no theoretical limit to the number of clauses that may be related to each other
by coordination, and also because it does not provide a basis for the establishment
of primary classes in the way characteristic of place-ordered structures (though see
1,42 and 1,43), Coordination is nevertheless different from dependence in one
important respect. If in the structure X1 X2 X^ the elements are ordered in
3 2 2 1
dependence, then the relation of X to X is the same as that of X to X , but
3 1
different from that of X to X , which is an indirect relation* If the elements
are ordered in coordination, then 1? is to X2 as X2 is to X* and as 't? to X1, In
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coordination, moreover, order is almost exclusively narked by sequence.
The use of Roman (lower-case) letters may be generalised for indicating
place in coordinations "a" is then the highest-order element on this dimension,
then "b", "c" etc,
Within coordination we recognise two secondary dimensions, which are themselves
also long,
1*£LUANR.
At any place on the scale, a clause may or may not be morphologically marked
as coordinated by the presence of a linking group. This gives us a system of
secondary clause classes, linked and unlinked, Urns in the sentence
Jean A*#9&4o a® clecrivaii Paris, aess camaraderies, / et J'iisftginais un royame
dont la loi eftt m de "derenir soi-m&se". T121/19 ab
the element a is expounded by an unlinked, b by a linked clause. Similarly in
the following example, though here the coordinated clauses are dependent!
11 a'avait rien fait pour la diaiauer aux yeux de stale, ni pour la rendre
odious®... F44/14
Linked coordination presents a problem in any grammar recognising a scale of
ranks namely, to what rank should the linking item be assigned? Three possible
solutions offer themselves. The first is to regard it as a mere structural marker,
without a place of its own on the rank scale; such seems to be the approach of
43
Hockett in his section on I,C. analysis - though the latter model does not of course
have a rankscale in the same sense as that defined in the theory underlying the
44
present study. It would in fact destroy the crucial taxonomic relationship between
units on the rankscale, in that a member of a given unit would no longer necessarily
consist solely of one or more complete members of the unit next below (with or
without rankshifted members of other units.)
*
C.F. Hocketts "A Course in Modern Linguistics"; New Tork 1958, p 153.
44• Cf "Categories", p 249 fn. 21.
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The second solution would he to treat the linking item as being a constituent
of the item that it marks as linked. Thus in the above example* et would be
(an exponent of) a linking group filling a place L in the structure of the second
clause. The difficulty here is that the morpheme, being the lowest unit, cannot
by definition have a structure in which the linking item could figure. However,
morpheme coordination is very rare in French and is unlikely to involve more than
two places.
Thirdly, we could regard the linker as of the same rank as the items it links*
The above-quoted sentence would in this case be analysed as consisting of three
clauses, the second expounded by et. It would however be a weak use of the
categories to have such a large number cf clauses (vis those expounded by jjt and
other members of that class) to which the rest of the description of clauses was
irrelevant. Moreover, the statement of the recursive nature of coordination
would be complicated in that what is repeated would no longer simply be a clause,
but rather either a single clause or a sequence of a linking clause and a non-
linking clause. We adopt therefore the second solution, especially as there are
no examples in the text of linkage between morphemes.
Linked clauses therefore contain a linking groups et, ou. mais etc. The
delimitation of members of the latter class itself presents a number of difficulties,
which are discussed in 2.36,
In linked circumstantial clauses containing a finite P, the substitute binding
group que is generally used instead of a repetition of the binding group in the
higher-order clause!
pare© qu'll a'arrive Jamais rlen ©t que riea m pent plus a'arriver, F20/J8
Comae la Jeuae £mm@ n'ouvrait d*autre livre que son paroiasien et que son 6tat
d© Jeuae fill® Men asS© et patsvr® l'avait tenu© a I'ecart d@ tout© iatia©
eoapagnie, aucune fiction, mill© confidence ne 1'aurait eclairde sur cette secret®
exigences ©a ©11®. 8102/13
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As in dependence, there is some measure of mutual presupposition between
coordinated clauses. This is especially so in such sentences as
(...) eetie manie de ssuffler et de s'essuyer 1® front, a la fois pour ae
denser one contenarice et pour aontror X*effort que lui codtuit son exactitude.
FX25/6
So too in the following examples, if one regards the clauses, as I think one should,
as related in coordination rather than dependences
Autant qu'on lui en donmr&it, & cette garce, anient qu'elle en boirait. T196/17
St plus veniaenses etalent lea paroles qui montaient h. ses lev-res, sane effort,
d'un floi coatinu, plus ea voix preaait d® suawiie. FISO/lS
Sa face bl&aa deaeuraii X«v4© vera landau*, soit qu'elle voul&t secrettr© ©near©
la souffrs-r.ee da Georges, salt qu'elis esper&t retrouver X® souffle, F1X6/10
For in the next example the clauses are undoubtedly coordinated:
Flu® m peesi® ralllerait &e eoeurss et plus il m sentirait appauvri; J&52/10
The linking groups here are respectively plus (simple) and et plus (compound)} in
the earlier example they are plus venimeuses and plus ... de suavity (the et in
the first clause has of course no relevance to the coordination relation between
the two clauses cited).
Linked clauses may occur at any place of coordination. Though their
probability of occurrence is greater at the last rather than the first place they
are nevertheless by no means infrequent at as
• Vous m lies loiaS
Et il tirait ua mhim d@ sa poch®, sesurait la txonc. Bt tzdoaphaats
- i'mm, wr&um que a® me euis pas twmpe de beaucoup... H3O/S
Linked clauses may be discontinuous; a characteristic pattern is for a
dependent clause to interrupt a linked independent one after the linking groups
L'oeil 4gar&, ©11© avait gliaad deux doigia dans son corsage, et tarsals que Is
curd lui racaatait see deaeMs avsc 1© oatre, ©11© pensait a I'agonie, h la sort,
g ^ ( 1
au Jugasent de Lieu, au partage des propridtds. 1137/14 p/aa/aa/bp / a;
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The clause tandis que le curd lui racontait aes d&neles avec le aaire presupposes
in dependence the clause et ... elle pensait a l'a&'onie. a la sort, au .iu&eaent
de Bieu. au cartage des nronrigtes. which itself presupposes in coordination the
first independent clause, elle avait grlisse deux doigts dans son corsage.
Unlinked clauses are not morphologically marked as being coordinated. The
recognition of their syntactic role thus presents some problems. We may use the
term "juxtaposition" when an unlinked clause follows a clause which it presupposes
in coordination; "contiguity" can then refer to the succession of two clauses
without any relations of coordination presupposition holding; between these.
Juxtaposition is exemplified in
- J® t'ai choissi, j© t*ai ale u part des autres, j® t'ai ssarqud de m&
signs. mi/13
and contiguity in
Qx'on le laisse tranquille, il m demand® rim. I€L4l/l7
The main marker of juxtaposition is phonological, so that there will be frequent
indeterminacy in a written text where there is scarcely any indication of tone.
Grammatically one could invoke as a covert criterion the possibility of adding a
linking group to the second clause; but more useful would be an overt criterion to
the effect that morphological similarity between the clauses and syntactical
similarity of dependence depth and kind is likely to be indicative of juxtaposition,
rather than contiguity. This criterion is particularly applicable to dependent
clauses - thus there is coordination in each of the following sentences, which
contain two conditioning and three completive clauses respectively:
II n'eut pas besoln de marcher longtesps / pour ne plus entendre las Eclats da
sire, / tout m plus seatir l'odsur des eigares. TH38/7 a/a $/s 0/b
Jeaa-Louis pensait / que I'huable Josdfa etait estate dans le Busier© Frontenne, /
qu'elle en faisait parti®, / que riea m i'en pourrait plus detacher. M284/19
a/a p/& p/b p/c
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la the following eentene© the morphological similarity consists of the preaene®
la initial position of lexically related adjuncts:
X^hivcr, ee gar§on raiaonaabl© suivait I Paris dea eours d@ droit; X'Sti
il ne donnait que peu de Jours I sa faaille; T42/2
1
The second dimension yielding secondary distinctions within coordination
contrasts aeugm&iie and non-zeugmatic clauses, the former being the marked term -
marked in the sense of requiring positive explanation, ,jJe saw earlier that the
system of zeugma is relevant also to comparative dependent clausesi it was
I
discussed briefly in 1.333.
Any clause at any place in coordination may be zeugmatic or non-zeugmatic,
irrespective of whether it is linked or unlinked. There are thus four possibilities
which are exemplified in the second clause in each of the following sentences;
1) Zeugmatie linked;
- fou® fetes si boal ©t atoi si miehante! F89/H
2) deugmatie unlinked;
£11© await joui ua beau r8le, s'etait complu dans des altitude©* ¥96/26
5) Sbn-seugmatic linked;
Jean raloueyre Mfendaii a <:>o6mi do l'smbm&aer, sals il aoceptait I*imposition
i© sa min fralch® ssv son front. 1129/13
4) Son-zeugmatie unlinked;
vous saves que lm Deguilhaa exigent ua deled, qu'ils daaandent &
rtflechir ... T167/3
In a zeugmatic clause, the value of the constituents derives in part fro®
the higher-order clause which it presupposes in coordination. Thus in
lfaa© defendant eon couvent, 1'autre son lyeae. f3Z/VS
the relation of 1*autre to son lvcde. namely that of subject to complement, derives
from the relation of l'une to son couvent in the preceding clause: the relation is
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as it were carried over iato the zeugaatic clause which has its own exponents for
the terms in the relation. Similarly the value of les tenebres in the following
example - viz, that of subject - is determined by la foret in the clause to which
it is linked:
La ferit m m fait pear, ni les tda&brcs* flSl/15
Jtorphologically we may distinguish two types of zeugmatic clause;
l) Those containing only one place in structure (with or without a linking group
too). There will be an element of the same value in the higher-order clause -
or a verbal equivalent of one within the F of the higher-order clause, for the
¥Gp has subject, complement and adjunct elements in its own structure, expounded
by word classes: see 4.22, For us to recognize two clauses rather than a
single clause containing coordinated groups, at least one of the conditions
below must be met. Otherwise we keep to the general principle of treating
coordination at the lowest rank possible, so that, for example, in
j&aiel© et ;<Sarie epouseroai dies types sans situation 2Q22/3
the coordination is between words - the clause has only one subject expounded
by a single but compound MJp, To treat coordination at a higher unit than
is necessary leads to an increase in the number of categories expounded in the
text and thus detracts from the simplicity of the description. The conditions
then under which we recognise a zeugmatic coordination of clauses are:
i There is discontinuity between the similar elements:
B'&illaurs, le premier rest® accompli, ®rec quell® fureur lucid© ell®
■ avait poursuivi ssa deasein! avsc quell© tdnacitel. f230/16
ii There is a phonological or graphological mark of disjunction between them:
Bernard s'iateressait au paid® d© Tfc&rlee, - mis am;si & sas propos*
f221/14
Je lieais, Ju&tttant, un article dans la fattpq, ^ Vm dfeoateLt
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1® Grec et 1© Latin., eafia les Human!Ms pniparmt lea grand® eapit&ia®®
d*Industrie... HI2S/18
iii The whole is followed by a lower-order zeugma-tic clause whose rank is clear:
HI© croit pourtant 1*entendre re»pir®r, / frapp®, / eeemb©, / frapp®
encore. F168/18
here (the first) frapp® is discontinuous with the similar element Ulle) croit
..
in the first clause; ecoute is not discontinuous with the preceding i'rause
but is followed by the two-element zeugmatic clause frar/oe encores thus
the sentence structure is a b c d. In the following examples, however,
we have juxtaposed (verbal) groups within, in each case, a single clauses
e«s regions inci4 isr&inees &u fM-reae a vecu, a souffert? T33/3
©Ilea qui s'eatendent si Men, pourtant, I recouvrir, 1 ensevelir
leurs ordures: T'77/4
iv The second element is presupposed by a dependent clause:
c'etait + ©lie / qui, saintenant, prsoait Ives dans sea bras / at f lui /
qui, parfoie, resistait. M53/S «/a (PC) p/a a/h (a/LC) p/a
v There is "repolarisation" t that is, the polarity - negative or positive -
of the first clause is appropriate to the first of the two similar elements,
but not the second. Thus in
Bernard avait consent! & n® pas habiter sa saisoa, sals cell® de
ThBres®, T97/8
la jeuaesse a'est le commencement de rim, ®sls au contraire une
agonie... ?®6/l5
the negative polarity of the first clauses is cancelled by the special
linking items mais and mais au contraire. Conversely in
Lee freins d'un autobus coirvraient tous les autre® bruits, male son oslui
qu'elle doviaa, plutSt qu'elle m I'eatendit, de la port© du pali«r; WXOl/2
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The positive polarity of the initial clause is here reversed by the
negating linker maia non. Structures involving- que are not regarded
as fulfilling this requirement, so that
11 a»<§prouvait rim qu'ua pm d© fatigue; B116/8
is a single clause containing two coordinated complements.
2) Those where the zeugmatic clause contains two or more elements (with or without
a linking group). We may distinguish two patterns s
i The relation between two (or more) elements in the zeugmatie clause is
parallel to that between similar elements in the presupposed clause.
Thus in
II venait p«u & Ajrgelouse, plus souvent i. Salnt-Clair, T104/1X
the relation of peu to a Ar^elouse is carried over to the adjuncts
f
plus souvent and a Saint-Glair, but the P (il venait) which is essential
to the understanding of the relation between the adjuncts in the first
clause, is not repeated in the seconds it is this which makes it zeugmatic.
Similarly in
l»£te + m eeatait ♦ la tlte + froid®, / 1*esprit +■ atteatif. F228/I3
where attentif is intensive with respect to 1'esurit in the same way as
froide is to la tete, the structure is a (SPCS C*) b (CS 0*). Again in
On a tout de aesis sis un chapelet entra les doigts de la vieille iapie,
u.n crucifix sur sa poitrlae. 1182/13
le vestibule Su les placards d&rersent leur odour d® confiture© ©t de
sjoisissurea, la cuisine sea relents ie graiaee. 812/5
Probably th© most frequent type of this structure is that where one of the
elements is a finite prediontor, the number and gender categories being
in concord with, determined by, that of the VGp in the higher-order clause:
45.
For a more detailed discussion of que see 2.35,
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II hsussslt lee 6psule$, affect&it 1© d6taeheaent} T99/4
Job6, qui ss tenait mal et mmgmit vomem&at, M0/3
Much less often the parallelism say be between non-finite P's:
A eh&que instant une etineelis peat mitre, un courant s'^t&blir F100/21
sur dee objeta qui, jusqu'alors, anient pu I'oeeuper, I'inaui^ter et
n&se ie fairo ua peu souffrir, .3226/16
We should also mention the special case where the zeugm&tie clause precedes
the non-zeugmatic onej the most frequent pattern her® is that where the
zeugmatie clause contains a binding group plus another element and the
following clause repeats the binding group:
L* innocent® a© s© douteit pas que ce masque cruel et rus<§, cefcte boueh®
ssrree, c®» yeux froichs, que tout eels eonetituait pour la plupart de
ceus qui I'&waisai eosme, la visitable IMxesa. F32/26
Hie iprouvait que les pins iaaoabrables, mx satailles rouges ©t glusmiea,
que lea sables et les landes iacendiies la garderaient & Jamais prisoaaiere.
B151/15.
ii Only one of the elements in the zeugmatic clause has an equivalent in the
presupposed clause, but it enters into relations with the other elements
in its clause which are not applicable to its equivalent. For example, in
file port&it dee s&taines da fil et, a Son cou, ua medallion on italent
peiats deux amours luttant arse un bone. Blll/2
the adjunct a son eou is related only to the second of the two complements.
Similarly in
111© trdbuchait, se tordait lee piedss dans lee emigres, f128/23
les pieds is complement only to se tordait. not to the first ¥Gp.
Zeugma may affect units of different ranks at the same time,. Examples of
this have already been given: where the presupposed clause has at P a VGp
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containing its own subject but the zeugraatic one has a subjectless VGp with its
number and gender categories determined by the first, both the clause and its VGp
can be regarded as zeugaatic: such is the case in the last example above. Here
complicated constructions occur when the VGp in the zeugmatic clause consists of a
past participle parallel with a past participle in a finite VGp in the higher-order
clause*
la tontur© dec aurs et les ri&eaux avaient ©t4 changes, lea mmiblest reconverts
d'une autre 4toffe. P219/24
It is not only the VGp which may be affected, however, witness the following
example where the zeugma extends to the AGp:
Celui-la se disait qu'entre 1*explication au tableau d© domain matin, qu'entre
le cours d'alleoand o& M. Roche p©ut-$tre 1® battrait, et lo coueher be ce soir,
use auit Mnie s'<$tenbaitj 1U3/24
Here there is only partial parallelism between the adjuncts, and the zeugraatic
nature of the first is emphasised by the fact that entre normally presupposes either
a plural or a double complement.
In a few marginal cases, of two clauses related in coordination both may be
zeugmatic. Such is the most (eontextually) viable interpretation of the following
sentences
les deux enfants a'ebaueh&rent pes uii geste, ne prononcerent pas use parol®
de tendresse. zJl/lO
The second clause is here zeugmatic by virtue of the absence of a subject, the
first because of the absence of a qualifier in the NGp complement -» for de tendresse
is related not only to the head parole but also to /teste.
Elements and systems derived from the dimension of coordination as it applies




Elements a, b, c» etc.
System linked
Ixponea.ce: no primary classes
derive from the primary
Classes elements. Both dependent
"of Linkage unlinked
and independent class®®
thus subdivide into s System seugmatic
A
of Zeugma aon-aeugm&iic
l.*£4J3oprdiitetion and de£endep£e_ini interrelation
She dimensions of coordination and dependence have been treated separately and
each granted primary status in delicacy. For in the first place there is no positive
reason for considering one secondary to the other. And secondly they are not
systemieally relatedt that is to say, we would not establish a single primary
dimension of presupposition with a presupposed and a presupposing element, the latter
being split secondarily and systemically into dependent and coordinated. There are
three reasons for not establishing such a system:
1) A clause may be simultaneously at {3 in dependence and b in coordination.
ii import© que lee Peloueyre fassent souelp ©t que rien d'eux a© risque d@
paeaw & tante 'MXieiid ok a fmmmtd.. Oa^wave. I>38/2 a/a p/& fi/h
If we said that of the two presupposing clauses, the first presupposes in
dependence, the second in coordination, we should not be accounting for the
dependence relation between the third clause and the first: that is to say, there
is no systemic choice between dependence and coordination for a gives clause may
presuppose one higher-order clause in dependence and another in coordination.
2) It is not the case that at any place other than the first non-presupposing one,
there is a choice between a move in dependence and a move in coordination: this
is indeed the normal situation but we must recognise also th© possibility of there
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being' a move on neither scale or on both*. The sentence (-part)
Pendant qu'ils Baage&lent, / Hotel lui demands / si son travail d'histoir©
it&it aeheve; B116/21
contains two clauses at depth p in dependencet but they ax® not related to each
••
other in coordination.. However, in
II eft voulu reteaiv chaque ainut® / at que le ssoir »© viat (m)
the second clause presupposes the first in both dependence and coordination.
3) Whereas dependence yields clause classes, this is not so with coordination
itself - subclasses derive from systemic distinctions within coordination.
Nevertheless, the two dimensions are interrelated in that normally only clauses
of the same order of dependence are coordinated! clauses at a* or at p or at Y
etc; only rarely are there relations of coordination between one clause at p and
one at a. With the exception of the last one, all examples of cooi-dination so far
given have been congruent in this sense, and no further illustrations need to be
given at this stage. Exceptions are few; they may arises
l) When the fQp expounding the first P in the higher-order clause belongs both to
the class of imputing groups and to the class which may expound the first P in
recursive phase structures (see 2,23)» e.g.
il fallalt les estourer de tenturee, d@ aeufoles, tie berceaux, / efc que chaeun
<!' eux j ereustt son trou... Mi&O/lS @/& P/b
II fit algae qu'il ne voulait pas parlor, ni qu'on lui adreasft la parole, ai
Banger M248/25
In the following example, there is cohesion not between an infinitive and a clause
as above, but between an adjunct and a clause:
311® peaea a see vieilles mains qui 0talent afeimees, marquees de legeree
tavelurcs et qu'il lea d^eouvrait a cette second.® sSm®, F143/27
jamais. 365/7 a/a p/b
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2) When there is cohesion between an adjunct and a circumstantial clauses this
is the most frequent pattern of incongruences
II n*«vanqait plus que lenteaent h cause du sable dans ses souliers et pare©
qu'un pieux enfant est toujours port© par lee aage®: 1457/9
5) In a few other instances when the linking item is aaias
lis vous oat isise dans leur jeu, ssais eana rien expliquer. ?19l/l3
In the case of coordination between dependent clauses, congruence of depth of
dependence is generally accompanied by congruence of dependence-kind* That is,
conditioning clauses are not coordinated with completive ones - we should be less
ready to consider them systemically opposed if this were not so. Even within these
two subclasses, there is more often than not congruence in terms of more delicate
distinctions - cf
J*©a suis a ae deaaander si je rev© ou si je veille, i©7/5
A conditional is unlikely to be coordinated with any clause except another
conditional one:
M*e&t-ell© autrefois accompli aueun geate irreparable at mfee si elle dtait
reetd® tout© m vie me. Bernard Xtesqueyxoux, (...) eta fills a'eis aurait
davantage exiate pour elle; f69/19
or an absolute except with another absolute:
Le repae ach.«v<3 ©t K. sofssneillsnt, B67/1
Incongruent coordination between a relative and an appositional clause is less
rare than other assymetries, witness
©on file Femaud Caseaave, home considerable, president du coaseil general, et
chess qui elle vivait s S„. • 817/8
si ®a mhz&t oorte physique et qu'll a'avait pas connue, I'e^ut aiod. 816/20
The following is a rare example of coordination between an absolute and an appositioral
clause:
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2Soir ds poll, ml» 1© taint couleur d© grenade, 4# am longs yeax d© ml©
aadalcru&e, am vergogae dejE il guettait cmx ds i&mmi* B117/12
* ' '
Significantly this sentence belongs to the register of physical description, one
of the formal markers of which is precisely the listing' in juxtaposition of JIGps,
absolute and relative clauses in structures less clearly integrated than is the
case with other registers - cf
Bile vit d'aborl qu*il no s'agisaait pas du pereonn&ge ridicule qu'elle av&it
imagingi dels ©pasties friles, 1© doe road, sais dans an visage d*enfant dea yeox
d'une limpidity preeeue ineoutenable et qui vilaieat Men qu'o-'i lux pardona&t son
habit de eosafection, see grosses bottines laches dent lee crochets isoatraieni la
ooulsur du euivre. 1 F1I4/11
Debout il paraissait daome, une tlte fin® et pure, des yeux candides; mais le
ecu dans les eoaulee, un corps equelettique. F171/12
There are further examples at F244/24, M232/20, B105/18.
As far as independent clauses are concerned, we are not able to make any more
delicate statement concerning congruence in coordination, though the prediction
might be risked that more detailed stud;/ would reveal that coordination is generally
between elauses of like mood.
Finally we should add that in some cases the distinction between dependence and
coordination is not entirely clear-cuti we have seen that the system of zeugma
applies to comparative as well as coordinated clauses, and with such items as aussi
bien que or tant ... cue one might hesitate between regarding them as involving
dependent comparison on the one hand or coordination on the other - compare
Ou1, c@ a1est pss tant le drsuae m lui-afee que votre existence pendant
plusieurs amies ... ¥&*!/'22
ee n'itait pas settlement son argent qu'il jousit, mis celui de la faadlls.
1265/17
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Chapter 2: The Clause
2.1 Clause Rankshift
j2.11_frij^^jslajB^^
The category of class is, as we have seen, defined by its relation to the other
basic categories of the theory. In particular, a class is a grouping of members of a
given unit alike in their potentiality of occurrence in the next higher-ranking unit*
When a clause is rankshifted to operate as, say, head in a NGp, it does not thereby
belong to the class of the unit word which is defined by its operation at the element
head, since .only words, not clauses, may be members of a word class. Rankshift is
thus an instance of the lack of one-to-one correlation on the paradigmatic axis between
element of structure and class*
We do not need, however, to recognise a primary class of clause in respect of each
primary element at which members of the unit may operate* For the exponential overlap
between clauses operating at {3 in sentence structure and those which are rankshifted is
such that we may conflate them into a single primary class: this we have called
"dependent". At primary delicacy then, there are only two classes of the clause -
independent and dependent. The secondary classification of clauses along the dimension
of coordination - linkage 1.42 and zeugma 1,43 - is applicable to rankshifted clauses as
well as to non-rankshifted ones. But the secondary classification of dependent clautes
outlined in 1.33 was based on their operation in sentences, and cannot be applied with¬
out modification to rankshifted clauses. We now present, therefore, a more delicate
classification of the latter; where there is a bigh enough proportion of common exponents
to warrant it, the same class names will be used as those given in 1.33, but this is a
matter of descriptive convenience and must not blind us to the fact that the values will
be somewhat different, as the classes will be defined by different syntactic criteria*
Rankshift may involve recursive structures in two ways. In the first place, the
rankshift itself may be recursive: an item is rankshifted to operate in the structure of
a larger item which is itself rankshifted.47
"I H mmvmum iv I.. .... — ■ ■ «, n I. .11 .m ... ■ 1 .. r nn-In*.*..
4 /
47 * cf "Chain and Choice", p 8 ff.
Tile most characteristic example of this is illustrated in the following group?
dan® la lucfur d'unc Isiip© ds chm&t M287/12
Here the Hp ehevet is rankshifted to the element c in the structure of the AGp
de chevet; this in turn operates, by rankshift, as qualifier in the Hp une lampe de
chevet: this is rankshifted into the AGp d'une lampe de chevet which is q in the NGp
la lueur d'une lampe de chevet: finally this NGp is rankshifted to c in the AGp dans
la lueur d'une lampe de chevet. Such recursive rankshift may be described in terms of
depth of rankshift} see 7.2(3),
In the second place, two (or more) clauses related in depth on the dimension of
dependence may be jointly rankshifted while retaining these dependence relations.
Thus in
les aoyeae doat Ives avs.it us4 pour pr£v©nlr cei exaaem M133/S
the circumstantial clause pour prevenir cet examen maintains in rankshift its dependant
relation vis-a-vis the preceding relative clause dont Yves avait use. One relation
between them is carried over into the Hp in which they are here operating.
This presents no difficulty in description because the dimension of dependence is
relevant to the Hp (and AGp) as well as to sentence structure. The relative clause
can thus be said to be at q (a seoindary division of (3 ) and the circumstantial
one at Y. Similarly in the more complex example?
I'Btre infini qui avait persals qv'elle f&t sourie et laid®, qu'elle mourfct
sans avoir jamais <5t<§ sdiaSe ni poeaddde. T105/7
Here the first rankshifted clause is presupposed in dependence by two coordinated
completive clause^the second of which is itself presupposed by a lower-order
circumstantial clause. The four clause" are thus all rankshifted, filling
respectively the elements p Y/a Y/b 6 in Hp structure. In such cases there
may again be the syntagmatic non-discreteness between a relative and a completive
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clause mentioned in 1.355* e.g.
Is parti &mg§ael d'&boxd taa, mere auraii voulu que nous nous arritions, 1T70/17
In such cases of multiple rankshift, it is convenient to refer to the clause
which is the highest-ordered in dependence among the rankshifted series, as
a first-order rankshifted clause and all the others as second-order ones.
Now the subclassification of second-order rankshifted clauses is in no
way different from non-rankshifted dependent clauses; there need therefore
be no further discussion of them. The following subclassification
applies, then, only to first-order rankshifted clauses.
The first subdivision contrasts clauses rankshifted to the head of a NGp
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with those operating at lower-order elements in nominal or adverbial group
structure: not a systemic contrast of course, as there is clearly no single
place at which the choice is made.
2.12_Hgad clauses
These may operate in Mips at S or C in clause structures
C# qui s'dtait pass!, quins© aanees plus tSt, / m la concenaait / en ilea.
F53/6 SPA
ell® avait fait / ce qu'elle &®*/ait fair©; F46/21 PC
or as complement in AGp structure (see 1.331)s
des enfante (...) s© ddaasr&reat h propas d© ce qu'ils y ddcouvrent ... F5S/14
II fit des plans pour quanci Jean ?<§loueyr© aurait "claapssd*. B135/16
The following more delicate subclasses may be established secondarily within
the head class:
l) Ce-claueess marked by the presence of the word ce in the first element, as in
J*ai feint d*4prow«r ce qu'il Itslt coonren&ble de ressentir devant une
telle revelation ... F55/26
"Sals-4© c© qa'oa appelle ua© mkre dlaatu^e?" ?26/9
pare® qu'il reads!t clair pour aoi ce dont je souffre confusemant depuis
aon adolescences #139/19 p (APC^C?)
There may occasionally be ambiguity as between such structures and those
involving an I-completive clause.
II me demand® / os que 1® »© vmx lui donaer.
may thus be an exponent of the structure PC (= "he asks of me something that I
cannot give him") or of op (= "he asks me what it is that I cannot give him").
The difference lies in the fact that the initial element of the head clause
must begin with c£, whereas in the non-rankshifted ones, the first position may
be expounded by comment, combien etc.
Ce-clauses frequently occur in NGps at S preceding the VGp etre; usually,
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but not invariably, they are recapitulated by the word £& operating in
VOp structures
Mala ess qui *cc«|sarali# ®n ©#%t© jslssate, tout# Ia ymkmrne® 4# son attrition,
«t*4lMU l®' eoBfWBubr d*tm incident MM Vomti® pr#o4ua»tes F47/28
Oe avsit dit a X'onal© etait horrible WSM/22
2} vue-clsuses: marked by esse in initial positionj they occur in Kps operating
at $ before a copulative P (and the mode of their own P is subjunctive)}
reeapitulstoxy s@ is attain often founds
£ais quo Infant ffct capable m jalousie# 4tait-c© 1# s^m ttxtimmblo
fa'elie Itait alias© da luif F111/X3
Clauses which are the goal of an intensive complement (2,212) are not analysed
as renkchifteds
II jnce&lt 4- aieaaaaira / q&* * an wivit * U &OM*. 1119/6 «(PCX) ${A*e)
Kile trouv&it 4- injuste / qua ■!- lea i'laoMA * Maiilcnmt •*• toujour® r l®s
pis®, f144/22 ttiPC1) £{ASPAC)
In the©© eases it is not clear whether the nominal or the verbal group in the
higher-order clause should bs regarded as the imputing onei perhaps both.
5) Qui/quoi clauses! the first element is qui or de cuoi. the- qui sad guol
having here no anaphoric referencet
(at souh^dt&ia) %m / cheque jkinuie / a'npporttt / a,® qooi * vivre. '2114/9
aspc Up)
Spouse / qui * in wadm# f€B/l5 FO(ep)
These too should be distinguished fax® non-rankshifted I-coKpIetive®, as in
lis a® cos$>reroieat p&« / qui tu ©s ... SU®/1 a#
The criterion ia the earn© as that given in (l) above, viz, the comout&bility
of oui in I-eospletives but not the raskshifted clauses with items like comment
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etc. Moreover, the rank-shifted clause itself commutes such more readily
with Mips - the above example continues, significantly with a zeugmatically
coordinated clause containing a NGp complements
Mi^pouse qui tu vou&rae, mala pas una landaise!*
4) Indefinitess clauses of very restricted patterns, like




These are discussed further in the section on the UGp. See 5.24(3)
5} Infinitival clauses! marked by the presence of an infinitival VGp at F.
hike ce- and que- clauses, they characteristically precede a copulative P (and
often occur as complement to one, too). The VGp may or may not contain the
initial element dg (see 4.234)
at vivre, c'dtait de dsosurer assise F120/10
Stre eaiba:^ue, c'eat etre arrive. F140/8
nous ae nous oLoutions pas que d*avoir vingt aas p&t paraftre aux autres
cosaae wae »rv©ill®. 1183/10
6) Participial clauses: those containing a participial VGp at P: such clauses
occur in groups at C^":
elle se trouvait / livree * sans force + a toutos Ice furies de 1'imagination, +
It toutes les teniaticus <ie I'esprit. F18/1 PC" (PActA)
lux aussi, aurait voulu (...) finir etouffe par ce baiser. B77/1&
There is however, a certain amount of indeterminacy here, as the line between
participial clauses and Hps is not clearly defined (see 4.25l).
7) Circumstantial clauses: in a delicate analysis we should further have to account
for circumstantial clauses operating as head of groups expounding c in AGp structure:
la. paix d'avaat que cet home la possedHt B102/7
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The rank of 11 y a deux ans in the following example is less clears it is
perhaps better analysed, as an AGp than a clause, with il y a operating as
preposition in group structure not a predicator in clause structure -
cette sole d'il y a deux ana M50/17
2.1?_Moithead clauses
We subdivide as followsj
l) Relative clauses: this class has the same potential membership as non-rankshifted
group-antecedent relatives. The criterion for distinguishing them is phonologic: Is
there is a tone-group boundary before a non-rankshifted one, Thus the
distinction corresponds/that frequently made between defining (our rankshifted)
and non-defining relatives. The contrast is exemplified in the following pieces
Bans la piece nstte, oik etlncel&ient las casseroles d® cuivre qui m
sexvalent jamais, Anna 4 taxi assise. FllO/24
Here the clause qui ne servaient .jamais is rankshifted to q in the NGp acting
as subject of the non-rankshifted relative ou etincelaient les casseroles de
cuivre qui ne servaient .jamais, Graphoiogically, the distinction is often
y / J '
carried by punctuations a preceding comma marking the non-rankshifted clause,
b J' . \t'i '■ "
However, .this criterion is very far from being foolproof - a large number of non-
/ jfe )■' i
rankshifted relatives are not preceded by a comma. This characteristically
happens When there is a comma after the relative element as in
'■Wl f p
/tin soir, + h faris f ou, -f sur le ehemin du retour, * ils ©•anttereat, f
jfrmtrnxA /+ qultte' *• ©steasiblessent + tin music-tell T61/17 a(AAvSPACj }&{&&)
V/_ I ■
But the absence of punctuational marking of the non-rankshifted relative can be




lyes ae/retouraa/pour voir passer 1'auto d© aadame Escnrraguel/qui avanqait
: dans ua bruit de ferndlle* MBl/ll apt
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TMreye, (toujour® mt la chaise fesse] dlcouvrait m&cMnsleaaent son front j
dont*Georgee+ d4 tournail+lee yeus* 1*154/15 ap(ASPC)
In fact, from a formal point of view, these are ambiguous: in interpretation the
choice between the two possible formal meanings (rankshift or non-rankshift) is
made by as. appeal to the level of context. "Squinting" of this kind has been
adopted freely in the textual analysis underlying the statistical treatment of
the MGp gives in Ch 7. The fact that contextual criteria are used in the
analysis does not x&ean that the categories are not formal, for context is used
not in the definition of the categories but in the assignment of items exponent¬
ially to them in cases where there is no overt formal marking in the text.
2) Clauses containing in initial position a phasing element (see 2.23) or a (past
or present) participle:
us type capable d@ piger M74/8
I'air reau4 par sa robe de percale. B30/2'
All these items may expound the non-rankshifted appositional class, the
\ ^ . :-j
distinguishing criteria being tonality and mobility of position, as described in
1.333* Mot all appositional clauses have rankshifted counterparts however.
Adjectives, for example, which may stand as head of a simple MGp operating in a
simple appositional clause, are not assigned to the unit clause when expounding
q in group structure: there is no morphological or syntactic reason for such an
assignment.
3) Prepositional clauses - all are infinitival, e.g.
la question de savoir si l*on est encore aims F143/2
Be la table a outrage, / 1© lings & repviser / coulait. K1G3/7 ASP
4) Circumstantial (finite) clauses
5) Completive clauses
a relatively small number of items
which are potential members of these
two non-rankshifted subclasses were found occupying places in group structure:
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Xeposwlbl® d® s© representer aa vis lorsqu'il ae lui reaterait qu© d©
quo! a® pas aeurir &© faim. P79/19
A teavere 1'©space, il ssatait la joie ae sa bien-aiaaS©, sa j©A© pare®
qu'ii a'dtalt plus centre ell© coueM. L39/16
Sa revanche, il deemuralt toujour© dsns la crainte que sa fsaille a©
dSeouvrit 1'existence d® Jo&Sfa. MB5/6
6) Variable depth clauses. All the above sub-classes of first-order rankshifted
clauses occur at the element ft (more delicately q) in UGp structure. The
present subclass may be found at ^ or a lower-order element in nominal or
adverbial group structure. They presuppose at the next-higher order element
a member of a small system of words; plus, moins. trop. assez (all with or
without the morpheme de, seep207)» autre, meme, tel. meilleur, pjre. moindre.
aussi. si. tellement. tant. autant. ntieux. pis. The clauses may be more
delicately classified as follows;
i Jfon-comparative
(a) The presupposed item is troc (de). or assez (de); these clauses may be
either infinitival, with pour as the first element
une volants asses puissant©'pour la rasener, apres quinze aanew,
dam? as pstit salon o& soa crime fut eoa§«. 1219/22
or finite, with pour cue as clause-initial element
Sa deoi-sceur Ann® lui garaissait trop jeune alors pour qu'il p&t
lui aceerder qaelqn® attention. T42/8
(b) The presupposed item is si, autant. tant or dellement; these clauses
all contain a finite P and are introduced by que
Mai®, tu ©s tellement idiot© que ttt perdxaa tout ... M91/13
un@ emotion si douce qu*ell© retards?. 1*instant d© s'dtendr® ®ur
son lit. B105/X7
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Comparative. The presupposed item is any of those in the above list
other than trop or assez: comparative clauses have que in initial position
and may be either
(a) non-zeugmatic, containing a finite Pi
un© oonnaissance plus profond© qu'il n'teaginalt. 377/25
un Itre tel que nous le livro 1*amour. F158/15
(b) zeugtnatic - there is no finite P, the value of one or more of the
elements being derived from their parallelism with elements in the
clause in which is functioning the group into which the comparative
clause is rankshifted (see 1»333» 1.43)
Mais m solitude lui est attachee plus dtrcitement qu'au l<'preus.
son ulceret T157/20
son ulcere parallels sa solitude and au lepreux lui.
Bile redoutait plus que tout l'insoani©: F17/28
Alternatively the parallelism may be between an element in the zeugmatic
clause and the (deictic +) head of the group in which the clause is
operating:
La aaladie aim (...) eosportait plus de joiaa que d© peines, W>Z/l
Axdv4do ni&it qu'il exietai une ddcbeanee pire que celle de oo
reader. f123/22
In other cases there may be no explicit parallelism at all:
Angoulim© lui paraissait etre ueaucoup plus pre® de Bordeaux que
naguere. MBfc/4
IX m rappela cette composition d® lecture o&, sysuat lu mi.our
qu'sueun autre, il avait 4t6 tout de ®&m classd dernier. £16/17
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4s with noa-rarikshifted comparatives, the clause my consist of a
a single item (in th© case of rankshifted ones: que) and he followed
by a lower-order dependent clause (second-order ranfcshift):
J©ao-iiCuis leva les yens vers Ives (•••) qui falsait, pour pleurer,
la ©fee grimace qus qu&ad il 4tait petit. M214/1Q
The comparative clause is here at Y, presupposing the p element meme
while the circumstantial clause ouand il dtait petit is rankshifted to 6.
fhe following examples illustrate the variability in depth of this
subclass: at p
la avouer asses pour d&tourne? i'elle ee gargonf P127/22
lofei (...) qui, to© cl'aussi prbe, lui apparait tell© que sous ua© loupe. 143/15
at Y
Le mime soleil que la veilie, la mtee brume. ±'79/7
Bile a*etalt point si 6paiss© que la voyait Yves. J2L35/9
at 6
Bmuaoup s'etonneront que j'aie pa iaagiaer ime creature plus odieuse encore
que tons m@s autre© Mara®. 28/16
I'espoir allait s*dteadre our sa vie, aussi fmmmmt imlterable, Itslas,





































2.2 The dimension of prediction.
I'lOLe&e&tiS, fipd classes.
2.211 The elements S, P, C and A.
We have already had frequent occasion in speaking of clause classes to refer
to the primary dimension of predication and elements established along itj it is
basic to the description of clause morphology and yields three primary classes of
the group. We first recognise four primary elements? predicator (p), adjunct (a),
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complement (c) and subject (g).
The predicator stands in a one-to-one experience relation with the ¥Qp -
every P is expounded by a VGp and every ¥Gp expounds a P. S and C we recognise
as two elements, not one, because they stand in different relationship to the P;
but they yield the same primary class. Such a departure on the syntagmatic axis
from the one-to-one exponence relation is possible because the overlap between the
formal items operating at the two places is sufficiently great to warrant class
conflation at the primary degree of delicacy. "Sufficiently great" is a
descriptive variable? the set of formal items expounding two elements of structure
may have all members in common, none at all, or any proportion in between. The
theory does not lay down any absolute measure of overlap as a prerequisite for
conflation. In the present case, there are three arguments in favour of deriving
a single class from 5 and C; exponence, delicacy, morphology,
1) A very high proportion of the exponents of S {though not all) may also occur
at C; a smaller, but still high, proportion of the exponents of C may also
occur at 8. It is preferable to emphasise this large-scale overlap at the
(
primary degree of delicacy, leaving: the exponential differences to be accounted
for secondarily.
2) These differences can in fact for the most part be fairly simply described, by
reference to subdivisions within the primary elements - in particular the
splitting of C into C* and C""J, intensive and extensive complement respectively;
see 2.212.
3) The structure of the unit group cannot be generalised; that is to say, no
single dimension will yield elements applicable alike to the morphology of all
classes of the group. 411 (or almost all) exponents of S and G can, however,
be described in terms of a single set of elements; we can thus achieve greater
congruence between the syntactical and morphological descriptions if we establish
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one class here, which we may call "nominal".
This last argument we also use in assigning certain exponents of A to the MGp
rather than to the AGp, which latter is defined by its exponence relation to A,
Thus in such a clause ass
Attends use second® ... F'52/22
une seconde is a HGp at A. Here the situation is different from that considered
above. The exponential overlap between A on the one hand and 8, C on the other
is not very great, and the differences (or similarities) cannot be accounted for
in terms of secondary structures. But overlap there is - une seconde etc.
could expound S or C; rather than have dual membership (for our classes are more
powerful, the more discrete they are) we use morphology (une seconde has the
structure of a HGp) as an additional criterion. This does not make the NGp a
morphological type rather than a (syntactic) class: it is both. For the
nominal and adverbial categories of the group are set up primarily by reference
to their potentiality of operation in the unit above; their structure in terms of
word classes is brought in only secondarily to deal with those cases where the
48
primary syntactic criteria are non-distinctive.
49
We would not therefore go so far as to agree with Bendor-8amuel who writes i
"Syntactic function is the chief criterion for the establishment of word classes.
However, morphological features are used to give a formal definition of the four
word classes, while syntactic features are used to define further sub-classes of the
four main clas es. There is here a distinction between the syntactic factors which
have largely determined the word classes and the morphological features which have
been used to provide a formal definition of these classes." For us, the distinction
4S* Cf M.A.K. Hailiday: "Chain and Choice", p 2.
49*
Op. cit., p 56. •
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is not between factors which largely determine and factors which define classes,
but between primary and secondary criteria, the latter being used to increase the
discreteness of the primary classes,
2,212 The dimension of extension.
Early in secondary delicacy it is necessary to make a far-reaching distinction
within C, yielding the (choice) elements Ch and C*, extensive and intensive
complement. The distinguishing criteria are?
.
1) CS may foe replaced by a substitute word operating as verbal complement in a
?Gp, the word's number and gender categories being determined by the group for
which it is a substitute. Obviously no direct examples can be given from the
text of this characteristic of C" becau.se it involves performing an operation on
the text; the following provide indirect illustrations however;
Elle tenta un geste de denegation et, soulevant un peu la main droite,
la pose sur lee cheveux rebelles, lee rebate ooiaae ell© e&t fait pour dSeouvrir
1® front de son file avant 1© baiser du sair. F130/5
'&arle conraitra &® bonheur, et Georges aussi le eonaaltra, 1162/3
- more accurately, only S ^ir (see below) - may be replaced by the
T
invariable substitute operatic as c in VGp structure, Again w© give an
indirect illustration;
Hon, t© »c puis par folle. Jamais je ne l*ai aolius €-td. F212/25
(note the lack of the feminine morpheme of concord in did)
2) €* but not CE may colligate with a passive predicators
le gfeieau Mmsmi ,fougass© ou fl56/X9
3) Clauses containing an active P and extensive C may be transformed into clauses
of structure sjppnnsive^ ^j,ie exponent of C® in the first becoming S in the second,
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r T
whereas no corresponding tianeforaatiaa exists in ths case of C « Thus Jean
is an exponent of in
be bruit dm dpinglaa h shmeuz «ur ilu oarbre, Sr&illB Jean de sa
l^th&rgia. B§4,/HM
for
f Jean fut eveiil# de sa Mthargi© par I© bruit dee dpiagles a eheveux ear
du marbre
is a possible and acceptable sentence, but there is no
* aal&fi® ml did par vous?
corresponding to
foas Itai malad©? F24/21
X
where aalade is C » Although transformation, more rigorously formalised, has
been taken as part of the model for a linguistic theory, it remains available
in other approaches as one of the procedures which the linguist may apply
criterially to language material in the discovery or description of his categories.
4) There are exponential differences. The most important is that C* but not CS
may be expounded by a non-determinate 38Sp (see 5.41} - one with neither a
deictic nor a free heafii e.g.
ehaque destines est parfciculiere; - T122/12 SPG^
5) When Clj precedes a P containing a past participle, there is concords
quelle seen© il a'a fsiteJ FITS/24
whereas C* when expounded by an adjective is in concord with the goal of its
iatensivity - contrast
aai® serait-elle vivaate? F117/25
Georges Filhot dhait vivant? f184/15
6) There are secondary class distinctions within the VGp, such that the copulative
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subclass may colligate with C* but not CS. This of course is a recognition
rather than a distinctive criterion, for these YGp subclasses derive in the main
X B
precisely fro® the C - C opposition.
In spite of these considerable differences, there is enough in common as far
as exponents and place in sequence is concerned to justify our regarding and C*
as subdivisions of the same primary element. It is indeed part of Hie value of
'
the scale of delicacy that it enables us to describe both similarities and differences
between our categories} the statement of the latter does not involve the sacrifice
of the former.
Cutting across the CS - C* opposition - which we may call the dimension of
extension - and to some extent leading to a modification of the criteria for it,
we recognise, later in delicacy, a distinction between complements following a
"personal" and these following an "impersonal" P: CU and respectively.
Impersonal VGps contain the invariable jj. at s or in the case of etre. ce. and of
faire ca at S, (there being no anaphoric reference for il, ce and ca); n'eaipeche
and mieux vaut are also to be included, and so too, probably, voici arid voiia
although these do not satisfy the first of the following criteria. C*31^ say not
be replaced by a substitute word in the VGp, other than en. It cannot be
thematic (see 2.57). It may colligate with a reflexive P (where the reflexive
element coincides with c):
il ne a'y passait riea 168/24
or alternatively with a passive P, though this pattern is not realized in the text.
And when the P is non-reflexive active, there is generally a class difference in
the VGp according a® the C is personal or impersonal: so that venir. arriver etc.
B
which do not occur with a personal C may be followed by an impersonal on®!
il me vient une idee F?l/l6
fourvn quMi n© fit risn arrive a lavieri 11245/25
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An adjectival C^Ja^ is in the unmarked number and gender categories viz.
masculine singular, and there are otherwise no concorclial relations between C*m*>
and i?»
Indeed, a case could be made out for treating C*, CS and as forming a
three-term opposition on a single dimension. The description given above, however,
has been preferred on the grounds that it gives priority ia delicacy to the intensive-
extensive contrast which is of far greater importance for the (sub-) classification
of the Mp than is that between personal and impersonal,
I
The element C say itself be further subdivided along two separate systemic
dimensionss intensivity-goal and intensivity-kind,
l) The intensivity relation may be between the complement and
■ i the subject (or verbal s) - in the same clause, or when the C is in a
zeugmatic clause, in the higher-order ones
(des claries) qui / se p&raiss&ient / adaimbles f115/3 SK^ 85
Ou pourrait-il souffrir tranquille? 324/20
ii the complement (or verbal c)
les ouvriexs / tmmrbrmt / le gest© / comique t£L66/19 SPG"' C1 3
maiatanant que la voile s&uve, T26/15
C* generally follows its goal in these structures? the reverse sequence is
however found, witness
i..
Cm ne lui serait qu'un jem da raa&re / possible / sa vie auyrea de
Bernard. T29/9 PC1™*1'
This mobility of place provides a (generally covert) criterion for
E 1 iC g
distinguishing a sequence of C C from a single C expounded by s HGp
containing a qualifier. In spoken French the two structures can also be
distinguished by Intonations! features.
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'when there is a reflexive element at c in the VGp, the distinction
between i and ii is hardly relevant? we may symbolise the C in such cases
T -» R
as 0 I
jo a'oscups tout cntilre. f213/13
iii the rankshifted complement in an adverbial group - this is rather rare
and does not occur with direct intensive C's (see below)?
d#§ paroles qu* / ©lie sarsoamit / pour elle / ©eule. M221/26 CPAC1 "* A
I ~» U
iv the goal of the intensivity may be unmarked, C generally occurs in
clauses containing a non-finite P, either infinitival?
dost la loi ett 6U de Mdev@nir solves®. 1121/21
or participial?
Interrie vlve, Js sculevais une pierre qui a'dtouffait, V93/1S
The following is an unusual example after a finite P?
Qu'avait-ella fait do l'aaneau qui rend invisible? f14/15
2) We distinguish the following kinds of intensivity?
i direct, as in
l«s Uf&toem / am sent / pas / froides? fX94/l6 SPAG1 dlr
L'auouvissenent / la rendait / douce. F180/20 SPC1 ***
ii indirect?
lee nwtros / roulaieat / presque vide® / vers l'Etoile. #249/13 SPG*
(la miss© (Mbliotheque) qui dtait autrefois dans sa ehaabre de jam®
fills, h Axgeleuae, au tmpn de son innocence,) msis / qui / I'a vu& aus-si /
jeuae fearns, Fll/17 ^
iii distributive?
Descends / toi-meae / k la cuisine, 734/7 K1 distA
(cette ©spec© &'tires) que / i'histoire d® leur propr© eoeur / aecapare /
tout entiers. ¥140/20 O^SPG1 dist
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Among the distinguishing criteria we would mentions
i C* is In part definable hy the limited range of its exponents. These
include aoi-m&ne etc., tout entier (but not entler alone) as in the above
examples; and moi auasi etc.;
ces passaats mx oussi eekappaieat £. IMres#. 119/7
tout, with or without a cardinal numeral;
comas / ils font / tous, 2080/3 APG1 d4st "* S
Iw voil& / tous, 3258/2 PC1 iist "* C
seul
Seal / M. J&fae / s'Spanouissait. B71/20 C1 distSP
(eeite angoisse) qu* / ©lie / seule / auralt pu / calmer F129/3 C^SC2 <ais^|p
1* premier
Jean-Louis / a'avanqa / 1© premier M58/23 SPCS dist
and l'un or 1*autre in such patterns as
Elles 4talent / debout / X'uae / ©a face de 1'autre. P37/12 PAC1 distA
s'intsrrogsant / les uns / les autres / eur le sort du chat, ds la
rainette, des parapluies. TO/20 PC1 C1 dist A
I dist
These items are not, however, confined to C , witness the
following examples
eomsse / Jean-louis / en dtait / 1© premier... 205/2 ASPO'^
e'est / tout. F51/13 PC1 dir
(Ella souffrait de la poiirine^ asais / n'avait / plus f pour / d@
aourir / seule; ¥185/2 aHpc1 1116
lis la laisaaient / seule F19/12 PS1 d±r
T HI t*
ii Only C (with S-goal) may be replaced or recapitulated by the invariable
substitute le operating in the VGp:
e'dtait une feme d'affaires. Bu motes le serait~®ll© devanae 23216/4
Pare, & l'dtals: f%/l2
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ill C air (with S-goal) is more fully integrated into the structure of the
clause in the sense that it tends to occur with predicators which cannot
norraally stand without a complement (or adjunct)# Its occurrence is indeed
limited to structures involving the copulative class of the VGp.
iv 0^ dir ° is incompatible with C^*
v may combine with any of the three kinds of C1 (including another
CI dls - ag in example of lea una les autres above):
nous naiaeons / toua / ©solmree B95/21 PCA
seal / damnit / sombre / Is corridor MJ9/19 0A
C u and C cannot combine# and there are also severe restrictions on
X ;XX"
the adjuncts which say colligate with C - it does not occur with what
might be called A* (see below),
50 *
vi Bamourette and Pichon contrast their "dianathete" and "diamphithete"
X dUL x* X i'lii(roughly equivalent, respectively, to C and 0 ), including among
their criteria the fact that <ltant may be inserted before the latter,
whereas come etant can often be inserted before the former*
I dist
vii Place in sequence is more freely variable with C * It may precede S
(je lui dirai) que / seule / la gdographi© humaine / mUntsress©:
JOM/t* AC1 distSP
interrupt the SP sequence:
(des ssilliers de figures)qui / toutes / fureat / dee figure® d*«tfaats,
B96/9 SC1 distPCI dir
as well as follow the P. C* dir does not occur in either CoP (unless C is
thematic or recapitulated as in the example given in ii above) or SCP
structures* The latter is probably best treated as possible for C* ind,
50 *
J. Daoourette and Ed# Pichon, "Essai de graaaaaire de la langue franqaise";
Paris, 1911-1952; Vol II Ch XI.
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A marginal case is provided by structures like the following!
Sane doute, la prenait-il pour une petite fill© avid©. F232/12
tm de cos fonetionn&lres qualifies de "aodestes85 ®2/18
X
Mo C could replace the AGps here - the prepositions pour and de are required
but in these patterns the complement element in the AGp may be expounded by a
MJp consisting of an adjective, and in such cases there is concord, as is
characteristic of intensive complements.
A further point is that a subclass of the AGp, recognisable morphologically
by the fact that the head word ends with the morpheme -ment. cannot stand as the
I
only A in structures with a personal copulative P and no 0 5 thus
• 11 4ta.it Imtmerd
is net a possible clause.
The parallelism between C and A should not however be exaggerated. We
would not wish to consider the following as two clauses, for example, as we
would if there were a Up in place of the AGp:
L©s gentian®®, d'un bleu de regard, ae flaurissaient plus. >77/5
2.213 !7ie distinction between S, C and A.
No single criterion can be given for distinguishing S and C (and A, when it
is expounded by a Up), The VGp contains within its structure (see 4.22) the
elements verbal subject (5), verbal complement (c) and verbal adjunct (a), which
can be distinguished - as far as the 3^ person members are concerned - almost
entirely by exponents!
at s - il, elle. ils, elles, on. ce;
at c - 1&, jts, les, en, se?
at a - lui. leur, x, en, se.
Groups containing these elements may be symbolised as VsGp, VcGp, Y^p respectively
and be said to operate at PS, Pc, Pa; we can use the symbol V"*sGp (and P~*s) etc.
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for groups not containing the given elements; composite symbols may be used when
necessaiy, e.g. a ¥S0(Jp contains both s and c
In discussing the clausal elements S and G it is convenient to consider first
clauses containing P~B' Even here, however, we need to give a series of
distinguishing criteria, ordered in deli icy ? that is, decreasing progressively
in power in the sense that the more delicate ones account for fewer instances.
A move in delicacy can thus be made for any of the following reasons?
1) To account for subdivisions within a category, the subdivisions being made on
the basis of more detailed distinctions than those critsrial for the establishment
of the category, but not otherwise leading to any modification of the category.
A clear example is provided by the VGp which is a primary class of the group,
subdividing secondarily and exhaustively into finite and non-finite subclasses
(see 4*35)»
2) To account for categories established on non-chain-exhausting dimensions? it is
convenient to he able to consider such categories as the binding group without
reference to the dimension of predication, without regarding it that is as a
subdivision of the nominal, adverbial and verbal groups because it is established
by criteria different from and cutting across those relevant to the distinction
between these three primary classes. The latter, however, are of far greater
importance for the total framework of the grammar than are the non-chain-
exhausting classes; and this we bring out by according them priority in delicacy.
3) To account for marginal utterances which do not fit into the more general
patterns described earlier in delicacy. Thus we do not require that our
categories and criteria be 100$ valid. Examples that the categories do not
cater for are not to be regarded as arguments for discarding the categories, but
rather as needing more detailed and particular treatment later in delicacy. A
number of examples have already been given - among them the cases of syntagmatic
non-discreteness between dependent clauses. (1.333)
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4) To provide additional criteria for a category already established - as in the
case of S sad C presently under discussion. In the first three types of move
in delicacy-, we were concerned with the establishment of more delicate categories,
whereas here we are mainly concerned with a set of criteria for the exponential
assignment of NGps to the primary elements of clause structure.
Returning', then, to clauses with P :
1) S is (expounded by) that NGp which could be replaced by a verbal subject
operating in the VGp, G the one which could be replaced by a verbal complement.
This of course is a purely covert criterion:
we must therefore seek overt correlates for it,
2) S is that MJp immediately - that is, with no intervening MJp - preceding' Ps
La jeuae fills / assuiasit / tout le service de IMrese: F221/6 SPC
Le saint horns© / dSveloppait / ee theme. 381/18 SPC
3) Non-determinate NGps - that is, those with neither a deictie nor a free head -
I —s
may expound C but not S: in clauses with P where they occur, S may precede P
and thus be identified by rule (2)
pour que / cette illusion / devint / r£al±t4 P112/9 AS3P0
or follow P, being identified negatively - that is, as the MJp not at C:
Bt /' plus venimeuses / etalent / lea paroles qui mental©nt a ses levres,
saas effort, d*un flot contiau,(plus sa vols prenait de sruavitd.) 1180/20 ACF3
Seal / deasureit / sombre / le corridor M39/19 CPCS
4) The relative element in relative clauses has different exponents according as
it is subject (qui)
(l© notaire) qui / avait leve / le pied? 51216/11 SPC
(there is here no conflict with rule (2J; or complement (que). In the latter
case S may precede the P as in
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(il rappell© les verfcus de JSotmi^qu© / M. 1® enr® / a choisi© / ©atre
toutes .358/13 . CSPA
or follow, with negative definition as in (3)
(au Mtail) q»* / attirait / l'auge <1*acajou B93/18 CPS
5) The interrogative NGps que and quel may expound C hut not Sj the latter may
then follow the P:
Que / pouvait / 1© triste gargon / centre cette complicity? B83/17 CPSA
quell© / ©at / ta mission? F2G5/4 GPS
The interrogative qui may be at S or C*, in which latter case, S may follow P:
Qui / etait mart / dans la fasdlle? F50/11 SPA
Qui / est / Hondoux? F1Q6/17 CPS
S may also follow P when certain interrogative AGps occur in clause-initial
CI
position: comment, ou etc. (but not pourquoi ) provided there is no C
Comment / font / e©ux qui awurent de chagrin? 1141/10 APS
fie quoi / s© melait / cet ensoutani? 334/6 APS
6) Rule (2) must be modified to allow the intercalation of certain SGps between
S and P, namely those expounding A - recognisable intonationally and to some
extent lexically:
saaia / Is aScanis*©, / c®tt© fois, / a*avalt / paa / joue. 1209/12 ASA®
or those expounding C* (see 2,212):
(una loi Fronte&ac) qui / seal® / avaii puissance / sur lui. 149/9 SCPA
7) There can be no S in clauses where at P there is an imperative VGp:
Laissons / cela... F34/4 PC
an infinitival VGp:
Pourquoi / plaindre / Maris? F112/10 APC
51* Cf M. Grevisse: "Le Bon Usage": 6th edition 1955, Paris; p 130.
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Et / cstte fois, / quell® excus© / invoquer? F120/1 AACP
or, occasionally, an Impersonal finite one, viz. voici. voila, n'eapeche and
(mienx) valait
a'sapiens (qu*il set temp©.) HU5/15 P
Mieux / valait (que c© ftt 1© border ,..) P224/4 AP
Extensive C's cannot occur in past participial clauses, nor S in rankshifted
participial clauses*
8) In zeugmatic clauses* Mips are assigned exponentially to S or G (or A) on the
basis of structural parallelism between the zeugsatic clause and the clause
higher-ordered in coordination or dependence, or containing the item into which
the zeugmatie clause is rankshifted. In fact, at the formal level there nay
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often be ambiguity , but there are nevertheless a number of formal markers of
the structure of the zeugmatic clauses
i The clause has a P of the same number and person categories as that in the
higher-order clause, and the P is not preceded by a NGp: in this case it
will be without 8, this subjectlessness being precisely the mark of the
zeugmai
Tfailr&se + hlsite + vm instant, / prend * un livre, / le repose, / feim® +
la bibliotkeque, j m rapproehe + &e la glace, Fll/29 a (SPA) b (PC) d (PS) c (pa)
ii In a zeugmatie clause containing no P» we consider the transitivity of the
higher-order clause (see 2,24): if it is intransitive, a NGp in the
zeugmatic clause will probably be at S:
Bile en dtait s®cou£e / coma® * us.® Pythie M43/7 o(p) §(AS)
It is when the higher-order clause is transitive that there is most likely
to be indeterminacy, at the formal level, in the assignment of a NGp to S or C:
Madeleine I'&coutaii avee attention, cosis© si eet aveair I'interesaait
CO
*
In which case we have assigned the group to Z (see 2.214) as far as the
statistical part of the analysis is concerned.
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autant que lui. 169/22
The boundary between the levels of context and grammar is least clear-cut
high on the rank scale and late on the delicacy scale. In seeking
criteria for an unambiguous structure for this last type of clause, we
may be tempted to make delicate class distinctions whose justification
however is not indisputably formal rather than contextual. An example
would be that between VGps which (in the active voice) occur only with
an animate S and those which have an inanimate S, between those which
have an animate G and those where it is inanimate. So that in
•lie redoutait plus que tout l'inaoanie F17/23
tout would be assigned to C rather than S because it belongs to the
inanimate subclass (with the other C, l'insomnie) whereas redouter
generally has an animate NGp (or a verbal substitute as in the example)
as its subject. The establishment of such classes is more acceptable
in a grammar dealing in terms of probabilities than say, in a
transformational approach, where it leads to the rejection as
ungrammatical of numerous sentences which a native speaker would recognise
as possible if unusuals that is, it narrows the scope of the data with,^^
renewal of connection may be made.
9) In non-zeugmatic clauses containing f~"S not preceded by a ifGp, S will be
expounded by the first NGp, specific or determined, following the Ps
Quaad / viarent / les premiers beaux jours, B91/19 APS
En face d'elle, / s'ouvrait / eur 1© trottoir / une boucherie ehev&line.
1*65/14 AFAS
E
It is rare for both S and C to follow the P.
10) There is number and person concord between S and P - the number and person
categories of the latter being carried by the finite element in the VGp.
Priority in delicacy has been given to position rather than concord as a
criterion for distinguishing S and C for the following reasons;
i Other things being equal, we will prefer overt criteria to covert ones -
covert in the sense that they involve operations performed on the texts
operations of substitution, commutation, deletion, expansion etc.,
whereas overt ones can be applied by as it were a non-manipulative
examination of the text. In fact our primary criterion is covert,
depending on the replacement of NGps by word-substitutes operating in
VGp structures it is more simply stated and needs less modification
than the positional criterion. But this very fact of having chosen a
covert criterion as primary leads us to prefer an overt one as the
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earliest secondary criterion. Overt and covert are terms on a cline
rather than a dichotomous scale; concord for instance is sometimes
overtly distinctive as in
Jean P^loueyre paya.it les consommations. B90/5
sometimes, i.e. when both NGps belong to the same number and person
categories ( and, in spoken French, when there is no exponential
difference between singular and plural VGps) only covertly distinctive,
as in
Jean P4l©ueyre paya 1*addition 394/6
he cocker oontemplait TMrese T17/22
where Jean lelouevre and le cocher are recognisable as S by sequence,
not concord.
55* Qf ft.AiJU Halliday: "Categories", p 249; "instead of being made up of a
number of discrete terms a cline is a continium carrying potentially
infinite gradation."
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il There may be discord between S and P when the former is expounded by a
"collective" SGp like la olupart:
La plupart, d'ailleurs, ne m'ont pas lu, 20,85/7
iii Concord is used to distinguish secondarily between two kinds of coordination
between NGpsj additive and alternative (see 5.443)•
Up to this point we have been considering only clauses with P-S~C. Where
the VGp does contain a verbal s or c, the assignment of MGps to elements of
clause structure is correspondingly easier. Pc is incompatible with an extensive
C except when the latter is thematic, as in
Le gxillon, ell® I'aurait toute sa vie et jusque dsns ses drape. B53/20
The thematic element T is established on the secondary dimension of clause theme
discussed in 2.37; here we are concerned with the assignment of the group
operating at T to an element on the dimension of predication. It is generally
the recapitulatory or anticipatory pro-thematic element that indicates the value
of the thematic group. Thus in.
AhJ ceux-la, qu'elle aurait voulu l®s fuirj F19/13
ceux-la expounds not only T but also w , as is marked by the recapitulatory les
operating at c in the (second) YGp; similarly in
C'est grave, les dettes. 11169/19
where the verbal s ce. anticipates the thematic clause subject les dettes.
c
In non-thematic clauses with P , HGps may be recognised as operating at
I s
S, A or C according to the principles already given. P is incompatible with
S except
1) Where S is thematic
L*irremediable, c'est de croire, mlgrS at contra tout, & la vie dternelle. M270/8
2) Where the VGp is of interrogative mood, the verbal s recapitulating the
clausal S
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A peine Balioate avait-elle emport<§ leg restss d*un repas rapid®. T186/8
Comment Theresa m 1*avait-elle pae pn§vu? 122/73
Otherwise HGps will be at C or A.
MJps at A c&nnot be replaced by a substitute operating in the VGp. They
E
do not enter into relations of concord. They are compatible with C - whereas
there can only be one CS in any single phase (see 2.23) clause except for
coordinated C's;
nous terom, / ee ®oir, / 1© tour du pare, H59/25 PAG®
Moreover, like other adjuncts, their place in structural sequence is much more
variable than is the case with other elements, witness the following examples:
ua© suit / Marie / avait recu / le jeun© homme / dans sa chaabre F'48/lO
ASPCA
les deux homes, / an instant, / obs@rv©r®st / la jeun© feasae immobile, T13/1
S&PC
(c© r±<sn) que / m mere / ©fit / un jour / dprouvd / 1© ddsir de s©
rendre libre. F102/17 AS&C
II ne croira / pas / un instant (que j© viens le rolane@r?) F78/2 PAA
Finally, iiGps at A show a restricted range of patterns, morphologically and
lexically.
The exponential overlap between A and C, S discussed above has been formal:
we have been concerned with those formal - or, better, grammatical - items which
may fill both places. There is also, however, a further considerable overlap
in substantial exponents which does not parallel any identity in form. This
is because there are two different grammatical items both manifested by de:
one operates at the place p in AGp structure, the other as deictic - or as a
morpheme within a compound deictic - in MGp structure. Thus in
Marie eonnaisssii de mm. Hm Garcin. 1210/16
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d® mm is an adverbial group at A, in contrast with
Mors je m lui diss -pas de mm? P®o/26
where d® nom is a fflip at U. %hm or leg iaaediately follow de, there is fusion
or overlaying; du and d.ea (similarly au and aux for h + JLe, & + so that again
there will be noa~d.i$tinctnesr- in substance between nominal and adverbial groups,
witness
(e*@st) que / tu poisses / Stre cospris / dee gem du metier; W14/& hSfk
Dee gens ©ncoabres de psniers / aontlreat / a Seautixan. H75/6 SPA
In such AGpss as dea gens du adtier it is not possible to assign discrete phonological
or graphologies! exponents to the two elements of structure, viz. preposition and
complement*
The theory of levels (of language or linguistics) which ie basic to the graa-
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ffl&tical theory underlying the present work requires that the categories in the
grammar and in the phonology be defined separately and rejects the model of a rank
scale on which morphemes are higher-ranking than phonemes in the same way as words
55
are placed higher than morphemes » In fact, few linguists now accept such a model.
56
In hi© "Linguistic Element® and their Eolations" for example, Kockett rejects the
"composed of * relation between morphemes and phonemes, and adopting what he calls
the duality hypothesis, replaces it by a "mapped or programmed into" relation between
























bee, inter alia, J*K. firth. "The Technique of Semantics", TPS 1935; and S.A.K.
Halliday; "Categories", pp 243-244.
Cf "Categories", p 281.
Laptmffc 27, PP 29-53.
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Difficulties in the P relation arise from the fact different kinds of abstractions
from the phonic substance arc- involved in the two scales. All manifestations of
-i.vatvi V' f
a particular phonological item have some degree of phonic similarity, but this
is not necessarily the case with grammatical items, which are established to
account for formal relations.
The attempt to attach phonological labels to grammatical items may thus lead
to two sorts of problem. One, because the item may have more than one phonological
exponents contrast the manifestation of the feminine morpheme in heureuse and
in petite. The second because the relation "composed of" or "consists of"
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may be realised formally, in Dr. Halliday's terms , as sequence, inclusion or
conflation; in this last case it is not possible to refer the conflated items
individually to any particular segment of the utterance or of its phonological
representation; so that fit would not be divided into two phonological segments
one of which corresponds to the item expounding the verbal word structure element
head, the other to the simple past suffix.
As we come down the grammatical rank scale, the amount of phonological
information that we can give about the formal items will diminish. Realisations -
a
that is, formal item exponents - of the highest grammatical unit, the sentence,
will almost invariably be describable in terms of all the phonological units,
but the clause, and smaller units especially, may be coextensive with less than
a tone group. Now just as we may thus be unable to describe the intonation of
a particular realisation of the unit group, we may also be unable to describe
the "phonemics" of a realisation of a morpheme: this is the case with the two
morphemes in fit. In the AGp des gens du metier we have reached such a point
at the rank of the group. The attempt to assign a phonological exponent to the




B.A, Nida: "The identification of morphemes", Language 24 p 457.
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which are respectively / 2r / and / ~$L / where the underlining implies that the
phoneme is "possessed" simultaneously by both morphemes! having done this, of
course, he must then state that the distribution of these allomorph^s is so
restricted that each occurs only with the other. Such linguistic games become
unnecessary when it is recognised that phonological items are not directly related
to grammatical items by exponence, though they may be indirectly related in the
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sense of having the same manifestation in phonic substance,
2,214 The element Z,
S and C are distinguished by their different relations to the predicator -
in the same clause or, zeugmatically, in a higher-order clause. In (non-aeugoatic)
clauses where there is no P, the distinction is irrelevant, and we therefore
recognise an element Z to account for Mips in such cases. Where the If&p is one
that may expound A, there will be formal ambiguity between A and Z.
(Qui ,,,) e© soir, diner? K238/18
Z occurs both in independent clauses!
Tendances, inclinations, lois du sang, lots ineluctable®, f180/1
and in dependent ones (generally oppositional or absolute):
omimiB dans la chair, ils s'ttniss&ient dans eette isploration du soir; B?6/4
We also recognise Z in clauses containing1 a P when there is a NGp which
does not satisfy the criteria for S, C or A and which may combine freely with
these elements. The most typical case is the "vocative group", most often
proper noun head
expounded by a W&p with a /} these generally occur in independent clauses:
Parle / pour toi, / son petit Ives. M125/8 PAZ
Tu verras / ce brave Sussol, / Jean-Louis *014/15 PCZ
- fflman, / ce soai / deo ogres. 1044/1 4PC
The following is an example of such a Z in a dependent clause:
59.Cf W.S. Allen "Structure and System in the Abaza verbal complex,"
TPS 1956, p 145,
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toas lea fraits ddfendus & t& bouohe, Joan Pelcueyrel. B14/12
In the statistics of the RSp, w© have also included under Z NGps which are
ambiguous between S and C,
More delicately three secondary elements are recognised as subdivisions of
g T TT
Zs Z (goal - Z), Z (intensive Z), Z (unmarked Z). For Z's may combine in
a relationship similar to that between s and intensive C in clauses containing
a P; thus
Le plus precis des fcomraes, ce Bernard: T32/22 Z*ZG.
Z my be expounded by a non-determinate MJp such as occur characteristically
at C1, and is thus the element found in appositional clauses:
(parfois uae goutte de plui© giclait sur le balcon,) distinct® de toutes les
autres. ?50/l8
ZG is found in absolute clauses, with either Z* or a (a1). The following example
shows both types in coordinated clauses:
le cou dan® les epaules, ©t les yeux olignotanis, on e&t dit d'un oiseau Itch©
dans le grand jour. B4-9/7
ZG is used for those Z's which are neither goal nor intensive.
Z thus accounts for NGps (other than those at a) where the S-C distinction
is irrelevant. We must also mention the case where S and C (or S and a) combine
into a syncretised element, as in
Sheres© Scouts deeroStre ses pas dans 1*©scalier, .F109/23
where sea pas has the relation of C to the first P and of S to the second: it
may he symbolised C-S. This pattern is discussed under the system of phase, 2.23.
2.215 Coordination.
The dimension of cocrdination extends to the structure of the clause. Here,
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however, priority in delicacy is given to the dimension of predication. Each
of the elements derived from the latter may be repeated in depth of coordination,
yielding the secondary elements Sa» Sb, Sc i-a, ?b» Pc etc* Incongruent
coordination ~ between different primary elements - is rare, occurring only
between an intensive C and an intensive A, as illustrated in 2*212,
The systems of linkage and. aeugma apply too? they will be briefly discussed
under each of the three primary classes of the group*
The recursive repetition in coordination of nominal and adverbial groups is
greater depth (in the text) than that of clauses and verbal groups,cf
(Cheque hears debordait d® travail,) ssenaii / 1© goftfer, / 1*etude, / le
retour en omnibus, / 1*©scalier aoatd qu&tre ft quatre, / l'odeur du diner, /
masiah, / I'll® anrst^rieose* / le sosseil. 152/3 PCaCbCcCdC°CfC?&Cl1.
The recursive repetition may be complicated by the kind of ''layering"
exemplified in the following clause:
Qft*import# d*aimer tel pays ou telsutre, les pins ou les erable®, l'Ocean
ou la plains? T238/17
where there is coordination between three complexes, each consisting of two
coordinated groups: the pattern is clarified by the alternation of linked and
unlinked groups* The structure could perhaps best be represented by the use of
brackets: CPP [ca CbJ a [cC Cd] b [c® Gf]C.
Having examined the elements of structure on the dimension of predication,
we are now in a position to consider the clause systems set up to account for some
of the different colligations involving them.
2.22_E^e_s£3tera &fjnood.
This system is concerned with the relations between S and P in clauses with
P~°; clauses containing P^ fall outside the scope of the clause mood system -
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in these cases mood contrasts are carried at group rank. Zeugmatic clauses other
than those containing S and P should probably also be excluded from the operational
domain of the system.
Bven within clauses where clause mood is relevant, we do not establish a
single system to describe its independent and dependent clauses are dealt with
separately because
1) the choice in dependent clauses is partially determined by secondary class
distinctions on the dimension of dependence-kind,
2) we would consider the choice as operating later in delicacy in dependent clauses
than in independent ones.
We thus adopt what Firth and others have termed a polysystemic approach.^
2.221 Independent clause mood.
There are four tems, yielding the following four secondary (choice) classes
of independent clauses 1
1) Affirmative; this subclass can be broken at the next stage in delicacy into
i Neutral affirmative:
L'avocat / ouvrit / un® port®. fll/l SPC
ceti© nuit / jamais / n'arrlvera: S52/17 SAP
ii Inverse affirmative:
et / viat / le jour ou il put donaer & tons le mea® sourire, la a&ae
gratitude sans nuance. B144/9 APS
2) Interrogative:
que / ehuchotait / Fersaand Casseaav® / h an ancle de I5oemi? B60/6 CPSA
qu&nd / done / finirsit / ee defeat extdausnt? P57/4 AAPS
3) Subjectless, which again subdivides as follows
i Imperative, i.e. containing an imperative VGp:
fin
Cf the references in M.A.K. Halliday: "Categories", p 249 fn. 22
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ae me ditea / pas / le contraire, / mamaa F29/10 PACZ
ii Impersonal, i.e. containing an impersonal VGp:
S'esapicte (que si @11© fait dee slena®s, ©a saum bien t© retrouter,)
T219/21 P
iii bon-finite, i.e. containing a non-finite VGp:
B'alllaurs, h. quo! boa crier dans ce desert? k qui 1© crier du
fond de oe toabeau? F206/12
4) Minor:
L'etrang© jalousie d*"/vesj M72/5
It is a crucial feature of neutral affirmative clauses that S precedes C:
we may symbolise this by the use of an arrow- 13?. Bather than make the cut
between affirmative and interrogative clauses depend directly on the relative order
(as carried by sequence) of S and P, we have used a less overt criterion. Where
S follows P and could be replaced by a substitute operating in an interrogative
VGp, the clause is interrogative; where the substitute would occur in an
affirmative VGp, the clause is inverse affirmative* The advantages of this
analysis are:
l) There is greater congruence between the levels of formal grammar and contest:
the difference between the two varieties of affirmative clause is less
important contextually than that between affirmative and interrogative. This
"squinting" at the level context does not mean that our categories are not
formal, for it is important to recognise, with Palmer^1 "the distinction
61
F.R. Palmer: "Grammatical categories and their phonetic exponents"? Preprints
of Papers for the Kinth International Congress of Linguists, Cambridge, Mass p 254.
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between the formal nature of the description of the grammatical categories and
the not-wholly-formal criteria that are implicit in the choice of grammatical
statement ... Grammar is formal in the sense that all its categories have
phonetic exponents ... But the criteria for choosing one method of statement
rather than another are of a variety of types, and there is no shame in
admitting that some of them may be semantic".
2) Interrogative clauses can now be said, with only a few marginal exceptions,
to begin with an interrogative group (see 2.32).
3) Use is made of the important difference between the circumstances under which
P may precede a on the one hand, and the finite verbal element precede the
verbal subject on the other.
The disadvantage is that it is a covert criterion and thus gives rise to a
certain hesitancy in its application. For although there are no examples in
the text of an interrogative VGp occurring other than in a question or after
an interrogative element, it is not indisputably impossible for it to do so.
Subjectless clauses are marked, as their name implies, by th© absence of
a subject element, and the subvarieties by the relevant subclass of the VGp.
Son-finite independent clauses are almost exclusively infinitival. Much later
in delicacy we should have to account for examples like the following which do not
fit into any of the categories given above!
Ille (...) muraurai "II n'y a pa& de r&ison ... pourquoi vous intdresserais-je?"
St enfin recut m pisin eoeur la parol© attendue, Men qus@lle I'entendSt &
peine; F129/17
We should probably have to introduce a category of zeugmatic sentence for such
cases.
Minor clauses do not generally enter into relations of dependence (as the
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presupposed item of course)? but a few counter-examples do occur in the text*
witness:
(Si @11® n'efit pas 4te uae mere,) pourquoi / cette joie (lorsqu® iiarie svait
francki son seuil, hier soir?) F70/22 AZ
2,222 Dependent clause mood.
This system operates later in delicacy than the one Just described: in
fact, it would be more accurate to set up more than one system for the choice is
not the same for all the subclasses of dependent clause. Again there are four




(uae parole terrible) que / son coeur malade / me pourra.it / fas/
supporter. F129/7 CSPAP
ii Inverse; these most often occur in relative clauses:
(fuer ces reaorde)dont / s'engraisse / notre orgueil, 164/8 APS
But examples are also found in circumstantial clauses:
Qyaad / vinrent / lea premiers beaux Jours, 391/19 APS
ne ies eut-il b&lay«Ss, si n© I'&vait pas Jugule® une autre loi plus
haute que son instinct? B154/8
rank-shifted head clauses:
Ce que / pouvait / dprouver / sa aire, ((..,) n'avait aucume reality,)
P54/4 CPPS
or completives:
(a'aves-vous pas vu)a quoi / tendaient / toutes m@& paroles, F146/21 APT
2) Interrogative: these are confined to the parenthetic subclass -




i Participial - in absolute or appositional clausesi
(l@ ills ©t ie petit-fils,) devenus aareh&nds de biens,(avaient fait uae
fortune eoora© pendant la gu©rr®.) F34/I9 PC
ii Infinitival - isolated examples in I-eompletives and relatives:
(j© as sais pas)comment / exprimer(o© que j'ai k vous dire) F121/19 AP
(aucun visage) our qui / reposer / ses yeux. T58/2 APC
iii Impersonal - a few instances in relative or completive clauses:
(ce defile)oft / me voiU, TS3/8 AP
(J© erois)que / voili / Madam©.,. F66/14 APC
4) Minor: in appositional and absolute clauses mainly, but there are also isolated
examples in completive and circumstantial clauses:
[Lee deux epoux se taieaieut,) 2,'oeil / vagus. 385/12
(gan® qu'elle s$t)pourquoi, M249/H A
2.25 The system of phase.
We have seen that elements of clause structure may be repeated recursively in
coordination. A second form of recursive structure involves the repetition in
phase of one or more elements as in
(Geo devait voyager cet 6M ..,) Ives / n'avait pu / obtenir / de savoir
{out) K241/4
where the Clause has three phases, the last, de savoir. presupposing the second,
obtenir. which in turn presupposes the first, Yves n'avait pu. The secondary
symbols a, p, Y etc. may be used to indicate the position in depth of phase of the
elements, so that the above clause would be analysed as Sa Fa ?I The system
of phase has two terms, giving secondary (choice) subclasses of the clause:
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1) Single-phase clauses:
Bile mens use vie plus active, B108/9
2) Multiple-phase clauses:
Bile laissa Marie dresser la table devaat le feu, $25/27
Most multiple-phase clauses have only two phases, as in this last example*
Clauses attaining depth Y are however by no means infrequent, witness
Mais on va vous 1© fair® croire. F192/3
11 fallait dire it Borth© d@ la reparer. H55/7
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There is no theoretical limit to the depth of phase, though Pottier claims that
four seems to he the maximum. This is indeed the case in our text, where moreover
depth 8 is very rare:
Et / eux / feignaient / d© n® vouloir / pas / entendre / parler / d'un oariage
qu'ils jugeaieat huailiant. F34/10 Aa Sa Pc k^ P P6 A6
©lie ne pourrait / m r©tenir / d'aller / ensuite / boir© / ua verre / d®
bolt© / en boita ... F12/14 Pa P^ p'! AY P£ C6 A6 A6
A number of systemic choices, at varying stages of delicacy, are made in
respect of each phase other than a:
l) Centricity.
The relation of S (or s) to the higher-order P may be carried over to the
lower-order P, in which case the lower-order phase is endocentric:
Icxsqus / Th^rese / a voulu / la prendre, TI42/I8 Aa Sa P^
je renonce / a vivre / pre® d® vous; F5T/29 Pa Ap
In exocentric phase, this is not so:
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*B, Pottier, " Introduction a l'dtude des structures grammaticales fondamentales"?
1962, Publications Linguistiques de la Paculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines de
1*University de Bancy, p 32 - though he is speaking solely of the combination of
verbal "auxiliants".
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SIX© suppliait / Marie / d'Stre / xaisoanable, P44/X0
Here, Marie stands in the relation of C to the first P and of S to the second:
its structural value may be represented by the symbol Ca - S , so that the whole
clause has the structure Pa Ca - C^.
Where the higher-order VGp is reflexive, the lower-order phase is regarded
as exocentric:
elle se forfait / a boire / us amis F64/7 P0, Pp
The reflexive item is the exponent of the syncretised element - which may be
at clause or (verbal) group rank.
2) Within exocentric phase we distinguish those cases where the exocentricity is
marked by the presence of a syncretised element, as in
comae ei / ©11© efti ©ntendu / le sang / courir F8/l Aa P°J Ca - i?;"
and those where there is no such morphological marking. The former variety
is much the more frequent, but there are a number of examples of the latter,
especially where the higher-order P is expounded by faire. entendre, laisser
etc. or an impersonal VGp:
je faisais / souffrir TJ6/15 Pa P^
On entendait / tousser / dans la chaabre. B151/13 Pa P^
Therese / laissa / entendre que(c'4tait tout d© m%me regrettable) F91/13
Sa Pa
La concierge / conseille / de surveiller / ThAres©. P188/16 S0, Pa C^"
feis / maintenant, / il fallalt / recoisaeacer / cette lutt© Apuisante.
P44/8 Aa Aa Pa (P
3) Also within exocentric phase we must make a distinction according as the
lower-order S is syncretised with a higher-order C or A:
i Syncretism of S and C (or s and c)
©11© avait charge / le notalre, / a l'insu d© son mxi, / de les lui
fouriiir. F72/19 Pa Ca - Aa
e, a a p P
cosame / ThAresa / le priait / d*avertir / M. Fillet F80/2 A S P P C
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the ?Gp at Pa in this last example containing the element C-S.
ii Syncretism of S and A (or s and a)
Ives / fit signs / an soaaelier / de verser / le champagne, M250/5
Sal?ftia- # 0^
The first element of such adjuncts is most usually expounded by a; it may
however also be par, as in
ce qu'elle a eatendu dire par une ami© plus P3G/22
In speaking of a syncretised element we wish to imply simply that it has
dual structural value; not that there are two items in fusions A-S is expounded
by a single formal item, which is a member of the class adverbial of the unit
group. This is the only pattern (in the text) where S is expounded by an AGp.
4) We need also to account for morphological variations within the VGp in lower-
order phases. The first contrast is between infinitival and participial.
The former is much the more frequent, but we must allow for the latter, of
which there are a few examples; either present participial -
Tu n© me vols pas faisaat la class® toute ma vie... M?0/l
Je me vois encore entraiaant aa aire a pas rapides. F150/10
una jupe (•«•) qui allait s'evas^ant, M68/15
or past participial:
la pauvre femme a eu le criae &6fouc6 par les fere. '531/25
Infinitival groups vary according as the prepositional element is expounded
by dg. or a, or has no exponent; the contrast is relevant to both endo-and
exocentric phase:
Hll© aura craiat de me rSveiller ... F61/5
Therhm les m^prisait d© eonfoMre vertu ©t ignorances T37/8
Therese Msite h ©ntrer, F80A4
- Goorgea m'a aidie a depaeser c® stade... F40/28
coxatae il aiaja.it fairs, B80/3
elle ne se sentait pas souffrir, P63/16
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A marginal fourth choice, occurring only after a higher-order finir or
eommencer. is par
©lie flairs par sortir, F189/2G
and we should probably also include pour in the following examples
il ae passe pas pour eagcndrer la a6lancoli®. «265/l0
where pour is distinctive in that the structure could not be changed to one
with pour que and a finite VGp.
Phasing generally centres round, or is carried by, the predicator. It has
the characteristic of recursive structures that classes cannot be derived from
position in depth, but VGps may be subclassified according to whether or not they
may be followed by a lower-order phase; where they may, we recognise more delicate
subclasses according to the phasal contrasts just described. Again, the following
lists are intended to be indicative, not exhaustive, VGps are cited in the
infinitive; the presence of the reflexive se is not to be taken as implying that
the given item belongs to the particular subclass only when it is reflexive
(although this is the case in some instances), References are given to one
occurrenceJ
l) VGps which may be followed by endocentric phase,
i The lower-order VGp contains the item de
accepter T120/14 avoir hJbte M144/10 cesser F159/2
achever M227/23 avoir honte r233/13 choisir K290/23
attendre T77/22 avoir horreur me/22 continuer F89/29
avoir besoin F67/2 avoir peur P165/28 craindre F61/5
avoir coutume M65/8 avoir soin M207/14 demander M17/18
avoir envie F64/4 avoir tort T72./2 desesp£rer M60/10
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desirer T135/2 jurer F225/2 proposer M198/12
detester T25/3 laisser^ K182/4 redouter M18/4
douter F196/27 manquer F54/18 refuser T192/8
envisager B83/14 menacer F208/23 regretter M244/3
essayer F80/1 obtenir M241/5 resoudre F79/17
eviter F46/22 oublier F125/5 risquer M85/II
faire63 F208/18 parler F213/25 souffrir B60/2
faire semblant F186/29 65pouvoir T63/18 souhaiter F135/21
feindre F55/26 premdditer T147/2 tScher K34/19
finir F129/13 prendre soin FI84/II tenter F162/20
fremir B37/9 projeter F120/23 . 66venir F121/4
imaginer M84/4 promettre F108/22 vivre T26/14
and the following passive VGps:
etre force M275/1 etre prie B109/10 etre tente B73/19
etre oblige F67/4
The lower-order VG-p contains a
aimer M199/20 commencer M36/12 renoncer F57/29
apprendre F251/12 consentir F45/13 reussir F181/2
arriver F64/I6 h£siter F80/14 servir 1CL83/8
aspirer T106/10 incliner F126/11 songer F52/13
avoir F160/20 jouer B96/13 suffire T30/10
avoir peine M21/16 parvenir F85/10 tenir B114/2
chereher F82/11 pretendre F239/4 veiller B73/5
63 *
Only in colligation with certain adjuncts and in certain tenses; the two main
patterns are exemplified in:
tu ferais aussi bier* de dormir. T132/7
g 1*autre avait eu vite fait de lui mettre 1© grappinj 5'208/lS
With negative polarity only:
Ge qui n'av&it pas laissetf de refroidir Ives. M182/4
Only in the pattern n'en pouvoir plus: e.g.
gg pares qu'ils n'en pouv&ient plus d'etre ©aseabi©: T63/18
Only in the simple present and present in past tenses:




iii The lower-order VGp has no prepositional element
aller see below devoir F4S/13 par-aitre F47/26
aimer B80/3 esp^rer F116/13 pouvoir F50/13
assurer B72/20 - , 67fax re F19/2 prdf^rer F230/5
avoir beau F221/23 faillir F215/3 pr4tendre F140/15
compter P201/19 feindre F125/20 savoir F144/5
croire F46/9 imaginer M84/4 venir F22/22
d^sirer T141/12 oser F49/9 vouloir F52/29
and the passives
etre cens£ MI84/23
Two uses of aller should be distinguished:
(a) where it can occur only in the simple present or present in past tenses:
11 v& suivre les cours des sciences Politique®. F35/11
The clause could be transformed into a single phase one with a simple
future, suivra. with much less change in contextual meaning than in (b).
(b) where there are no tense restrictions on aller: the clause could be
transformed into a sequence of two, in the dependence relation o£5 by
the insertion of the binding group pour before the second P. Example:
j'irai teldgrapbJker k ton pare, des 1*coverture do bureau de post...F5t/12
2) May be followed by exocentrie phase,
i The lower-order P had
(a) The syncretism is between S and C
Only when followed by que as in:
je as fais qu'antrer et sortir, F82/2
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accuser Tlll/10 s'excuser B33/16 persuader T149/7
admirer M167/1 se garder F49/23 prier F80/20
charger P72/19 se glorifier B149/8 presser B39/17
ddfier T166/18 se hair B75/14 se rejouir T160/4
detoumer M50/4 s'inquieter 176/5 resercier F125/15
dispenser T159/4 se lasser B66/13 retenir F213/27
a'efforcer P101/28 mgpriser T37/8 se souvenir mi/6




(b) fhe syncretism is between S and A
eonseiller B94/3 faire signe F160/19 pardonner F149/6
defendre M242/10 inspirer M47/3 se reprocher T175/7
demander ML05/15 interdire T115/23 souhaiter M254/22
dire P172/27 ordonner F213/11 valoir F167/9
and the following impersonals;
il appartient FI66/4 il importe F140/26 il tarde T172/15
il arrive M172/1 il suffit F52/17 il fut donne B138/6
The lower-order P has a
(a) The syncretism is between S and C
aider F53/16 dresser M60/6 inviter M223/43
s'aauser M277/19 s'entendre T77/4 se mettre F225/17
s'appliquer F167/22 s'epuiser T27/3 obliger F94/21
s'atteadre M104/5 forcer B83/6 pousser M2Q1/8
autoriser T107/14 s'habituer M194/5 se resigner F223/3
decider M95/21 inciter M86/13
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iii The lower-order P has no prepositional element
(a) The syncretism is between S and C
dcouter F109/23 s'imaginer F23l/l
entendre F49/13 laisser see below
faire see below se rappeler T116/2







faire see below laisser see below
and the impersonal
il faut F61/27
With faire. the syncretism is between S and A when the lower-order phase
has a C (or verbal c, or nominal element in the VGp - see 4.231)» or is
followed by a completive clause or a passage of direct speech:
1'ecolier a qui elle f&isait rep£ter see lecone M168/17
pour lui faire l&cher prise, T97/7
c'^tait 1© sourire atte< dri de Therese^ qui faisait eroire au gar$on
qu'elle 1© a^prisait. P131/7
oft 1© soleil declinaat lui fit dire: La eh&leur va tomber, &22/21
Qt'aerwise the syncretism is between S and C.
la aaitresse s*©ffor$alt de faire durer la conversation, F8/19
Laisser may pattern in the same way as faire cf
Lux laisser croire celaj F43/15
or alternatively it may colligate with a syncretised C-S element in*espective
of the morphology of the lower-order phase:
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J@ (♦..) 1© laissai prendre uae graa&e place dar,s m, vie d'6oolier, F148/12
In all the examples discussed so far, P has been the phasing element. We
would also include within the domain of the system, however, structures where the
phasing element is C*, A* or Z, the exponents being classifiable, like the VGps
ajx>ve, ajccording to the centricity and morphology of the lower-order phase.
1) The phasing element is C*
1 with S-goal; the lower-order phase may be endo- or exocentric, and in the
former case, the prepositional element may be de or a:
il n'eet / aucunement aScessair® / d'avoir connu / la premiere
Therese. F5/5 CItt CB^
4© a'etais / pas / digue / de vo:jb approcher M238/1Q Pa Aoi C^a
ml®© au lendeaain d'un® telle tourmente, / il 4t&it / prlt / It
souterdr(que 1'on n'est jamais aalheureux, sinon par sa faute.)
T168/17 Aa Pa C10,
ii with C-goal, this C syncretising with the lower-order S, so that the lower-
order phase is exocentric; the prepositional choice is between de. and a.:
Ttt me crois capable de ne pas rgpoadre a I'appel de ma belle-soeur? M90/l0
iii with unmarked goal; the phase is endocentric:
Bee lors ©lie crut politique d® s© tenir a X'ecart, B64/10
si vous trouvea excessif de payer la moitie dea frais pour la mison
de freignac, j© ooasene a m® charger de tout. M30/23
2) The phasing element is A*; structures as with above -
e'est 1© seul plaisir que vous soyes in droit d'attendre d'elles. F130/29
Elle £tait de force 1 tout coaproaettre. T209/21
una coupe (...) que la maison Proatenac - Sussol etait m train de
nifocier. H263/16
c'^tait au tour de Aoeiai d© prendre 1*aspect duesommeil, 373/16
La voici au moment de r®gardez» en face I'act© qu'elie a coamis. f145/13
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In the following A is syacretised with S; the phasing element is therefore
perhaps best regarded as being etre:
©•art a vous de me dire ... F172/14
3) Phasing items of the classes exemplified in (l) i and (2) above may also have
this function when there is no predioatorj
(ll a® bougea pas) mmlmx / d*@vii@r / taut ®@HV@a©at* *1247/23 ZIa P^ 0^
(he curA, hoime se:rajml®ux) sals / imp enelia / I entrer / daas 1® testia
d«s mstres, (intermgeait sen eoeur.) B132/5 A® P^5 A^
(lea Aires)incapable© / d'aimer, 7168/7 Z1®*
A chactra© / de courir / a® chance. PllS/17 A® 0^
Quell© boat© / d'Aprouver / use telle ierreurl B39/11 Z® P^
•O
impossible / d@ / riea •/ changer / au total de see actes. F17/15 ZIa
Phasing elements other than P almost always (in the text) occur at depth a;
the following is a rare example of a phasing C* at ps
(ill® avail; aaigri)@t / pretendait / a'itre / pas / impatient© / de revoir / son
fiaacA. F246/24. A® P* A1' C1^ PY 0fiY
Order in sequence is generally congruent with order in phasal depth. There
are, however, a number of departures from a one-to-one correspondence (we leave
out of account here the question of adjuncts, whose position in sequence is more
variable than that of other elements - see 2,4 - and whose position in phasal
depth is in many cases also less significant):
l) Relative and interrogative groups (2.3) occur in initial position in the clause,
irrespective of their phasal depths
(ua® espAranee) qu' / il m'Atait / impossible / de eotabler, F198/2 0^ Pa 0Q P^
(mas allusion) qu* / @11© etsii / swale /am pouvoir / saisir F47/19
CIY f" GU PY
a® qu* / il fallait / ©Titer / a tout prlx, e'etait (...) F17/27 Pa aP
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In the following, ce que is best regarded as at p even though there is no P
in phase § - for plaire cannot occur in a single-phase transitive clauses
(.Imagine joe qu* / 11 te plair*. ¥47/5
Compares
(11 etait libre de eroirejtout ce qu' / il lui pl&irait / d'imaginer
F128/12 Pa P*3
In the next example, the interrogative element is discontinuouss
coabien / faudrait - il / mettre / de timbres? im/l ^ Pa P^
2) The sjncretised element is not necessarily initial in the lower-order phases it
may follow the P (and A too) as in
©t / lis entendront / renaltr© / sans eesse / autuur d'elle / la parole
terrible s P49/13 4" Pa <P-
5) Word substitutes operating in V'Gp structure may occur in a higher-order VGp than
that to which they are phasally related. Thus in
- II faudra que Jo vous Is fassa® coaualtre, P10?/4
the VGp ,1e vous le fasse is at Pa, connaltre at but whereas the words Je. and
vous are a^t the same position in phase as fasse. le is not: it is the substitute
for a complement at depth £>. This pattern occurs when the higher-order VGp
contains faire. laisser. entendre etc., and especially in the case of reflexive
items, witness;
111® ae se fit pas prier. 154/6
- Pais - les soi passer, cles m soir; K74/5
Ell® se laissait pourtaut devetir Fly2/l4
68Here the p phase is •unmarked exocentric; se, les, saoi and se are of phase p.
With pouvoir. vouloir and. devoir there are examples in the text of both the above
pattern and the normal or unmarked one, via. that where the word substitutes occur
in the VGp with which they are identical in phase; (as far as these items are
concerned, only the latter pattern has wide currency in modern French);
When, however, the reflexive element refers to the subject of the lower, not the
higher-order.subject, it occurs within the lower-order VGps ,
qui / fais&it / s@ retoumer / les passant®. *5271/2
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Stupetir que eetta joie lui p&i Itre accord!® urn foi-s encore J F116/7
Lea sroprletaires (...) y voalaieai installer leur dernier file f55/16
mis j© n'ai pas pu lea r©trouv®r,.. ffl.24/2
111® aurait vsulu la mrfcMlr, St/®
There is clearly a great deal in common between the recursive structures
of completive dependence on the one hand, and phase on the other - in particular
there is widespread exponential overlap between imputing and phasing elements.
In assigning the former to sentence structure and the latter to clause structure,
we have wanted to give weight especially to two crucial differentiating factors?
1) In the completive - dependence chain, each clause may select a finite P,
whereas only the highest-order phase may do so - all lower-order phases
have a non-finite P.
2) There is no equivalent in completive-dependence of eadocentric phasing, nor
of syncretised elements.
Part of the meaning of the rank scale, we would say, is that items lower down
the scale are sore closely interdependent in that they have less potentiality
for standing in isolation than those at the tops this is one reason for treating
■ie. me. lui etc. as operating in VGp rather than clause structure, and it seems
relevant also to the present distinction between dependence and phase.
£.£4J35ieJ3y.si!?® ^OzaMjltlyitx.
This system accounts for the presence or absence of an extensive complement.
Like mood, it may be carried at the rank of the group - more precisely, in the
VGp - or of the clause. In the former case, that is where the VGp is transitive
or semi-transitive, the clause falls outside the scope of the system of clause
transitivity?
L®urs aaftas flagoraeries I'irritalent, ®t s^urtoat l'tor aaladress© a feiadr®
1m sentiments r&ligieux, lui faissit «al. K191/14
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The first of these clauses contains a transitive VGp, the second a semi-transitive
one (marked by mal; see 4.231),
Clauses where the VGp is non-transitive fall into two systemic subclasses;
g
1) Transitive clauses - marked by the presence of C ;
II incline / la tete. F150/25 PCE
E2) Intransitive clauses - marked by the absence of C ;
Seja l'auto ddmarrait. M201/25
un Jean. Peloueyre n'eet pas "aarinble". B36/H
In multiple - phase clauses, transitivity is carried by the lowest - order
phase; in the higher order phases, the presence or absence of C (or c) is
accounted for by the contrasts of phasal centricity. Thus
II voudrait / surprendre / sa mere, / use fois encore; M2Q0/3
is transitive, with structure Pa CE^ Ar, whereas
ells sentit / ses joues / devenir / hr&lantes. P144/9
is intransitive, with structure Pa C20, - s'3 P*3 C^*
g
A clause may contain more than one C only when;
1) They are coordinated - see 2.215
2) They are in different phases - see 2.23
3) They are related thematically:
Sine mere qui &e s'interesse pas a son enfant, vous pouvez inventer toutes Iss
excuses que vous wou&res, 3® trouve qst ignatel®. T2X3/10
The dimension of transitivity, operating in the clause or the VGp, provides
the framework for the establishment of subclasses of the verb according to their
potentiality and probability of operating in transitive VGps or in VGps at P in
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transitive clauses.
The systems of mood, phase and transitivity account for the occurrence and
E I
relations of the elements S, P and C . The presence or absence of C or A
(or Z) is not helfl to constitute a systemic choice. In his detailed study of
transitivity in French, Blihkenberg widens the scope of the system to deal not
/ E\
only with direct objects (our C J but also with indirect ones: indirect in that
they are introduced by prepositions, considering de and a "comme nettement etablies
69
dans la fonction de simples termes de liaison dans la transitivity indirecte".
Thus in avoir besoin de ouelaue chose, s'accoutuaer a quelaue chose, compter sur
auelau'un. de aueloue chose, a quelaue chose, sur quelau'un are, for him, all
indirect objects. In the present study, the analysis of the adjunct has hot been
taken far enough in delicacy to distinguish these from other adjuncts, though we
admit the desirability of treating separately such cases where the choice of
prepositional item is determined by the VGp. The difficulty is in finding
satisfactory criteria} some of those suggested hy Blinkenberg are applicable only
to direct objects (and then not exhaustively) - e.g. passive transformation and
the "passive infinitive" transformation (emporter du vin -» du vin a emporter).
More promising is the criterion of place in sequence: the object follows the P;
it cannot stand in thematic position unless it is recapitulated by a substitute
operating in the VGp; but again the difficulties in applying the criterion are such
that he must admit that "Le •critere' propose ici souligne ainsi 1?impossibility
de principe de trouver en fin de compte une dyiimitation d'une application nette
70et s&re et portant sur tous les cas". Most dubious is his distinction in the
case of reflexive VGps between the "groupe verbal pronominal" which is intransitive
*
A. Blinkenberg: "he probleme de la transitivity en franqais modern©"; Copenhagen
I960, Historisk - filosofiske Meddelelser, Pet Kongeli^e Dariske tfxdenskabernes
Selskab 38 No.l, p 82.
7°* Ibid, p 68.
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(se noyer. s'endormir, s'effacer etc.) from those where the reflexive element is
an object and which are thus transitive (se .ieter etc.); the criterion here is
frankly contextual: "Pour que nous parlions d'un groupe verbal pronominal, une
condition doit done Stre necessairement remplie, a savoir 1*attenuation avane4e
71
fie la notion d'une action pour ainsi dire exterieure du suject sur lui-meme."
In view of this lack of rigorous criteria, we confine the domain of the system of
E
transitivity to a consideration of C , A being for the present treated non-
systemically.
2.25 hummary of categories deriving from the dimension of predication
The systems, elements and classes discussed in 2.21 to 2,24 may be summarised
as follows:
l) Systems of secondary (choice) classes of the clause
The systems of mood and transitivity are not choice-exhausting in that clauses
where these contrasts are carried by the VGp fall outside the systems:
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(Pexo A means that the lower-order i>ha.se is exocentric and that the syncretism
is between A and S)„
2.3 Hort-cimin-exhaustina dimensions of clause structure
l*i1_%Oindin€L.eiea.®StA. E*
The dimension of dependence, primary in sentence structure, is also relevant,
secondarily and non-chain-exbaufjliogjy, to clause structure inasmuch as it yields
the secondary element B, which is present as morphological marker in most
112a
2) Primary elements and classes
vS C 2,
S| VGp MJp AGp
Primary elements
Primary classes
3) Secondary elements (X being a generalised symbol for any primary element)
Scale of Delicacy
,ry Early Secondary





























dependent clauses (sea 1.34). It is expounded by the binding group, which cuts
across the primary group classification established on the dimension of predication.
More delicate distinctions within it derive from its operation in the various
subclasses of dependent clauses (see 1.33 and 2,l).
The earliest subdivision contrasts system!cally B Gps operating in
completive clauses and those in conditioning clauses.
The next step in delicacy breaks the completive subclass down into:
1) 3i: this class has only one formal iteia exponent, si, and cannot therefore
be further subdivided in delicacy - this is the point where the scales of
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exponents® and delicacy meet. However si enters into the system qua class -
the experience relation is between a class and a term in a system, rather than
(directly) between a formal item and the term. Example:
sans doute la concierge avait-elie promis d'aller s© rendra compte dans
la soiree, si la vieille n'avait besoin de rien. F20/2§
2) Direct - these occur in que-completive clauses. There are three members -
cue, de ce cue, a ce cue. Example:
Croyea-vous que je sols venue pour autre chose? F31/23
3) Interrogative - these occur in I-completive clauses. This is not a closed
class in the sense of all its members being able to be listed. But it may be
broken down systemically into the following subclasses
i Personal; exponents vary according to distinctions on the dimension of
predication:
S or C A
preposition +
72# Cf K.A.K. Balliday: "Categories, " pp 272 - 3
-Deviiie qui qui dine avec nous ce soir? F89/4
ii itoa-personal? here we crust sake yet a further subdivision according as
the VGp in the clause is finite or infinitival*
3 C k
Finite VGp
Infinitival VGp ^cejjui c^sasm.
preposition + 71
SL£2k
ell# m voyait pas @® qui, fcuaalseaeiit, irnreit pa 1® reteoir, M2f15
voue m eaves ps,® m qu'il eet devests. T3&/&
11 as aut que ripoa&r®, T9&/15
cbecun de mm salt point qmi 41 saigas* WSQ/SO
elle ssavaii a quel peaserj F194/12
iii Keutral - or unmarked, contextually, as far as the distinction between
personal and non-personal is concerned. Exponent®s










(Under ouel are subsumed quels, quelle and quelles)
vaue s*aveas pen beseitt de m rappeler quel oasle vou® lies pour
am petit®.»* M27/14
Ell® lui deaaaia m&him de a©i» 41 mmsmmmlt h oette thtee* iST«3/4
Silo lad. deeaads 4 quelle hear© 41 coaaanesrait sea Mmrt&ea* FITS/27
©sn& s&voir cement cette nuifc fluir&itf 515/13
vet*® alls® voir ccasse c*est pet* de eho»oi F14S/X9
It will be clear from the above that the fully grammatical items that
carry the contrasts and patterns do not all have the same rank and status -
There is no realisation in the text of ce dont.
rj a
The JKJp may be at .a lower depth of rankshlft, as in
II jouait a. deviser pour 1® eoapt© de quel vice, e© monsieur a
mmale et la lsvre pendant®, chaasa.it, 196/15,
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status referring to the rankshifed versus non-rankshifted opposition.
They may thus be groups operating in clause structure (si. ou etc.), groups
operating at c in AGp structure (ou) or words operating in NGp structure -
rjC
at the head element (qui, quoi. ce qui etc.) or head or deictic element
(quel, combien (de)).
Returning to the conditioning BGps, the next division in delicacy
here is between those that occur in rankshifted clauses (rankshifting
groups) and those that do not. The former breaks down systemically into
the following subclasses;
l) Head rankshifting - these mark the clause as rankshifted to the element
head in NGp structure. More delicately;
i Neutral; exponents
s C A
ce qui ce que
ce dont
ce a quoi etc.
0© qui leur denaait, a ses yeuz, un prix inestimable, m d^pendait
pas d'eus. JG.5/2
J'ai feint d'4pr©wr@r e© qu'il itait eonvenabla d® resaentir datraai
m® telle revelation... f55/26
Tout ea dont J© sols eoupable 6ehappe & la loi. F186/S




For these do not always occur in simple groups; they may colligate




Spouse qui to TOu&ras, F68/15 ^
-II n'y a pas d© quo! se mquer.... MIT?/?
iii Que - again (like j|i) there is only one member* que may thus be
used to refer either to the category or to the formal item expounding
the class. It is always at A.
qu'vtn autre que lui dans la aaisen f&t aalad©, c'est c@ qui
pouvsit .jeter c© doux bars das gorids, B113/14
2) Non-head - i.e. occurring in clauses rankshifted to elements other
than a. More delicately*
i Relative; yet further subdivisions must be made according as the
item has only a personal or only a non-personal antecedent, or is
unmarked in respect of this contrast?









ou. que, preposition +
quoi. ou
proposition + leouel







1 •hawse qui d6houchait d© la g&renne, 3&4/16
I© sonde secfcet que ©a po^aie iirait des tfeebres, MSO/22
Here oui is at - see 2.23.
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* ,» j, -v; :•:i;•' " '
c® fond de m efcre sur quoi toujours je rstosbe? F93/20
les Itres an milieu desquels Thires© 4tou££ait, vingt ar^es
plus tSt. F23/§
le corps d'ou 11 dtait eorti. MX3/2J
que occurs at A only when the group in which the clause operates
:
■ • • • • , , ' • '
, '
is a MJp of the type which itself may occur at As




ii Participial - expounded fey a participial VGp at P? e.g.
le problea* pos4 la veill© B28/1
iii Variable depth - expounded by the three AGps oue. pour, pour ques
Pour etre sussi pure qu© tu l'es T'37/2





ce qui ce que.
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preposition + ouoi




o® a'est pas ml qui vous fais peur? F235/27
e'4tait pour savoir qu'il voulait revenir... F119/2
77
Ce dont is not realised in the text.
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iii Group antecedents this subclass may be conflated with the
rankshifting relative groups given in (2)1 above, for they have
7B
the same exponents.
Come si une feme d© son age pouvait etre solidaire d'ua©
vieille ferns© hystdriqu®, qui d'ailieurs devait grosair ©on aventur©
a plaisir.... F55/7
2) Circumstantial; more delicately
i pre-infinitive - these occur in infinitival circumstantial clauses.
Theexponents, all AGps, include (with references to one occurrence);
a T72/3 I au lievtjie F114/5
a condition de F57/27
afin de F118/10





sous pretext© de M275/9
au point de FI64/9
avant de F46/25
de peur de M151/18
jusqu'a M216/3
A entendre Tharese, il n@ fallalt pas domer trop &'importance
aux caprices d'un© petite fill®. T72/3
Le jeuae hoime r&poadit, sans regarder son associd, H160/10
ii pre-finite; i.e. occurring in clauses with a finite VGp (though
some may also operate in minor clauses) -
(a) Comparative - the AGp comme (or que)
il fallalt qu'ello sClt, soma Thtxwmt, quo 1© honksur
n'existe pas. -Sl/8
(b) Conditional - a one-member class expounded by the AGp si;
Si ©lie sortait, ©13.© tamfeerait dam 3®s pieges tendus.
F189/13
Except that que expounds A only in rankshifted clauses.
79.
Only with a past-in-present-in-neutral infinitive;
Apres avoir v&cu das ana£©s sous le aeine toit, F70/7.
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(c) Concessive - a subclass of the binding group defined by its effect on
mood: it is described under the element I (2.32)
(d) Neutral - defined negatively as not (a), (b) or (c). The majority of
the exponents are AGps; they include
afin que B28/13 de faqon que B30/12 parce que M100/2
alors que F158/14 de merne que T116/15 pendant que F146/9
a mesure que P98/15 de peur que M57/15 pour que F122/22
a raoins que F113/8 depuis que F84/7 puisque F143/9
au cas ou F78/4 de sorte que F129/23 quand F215/21
au point que B14/19 des que M18/13 que F15/23
avant que F153/11 du moment que F193/22 quoique T149/5
bien que F99/4 jusqu'a ce que F150/2S sans que F147/8
comma B102/13 lorsque F209/11 tant que F146/1
de faqon a ce que F237/5 maintenant que T26/15
further subdivisions could be made according as the mode of the VGp is
indicative or subjunctive. Examples:
Loraqu* Aima entra, Theresa fit semblant d'etre ©ndormis. F209/11
II saageait avee lenteur, Men que lea deux fosses eussent depuis
loagtsmps leans assieites videe. F99/4
The class does however contain also a number of NGps, viz. those containing
the deictics tant de. tellement de:
(...) imaginai que js troubleds ua rendez-vous, tant ■f son
visage / aoatraii / de confusion. TllO/l cfsP
TMrese avait lanod ee dernier trait d'ua ton presque j©y©uxg tell©seat
cette offre d'ab&adoaaer tout ce qui lui appartenait en propre lui
eausait deja d'alUgement. F72/27
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Tiie subdivisions of the binding group may be summarised thus?


















































The secondary element I is established to account in part for the
occurrence of interrogative mood, carried by th© clause or VGp. The
1 2 1
first subdivision is on the chain axis, in to I and I ? I is followed by
2
interrogative mood or by I + affirmative mood} compare!
Que / eswait - ell® / exaetesisat? F29/29 I1 / C P A
Q»» / est - ce que / eel*. / aignifie, M64/21 I1 / C I2 / A S P
Pent - lire / fHhri© / strait - ells pris / le train &©
Bordeaux; P60/15 I1 / A S P C
pent - Itre afe® / q»s / fa / lear pladraii ... 20.38/18 I3, / A I2 / A S P
(dSeouvrix- ses vraia parents,) aussi rarea, / aussi® diss4ain£s / fussent -
Us. T195,*5 Ild / C 11:; /CP
(ce corps coatr© son corps,) aussi lrfger / qu* / il flit, (l'empfcehait de
respirerj) TX94/8 I1 / C I2 / A P
2
I is expounded by the three AGps est-ce que, est-c® qui and que.
Est-ce qui alone may occur after S, and this is its only role:
qu'est - ce qui t© pread? $©0/9
Est-ce que may occur without a preceding I3";
Est-ce qa'ofr exist© a sas yeux? F25/4
and there is one example of que in clause initial position - in a
parenthetic clause, where otherwise interrogative mood would be required:
"ils aiaent les ©tres" qu'iie disent, .*086/5
The secondary group class derived by exponence from I may be conflated
with the set of items which mark a clause as having question function, though
it must be admitted that the formal standing of this categoiy is at present
rather uncertain. We thus include items operating at S (with affirmative
mood) or Z (in minor clauses)!
Quelle© calumnies? FI84/I
so too, with A:
Pourquoi ce visage «rlsp$?
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and in subjectless clauses:
, Qsae t© doaner? f?l/?
There are moreover exceptional cases of affirmative mood with interrogative
items othee than subject:
It per qui vou® lies attendu©? F209/24
The systemic subdivision of IGps is as follows:
l) Question groups:
i Phoric, i.e. groups with cataphoric or amphoric reference; nominal
phoric groups, and the complements of adverbial ones show
morphological variation marking their number and gender categories,
the selection for gender being determined concordially by the MJp









prep + lequel prep + laquell?
oreo + lesouels nreo + lesauelles
Intro les mill© besjgnes qui obligeaisut a® courir autour da son
banc, cm four-mis haaaiaes, laquell© aura.it pu l*as®ervir? 8274/2
ii Ion-phoric
(a) Personal:
s, c, z A
ssi. preposition + qui
Qui as?-tu rsncontrd ce satin? F237/4
Par qui dta.it - ©lie attexidue? P209/4
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(b) Non-personal;
s, c Z A
80 .81
ouoi preposition + auoi
ife'ea p&mmt les Filhoi? F39/S2
-Ik biea, cMri©, ta m m© dmmdea j»s?...(...} - Quoi? H7©/18
A ami I'eSt » ©11© eomparle? F28/10
(c) Neutrals







4 v s2a auoi bon
Quel et&it son gain m cette affair©? B132/10
3© quel iro.it $ti@sHmua entree dam mi vie? P177/25
Oa est ton per®? F22/13
Que n'etait - 11 eatpftreu?, roi negre*.,. I&32/9
2) Non-question groupsJ with these, interrogative mood is rafcely carried
2
at clause rank; i.e. they may be followed by I or an interrogative -
mood VGp but do not, with rare exceptions in the case of (ii), occur
in interrogative clauses. There are two subdivisions;
i Coneessives - a subclass of binding group; they are almost always
followed by que at I (but cf the example given at the beginning
8S* At a, que is always followed by est-ce qui.
81*
Quoi may also occur at C in non-initial position (see 2.4)
Rxpliquer quel? H135/24
SP *
This does not occur in clauses with a finite VGp - cf
it quoi faou iseiater? MTt/iX
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Quo! qa* on ait pi vom msontor a son sujet, PI34/H
quelque temps qu'il fit, JS22/18
quels que f'assent leurs motifs, P38/17
aussi Men que J • eusse joua, am interpretation n*auralt
pas v&lu l®s enregistreaents qu'il poseede ¥91/10
ho gardien saluait Xaviex, d*aussi loin qu'il
llapercenrait. M26/8
ii Non-concessive - a small number of AGps which it is not easy to
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delimit, as they are not always followed by an interrogative VGp .
We would certainly include such items as neut-etre. sans doute.
du aoins. aussi. a seine (and Mips or AGps containing a peine).
sans doute oMissait - elle a une pudeurj B135/2
Du aoins ddtenait * ©Ho 1'autre part F232/6
A peine quelcue# seecndes put-il eoutenir le feu de c©
regard tendre ©t d£sesp£xg: F254/6
Subdivisions of I may be summarised as follows:
Q*Z
Cf Pent- lire, j© mouxrai, M4/5
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Scale of Delicacy
Early Secondaiy Late Secondary













A number of items expounding B and/or I (and some others similar to
them morphologically) also occur in initial position in clauses where the
criteria for regarding them as B or I are not satisfied. As their place
in sequence is fixed, we would not wish to treat then as theme (t), for
this element is concerned (mainly) with the contrastive occurrence of
items in initial position. We therefore establish a fourth element, E
(exclamatory) in order to account for them. The class operating at E
(SGp) is not clearly delimited, but the following may be regarded as
among the most frequent exponents?
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S only S, C, Z A
ce qui lErps containing the
deictics quel and
que de or the
submodifier combien





non aue. nourvu aue..
St e@ qui solvit! T15l/l5
Quel drSle de type to ©s toot &® mfee! T120/9
mala/que/le jeume doeteur/'aontraitj done rde devourment! B139/14 A E/cf SPA
•'ais combiea dtoufge @t loiutaine dtait devenue la vols. 11273/9
Si je m'attendais a cell© - la! F249/1
Que je ne te Wffoie plus! JCLlft/2
^•^_^c£a£?a3s®^i.
Intersecting dimensions may be brought into relation by reference
to the exponents of the categories they yield. The term raicroclass
may be used for the grouping of items which are alike in their membership
of classes derived from different dimensions - cf Dr. Halliday t
"Any given item, to be fully identified, may require to be simultaneously
classified on all such dimensions. In this way it can be assigned to
a 'microclass', this representing its value in respect of all the
properties which have been found relevant to the way it patterns in the
language.
Microclasses may be displayed as in the table below. Distinctions
of number and gender are again omitted., as are (marginal) uses not realised
"Chain and Choice", pp 7-8.
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in the text. Direct reference is made to a number of earlier footnotes.
Only items belonging to at loaot two of the oarly secondary classes binding,
interrogative and exclamatory arc shown. Bo identification is made across
primary class boundaries: that is the "same" item may belong to a number
of different secondary classes but to only one primary class - hence the
two entries for que, one qua MJp, one qua AGp, and similarly for ce cue:
(but coabien da + head is regarded as nominal whether at S, C or A,
its primary syntactic assignment being determined by secondary

































































































































a8V + lequel as
Only de quoi is realised here
'I'here are no textual occurrences of prep
interrogative binding groups: hence, no phoric - non-




The dimension of polarity is secondary and longs secondary in that,
in its application to structure, it is non-chain-exhausting; long in that
it is relevant to the syntax and morphology of the clause and the group.
Any group operating in clause structure - or indeed any ranks'/lifted group
too - selects for polarity between negative (the marked term) and positive.
These selections are not, however, made independently; the features of
mutual determination ean best be described by recognising a system of
polarity operating at clause rank. This gives us two secondary choice
classes; Positive and .Negative. The latter are morphologically
marked by the presence of at least one negative group, which may be said
to operate at the element N. Thus
Th^rese inclina la tit©. P204/13
is positive, the following negatives
'
r
Sien a© »'<$tonne. ¥204/25
At the next stage in delicacy, we subdivide N into /, z.85
nP is expounded by any VSp containing nes iP by ^ug, or groups containing
it (though que does not always occur at I - see its microclass
description in 2.34)? « may not precede the P to which it stands in
the relation of adjunct, !p subdivides yet more delicately into
/S, expounded by pas and point; and A expounded by groups containing




Cf the terms discordantiel, forclusif and uniceptif used by Damolirette
and Pichon in op,cit Vol VI, chapts. 5 and 6.
86 *
We should probably also include mot in such patterns ast
Le cux& (...) m iisalt mot. B148/18
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These provide the criterial "basis for the following systemic
matrix of negative clauses, One system is concerned with the polarity
of the VGp: we distinguish clauses containing iP, those with P but no
iP, and those with no P. A second system, which may be labelled
intensity of negativity, accounts for the number of negative elements;
where there is more than one we contrast cases where they are
complementary and oases where they are contradictory. Finally, the
system of restriction deals with the presence or absence of H , Clause




















l) Verbal negative - non-restrictive
i Normal - these contain one iP and one iP, which may coincide with S,
C or A - in which latter case it may be marked by a negative MSp
at c in AGp structure. Thus




Itss_/ (...) feignit / d® a*avoir / idea / eatendue. 1262/5
8 P P/^Pc/?
-To a® ae eomprendrais / pass F205/2? p/aP A/tf
Sa deetia&e / a® l,int4ressait / en rien. 10.6/18
S P/$P A//
The adverbial It* may also have the function of linking element
(Ell® n® se leva pas, ee jour - la,) ai / ne fit / s& toil/ette.
T195/12 l/W P/M0 C
■ '.'V'! «|'{V -Vi$ 1
Most often the two negative elements are in the same phase, but
examples are found where they are at different depths J
car / ell® n'aurait voulu / lul causer / aucune peine, $235/16 A^P0/
ii Reduced - there is only one negative element, viz. 8r; this
subclass is characteristically, but not obligatorily, used under
the following conditions:
(a) When the lexical item in the VGp is pouvoir. oser. savoir or
cesser; most examples are from multiple-phase clauses:
on a© pent condemn©? sa port© 169/7
il a'oeait lui sourirc; £23/8
Mais lea co<js surteut m ceeseat de chanter jusqu'i
I'aube, B27/5
As a counter-example of a normal negative clause, we may cite
the following:
Mala je n'ai pas osd lui rdpondre M37/19
(l) In questions with an interrogative - mood VGp:
a© serait - il plus convenable, 1© lead©main, de pousser
lea volets ©t d® readre 1® salut? B105/13
Que a*ava.it - ell® eouru apres 1ui! F165/17
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(c) In completive clauses where the imputing group in the higher-
order clause is expounded by the VGps douter. craindre, avoir
peur etc.I
Ella avait peur qu 'Yves me prit froid 163/21
Ell® m pouv&it plus douter cue la decision de Xavier ne
fut prise. W6/Z5
je crains qu'ils n'aiept ml soil. 10.23/12
or by such Mips as impossible?
mais impossible qu'on ne I'efci avertie aufiiaursaeat
(...) F27/14
(d) In circumstantial clauses where the binding group is
a moins cue, de peur que ...
a mim qu'il n'ait d<$convert, dans la poche de la veille
pelerine, e® p&quet d© poisons... f178/2
(e) In finite rankshifted comparative clauses where the next higher-
order element is plus, moins. meilleur. pire. mieux or pis:
ure oonaalssance plus profonde qu'il n'imaginait. 1177/25
Papa «t bcnae-aiaasn m'ont refue mmk que je m m'y
attends!3. F120/18.
iii Multiple - where there are at least three negative elements
(other than UU). More delicately:
(a) Counter-negative: the only realisation of this subclass is
in multiple-phase clauses, where it is possible, though rare,
for there to be two negative YGps:
Cette bourgeois® us pen 4paiss« / ne powrait / pas / ne /
pa® / se d^passer / ®lle-*e: B154/12 & u ^7^7^ 0 P
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(b) Reinforced: one iP, two (or more)
Bin&ud m s® mit plus jamais a cSti d'Yves dans 1 'autobus
mo/20
on m saur&it jamais ricn TT7/&
XI a*opposerait a persona® aucun refua, M49/17
and, with varying phasal depth:
il a* imagine!t v&m pas d'«t> voir jaavie 1® lout; 184/4
Hegative clauses containing coordinated elements often
have reinforced negativity:
Theresa ae p&n&ait plus a Marti, ni I Georges, ni a
per&omis; fllZj'll
Compare the normal negative:
L® gxasd-plr© ai X® pJsr® de Xavier a© pouvalent souffrir 1®
minor® piopos gr&v®l@ux; M&/7
with the reinforced
ai ce caaarad@ Daniel Tsassis, ni est abbe ma.ltre de
rhetorique, m coaprirent ses regards de ohiea perdu* B17/22
When there is coordination between units lower-ranking than
the group, there may be syncretism between negative elements
of clause structure, as in
surprise 1*292/3
Cee dtr&sges sywboles n@ l'avaient ai inquidte4 ni /
ni lid., «i Euros a© s'ea faseent apergus, T14/1Z '
Both these clauses we would regard as reinforced negative,
although the first has only one, the second two negative
groups. So too in
Less sort® m trieotent ni m parleat... MZ'iS/15
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where there are two B^'s, but not in counter-negativity.
Syncretism is thus to be distinguished from fusions the latter
is concerned with the non-discreteness, through overlaying, of
exponents and is found in the structure of AGps like des
gens du mdtier (see p §7 ); syncretism on the other hand is
concerned with the dual function (on a given dimension) of a
single item, as when one and the same NGp has the function of
subject and complement in multiple phase exocentric constructions
(see p 97 ) or as here when a single group has the structural
equivalence of two (or more) negative elements.
2) Verbal negative - restrictive. Only two of the subclasses in the
system of intensity are realisable herei
i Hormal - where there are two negative elements, one B®, one N0:
que, which carries the mark of restriction, may be a simple
group, as in
nous m pouvoas / qm / nager F35/1& A/lP
or it may be operating as the initial element in nominal or
adverbial groups;
I a*y a que Jose qui manque a l'appel. P/H® QfiP wzsf/x
ils n'avaient parle que de ses pols^i. M63/13 p/s® a/s0
ii Multiple - there is one or more in addition to the above.
marks the clause as reinforced;
II n'avanqoit plus que Imtm-mt Wl/9
"Tu n© seras jamais ft*une aouillt" 1866/3
Aiasi, dans 1® Bourideys d'auyour&'h&i, ne subsiniait plus
que la chiysalide afesn&eans© de ce qui fut son enfanee et son
amour. M286/10
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As this last example illustrates, S may coincide with NU
only in inverse affirmative clauses.
The word oue may have the dual role (but not in syncretism as
different dimensions are involved) of marking a group as an
exponent of and of linking it in coordination, the higher-
order group being itself negative and usually containing riett
or personnel
m face d'elle / il a*y avait / *ien / cue I® choaur. TI&5/22
k p/a® cW cW .
l»4ssi / ne pensait / i rien / qu' a catto poussilreuse
rout© (...) B151/3 3 p/lJ® aW 87
marks the clause as counter-negative:
11 n'y avait pas qu© las cicatrices laisslea par las jeux
d'un scalier turbulent: 3137/7
il n'y avait pas qu© sa mere au aoade. F2Q9/3
3) Non-verbal. These have a finite predicator but no sP; intensity depends
on the number of negative elements: most examples contain only one.
cannot be the only negative element in such clauses} and /S
cannot occur at all. They characteristically occur under the
following conditions:
i In questions:
Avioas - nous jamais to fa de notr® temps, Bttsaol? M157/2
ii In clauses containing the exclamatory group non cue which is
itself an exponent of tP:
Boa qu* / il se crftt / ua martyr, B130/5 k/t/i P C1
iii In completive clauses where the higher-order clause is negative
prr
Rien que may also occur as a modifier in certain binding groups,
especially where the head is a or en: cf
rien qu'ea Itant la il epuisait cette jeme vie. B7l/l6
Je les k&Iraie, rien que pare© qu'aucun d'aux ae a'a jamis deaandd
ties nouvellas de aaaaan. 10.86/12.
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or has an interrogative - mood VGp:
OhI swrteut ne v& pas croire que sou© fassions riea de aal. T68/11
smis ereyes - vous qu'elie ait ri©n da meillaur a attendre
d© sa destine© que cette souffranee? T112/13
ir In completive clauses where the imputing group in the higher-
order clause is nier ...
ell© isisife a present qu'elle l'efli jamais proaonc4e... 1236/9
v In raultiple-*phase clauses where the next higher-order phasing
element is dispenserf ddsesndrer. incapable* impossible .■.
Ces jasaseementg diepeaaaieat las 4poux d' echanger aucune
parol©, f159/3
tvm desesperait d© trouver soetme parole} &2C/20
Incapable de dirigsr an earsIs d*<tudec ai aueaaa oetrvr®
Jean Felougyre ne devait pas teair plus losgteaps I'emploi de
l'ouvrier inutile. B81/15.
This last example is reinforced multiple negativity, carried by
nl aucune oeuv-ie which expounds a syncretised element.
vi In circumstantial clauses where the binding group is sans or
sans que;
TMrese ©afera dams le salon sans quitter son chapeau, ni
son raanteau fripd. 766/23
sans que cola comport© &mm engagement do aotre part. 1&6/5
vii In conditional clauses
J© m 1© eroie plus si je I'ai .jamais eru. '1226/12
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viii In r&ukshifted relative clauses where the next higher-order element is
seul «...
N*trait - 11 done plus a c® rendea-vous - le seul qui ait jamais et<§
assign au clopori© Jean PSloueyro? B22/13
ix In rankshifted variable depth clausest
ayant lu mieux qu'aueua autre, B16/8
©t j© vis trop loin d® -oa fill© pour* avoir auetm© opinion ««« F83/7
Finite rankshifted comparative clauses may thus have (see (l) ii (e) above)
or S™, as heres the combination leads to a normal negative clauses
Yves peru.t plue msr cu'il n'r.vnit jamais AM* K226/2 ^
4) Minor - or, more accurately, those without a contrastively positive or negative
VGp
i Non-restrictive; all the examples contain a single N", which may be /S
„JWor a i
Fas L aoi$ les aeubles? M91/19
Aucun aai, 1158/2
Preaque persons© dans 1'autobus* FSOl/ll
So too the zeugraatic clause
(Kile trouvoit injuste que les flammes choisissent tonjours les pins,)
jamais / les hosmes. T144/22 A// C
■ ^
ii Sestrictiver
(a) Single - these may be zeugmatic:
Rien + ne lui Itait / que + cette douleur; M240/19 a(3/l^ P/lP)
to (A/L/lf 8)
88 * This list, like that given above in (l) ii is not intended to be exhaustive;
ultimately the determining factors in thechoice are contextual; the formal
features given here can thus be no more than indicative. They do not for
instance account explicitly for such examples as
Sfoli© d'esperer qu'll y puisse rlen entendrsi T123/1G
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or absolutes
vous n® sortirea + d'iei / que * lea poiag® + lies. T170/4
a {?// A) p Wi? S P)
Circumstantial clauses may exhibit a certain paradigmatic non-discreteness
between the terms in the system when the initial element is que, for
although they may contain a VGp selecting for polarity there cannot be
a direct relation between the que and a following negative VGp and hence
we would wish to include them in the present subclass - cf
cett® espece d'etres (...) qui m sortixont de is nuit qu'en
sortant de la vie. F6/15
and similarly infinitival sseugmatic clauses like the following:
je m feral8+ riea/que+d *expliquer+la peusee des autres. M123/13
a (Pa/^ Ca/^ ) b (A/VS® P^CP)
il ne songeait+qu^a prendre +le large,jquia retrouvnr+sa chambre
FI54/2 e(pa/lD FP CP) b (A/SU C^)
(b) Multiple -
Flue que deux amses a attendro, K12T/1G
The closed system items that are the basic markers of negativity are thus words
occurring in either simple or compound groups. In general, there is congruence at
different ranks on the dimension, in that the presence of a negative word marks a
group as the exponent of N. Syncretism illustrates one minor form of incongruence!
conversely there are cases where a group is positive from the point of view of its
operation in clause structure even though it contains a negative word or a negative
rankshifted group:
l) The AGp a .jamais
Ah! 1"©carter une fois pour toutes et a jamais! '179/2
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2) AGps of structure sans + NGp ('s)
Sou&ain, I'indiseret, sans aucune vergogne, lui demands: 379/8
3) NGps containing the words rien. personne (and mot; see footnote 86) preceded
by a deictic!
Farce qu'elle est an monntre, TMr&se sent profen&iatnt que eele est
possible et que pour un rien.,. T180/7
Ives fe repliait, so concentrait sur oette strange torture le rien 13272/3
4) Nominal (and adverbial) groups containing .jamais or non as submodifierss
que pouvait-il ooaprendre (...) k ces gmtem jmaia hesitants? TI34/I
il ae souveaait d'une joie aoa terrestra, M71/14
5) Certain other structures involving recursive rankshifts
Bonner le nous de Froatenac a une feme de riea, M51/9
^.ffiThfe linking element ft L.
tee saw in 1,42 that clauses at any place of coordination may be linked or
unlinked. In the former case they are morphologically marked by the presence of
a 11 iking element, which we may symbolise L, expounded by the secondary class
linking of the unit group. Most members of the class are adverbial, but as there
are also a number of NGps we would not wish to treat the elass simply as a
subdivision of the AGp.
Again, it is not easy to give an exhaustive and definitive list of the
exponents of the class. The most indisputable members are et. ou, mais and
compound groups containing them - et pourtant. et puis, et ensuite.ou bien. ou
encore, ou clutot. mais aussi. mais pourtant etc.s
il parut ne pas 1 * entendre ou plutSt n'attacher aucune importance h. sea
propos. F27/17
non
Me would also include puis itself, which does not occur/initially except in the
compound et puis.
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Hi at non and mais Rom occur only in zeugmatic or dependent clausesi
I® er&igu&a-Tous pas qu'oa fmm <ka reflexions sar eette idiot®, ni qu'on
la croie foil®? Ml/22
lis m'&i&ent pour wi~si&m at mn pour son ©euvre. f&85/9
The pairs of linking groups .1 la fois ... ®t. soit ... soit. ni ... ni.
tantSt .»» (etj tantSt and HGps containing plus (see p ^3) occur in clauses where
the mutual nature of the presupposition relation is strongest, cf
fsniSi o'eat la team at tsntSt e'eat Vham* que la xsoaiqtr? d41ivr@ €e
1'autre... F92/9
and the examples on p <v3 . similarly non eeuleaent ... amis (encore):
son settlement il uvuit rduai leu aiois par dee lsttrea do h&eurd, mis encore
il avait tracd partout d® faux ^ambages. 1183/10
The following sentence (-part) shows the layering of coordination deferred to on
pVd so that the second clause contains two linking groups, one et in respect of
the outer layer, the other, non seulement. in respect of the Inner layer where
there is the marked, mutual linkages
ells ©aire dans toutes oas xfiiaoaa et mn uouleaoat lui troave des excuses
sais les approuve F27/3
Car is included in the list by many grammarians. Like those given above,
89it occurs in initial position, and as Togeby points out , it is incompatible with
et - but he does not mention its equally significant non-occurrence with binding
groupsi no other linking group may occur exclusively in independent clauses. Its
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syntactic difference from the contextually similar pares one is often alluded to ,
but we would agree with Pottier that the fact that, unlike parse que, car may not
occur in a clause preceding the higher-order one, "permet seulement de conelure
gq
K. Togeby: "Structure Immanent© de la langue franq&ise", p 233", Travaux du
Cercle linguistique de Copenhague, VI (l95l)




que or, ear, done sont a clifferencier de pare® que." It is clear that formal
grounds can be found for considering ear as an exponent of the linking group or
the binding- group.. In favour of the former we may add that it is more likely
than the binding groups to occur in clauses expounding a simple sentence, or,
more accurately, in clauses which do not presuppose another one in the same
sentence, witnesss
C'et&it peut-etre ce qui I'&id&it S. ae paa mourir sous Its coups qu'il
recevsit. Car nucun autre appwi at- lui rootsit, aucun eecours r.e lui vsmii
de sa faaille. M229/1S
On balance, however, those in favour of the second solution - vis its mutual
exclusiveness with other members of the binding class, and its non-occurrence as
a linker between dependent clauses or between units lower-ranking than the clause -
seem the more powerful, In the sentence
lis parlaient (...) dea appasux qu'll faudrait nonfer, car lew taatiars, qui
precedent ler. palombes, ne iardemient pas. M135/17
it is difficult to regard the clauses ou'il faudrait monter and car les ramiers.,,
ne tarderaient pas as related in coordination rather than dependence, as the second
bears little syntactic resemblance to the class of relative clauses of which the
first is an exponent. We might further add that an analysis at the contextual
level would probably lend support to the view that car is best analysed as a binding
group.
Ibid p 148. dottier does however extend his use of the term coordination to
cover a very wide range of phenomena - cf the sections "La coordination
a un termes les nombrants" and "la coordination a un tense; les infixes,"
pp 152-184; semiologies! equivalence is moreover invoked to bring within
the domain of coordination such structures as f£*g»e est tree grand
(- ^Pierre est grand et grand) or les ueoff tables *la taBTe et la table),
p 117. From the point of view of linguistic form, (and, we would be tempted
to add, of contextual meaning) the relations between the items in such cases
are of a quite different order from those we account for on the dimension of
coordination.
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Or is incompatible both with the above linking groups and with binding groups;
it occurs only in independent clauses. But as it is most characteristically the
first group in the first clause in the sentence, we would not consider its role to
be that of linking clauses within sentence structure - cf
e'4tait voler les Frontenac, ©stimait-il, que d'en distraire ua sou. Or, il
avait promis a Josofa de placer ea son nos» pendant dix ssa&es, a chaque premier
Janvier, use serm&& de dix mille franca; 348/16
There are a number of other adverbial groups whose contextual meaning is
similar to that of the linking groups discussed* They include: oourtant.
c©pendant. neanraoins. d'aillsurs. done and so on. However, not only may these
follow et, mads, ou and ni. but they may also occur in non-initial position.
The presupposition relations they imply are touch weaker than is the case with et
etc. and are probably better described in terns of the lexieo-grammatical category
92 93
of cohesion - we have excluded them therefore fro® the linking- class.
Que generally links items of group rank: it may however also operate as
a linker of clauses in zeugmatic coordination, as illustrated on pi3S,
£.^7jrhe_thej3a.t-ic. element T
The dimension of theme yields a system of two terms, expounded by (choice)
subclasses of the clause; thematic and non-thematic. 'They are exemplified
respectively in the following citations;
Cette m&Boire, il faudita.t la reconatruir® m lui, $221/5
Prontenae haussa les <§paules; M167/21
Thematic clauses are morphologically marked by the presence of a thematic
(secondary) element T, which cuts across the primary elements established on the
dimension of predication, in that it may coincide with S, C or A (and also 2,
see below); C as in the example above, 3 in
92
Cf M.A.K. Halliday; "The Linguistic Study of Literary Texts", Preprints for the
Ninth International Congress of linguists, Cambridge, Mass. 1962; p 198
93. ^ /termThar mot-phrase, used by certain French grammarians to describe these and other
AGps - cf inter alia, Pottier op.cit p 151) seems a most unhappy choice,
reflecting the lack of any coherent theory of rank.
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- C' eat long# ce dejeuner. Ml37/8
A in
Yoyoan, ii m f&ut p«vs vesir as xaoontea* des fcistoiros, & moi. 25219/11
Within T we recognise later secondary elements to account respectively for
1) Themes which are marked only by place in sequences - by a departure, that
is, from the normal, non-thematic ordering in sequence of elements of structure,
TPl occurs in clause-initial position; as this is the normal place in sequence
for binding, linking, interrogative and exclamatory groups, these cannot be
thematic for Tp^ implies contrastive initial positioning. Examples;
- Pour rien sa assnie je ne la resist trai, F209/28
En septembre, alloc pouv&ient sortir apres la collation, T47/19 *
Place-themes are adjuncts - indeed this is one criterion used by Bllnkenberg
for distinguishing A and C (see pio?),
2) Themes - TSU^ - which are marked by recapitulation or anticipation by a
substitute or pro-thematic item operating at an equivalent (equivalent on the
dimension of predication) element either in the clause or within the VGp:
la silence, l'etouffoment, j« ne connais que $a. T16/9
Tu les vois, les petits? M258/12
An anticipated thematic S following the predicator etre often contains the
word que in initial position:
D'ailleurs, c'^tait la raison meate que catte feume, M219/9
The delimitation of the category of theme presents a number of problems.
Where the pre-thematic item is 3 or c in VGp structure there is little difficulty,
though even here we must distinguish, with intonational differences criterial, thematic
clauses like
II s*est bien mcyt6 de vans, &, filfcotl P209/?5
where the last item is Tsub (ijji being the anticipatory item), from the non-thematic
II pensa a louer le costume tailieur, le renaxd; H267/15
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And we must also distinguish recapitulation of a thematic S from that of a non-
thematic one when the VGp is of interrogative mood;
Que de fois Karl® *'6tait-elle pench^e sur cet abisue de tristesse d'oft
Georges reoontait si raxvmnt jusqu*! ellel F206/21
In the following example, C is thematic, recapitulated by les; S is non-thematic,
recapitulated by il_in the interrogative VGp;
Mais de tels obstacles, 1'instinct de ?b#rai no 1c - balsyes, B154/7
Where the pro-thematic item is a verbal adjunct, the theme may be an
adverbial group, as in
Autant qu'on lui en donnerait, a oette garce, T196/17
J© ne lui en veus plus, I. ton pere, F215/7
or, when it is initial, a NGp
Alnsi 1'amour dont 1*h4*%8e a 6+i plus sevres qu'eueuae creature, ells en
est poesedee, p#n<§tr4®. T199/2
Le myetVre Froatemc, ils n'en soupconnsnt p%a la grandeur, '-1186/15
T is probably best analysed as coinciding with Z in such cases,
We should perhaps also treat T as coinciding with Z, when the clause contains
an initial "vocative" element (though this represents a less obviously contrastive
sequential positioning):
Job#, regarde-aoi KL76/25
A further problem lies in circumscribing the pro-thematic element in clause
structure, and cela are the most •typical'
Tandia que la tuer, ca pourrait Itre des ce soir, tout de suite. M241/22
et il aurait su cela, du moin®, lea retours de dhasse, les champignons
ra®ass#s, £145/11
though £a may itself be thematic;
9a, ce seraii chic... M74/12
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The items tout, rien. tel. celui-la. la etc. show in certain patterns similarities
with the substitutes £a and cela. but the line delimiting the domain of the
system of theme has been drawn so as to exclude them:
La solution la plus simple, e'est tougours a cellc-la que nous ne pensons
jamais. f161/8
Ce sonde Incomsu d© sensations ou ua hmme la forfait do penetrer, son
imagination I'aidait h coneevoir qu'il y aurait eu la, pour elle auasi peut-etre,
un bonheur possible, T6G/13
We have likewise excluded the following where mon. while having anaphoric reference
to the initial item, cannot be said to recapitulate it:
Moi» son esprit est une passoires 14162/24
2.4 Order in sequence of elements of clause structure
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Much has been written on "word-order" in French , and no attempt will be
made here to give more than the most cursory treatment of the subject: it was in
any case discussed in some detail in 2.213 and 2.22 where it has a criterial bearing
on elements and classes. It is hardly necessary to point out at this stage that
any grammar recognising a scale of rank will not describe the sequence of items
solely in terms of words: the different patterns of ordering are described for
the different ranks.
There are a number of elements of clause structure which tend to occur early
in sequence - in initial position unless there is more than one of them. These
forward-tending elements, as we may call them are L, B, T, I, E and S (or pS),
This tendency is weakest in the case of S (and PS) which follows any of the other
five (except an anticipated Tsub) when it does not coincide with them. A non-
thematic recapitulated S may however precede I as in
94
Cf especially A. Blinkenbergs "L'ordre des mots en franqais moderne";
Copenhagen, 1933.
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B&rbey d'Aurevilly, que de fois trahit-il la ills d© 1"Homme pour un
baiser? B28/7
c©s pierros ensevelies mala toujour® presentas, eau doute, inspiraient-elles
a Jos4 un sentiment religieux, M60/15
Of the other forward-tending elements, L has priority in sequence: it never
occurs other than initially as the numerous examples of linked clauses already
cited have shown* B is incompatible with E and I (except when it coincides with
I - namely in the case of concessive groups: see p 111 )* When B and T occur
together, B precedes
ce corps que jamais il n'av&it contssple qu'eadorm. B89/l
Jean P&lou^re (»..) balbutia (...) que toujour® il avait prdfdre doradr a
l'etroit, 3114/17
and TSuto is generally anticipated rather than recapitulated so that it occurs late
in sequence:
Ce fut surtout apr&s la depart cVAa-vuio que jas l'ai conau, ce silence. T125/22
Tand a recapitulated T31^ precede I and Es
C@ jour-la surtaut, comment osait-il risquer une rencontre avec Peraaad
Casea&ve B31/9
Ah! coux-ll, qu'elle aurait voulu les fuirl F19/13
Les litres que nous connaissona Is raievw, comae nous Ice &eforaons des qu'ils
ne sont plus la I T160/13
I and E are incompatible
The relative positions of S and P are accounted for by the system of mood.
C generally follows except when it coincides with one of the forward-tending
elements, though C* has considerable freedom of position (see p 74-). The
complements tout and rien may interrupt a single P before the past participle or a
sequence of two P's in phase:
Le p&uvre oacle (...) avait tout fait pour en detourner Yves. M182/6
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11 m pourrait rien y avoir dsns les jouraaux d© ce matin. FI72/39
• Vous allez tout ©e rnconier en details F99/16
whereas rien (like simple negative adjuncts) may come between ne and the infinitive
at any depth of phase;
AhJ ae rien prdvolr. T27/15
A is the element whose place in sequence is most variable. When not
coincidental with a forward-tending element, it generally follows P, either before
or after C. But it is also found between S and Ps
Cette nuit jamais n'arriverai 852/17
Ls seul plaisir de Jean 4tait de peuser que la main d© -toem! a ce papier s'appuyn ,
B90/13
or within P, either before the nominal element
II prit, a eetto minute-la, ccaeeiencs ds 1*amour qu'elle lui inspira.it,
M2Q2/22
or before the past participle:
Aucun n'e&t, plus simplement que lui, dorm# sa vie. EL90/22
No further discussion will be given here concerning the factors - rhythm, emphasis,
class membership and so on - which contribute to the selection of its position.
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Chapter 3: The Adverbial Group
3.1 Primary Syntax
The adverbial group is that primary class of the unit group which operates at
A in clause structure, though as we have seen (pfe?)» the exponence relation is not
bi-unique, in that JSGps may also occur at A. Rankshifted groups may be assigned
/ ■ J f
on an exponential and morphological basis to the primary classes nominal and
/ /
adverbial, Most adverbial groups may be rankshifted (generally to elements in
i r\ I
MJp structure); but rankshift does not serve to define a secondary class, as
T I
rankshifted AGps may be conflated, for class purposes, with those that have the
potentiality of occurrence at A*.
il: f
/I/ J
5 Group and ihrase
/ GroUp structure cannot be generalised. The VGp is quite distinct
morphologically as well as syntactically from the AGp and the NGp. The latter and
one type of the AGp have certain structural similarities such that we may use the sax e
elements to describe them, but this sameness cannot be maintained long in exponence
or delicacy. AGps fitting into this pattern may be said to belong to the (primary)
morphological category AGp-type, A third set of elements is required for the
morphology of AGps consisting of a preposition + rankshifted KGp; these may be
terminologically distinguished from the AGp-type by use of the label "phrase" -
APhr (-type). The distinction then is morphological rather than syntactic, though
the correspondence between the group-type and those groups which cannot occur at
A* (or be rankshifted) might be thought large enough to enable us to regard the
groups and phrases as belonging to different secondary classes.
The statement of AGp structure is complicated not only by this primary type
contrast but also by the fact that a number of AGps consist of (or include) items
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whose morphology It Is scarcely profitable to describe inasmuch as they enter into
systems or classes qua formal items rather than as exponents of productive patterns.
They are dealt with at that point in the grammar where the scales of exponence and
delicacy meet, and little is added by continuing the description down the rank scale
beyond this point. The textual examples of such "fossilised" AGps are given below
in fair detail because of their bearing on the statistical examination of the HGp -
nominal items included within them have been excluded from the count:
l) Compound prepositional groups:
a bord de au-dessus de en provision de
a bout de au-devant de en quite de
a cause de au fond de en 3igne de
a fleur de au lever de en vue de
a l'abri de au long de faute de
a la favour de au milieu de hors de
a 1'affQt de au nom de le long de
a le hauteur de aupres de loiri de
a 1*oppose de au prix de lors de
a partir de au ras de pres de
a perte de au sein de en proie a
a vol de au sortir de face a
au baa de autour de grice a
(jusqu') au bout de au vu ei au si^Le ainsi que
au coin de du fond de en tant que
au coeur de du haut de d'entre
au cours de en dehors de par dessus
au dedans de en deplt de a mime
au dela de en face de h. travers
au-dessous de en lisi^ere de
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2) AGps - generally non-rankshifted j
a bout aupres en depa
a califourchon au vrai en dedans
a demi aux aguets en dessous
1 jeun d'abord en face
a mi-corps d'ailleurs en outre
a mi-jambes d'arrache-pied en particulier
a rai-voix de cesse en retard
a peine d'emblde en suspens
a reculons de frais en vain
a batons de haut par derriere
a tue-tete de mime par devant
a l'abri de nouveau tout a fait
a la derobee d'cree et deja tout 1 l'heure
I la fois de plus tout de meme
au dehors du moins tout de suite
au dela du tout au jour le jour
au fond en arriere de gauche a droite
au loin en avant de proche en proche
au moins en bas
au plus en cosmun
le binding groups listed on pp and the phasing groups
de force en droit en train
and the imputing group d'avis.
5.5 The structure of the group-type
There are two primary elements head and modifier. The latter is repeatable
in depth so that we may regard the structure as being on the dimension of
dependence, with elements a (head) {3 (modifier), the p subdividing into (3, y, 6 etc.
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It does however show characteristics of both place-ordered and depth-ordered
structural types. The elements are place-ordered in that Y precedes p which
precedes a, except in the comparatively rare instance:; of rankshifted modifiers
as in
Keureusement pour la Ifeisoa K223/3
and secondly in that it is rarely possible to reverse the order (in depth and
sequence) of two item® forming a compound group: the items tres and sentiment
for instance cannot be ordered other than as tres sentiment (M177/16)* Ifeverfchelest
no clearly discrete classes can be derived from the primary elements: we would,
rather, recognise a single primary word-class adverb defined by its operation a_t
any element in the structure, establishing a secondary class within it - which we
may call pre-adverb-derived from the element p, but most adverbs would be included
within the secondary class. A second recursive characteristic is the similarity
of the relations between Y and p and between (3 and a - compare
ua pm / plus / tard M288/9 Y $ a
(where un peu is regarded as expounding a single element) and
un peu / plus T40/12 P a
Thirdly variable depth clauses (see 2.13) may be rankshifted to (3 or Y (or,
theoretically, 6...) witness
asses / pour reodn* son sari ooleux JS&6/15 pap
trop / tard / pour se aauver k&l/lQ £ 0 Y
si / sal / qu'on avait pr6pan6 ua drap / pour l'ensevelir 10.11/7 ^ a v
I
The 6 in this last example is expounded by a second-order ranksfcifted clause, and
again the description is simpler if the relation of dependence presupposition
between pour 1'eacevelir anu qq'on avait piepare un drap can be shown in the same
way when they are rankshifted as when they are operating in sentence structure.
A final reason for giving priority to the recursive nature of the structure is that
this enables us to generalise structure between the NGp and the AGp-type, the
arguments in favour of a recursive treatment of the SSp being slightly more
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powerful.
Little can be raid on the "basis of the present short textual analysis about
secondary classes of the adverb derivable from different places in structure,
because in fact the majority of AGp-types are simple, or at most contain two
elements. A much Inrger-scole analysis would ba necessary before such classes
could be confidently established, A more detailed description would also take
account of secondary word classes derived from operation at AGps expounding
secondary elements of clause structure on dimensions other than that of predication*
For present purposes we need to recognise two secondary classes of adverb,
for these will concern us elsewhere in the grammari one is the preadverb alluded
to above and including among its members such items as plus, moins, si. tellement.
assez. trop. beaacaup. peu. un peu. tres, presoue, bien. absolument etc. The
second, the linking- adverb, is defined by its operation as head of linking AGps.
Compound linking groups like est ppurtant etc. (see p.) are best regarded as
composed of two heads. The linking class of adverb is thus expounded by such
items as et, ou, mais, ni. aussi. meme. puis ... ; though defined with reference
to linking AGps this class also operates as the marker of linked coordination
between groups.
5.4 The structure of the phrase-type.
There are three primary elementsj complement (c), prepositional element
(p) and modifier (m). p is expounded by rankshifted compound prepositional
groups as listed on p|i+$ or by the primary word, class preposition! the
exponential overlap between p in the APhr-type and a in the AGp-typo is not
sufficiently great for us to wish to conflate them into a single class at primary
delicacy, though admittedly the overlap is greater in modern colloquial French.
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95The most frequent prepositions are d<3» e, dans. en. sur, sane etc. j the class
of prepositions, "but not of the compound prepositional groups» is probably closed,
so that it can be regarded as forming a system.
The element c is in the majority of cases expounded by a ranksbifted
iiGp, as in
depuis / d®s anaees 1232/7 p e





. * ) - f
2) An included, rankshifted Afhr-type:
(elle sortait) de / cfces e"*l© T137/10 p c (p e)
3) A rahkshifted clause:
mlgr6 tout ce que je voua reproch® M34/10
dans tout c© que tu raeoates F30/27
Most such clauses belong to the head class (more delicately, ce-clauses);
the following is an isolated example of a circumstantial clause rankshifted
to ci
II fit aes plans pour quaad Jean Mlou&fxe aurait w clampsC B135/16
The modifier is expounded by the secondary word-class pre-adverb. That is
to say, the elesaent m, though primary in APhr structure, does not serve to
define a primary word class oecause the class of items operating there can be
derived from the morphology of the AGp type, such cross-derivation of classes,
though it is a further departure from the bi-unique erponence relation between
See the list in drdvisse: op.cit p 763 -
and voila which we analyse as VGps.
though we would not include voici
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class and element of structure, has the descriptively powerful advantage of
reducing the inventory of classes and of diminishing thereby the amount of
exponential overlap between classes. Examples of APhrases, showing the
three elemental
a P c
feiea agr&s la eoHffiOBion B64/2
jusque daas aes drape B53/21
am© sane parties!® ISL86/15
n loin do Bordeaux *1*7/4
peu apres sa aaisaaace F27/16
praeque saJlfi rides F102/1
tout prfcsd' Ives XL25/12
tout d© suite apres les premprss laapfaa mh
tr©s au-deaeueji* •lie £253/9
m is repeatable in depth in the same way as the modifier in the Gp-types
at the next stage in delicacy therefore m is subdivided into the chain elements
ma aP etc. m'' and lower-order elements may be expounded by variable depth
clauses as in the second of the following examples!
(il estJ le / plus / press &e / Bleu 1146/15 a p c
(Angoul&ae lui .par&iaa&lt ttre)beaucoup / plus / pres da / Bordeaux /
qu© naguere. ;5B6/4 a!" a4 p c sT
One place-ordered secondary element must be recognised within m: mL, the place
at which operates the secondary class of linking adverbs:
(ce n'6tait pas des lasses de colore)ai / d© / d£sespoir. F20S/5 a** p c
The following example shows coordination of modifiers:
tr®s haut ©t tress loin au-deseua d© lours eimes. M292/2
There is one sub-type of phrase that needs separate mention: here there are
two c's both expounded by the same formal item (generally a simple rankshifted
NGp) and one preceding, one following the prepositional element:
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minute par minute F163/19
tour a tour H39/5
peu a peu P24l/l
point par point f145/16
and, with a modifiers
presque mot pour mot F141/15
unaua is assigned to k and the APhr on the basis of its morphological similarity
with the above patterns, but it also has the characteristic of C* that the
nominal elements in it are concordially related to the goal of intensivitys
les ports® se rouvraient une a uae, f144/3.
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Chapter 4: The Verbal Group
4.1 Primary Syntax
The VGp is that class of the unit group which operates at the elements P
in clause structure. The VGp and the element P are in a bi-unique exponence
relations that is, P is expounded only by (members of) the class YGp and
conversely the class operates only at P. VGps are not rankshifted - though
they may of course occur in rankshifted clauses.
4.2 Structure: elements and their subdivisions
£.j21_lOTj^tory_jojf ^ljemjsnts^
In the description of the clause we saw that a number of dimensions relevant
to that unit extend also to the VGp: that is, that certain contrasts are carried
either by the clause or by the VGp. In addition the VGp carries systems unique
to itself (and to word-classes operating in it). Hence the need to recognise
an unusually large number of primary elements of structure - established on what
we may call the basic dimension of VGp structure. They may conveniently be
discussed under the following headings:
1) The substitute elements c s and a: These frequently (in the third person at
least) but not invariably have anaphoric (or cataphoric) reference to NGps,
which determine their gender and number. They stand in an equivalent relation
to the elements v and p as the clause elements S, C and A respectively do to
P - hence their criterial importance for the recognition and distinction of the
clause elements ( see 2.213).
2) Elements expounded by classes derived, at primary delicacy, from places in the
structure of the AGp or NGp, These are the nominal element^ the modifier m,
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the linking element 1 and the prepositional element d. The element p though
expounded at primary delicacy by the noun, is more appropriately discussed
under (4).
3) The negative element n.
4) The two elements which carry the characteristically verbal systems of tense,
mode, finiteness and voice. They are the verbal element v and the past
participial element p.
£.£2_The_substitut^, ^ljements_sJL c_ and a.
4.221 The verbal subject.
The verbal subject s has already been discussed to some extent in connection
with the subject element in clause structure. It is expounded by the primary
word class subjectival. The traditional part of speech pronoun is not strictly
a class in the sense in which that category is used in the present description.
For the pronoun is generally defined not by its operation at a given place in
structure (of clause or group) but rather by virtue of its being a substitute for
96
a NGp. The term covers a syntactically rather heterogeneous set of items,
some of which operate in NGp, others in VGp structure. Moreover, whereas the
exponential overlap between the clause elements S and C is such that they yield
a single primary class, the verbal substitutes for these elements are much more
exponentially discrete and are furthermore broken down into somewhat different
systems: hence we derive a primary word class from the primary element s in the
normal way.
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Cf, inter alia, Grgvisse; op cit p 361 - "Le pronoa est un mot qui souvent
represents un nom, un adjectif, une idee ou une proposition exprimes avant
on apres Ifci:"; Grammaire Larousse du XX® siecle, Paris 1936, p 168:
"Le pronom est, en effet, un mot qui remplaee le noa dans la phrase."
R.L. Wagner and J. Pinchon: "Grammaire du franqais," Paris 1962, however
give a more structural description - "Les pronoms sont des mots qui,
n'appartenant ni a l'espece des substantifs, ni a eelle des adjectifs,
assument n£anmoins les fonctions, ofl(une partie des fonctions de ces termes




The subjectival class comprises a small number of fully grammatical items.
A multi-dimensional systemic matrix breaks the primary class down into a number of
one-member subclasses - or rather, since the systems cut across each other,
microclasses. They may be displayed as follows:
























l'on is a (phonologically conditioned or free) variant of on: cf
toutes lee excuses que I'oa voudra F2Q5/8.
At the level of form, however, they are one and the same item.
The first and second persons (and third person indefinite) show no morphological
marking of gender: in any given occurrence, however, they belong to only one
of the gender categories - which one it is is determined contextually and may be
formally observable by virtue of concord (see 4.39)» as in
J'ai et4 crd4e a 1* laag© d© e@ pays arid© T161/15
where the feminine gender of je (it is a woman, Th4rese Desqueyroux, who is
speaking) is marked by the agreement of the past participle crgde.
The subclasses singular and plural in the above table refer to terms in the
system of verbal number. In the system of nominal number, the breakdown is as
follows (third person as above; gender omitted as it again has no morphological
correlates)i
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The (contextual and grammatical) meaning of the formal versus informal distinction
is however different in the two persons. (There are no realisations in the text
of on as an informal plural).
As for the contrast between impersonal jQ and ce, the terms formal and
informal are intended to give merely a rough indication of the contextual
meaning of the choice in those cases where the selection of one or the other is
not determined by purely formal features. eg, may occur only in a copulative
VGp; _il may also occur here except where there is the potentiality of a post-
emphatic relative clause. The il - eg, contrast is in the main restricted to
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VGps preceding an intensive phasing or imputing element !
qu'il e&t <§te feon de m per&re, fl8?/4
Que ce serait boa d@ dorsirl 1277/15
ce is the more frequent in such groups, but in general only il is followed by
a verbal adjunct!
II s'etait insupportable de soupfoaaer d'une telle horreur cet litre
extraordinaire. F23G/28
4.222 The verbal complement and adjunct.
The elements c. and & are the VGp equivalents to the clause elements C and A.
They are both primary elements, but we derive only a single primary word class
Qf '
Cf Kr Sandfeld: "Syntaxe du fran§ais contemporain"; Vol I - les pronoms;
Paris 1928, p 286s "Si l'attribut est un adjectif on son 4quivalent,
la regie de la langue litt4raire est qu'on emploie juL neutre pour annoncer
ce qui va suivre (...) Mais la langue parlee prefers le demonstratif neutre
dans la plupart des cas".
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from them for the following reasons J
1) They have most of their exponents in common;
2) They are for the most part subdivided along the same systemic dimensions;
3) The statement of their relative order in sequence requires the recognition
of secondary elements which to some extent cut across the primary distinction
between c and a.
This class then, we may call the objectival class. It too is made up of fully
grammatical items and may be broken down into microclasses by the following
contrasts:
1) Reflexion - c or a may be reflexive or non-reflexive. The choice is in the main
contextually determined although there are some verbs - souvenir and so on -
which occur only with a reflexive element. Reflexive objectivals (which may
be said to operate at the secondary element r) have the same referent as the
subject, or - in the case of imperative VGps - as the addressee; otherwise
se is the (contextually) unmarked reflexive.
2) Tonicity - tonic objectivals may not precede the element v, nor atonic ones
follow it unless they are themselves followed by a tonic: that is, where two
objectivals follow v, the second position is filled by a tonic, the first by
an atonic.
3) Extension - the contrast between C® and C1 at clause rank is applicable also
g J
to c: hence the secondary elements c and c (see p t8 ). The sole exponent
of c1 is le. The contrast is not relevant to a.
v E
4; Within c we distinguish a partitive complement from a non-partitive one;
the sole exponent of the former is en» The contrast depends on the structure
of the WGp for which the c is potentially a substitute: HGps containing the
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deictics d£, du, de la. des are replaced by en, others by non-partitives.
5) Verbal adjuncts may be subdivided into a, personal (a^), a non-personal (a^n)
and d§. (ag) according to the structure of the AGps for which they are
substitutes. In general adp replaces AGps of structure & + personal NGp,
^dn soie exponent is Jl) replaces AGps of structure a (or dans.
en etc) + non-personal NGp or the AGp la; and ag (exponent: en) replaces
non
AGps of structure de + NGp (usually/personal)* This statement of equivalences
is only approximative: in
@11® soage a ©on marl
for example, the NGp son mari may be replaced by the substitute lul (itself
a NGp) but the verbal adjunct lui cannot replace the AGp a son mart. A more
98
detailed account is given by Valdman.
6) The gender system with terms masculine ana feminine is relevant in two ways:
E
i non-partitive c is concordially related to a following active past
participle - see 4.39.
ii there are certain morphological variations according to the gender
category of the NGp for which the c is a substitute or of the NGp at
complement in the AGp for which the a is a Substitute. There is never
conflict between i and ii.
7) Number applies in the same way as gender: the relevant system here is that
of nominal number, not verbal. We must thus make the additional distinction
within the singular between formal and informal (see 4.221).
8) Person - three terms: first, second and third.
A. Valdman: "Applied Linguistics - French"; Boston 1961, pp 7-14.
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4.251 The nominal element f.
Whereas c is that position in the VGp expounded by substitutes for the
NGp, f accounts for the occurrence of a number of nouns within VGp structure.
That is, there are certain colligations of verbal and nominal items that we
would wish to describe at group rather than clause rank, for the following
reasons!
1) The nominal element occurs without a deictic, which is barely possible in the
E
case of Mips at C in clause structure1
2) The nominal element is generally modified, if at all, not b^ an adjective
but by a pre-adverbj
avait - il si peur da ee qui sang retour I'apaiserait? T'99/19
les gens, saint©mat, n© tienaeat plus asses eosapte des prinoipes, T172/4
though there are isolated counter-examples!
13®n qu'elle ait pu lui fair© grand sal. F183/5
Thus we contrast
les pins (...) / lui + f&isaient * sign© / d@ prendre / le large
T218/13 ^(a? f)F®
il + fit / «a vague sign© d'assentiment. B39/17 P(s v)C
3) There is no possibility of passive or thematic transformation, or of replacement
of the nominal element by an objectival.
4) The colligation of verbal and nominal element may expound such classes as
imputing or phasing group - avoir tort, avoir envie. faire signe etc. (see the
lists in 1.331 and 2.23).
VGps containing the element f may conveniently be referred to as V-phrases -
which is thus the name of a morphological type. f say not occur without a
preceding verbal element, (-unless we were to consider examples such as the
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following as containing zeugmatic V-phrases:
We vouo fads pear, Beraard?
11 ntzmixftt "Pour? lam hoxvmr". T165/4
however, athere are two paragraphs here we have treated (the second) pear
and horreur as Z's rather than P's),
The element f does not yield a primary word class* but serves rather to
define a secondary clarr? of the noun, which is itself derived from IGp structure:
a t primary delicacy then there is cross-derivation of the class. The secondary
clasE is not large, though it is doubtful whether a closed and definitive list
could be given for the language as a whole* The following includes the majority
of those realised in the text} references are given to one occurrence and the
preceding verbal element is cited in the infinitival form:
faire abandon H49/5 prendre congd M43/5 prendre fin M200/23
avoir acces P94/28 lier connaissance T84/17 avoir foi F173/7
donner acces B88/6 prendre connaissance F177/1 prendre forme l©4/£
avoir affaire F115/10 reprendre connaissance B21/12 avoir froid F16/23
faire allusion F39/24 avoir conscience T36/9 prendre froid M25/1
faire appel B104/9 prendre conscience M202/22 faire front T15/22
retrouver appetit T121/6 perdre contenance F109/10 deiaander grace B134/17
faire attention T216/4 prendre corps T229/25 fair® grSce T129/17
avoir barre F209/6 avoir cours M185/14 rendre grace B67/15
avoir besoin T37/2 avoir coutume B22/15 faire grae M42/5
porter honheur B72/6 faire date M52/11 avoir hats m/i
avoir chaud TlllA faire defaut F48/26 perdre haleine T158/18
perdre coeur B139/10 faire diversion T185/1 faire halte M132/2
tenir compsgnie Fll/3 avoir droit B53/14 avoir honte F10/29
demander compte B130/17 avoir envie T50/12 avoir horreur F64/21
rendre compte T99/11 faire escale F62/13 faire horreur B33/20
tenir compte F185/17 faire face JCL2/15 faire illusion B66/10
avoir confiance ?37/27 avoir faim T99/3 f&ire jour M43/12
mdriter confiance M115/14 prendre feu M112/24 rendre justice T15/13
perdre confiance M 73/1 prendre figure F172/5 avoir lieu F150/9
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faire raal T118/3 faire place F224/21 faire eigne T218/14
prendre mal M44/IO porter plainte T14/22 faire silence T122/16
recevoir mission P208/23 faire plaisir F75/22 avoir soif B123/22
faire mouche F69/8 lacher prise T97/7 avoir soin 14207/14
demander pardon M27/H faire profession M222/9 prendre soin P184/11
avoir pari: M170/15 avoir puissance M49/9 avoir sommeil M25/23
prendre parti B83/7 chercher querelle M39/7 faire souch® B38/3
faire partie T117/8 reprendre racine F63/8 avoir souci B132/11
avoir peine M97/5 avoir raison T23/12 reprendre souffleT65/l4
payer pension F79/4 avoir recours T16/18 tenir tete B45/4
avoir peur Tll/6 avoir rendez-vous 14266/3 avoir tort T102/5
faire peur T68/4 donner rendez-vous T126/6 faire tort F161/2
perdre pied "4196/3 prendre rendez-vous T118/16 porter tort F45/20
avoir pitie T95/1 avoir repouse 173/26 avoir trait B18/7
faire piti<§ F13©/14 faire semblant B73/3 faire violence F173/23
There are in addition one or two doubtful cases where the nominal element
is an adjective rather than a substantive as it is in the above list? we have
also included avoir beau T93/1 and (se) faire fort T72/5 but not such pieces as
peser lourd F'36/6, filer rioux M220/11 etc.
4.232 The modifying element m.
This presupposes in dependence the nominal element f discussed above. It
is expounded by the secondary word class pre-adverb, cross-derived from j3 in
A3p structure. Members realised in the text include si, plus, moins. assez,
trop etc.... Like the modifier in the AGp, it is repeatable in depth, though its
occurrence at all is rare and few of the recursive possibilities are realised.
The following example shows two degrees of depth:
(99 qui)as / f@m / 1® / plus / plaieir MBf/SX a v aP aa t
4.233 The linking element 1
VGps may be linked in coordination, linked VGps being morphologically marked
1(6
by the presence of a linking eleaent 1, It is expounded by the secondary class
of linking adverbs, cross-derived from AGp structure.
4.234 The prepositional element d.
In discussing the system of phase, we saw that some phasing groups select
a lower-order VGp containing de, others one containing a and a third subclass
VGps without any such item. The place in ¥Gp structure at which de and a
(and, marginally, oar and pour; see p 99 ) operate is the prepositional
element. At primary delicacy the class expounding d is cross-derived from the
similarly-named element in A~Phr structure; d serves to define a secondary class
of preposition.
4,. 24,, The_,negative, jgl^ent n.
VGps operating at in clause structure are morphologically marked by
the presence of the word ne filling the negative polarity element n. Although
ne may be grouped in the same class as other words on the secondary dimension of
polarity, as far as the present chain-exhausting and primary basic dimension of
VGp structure is concerned, n cannot be regarded as a secondary division of any
earlier delicacy element, nor can its exponent be classified by cross-derivation
as it operates only at n. We thus have a situation unique in the grammar of a
primary class having but one member; the scales of exponance and delicacy meet
at the earliest point and ng, may hence be used to designate either the formal
iters or the primary class of which that formal item is the sole realisation.
4.«25_fhe_ei,e3ient^. y p.,
4.251 The word classes verb and past participle.
The elements v and p yield by exponence two distinct classes of the word:
verb and past participle. We would thus not agree with Robins when he says:
1(7
"The separate recognition of participles as a class in their own right is
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uneconomical, as all and only verb roots can occur as participles," The main
similarity between the verb and the past participle is morphological and is
thus best described by means of the category paradigm (see 1,34)J so that the
two classes will be separate terms in a single verbal word paradigm, Syntactically
however - that is, in terms of their operation in the VGp - they are very
different. The chief reasons for not regarding them as falling together
in the same primary class are as follows:
1) They are not systemically relatedJ that is, there is no place in VGp
structure where a choice between them is made: v and p are indeed place-or(aere£
chain elements,
2) There is a fundamental difference in their relations with the other
constituents of the VGp in that s, c, f (and therefore indirectly m too)
a, d and n all presuppose (in the sense: cannot occur without) v, but no
primary element presupposes p.
3) The systems which break them down into subclasses are quite different
in the two cases - see below.
4) Whereas the class %«rb has a high measure of exponential discreteness
vis - a - vis other word classes,*0^ there is very extensive non-discreteness
99 *
R.H. Robins: "The treatment of word classes in the European Grammatical
Tradition"; draft of a paper given at the ASLIB Symposium on Classification
in Linguistics, 18 May 1963, p 9. Robins is not concerned with French, but
the points at issue are the same, Bote that from our point of view the past
participle and the present participle do not belong to the same primary word class.
100 *
Except that;i infinitives (a subclass of verb) may theoretically occur as head
of ^-determinate MGps - cf
m sortir d@ la gar® T224/17
but in fact there are few realisations of this pattern; ii present participles
have for the most part homonymous adjective counterparts: but only the latter,
not the former, enter into systems of gender and (nominal) number.
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between past participles and the noun; sore delicately, the adjective. We
would not indeed grant primary status to the past participle class, but regard
it, rather, as a subdivision of the adjective. Such a treatment enables us to
account more satisfactorily for the fact that there is frequently a certain
amount of indeterminacy between two possible analyses of a piece of text:
when a past participle occurs after the verb etre. or without a preceding
verb, we say hesitate between considering it as part or all of a VGp on the
one hand and as an intensive MJp on the other; cf
Tb&rkm fit semblaat d'etre endozsde* F2Q9/X2
f#a» ixaa«d-*Mqu®u ©t&it saw§®. 8110/22
L© train aMt&it pas fom& emor®. T32/5
Barnard (...), aatiafait d'avoir vu dans le m±m &® ieraps possible
ce qui etait a voir, T6l/2
4.252 Subdivisions of the verb;
1) The earliest system operating at v is that of finiteness, with two terms
expounded by the subclasssof verb, finite verb and non-finite verb. Hie
former is then subdivided along a number of interlocking systemic dimensions.
2) The system of person, with three terras: first, second and third person.
3) The system of verbal number, with two terms: singular and plural.
4) The system of mode, with four terns: indicative, imperative, conditional
and subjunctive.
5) The system of tense markers: the system of tense is carried by the VGp
(see 4.58) and involves both the elements v and p; distinctions within v
however contribute to the morphological marking of the different tenses.
We therefore establish within the verb a system of tense markers with four
terms, which we may call past, present, future and recursive: this last
indicates that the word itself marks the group as having recursive tense.
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Abbreviations for the elements: V*58*, v^r, and vrec.
6) The non-finite verb is divided into the infinitive and present participle
subclasses.
The systems of the verb may be summarised and exemplified as follows -
the root element of the verb is kept constant in form (though not in manifestation)
so that the table is an item - bound paradigm, or rather part of one: to be















































































































Impar. pr. — sois — soyons soyex —
Cond, pr. serais sera it serions seriex Sera tent













4.252 Subdivisions of the past participle.
X 21) p is subdivided on the chain axis into p and p - cf
toutea ees routes b&rrsea qui lui avaient etl pwSditee, 1273/13
l'autre avait eu vlte fait d@ lui mettr© le gr&ppini 1208/18
where the VGps lui avaient et4 predites and avait eu ... fait have the
12 12 1
structures a v p p and. v p p respectively. The secondary elements p
2
and p do not serve to differentiate secondary classes of the past participle
as they have the same exponents: however, as there are not more than two
101
places, we can hardly speak of a recursive repetition in depth.
2) Past participles operating at the last p - which we may represent p+:
2 1
i.e. p where there is one, otherwise p - are broken down by the system of
voice, with terras active and passive. In compound VGps, the word preceding
the passive past participle belongs to the paradigm of etre: e.g.
lis sont attaints par la oris® F35/1
3) Active past participles subdivide more delicately into S - directed and C -
directed subclasses, according as there is (potentially) concord between the
past participle and the subject or the complement (clausal or verbal in both
cases). The word preceding an S - directed past participle belongs to the
paradigm of etre: that preceding a C - directed one to the paradigm of avoir
in non-reflexive VGps and of Stre in reflexive VGps. Thus in
lui qui avait fini son devoir 1273/21
tout 1© sonde (...) s'4tait trompi T173/23
fini and tromp£ are C - directed, whereas in
1A1
Cf P.Imbs: "L'emploi des temps verbaux en franqais moderae"; Paris I960,
p 134 - "On ne constate, dans la list© de nos exemples, aucun des cas de
forme surcomposee passive. C'est cue le passif est deja, dans les formes
composes due passe, un surcompose (cf cela a entendu): le surcompose
en ferait un supex-sorcompose. a quoi la langue semble repugner."
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IX dtait sort but X® bateau fX77/X9
S *+ G
sort is S - directed* These elements, which we symbolise p and p yield
secondary choice classes of the past participle* The former is rather small,
having such exponents as venu, arrive, restd, mort, ne etc. The classes do
exhibit a certain amount of exponential overlap, sorti. mont<g ... belonging to
both.
Passive and S - directed pfs are incompatible with c and f and occur only
in groups operating in intransitive clauses.
This section may be summarised as follows?















The only elements entering into relations of coordination are:
1) p, eitner passive or actives
T2Xle avait accepts d*ttx» Ju®§© et ©ondsaag® par eetie petit#
Sesqusyreax. F27/9
2s@ tmmnn a*a reconvert©, ©nsevelie.,.. P3&/15
2) v, either finite or non-finite; only in the former case may there be other
elements in the group:
IX touraait ou pli&it la page F243/2?
eett© fmm mpmrn u© laquelle il lui faudrait vivre ©t mvxix F251/22
iiimaat @t plaigaant soa p®r@, 114/1}
4.^j0rder_in £eg.uencejj£ the £lj£®JLnJL%.
The order in sequence of elements is as follows:
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H s a c a ? p a f| eft
3ie / a' / ®n / auis pas rendu. / coapt® 2147/11 s a a a v p f
The following clarifications are neededs
1) d and s are incompatible; the former presupposes an infinitive at v, the
latter a finite verb. The above shows the unmarked position of a; it may
also occur after vj see 4.31.
2) cav is the unmarked sequence for these three elements. In positive imperative
VGps objectivals follow# vf in all other cases they precede it. Inhere there
is more than one objectival, the relative sequence is stated by reference to
secondary classes derived from place-ordering and eoiligational compatibilities:
1 la pre-v position; i.e. in negative and non-imperative VOps -
(a) (b) (c) (d) (.)
fflg.
1ft 1®
se la lui en
nous les leur
vous
There may be only one selection from a given secondary class; (a) and
(c) are incompatible, as are (c) and (d) and also (d) and (e). There can
therefore be only one c, but there may be two a's provided the second is
en. There are no examples in the terfc of groups with more than two
objectivalsi
lis se la eassent 13200/15
fu m m las as (pa®) uaaensMs !®@/§
elle a* y eanml3sa.it m/2
©11® 1© lui dlfaaUt P117/4
j® n' ®n eh&rgarai 174/3
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ii In post-v position:
(e) (d) (©) (f)
is. M. x sb.
ffloi leur
M.
Again there can be only one selection from each class; and only two
selections altogether, Sue following are mutually incompatible: (a),
(c) and (d); (d) and (©); (e) and (f), The last or only objectival ia
tonic, the penultimate atonic. Few of the combinatorial possibilities are
realised in the test. Example:
Faia-les saoi passer M74/3
3) The VGp may be interrupted by other elements of clause structure as
follows:
i After n in negative infinitival Vtrpa, there may occur a negative adjunct
(pas, plus, jamais) or complement (vien)
Jean-Louis le supplia encore d© a© pas se mater 1© cent 3J4/12
©lie d^airait m plus riea poa©4&er ©n eomam. T141/X2
This order is not obligatory, witness
au point de n'avoir pas la fores d® a© d^shabiller. f!74/ll
Exceptionally, the interruption may come after the objeetival rather than
after ng,:
le 44sir do n'an pa© laisser H3O/20
ii Between v and p1 there say occur an adjunct or the complements tout or rien
(see 2,4):
XI n'avait pa© voulu fctr® salcbant; *119/20






This position is obligatory for the negative adjuncts pas, plus, jamais*
point, ouere except when they are thematics
Bi@n que jassais il m ae ffifc taut hai B9/4
iii Adjuncts may occur before (m) f (see 2*4)
4.5 Systems of the YGp
The foregoing description of the structure of the VGp will allow us to
deal briefly with its systems* for there is a high measure of congruence between
morphology and syntaxt only in tense is there any appreciable incongruence.
£*2i_r%e_sxsiyia sfjpopik'
Mood contrasts are carried by the clause or by the VGp (see 2.22). The
system of verbal mood is applicable to groups containing ss all others fall
outside the system. There are two termsI
1) Affirmative - marked by the order a (n c a.) i
SIX© / avait / rejxmdui T55/11 © ▼ p
2) Interrogative - marked by the order (n c a) v s ( p f)
jfc / pourmit / -®11#(©& avoir Am dchaatilloas?) T56/1 a v a
ie rarely follows verbs other than the most frequent ones like arris, ai.
puis etc.
£.^2_3^e_sy_stem of^tM^i^tiyit^.
There are three terms i
\ P1) Transitive - marked by the presence of c'
(la contact d' une jaabe)la / rSvaillaitj B73/11 i" ▼
2) Semi-transitive - marked by the presence of f
j© / vous / demand9 / pardon. F55/23 (iff
\ ® and f
3) lon-transitive - marked by the absence of c
©11® / avsit / MsmsIj F55/21 svp
y / ai / perdu (la t&ta) F55/25 a v p
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Non-transitive thus indicates that the selection for transitivity is
not aade in the ¥Gp, but in the clause.
of_refl.exion.
This system applies only to groups containing v; there are two terms:
1) Reflexive - marked by the presence of the secondary element r
(Ives) a© / sentit /( triet®) Ml£4/l4 r/e v
2) Boit-reflexiv© - there is no r element
(ivea) 1* / sentit (perdu) M24/17 c v
I'lUSaft-aKfePS °fjnM&i.
There are two terms; the system applying only to groups with v
1) Negative - marked by the presence of n
(jour)n® / fair® (aucun geste) B40/l7 a v
2) Positive - there is 330 n element
11 / s' / observait B40/17 a e v
of^flniteneas,,
There are two terms;
1) Finite - marked by the presence of a finite verb at v
II r.osa@il.lsdt *72/4
2) Non-finite - has no finite verb; there are three subclasses of non-finite
VGp; infinitival, present participial, past participial, the first two
containing verbs, the last no v element.
{mm) lever (leg y&m) £33/21
(•a)las / amfattt £9/10 © ^
(la foxaule)inserit©(car lf ©uveleppe) T28/12 p
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£f_yo.i£e»
There are two terms?
1) Passive - marked by the presence of a passive past participle at p+
1® bourg aim© a® @®mit pas StmrgM f144/20
SH® fut reveiXM© par 1® bruit du balaS. M&ssslqm F60/l
2) Active - has either an active past participle at p+ or no p at all
J*auralg d& t'la volture B113/3
11 se coucha 8113/17
VGps containing no verb but just a past participle are generally passive:
la date Astprli&S© sur ehaeuaae d®s trois eaveloppes T64/8
ea confession finis, Bernard la relsverait f34/l
There are however a few examples of active ones:
ua incident survenu l*aafi$® precedent© F47/22
Fiai da rire 1272/3
A passive past participle may be replaced by the substitute le, witness
Cobm® s'il apparteaaii aux houses &© decider qu'ua crime n' a pas
SU accompli, lorsqu'il 1' a 6U m effet! Plg/28
In such cases le is analysed as c1; onlj- the group n' a ... et6 accompli
is passive.
l»17JThe„sy.sie£ 2.0>£%*
This system is applicable to finite VGps only; there are four terms:
indicative, imperative, conditional and subjunctive. The dimension extends to
the verb (see above 4.252) which is the distinguishing marker of the terras in
the group system. Two complicating factors may be mentioned here, though
discussion of them lies outside the scope of the present study:
1) The exponents of the conditional class operate also as indicative groups in
the tense II system: that is, where tense is sequentially determined,
2) A conditional verb may in most circumstances be replaced by a past
subjunctive one, although the converse is not true. Compare
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Coaa® si la d^eoixrerie qu*il av&ii fait® daas 1® ©shier fives, slit




We are here concerned with non-sequent tense only: that is, where the
selection of the terra in the tense system is not conditioned by the selection
made in the VGp of a clause higher-ordered in dependence.
Separate systems are recognised for each of the four modes and for non-finite
groups, as the range of choice varies. The names given to the terms, being in
any case derived from the contextual meaning, need not however be changed from
system to system as long as it is remembered that a present which is opposed to
past only does not have the same meaning as one which contrastswith both past
and future.
The earliest distinction is between simple and recursive tense. Here
there is a certain incongruence between syntax and morphology; whereas simple
gf
tenses have a verb but no past participle not all recursive ones contain the
latter, for as we saw in 4.252 the verb itself may be the marker of recursive
tense. The further subdivisions are illustrated in the following table which
eaemplifies them from the paradigm of laire and shows the distinctive
morphological markers: the subclass of verb at v and a number representing










































v^f VOVS eCtes FRIT
\
VOUS nvs.z FAIT
y.î Vous RURFZ FBIT
yM
VOUS RURIFZ FRIT
yp>~51 VOUS HUSSIEZ FRIT




















The concordial relations into which the VGp enters are of two kinds: those
where the morphological marking of the eoneordial category is in the verb, and
those where it is in the past participle. In the former ease we may conveniently
speak of verbal concordial categories; in the latter of nominal concordial
categories.
The concord is either external or internal. In external, or inter-group
concord, the VGp and a NGp agree in the selection of concordial categories.
In internal or intra-group concord, the agreement is between different elements
within a single VGp. In both cases we need to recognise systems of the VGp,
not simply of the verb or past participle: in external concord because the
relation is between groups; in internal concord because the group is the unit
wherein there cannot be more than one different selection in respect of the
concordial categories. Verbal concord thus yields systems applicable to
finite VGps, nominal concord systems applicable to VGps containing p.
4.391 Verbal concordial categories:
1) The system of person, with three terms: 1st person, 2nd person and. 3rd
person.
I
2) The system of verbal number, with two terms: singular and plural.
There is external concord in respect of these categories between the clause
subject and a finite VGp at Pa (except in the case of "collective" subjects:
see p St } or internal concord between the verbal subject and the verb.
des hosss©8 debovit ©atouraieni la table F80/12
je a© erains pas 1® bruit E82,/29
vous n'avess quf a monter FSK)/22
ifote that when a plural thematic subject is recapitulated or anticipated by
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ce. the verb is singular; (and so too any concorded C*);
-c'esl gw, Im detto© M169/19
4.392 nominal eoacordial categoriess
1) The system of gender, with two termss masculine and feminine,
2) The system of nominal number, with two termss singular and plural
Titer© is concord in respect of these categories!
1} Between S or s and a passive past participle -
ess pages coas&laates ©at eie ieritss F6/21
2) Between S or s and an active, S - directed past participle -
flags!** <§tsdt rest#® s©w©at svec 1«* homm, T53/13
1?
3) Between C or c ' and a following C - directed past participle -
la chaise teas© qu'ell® await xapprocble du tms cUl/3
(where the complement cue derives its number and gender categories from its
antecedent);
quail© sola© il m*& fsdbel P179/24
ell© s'itait rassis® F55/X5
B@b fii'ell® les eut r©joints, F9?/l
and note the following example of a (nominal) singular nous;
cos®© si m que woe ©sbraesioiss a© mm ©rait pas fui* WZf2/&
Three modifications must b© made to the statement of this third relation
of concord;
i There is concord only between items in the same phase} thus in
tout©© les miaow qm j'aurai© pj vows doaaar, T226/3
the C que (iaasc.pl.) is at phase {3 whereas the VGp containing the past
participle £U is at phase a - hence the lack of concord.
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ii The past participle in impersonal YGps is invariably maac.sing.j
das salhours qu'il y a a das® sa fasdlle T6?/l0
iii The past participle fait when operating in a phasing group is not
concordedj
J® l®s aural fait ©atrar chess la. fe.'aa® que j'sotretiens 1260/20
contrasts
Que de foia (•..) t* ai - 4® *»© tourner m rend T&fll
4) When the past participle is in a simple VGp we distinguish three eases!
i The Ydp is at P in a clause rahkshifted to q in fIGp structure.
Here there is concord between the past participle and the head of the
MJpi
l*esp6rance cantemn® dans le titr© F5/15
ii The VGp is at P in an appositional clause! there is concord between
the past participle and the goal of the apposition.
Son ami®, deaeurtfe eur 1® talus,, la voyait m milieu du s®igl© T48/22
iii The VGp is at P in an absolute clause! there is concord between the
past participle and Si
Ceux-ci attaints, 11 a® ssvait pas s'il irait a droits, a gauche K272/14
On the basis of these nominal concord relations, VGps containing the elsafent
p may be divided into two subclasses, terras in a system of direction of potential
concord! S - directed and C - directed. Passive VGps and active ones containing
P (reatj etc., see 4*255) belong to the former, all others to tire latter -
including reflexive VGps, witness
1'imago qua s'dtaient toujours fait© d'all© las ©nfa&ts Froatenae. ,1252/13
E
where the concord (marked by the past participle fait®? is between P and C
(que), not between P and S*
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4,4 Systems ox the ?G'o - continued.
^,^l_S^sjfcemsjwi.thin cooriinaUoih.
Only groups containing the element v may enter into relations of coordination.
Secondary distinctions yield the following systems:
4*411 The system of linkage.
There are two terms, linked end unlinked. The former is marked by the
presence of a linking adverb at 1. In the following example the first group
is unlinked, the second linked:
J'&ime et ,je ditasst© less land®®... F85/6
The linker ni in
II m a'agissait ni d© aourir, ai d® vivr®, M27?/l5
marks the groups as operating at sF in clause structure; it is irrelevant to the
system of verbal polarity described in 4*34.
4*412 The system of anugSBa.
Again we contrast zeugmatic and non-zeugmatic* The only patterns of
zeugma realised in the text are exemplified in
1) ila s'enfoBfaient, / s,abimi@at / dans I'histoir®, M13/11
where only the first contains b; the clause structure is P P A.
2) Jean-Louis a'etait lev© et rapprocM da la f©netre ©uverte H21/4
The coordinafcion here is between the clauses not the ¥Gps, but both the

































































































































Chapter 5..',.. The Nominal group
5.1 Primary Syntax Secondary Chain Glasses
Trie EGp ia that primary class of the -unit gi'oup which expounds the clause
elements S and G, these being sufficiently- non-discrete exponentially to yield
a single class. The JGp fills too the position Z and may also occur marginally
at A (see 2.211). Rankshifted groups are assigned to the primary classes nominal
and adverbial on the basis firstly of their potential occurrence at places in
clause structure, and secondly of their own morphology.
At the earliest stage of secondary delicacy, the JSGp subdivides according
to its actual occurrence at different places in structure. We recognise three
secondary chain classess
1) Rankshifted KGps - defined by operation at c in A-Phr structure or at q in
the structure of a larger MJp.
| T2) Intensive Iv'Gps - defined by operation at the elements C or Z in clause
structure.
3) Extensive Mips - defined by operation at the elements S, CS, Z^f ZU, ZV and
A in clause structure.
These classes exhibit considerable exponential non-discreteness. In
particular most members of the extensive class have the potentiality of operation
at places defining the other two classes. In spite of this consequence we have
nevertheless selected actual as opposed to potential occurrence at the different
structural elements as criterial, because there are morphological differences
in the classes so derived which can be stated in terms of probabilities, as
illustrated in 7. These probabilistic statements eould then in turn be used
of course to group items according to tneir probability of occurring at the different
elements. But this would not add anything to the description and we have thus
18?
confined ourselves to the above - defined chain classes.
5.2 The Structure of the BGp
^•21_Primiy_elements.
We have seen that the elements of structure of a unit may be related in
choice or in chain. The choice relation is between secondary elements only:
at v in the ¥<*p there is, for example, a systemic choice of finiteness yielding
A
the secondary elements v and v . The chain relation may be between primary
or secondary elements; chain-related elements may, further, be ordered either
in depth (recursively) or in place. This "either-or" however does not represent
104
a systemic choice , for the two kinds of structure are not dichoiomous.
Bather must we recognise a cline with "most recursive" at one end-point,
"least recursive" at the other. Fcr most often both kinds are relevant to tbe
structure of a unit; it is interesting to note that in his "etic" characterisation
of the "clause" (that is, a description of the clause that is general as opposed
to particular to a given language) Pike suggests that unlike the sentence and the
(nominal) phrase, the clause is non-subordinate - which would mean, in our
105
terms, that its elements are not ordered in depth of dependence.
The basic difference between depth-ordered and place-ordered structuring
is that in the former but not the latter there is a constant relation between
the successive elements (successive in depth, that is) with no clear and absolute
limit to the number of repetitions of the relation. Whether the elements yield
discrete classes, whether they occur in a fixed sequence; these factors are not
crucial to the distinction. This does not mean that they are irrelevant, however,
System being used here of course in a wider sense than that which gives its
name to one of the four basic categories.
105
&§L. Pike; "Language", Pt III, p 66. Pike's statement illustrates the danger
of inter-language generalisations about categories as particular as the clause,
for in fact the elements of clause structure, as that unit is defined for the
present description of French, are - at secondary delicacy - ordered in depth;
see the system of phase, 2.2p
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for a structure in. which the elements both yield separate classes and occur in
a fixed sequence is much more likely to be place-ordered than depth-ordered.
In deciding for the NGp whether to give priority in delicacy to depth-ordering
or to place-ordering, we may thus briefly consider all three factorss element
class correlations, order in sequence, and likeness of the relations between the
elements.
l) Element - class correlations. in such a group as
1© ehemin qu'a parcouru sa penme '183/2
different sets of items are commatable with JLe and with ou'a parcouru sa pensee.
Similarly in
son esprit dtrangeaent lucide 1192/19
where items eosmutable with lucide are different from those with the same
potentiality of occurrence as etranaement. On the other hand there is a
high measure of exponential overlap between the head and qualifier elements,
as illustrated by the following pairss
(e'dtait volar less Frontaoac >148/16
ties pins Frontenac >285/20
jl'inw,—I n'a pas die long a profiter (...) P2G3/7
jparellss a l'arad® rnmmX® F16§/17
(!'essential dtatfc qu'elle ramen&t la petit© a la taaison 165/21
(ce priacip© essential f105/16
je@ liquid© verdftfcr© 134/15
|®sanquaat d*argent liquid© 572/18
jcatte bete recru® F59/2
jcette dcritur® bite F118/3
,'c© visiteur inconnu F185/9
|cet inoonm qui lui mat u»® ©rdennanc© 115/2
fla petit® avait rdpondu F36/27
cette petit© fill© B66/16
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2) Order in sequence. the elements in any structure must be ordered in sequence,
with its three possibilities: succession, interruption, fusion. thus,
in a structure X*% X^ must precede, follow, interrupt, be interrupted by
:*y
or fuse with X^. The reason for distinguishing order from sequence is that
the latter is only one type of order. Sequence, though unlikely to be
totally irrelevant, may or may not be crucial in marking the distinction
between elements. It is criterl&l for instance in the contrast between S
and C, whereas AGps and VGps are assigned to the primary elements A and P
whatever their order in sequence in the clause. In the above-quoted
1® eh®s&a qu* a parcouru sa peaai#
the three elements, expounded respectively by le, chemin and qu' a pareouru
sa pensee. could not occur in any other sequence. MJp structure does however
i
exhibit a certain amount of variability in sequence. In the groups
la pluie ipaisse 1195/21
1* 4paisse chaleur m/l9
the relation of pluie to epaisse in the first is more like that in the
second of chaleur to doaisse than of euaiaee to chaleur. More like in
terms of the computational possibilities, direction of presupposition and
of relations with other possible elements - and also in terms of contextual
meaning. It would thus be desirable to treat eoaisae as filling the same
primary element in the two groups, distinguishing the structures at secondary
delicacy.
3) Likeness of the relations between the element®, There are clear differences
in the relations between le and cheadn on the one hand, and au' a parcouru
and chemin on the other. nevertheless, they do have this in commons that
both and au' a parcouru sa pensae presuppose - cannot occur without -
chemin. Moreover this presupposition relation is rapeatable. In the other
group quoted
son ©sprit dtrangeaeat lucid®
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^traageaeut presupposes in this sense lucide, just ai lucid® does esprit.
It is carried one step further in
un gurqon vasaimaat biea ordinaire f123/29
where v raiment presupposes bien, which presupposes ordinaire, which itself
presupposes the head garoon (as also does un). There is no theoretical
limit to the number of such steps. Moreover, two (or more) clauses may be
rankshifted into NGp structure in such a way that the same relations of
presupposition in dependence hold between thorn as between clauses operating
in sentence structure: of the distinction, between first and second order
rarkshift discussed in 2*11,
eelui dent, le coeur ddlivnS, ell® avait salmi le dlpart B112/8
e® foyer ou sa mors avait tant disiri qu'il p&i trouver ua abrl,
quaad ell© ne serait plus la. M235/1
Variable depth clauses (see 2.13) have a coii&t&nt relation to the element
they presuppose, whether the latter is the head, qualifier or presupposes the
qualifier. In the following complex example such a variable depth clause
is itself presupposed by two (unlinked) coordinated second-order rankshifted
clauses:
des graphs eussi simples me cmx qui lour suffisaient h cett® &ub®
de lour esaaur, m long- de c@ Mjemer interminable, ou les comgotiers
bourdoaaaisat d© ga%®s, ou la. bomb® glad® s'affaissit iam mn jus
rose. M136/5
If we give priority in delicacy to the recursive features, w® may account
for these likenesses in the successive relations primarily, distinguishing the
relation of the deictic to the head and of the qualifier to the head at secondary-
delicacy. A further argument in favour of ouch a treatment lies in the
fundamental difference in the structure of extensive groups and (most) intensive
ones. Words occurring as qualifier and submodifier - the element which presupposes
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the qualifier - in the former class may be found at the elements head and qualifier
respectively in intensive groups. By giving priority to the recursive dependence
relation, we can, at primary delicacy, generalise the structure of the iiGp, while
the secondary differences between the extensive and intensive types may be
economically stated in terms of upgrading on the scale of depth - see 5.34.
we recognise three values as primary; p and Y. Primary structure
l'06
derives, that is to say, from the long dimension of dependence.
^.£2JlhejiK)del ./or.Aecpnqary^el^ements, and word^elassesj.
The primary structure of all ISGp& can, then, be stated in terms of the
same set of elements, a, p and Y. This degree of generalisation is not
however possible in the secondary structures. For the statement of these we
take the extensive group as a model. Modifications are then made to this
model description in order to ma-ce it applicable to the other classes of the
group. The extensive group is adopted as model because it is here that there
is the maximum of structural differentiation.
We have already made considerable use of the concept of model in the
establishment of classes, for it is implied in crass-derivation. The AGp,
for example, is the model for the primary class assignment oi' the exponents of
ra in VGp structure. Here we extend the use of the concept for the derivation
not only of classes but also of secondary structures. Unless specifically
stated to the contrary therefore, we shall henceforth be concerned with extensive
Mips, though examples may be cited from the other classes in cases where the
model description is applicable without modification.
5.*23L.%eclaas. nounj.
The exponential overlap between a and |3, illustrated in 5.21 (l) above,
is such that at primary delicacy we derive from them only a single class of the
X06
Contrast Valdman, op.cit p 29, where the primary distinction is between
pre-head, head and post-head, items.
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unit word. "Riio we shall callths noun, which 1® thus a higher generality
term than substantive and adjective, these being secondary classes of the
noun - see 5.33. lit® noun is the last of the primary word classes that we
need to recognise; the exponents of the element Y are classified by cross-
derivation - they belong to the class adverb, or, more delicately, pre-adverb.
^,^_aubtovi£iwi_of j3:__ the deictic d.
At the earliest stage of secondary delicacy, p subdivides along the
dimension of dependence - kind, into two choice elements; the deictic d
and the qualifier q.
'fhe deictic is analysed as at depth p in that it presupposes a following
noun head; most of the exponents that is, are bound. The presupposition
relation is however markedly mutual in that (in extensive groups) most noun
heads cannot stand without a deictic; this feature has been used crlterially
for the delimitation of the exponents of d.
The deictic is expounded by the article, a secondary class of the noun.
Like the preposition, the article is one of those classes of which it is
doubtful whether a closed list (apart from the cardinal numerals, an opeiv
and Infinite set constituting one subclass of article) can be given for the
language as a whole.
The articles realised in the text may be broken-down into subclasses






























































beaucoup de. neu de
trop de, asses de.
plus de. moins de
autant de
tant de, tellement de
combien de. que de.

























Commentary on the teblei
1) The bracketed form tels is not realised, but its absence is not significant#
This is not so with the singular forms corresponding to certain, nor with
the plural forms corresponding to aucunCe) arid aull'le); though the missing
items are found in some varieties of French, their occurrence is very rare.
Similarly in the case of maintes, which itself is realised only twice in
ih® text, both times in the group
msiates foi® f149/14i B23/10
2) The morphology of the cardinal numerals will not be described in detail here.
The distinction must hoi'ever be made between compound and subtmodified. cardinals.
In
Gist costs hectares avaieat bsGl4 du eSt© d@ Lsuehatsi T144/13
cioc cents is analysed as a single (grammatical) word, expounding one element
in the group, namely d. This contrasts with
plus &© / Viagt / hectares 135/3
pres de / dix huit / ass MQQ/S
where the compound words plus de and ores de presuppose in dependence the
cardinals via^t mile and dis-hult respectively, so that the structure of
these last two groups Is Y fi c,.
In the following example, ouelques is rankshifted to a place in the
structure of the cardinal numerals
a quelques cent afetrea du cheval
in contrast to the possible
F a quelqu® cent metres da cheval
where quelque is at Y, submodifying the deictic.
Finally we may subsume under the cardinal numeral subclass rankahifted HSps,
as in
lOT
This example is quoted by Damourette jind Pichon, op.cit. Vol, 7, P 31*
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(£u m vas pas risquar d© perdre) un© contain© d© mill® txam* H2C5/12
where the structure is da-,
3) With H*fnrorte cruel ... may be grouped ,ie ae sais quel^ll /' eiie ne aavait
quel, and so on:
pour lie sais quail© 1M© que tu t'@s uis© en tit© fffi6g/l3
all® voul&it itr© rassur6« eontr© ©11© *© savait quel pizil £54/6
These are all regarded as single article®. An alternative would be to
treat only the quel as expounding- d» the rest being a rankshifted imputing
clause (or groupf/aodii'yiEg quel. This would simplify the statement of the
morphology of the items and would have the added advantage that these
rankshifted clauses or groups could also be said to operate at p with the
heads qui, quo! etc*
lee dames parlaient d'il n© savait qui i-203/2
J© vets diem qu*il imagine Men salt quoil F45/4
1'import© qui salt proferer dasparoles menteusess £60/7
Such a solution would however involve additional, rankshift, and to a place
in structure moreover where it would not otherwise be required, for no other
proposed subao&ifiers or qualifiers may be expounded by a clause. This
argument gains weight from the fact that the items involved are of a very
restricted pattern: either the invariable a*import© or clauses containing an
imputing group with savolr at v surd almost always negative polarity.
Furthermore it is the qui, quel etc. that presuppose the imputing clause
rather than the reverse, so that it would be inappropriate to regard the
clause as the lower-ordered in dependence; (liven then that the pattern
can hardly be said to be productive, it seeras preferable to treat the wholes
as filling only one place in structure: they enter into the systems of the
article qua formal items, and at this point the analysis may stop.
196
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4) It is often pointed, out, especially in grammars designed for English speaJeers
that the possessive article is coneorded for gender with the following noun
head rather than with the "possessor". The table above, together with what has
been said earlier (4.221 and 4.39) on concord, provides an explanation for this
feature. For of the two sets of concordial categories the system of person
operates like that of verbal number, the system of gender like that of nominal
number. The possessive articles are then, different from other articles in
that they lie within the operational domain of the verbal concordial systems,
but they are like other exponents of the deictic in that they agree with the
head of the group in respect of the nominal concordial categories. Our
\c»«.
distinction between nominal and verbal number is thus shown to the the more
necessary and powerful.
5) The a rticle des has been classified with du and de la rather than with un.
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contrary to the practice of a number of grammarians. Such an analysis has
the following advantages:
i There is greater congruence between morphology and syntax; du. de la and des
are all compound articles consisting of de + le. la and les respectively,
though with exponential overlaying in the case of du and des. (These
articles are of course distinguished from the homophonous pieces resulting
from the overlaying or fusion of the preposition de and the articles le, la.
les when they are the first word of MJp complements see p 86), Moreover,
des. like du and de la. but in contrast to un, cannot occur in a MGp at c
after the preposition de, for the two different items de cannot occur consecutively
, in sequence.
ii Rather than set up a MJp system of countability in which des, like un marks
the group as countable, while du and de la mark it as uncountable.
los:
Cf., inter alia, J.E. Mansion: "A Grammar of Present-day French"; London 1952,
p 116.
109.
For example, Wagner and Pinchon; op. cit, p 95; Grdvisse: op. cit. p 245.
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we would reeogni.se a system of discreteness operating only in singular
N5ps« 25 1" R marker of discreteness» du» de la of non-discreteness,
but des; being plural, is irrelevant! it is in this sense no more
like un than like dun
ill is the marked member ox the partitive class in that it rather than
the uxua&rked members occurs!
(a) In uu-ps at 3" in non-restrictive negative clauses -
aais ©lie &*a pas &'argent fI7t/§
On a*accept© pas d® politesses qam& m a'a plus 1© mjm
de lea raadx© F29/1?
Admittedly de tends to occur here to that exclusion also of ua;
je n*y voyaia point d'obstacle fll4/l5
but not obligatorily so, and not at all in the following use*
(b) In HGps containing a pre*h©ad Qualifier!
B'impatientes mains avaient saisi las poignet® de Theresa F42/H
fhis is not to say that the compound article may not precede a
qualifier; it does so in the following groups!
des jmms gem B37/9 <l@s jeunee fill®® B53/?
des how petits JS248/15 4m jeunes femm Tl$S/2£
a® la murals© volont<§ f205/16 d© la gross® toil© F75/2S
du Mwais sang 1<s234/7 dea p&tiia ohleas M295/1
There is in fact a meaningful systemic contrast between dg. on the one
hand, du, de la. des on tne other; and in this respect dee la like
du and de la rather than like un.
iv ug, shares with the cardinal numerals, but not with ass the potentiality
of being submodlfied by ulua de ©to.
il n'diait pm d® hires ai d« saint qui a'ifct fait plus d'tsa®
foits 1© tour da aoi-aSae, f124/1
i9a
Pes on the contra*? is submodified in the same way as du a nd isJA ( see p 2.2.3 )
6) pas ma. has not been analysed as a compound article110. It is distinctive in
that only in this colligation does pas precede the predicator:
pa® une porta si© devait m femer ni s'owrir, Blo/10
du petit home (...) qui, p&a ua© fois, a© s© retouxna vers sa fill®? T14/11
This can however be accounted for in the statement of the potential positions of
pas. In the post-predicator position, pas un is not significantly different
from pas le etc.
7) The subclass of non-numerative quantifiers (which is not exhaustive for all
varieties of French) is expounded by compound words. That is to say, tant and
de etc. have the rank of morphemes, so that there is here a further lack of
congruence between the analyses at the grammatical and graphological levels.
bendor-Samuel is willing to recognise sub-units between the units in the
grammatical hierarchy: "The demonstrative expression (in Tereno) is considered a
grammatical sub-unit. It is clearly useful to be able to group together a number
of words and clitics of different classes and make general statements about their
occurrence as elements of the nominal phrase. On the other hand to set up
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another level .between word and phrase would lead to a very redundant and
cumbersome statement. It seems quite unnecessary for all words to pass through
an expression level en route to the phrase. The category of sub-level or sub-
unit avoids this."112
In favour of applying such an approach to tant de etc. is the fact that tant
without de may expound the head of the NGp. But this in no way justifies the
considerable modification to the category unit that the introduction of a sub-unit
would entail, with its weakening of the power of the taxonomic relation between
the units.
110*
Contrast Gr^visse: op.cit., p 334
In our terms: rank.
112 *
J.T. Bendor-Samuel: "A structure-function description of Terena phrases"1
Canadian Journal of Linguistics 8, p 67.
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One other item, not listed above, may perhaps be included in the present
subclass on morphological grounds: pour cinq louis de in;
une blonde (...) 1 ai-voix lui promit pour ciaq louis de bonhsur, £93/19
Alternatively pour cinq louie de bonhenr could be regarded as an A-Phr of
structure p (pour) + HGp complement; the distinction between A and C, AGp and
NGp is here somewhat indeterminate; on commutations!. grounds we would regard the
clause as transitive. The pattern is exponentially very restricted, in that
cinq louis can be replaced only by another expression of measurement.
8) The subclasses at d are related in choice not chain: no group contains more
than one deictic (except when there is coordination between them). A number
of nouns however may operate both at d and at q, so that there may in fact be
sequences of two of the items shown in the above table:
les / deux / Apoux Ml/2 m% / certain / rigorism© M46/5
ces / quelquee / heuraa IS271/6 un / t@l / sacrifice S 99/26
All these groups have the structure dqa. The crucial criterion for the
distinction between d and q derives from the inability of most heads (more specifically,
of bound heads - see 5.28) to expound a simple extensive group: they must be
preceded by a deictic. The presence or absence of a qualifier however has less
bearing- on the syntactical potentialities of the group. In the example above
<§poux cannot stand without either les or deux (or some other article), but it is
not necessary that it be preceded by both les and deux. Only one of them therefore
need be regarded as having the value of d. Place in sequence may then be used
as a secondary criterion to assign les. ces. m to d, deux, quelques. certain.
tel to q.113
Me recognise two different formal items tout (and similarly tous. toute toutes).
Firstly there is the article tout, systemically contractive with the other deictic®.
Secondly there is the adverb tout which may occur as submodifier at the next lower
113
This being also the more congruent with analysis at the level of context; only
in the case of certain might there be hesitation in this respect.
2C0
order of dependence preceding the non- interrogative specific articles
(1st, ce. mon etc*} and also un: Thus
tout® / aourritur® I'ISO/3 d a
toutes / ms / lectures 1148/10 Yd®
tout / ua / sole M99/5 Yd®
The deictic tout occurs almost exclusively in singular groups, whereas the
submodifier is not significantly more frequent in singular or plural groups
(see 7.3).
Tout, then, expounds the class article only when it contrasts with other articles.
So that groups consisting of tout + the free heads <ja, cela. celx-u ce qui etc*
or tout + a cardinal numeral have no deictic:
Comment font-Ala, tons oeux qui coimaissent 1mm crimes? T30/19
La cris© a flaaque tout 9a en l'airt 1*93/1$
Tout ee que 1'ou met d© cStd se pordj F3Q/13
Tons trois 1® regardaient avec ime telle expression qu'elle leur
demandsi T190/2
Les + cardinal does occurs
ha voix (*..) apuartieat toujour© a celui des deux qui a'® rim a
neaager, IS09/18
But so too does tous + les + cardinal
Parfoia lis parlaieat ton© les deux ensemble 185/18
so that the tous of tous trois is not regarded as in systemic contrast with
les,
l»25J^W^J.ij2R_pf j3:_ the qualifier _q.
5.251 Exponents.
The secondary element q may be expounded by
l) A noun or, much less frequently, a rankshifted NBp: both may be subsumed under
the cover term nominal qualifiers, qnom.
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2) A rankshifted A-Phr or, again much lees frequently, an adverbs these we
iichr
shall refer to a* adverbial qualifiers, q ,
\ cX
3) A rankshifted clauses clausal qualifiers, q .
As there is no word class defined by operation at q, and as in any case many
of the expondents are rankshifted, the above distinctions do not yield subclasses.
5*252 Mominal qualifiers.
These may be further subdivided along four inter-locking dimensionss range
of active presupposition, range of passive presupposition, intra-group concord,
sequential relations with the head. Each of these dimensions yields a two-term
systemic choice, although - with the probable exception of concord - the terms in
the systems are not exponentially dichotomous but are, rather, ranged on a cline.
Here the language works, in Dr. Halliday's words1^, "by contrastiag'more likely'
with 'less likely' rather than 'possible' with 'impossible'". Thus we will
generally not be able to say that a given noun may expound term A but not term
B, though we could in theory range nouns on a scale of probability showing the
liklihood of their operating at term A or term B. This factor of non-discreteness
does not invalidate the systemic status of the contrasts, for the terms remain
discrete in structure.
l) Range of active presupposition. The two terms are bound and free, the crucial
distinctive criterion being transformational: structures involving- a free
qnom can be transformed so that the scponent of the latter place becomes the
head of a NGp at C^". Thus
s-as yeux attstfttfe JS27S/2
may be transformed into
"Categories", p 275. Cf also A. Juilland: op.cit. p 45 - "This means that
instead of operating with dither / or choices, decisions are made on a more /
less basis: to the qualitative concepts that characterise the dichotomic
approach in phonology, grammar opposes quantitative concepts which are
much more suited to give an adequate account of the complexities that
characterise higher levels."
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f see yeux 6talent attentifs.
Compare the following textual examples which provide an indirect illustration
of the transformation:
lea ano^tres bergens H60/14
1® grand-pore £tait berger T8t/6
Further examples of free qualifiers are found in the following groups:
tra icolier turbulent ¥l'f?/S
one minuscule cuvette B3C/7
cette craiate absurd® fl64/'21
soa crane chauv© Bll/5
ses pieds wxs 352/21
In the case of bound qualifiers, such transformation is not possible*
Examples:
In post-head position -
toa service ailitaire 1127/4
•a ville aatale l!20C/5
tu aid natal M190/8
son interet propre F84/2Q
sa vie priv4e Ml/5
des reminiscences ocolaires 321/3
I'aruaS® derniere f07/16
la Bargain© prochaine iv2L67/l4
la question religious® f114/20
le char furore de la fsbrlqu© S80/10
1*affaire Brar/fus T82/13
1® lenderain soir m/3
dmxx fine® laison 1251/29
deotelles cress® HL2/25
ua bos champagne nature F66/9
ce trioaphant et Juvenile dieu petager B23/S
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In pre-head position
son futur gendr® B&l/l2
tm vr&i (petit) m£mt ¥i232/l2
1© proeaain taxi F65/I0
ton paovr® per® M2&/9
mn propr& verdict f86/34
1© aolndre sot i£lS2/21
X«e premieres chaleurs f143/1©
Jm Am rotx F178/29
1'autre temst f836/33
<J©s6f& settait la d©risers aaia a use robe da aoir 100/15
As the crucial distinctive criterion is transformational, we may expect
a certain amount of indeterminacy, for the transform will not always be clearly
either acceptable or unacceptable# Exponential son-discreteness is illustrated
by the following pairst
(m loi propr© f122/11 bound,
(son oaeur tie savooiwtte ©t d© ling© prcpr© £30/3 free,
f®u petit Jour sombre f192/34 bound,
Icett© petit© piece ti&s 6clair4® f24/lS free,
(m pleine poitriae M2G6/12 touM,
11© faux msrhve pleim d'taaflures M22$/23 frm,
What is involved is not simply the exponent of q but the colligation
head-qualifier, so that aaoureuses is bound in colligation with entreprises
(B45/4) but would be free when qualifying, say, (.ieunes) filles. Similarly,
whereas the transforms
* 1*affaire est Dreyfus,
* la question est religious®,
* 1© jour ©at petit,
* ©a lei est propr®,
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are sot acceptable, they could be made so by changing either of the nouns)
Tie Jour est tied.©,
•f-X@ J&rdin est petit,
The choice thus involves both grammatical and lexical factors, and it
may be that large-scale collocational studies would suggest that one
grammatical item may correspond to different lexical items according as it
115
is in free or bound position*
2} .Range of passive presupposition* The two terms are elassificatory and
specific.
i Classificatoiy qualifiers cannot be presupposed in dependence by a
submodifier. Examples)
du harreau bordelais T24/1Q
da pays gireadln £40/13
du Journal parisien F49/24
and other 'locative* qualifiers;
vin blaae £47/10
les yeux matrons F83/26
s®s Jeues couleur do cendr© 11198/22
and other 'colour* qualifiers;
les aneitres bergers M60/L4
le frere aim M170/19
leurs (basses) habitudes quctldienne® '181/14
le ssul plfiisir d® dean P<§ lousyre E90/13
ii Specific qualifiers are, or have the potentiality of being, submodified*
Examples - with submodification realised)
lie
*
Lexical items being defined by lexical criteria, rather than being taken
over from the grammar.
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1® vent plus fralss #107/25
la fam© la plus ignorant© F115/12
la vols yedout&bl«B«Bi dmsea M.%5/1
de® j&m si tristes B122/7
im si paitvr© bonheur B92/15
ua trws 14g@r fr|«i®s®aeat FI44/S2
ua tout autre sen® XL2C/1
Again there is considerable overlapping of exponents! many items which
may expound the classificatory qualifier also occur with submodifiers; "colour"
words are an obvious examples
1*8 posssettes trop rouge® /114/20
Nevertheless many items with such dual class membership most frequently and
characteristically occur as classifiers, so that this could be considered their
unmarked syntactic role,
More delicately, we would amend the formulation of the distinctive
criterion so that post-positioned submodifiers presupposing a "colour" qualifier
are compatible with the latter*s occurrence as a classifier!
la saison blanche do lune M27/16
In this connection we must distinguish the structure qualifier 4- submodifier
as in this last example from qualifiers expounded by a rankshifted NGp,
as in
das paupleres eouleur d© safras, BllS/lS
cet abM mattre de rhetorique BIS/l
Classifiers include a considerable number of free qualifiers and almost
all the bound ones. Exceptions among the latter include premier and
dernier, though even here submodification seems to be limited to the adverb
1© taut dernier cri 3128/14
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event-dernier is analysed as a single compound word rather than as modifier +
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A large-scale study might show some degree of correlation between the
deictic and the choice between classif'icatory and specific qualifiers* It
is not at present clear for instance how much significance can be attributed
to the fact that in the text only classifiers colligate with aucun ♦ heads
tmm ©sprit critique F2Q1/2B
WHmm joie ©h&raell© B38/16
aucuaa ©am vive TI64/19
aucune ©irconstaace a3Mmawte F70/l6
aucune parole promnoi® F59/29
aucune ©rsille hum:im 322/6
aucun gc&t coamun T46/I8
aucua gest© irreparable ¥69/20
aucun pare sgoulsir© ,1277/6
aueun hotel euisse JB9/19
Bote also that autre* specific in colligation with un (see above) is
classificatory with aucuns
sueuxm autre parole .382/5
3) Intra-group concord. concord within the HGp (see 5*43) provides the basis
nom
for a two-term system at q with terms non-concorded and concorded.
i Hon-concorded q's are all bound, though they represent only a small
proportion of the bound category. Examples:
deux fines ft&fton M251/25
dec sots contrepoison f140/23
dentelles erase H12/25
d* (autre®) enfant© Franteme 8288/6
un (boa) champagne nature F66/9
•
me voiture PouiUaron M2&/1
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Many are proper nouns (see 5.272). And we would also include
post-head cardinal numerals, as in
le "calibre ?4" 454/1
i*aphorisK® 260 do Par dela le Men at le ml 6X8/6
24 and 260 being here qualifiers, not deictics.
ii Coneorded q's agree with the head. This accounts for the majority
of nouns at q. Examples:
deux aages gardieus B61/10
les aacltre® bergera 2160/14
leurs lits juaeanx 614/12
des pins geants T2S/6
d» vil&ines oreilles pfti.es £157/1
The criterion of concord may of course be covert rather than overt
in that two nouns may belong non-signifieantly to the same concordial
category, as in
1© milage Degullhem f82/13
where* as commutation shows, there is no concord between mariaae and
Defflilhem. No attempt has been made to distinguish concord of number on
the one hand, of gender on the other.
i ' *.?$/•. •; ' ' 1
There is a certain amount of idiolectal variation in respect of concord.
Grammars frequently list many "colour" nouns as falling outside the
concordial systems, especially when they are coordinated or modified; cf, for
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example, Grevisse : "be nom employ^ pour designer one couleur peut etre
simple ou. compost; dans les deux cas il reste invariable, parce qu'il est
le complement du mot "couleur" sous-entendu: des dtoffes marron". The
following cases of concord are among those found in the text; the first
*
Op.cit, p 289; his 'nom* is contrasted with 'l'adjectif'. Cf also Grammaire
Larouase pp 219-220; Wagner and Pinehons op.cit. p 132.
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contrasts with that given by Grevisse:
les y©us sums un p®» loach©© F85/26
l®s stores jaunes et rouges 2228/17
la aaissosa blanche d® liaie
In the text, meme is variable when it precedes as
lee zseaoe ©xigetooos i1111/17
and invariable when it followss
le© tempos atfaa© .15170/3
119This is the only clear case of non-concord, all the other post-head occurrences
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of ffieme being in singular groups* Srevisse distinguishes post-head adjectival
use where there is concord and adverbial use where there is not. However, there
121
seem to be differences of usage on this point , a^nd we have not attempted to
make any distinction between occurrences of meiae in post-head position: all have
been classified as adverbs rather than noun qualifiers.
4) Place in sequence relative to the head* In discussing the category "system"
we have emphasised that for there to be a systemic choice between two terms there
must be an earlier delicacy element at which the choice is made* But the use of
the word "at" must not be taken to imply that the choice is made at a given place
in sequence. This is indeed often so but it may also happen that the operational
domain of a system is an element ordered in depth rather than sequence. In such
cases place in sequence relative to another element may in fact be the crucial
feature distinguishing the terms in the system*
flace in sequence does not serve to define the qualifier which is related to
a in depth. We may thus establish a system operating at qn0U with terms pre-head
(q~"*) and post-head (q **"").
118 * It is not intended to suggest that all "colour" qualifiers %re concorded, but
simply that there is a certain amount of indeterminacy between those which are
and these which are not.
11Q
on Apart from the nous-sieraes type which are treated as compound heads (5*282).
Op. cit. pp 355^S
121
Cf Wagner and Pinchon: op. cit. p 119.
2GS
It is well known that there is considerable exponential overlap between
these tews, witness the following pairs of exampless
Jim femes foi<te» I»60/l
\la® forte© tenches W68/16
fie wamme uniforms d© la m® VZIZ/22
(J,©ur uniforae ©t chaste tonhetar T46/I6
(la communion lieMomaiair® ti&8/5
il'hebdomadaire fUm 1125/?
jles yeux soahres 340/9
ilss laxgas e-t sombre© yemx 344/31
(la revolution fat re M27?/5
(une future eoffiaer© d'Argelous® 1-49/22
(la murai.ll© froid# 11269/22
(le froid earrelag® B53/1
(da soaseil eternel Fl6l/l6
|£*4t«n»Ue plaidoisie F1T4/14
(sea M-stoir© amieua® M2J3/1
(des ameienaes cmefceaasa 1423/9
(la piece -'basse ¥22/'IQ
(aux basse® delectations B29/8
drape pxopres $iOQ/6 ?
propr© corps 3*143/2
/See situations fausaes T224/1
(le imm imrbr® 1225/19
(X'sasde psuehaiM H18g/fc2
(le pxmcfcain taxi F65/20
It is nevertheless possible to make statements about the probabilities
of items occurring in one or other of the positions. The unmarked term in
the system is q*~, as most nominal qualifiers occur most often after the head.
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On the basis of an extensive study it would be possible in theory to place them
on a scale according to their probability of occurring in the unmarked position.
The present text is of course infinitely too small for an exhaustive analysis
on these lines to be viable, and the following is intended to give only a
rough indications
— Son-concorde<3 q's; most bound q's (except those listed below)
■Classifiers other than seul and the ordinals (the probability is hiyh but
not 1 in all cases - witness the pre-head occurrence of hebdomadaire
cited above)
Past participles: this subclass of noun is defined by operation in
the ¥Gg; its relevance to the present dimension makes the cross-
derivation of the category more powerful. The only pre-head examples
aredu noma* Binaud KSl/17
m® feints tendreeee W§/3
-Free, concorded, specific,qualifiers, and futur
—grand, petit. .ieune. vieux. seul. autre and the ordinals
—concorded meme, quelques, cardinals except when non-concorded,
vrai and certain when bound, aucun.
On© other category of nominal qualifier invariably occurs at q~*; the
textual realisations of it are as follows:
ti&m Peloueyi's eat^adit 1© conaeiller grandert) "Saiopea d® /
cloches,* B52/17
Quel / dr6le de / type (tu es tout d© afoul) T120/9
122. , , ,
Analysed as q in
sana exception aucuae M275/3
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Quel / ©soar i© / petite / filleJ 18257/5
est / imMcile de / decteur / Pidway f34/19
(c© cue l-iadamo d'AriiailK ap; elait)* ua / bite de / 33arisg®.w
3154/5
(J'aiae) ess / gxsuadee carcasses do / reuses ;-113Q/s
(Oui, parfaltements) cette / ttspfera d© / phtisique / gear leeuol
il® avaient fait a^grandir ?ils£ja.... T65/7
Following Frei,1^ Damourette end Pichon,12^ Bally^2^ and Imbs,"*"2° we take
127
the noun following the de to be the heads via. cloches. type, fille.
docteux. mariage. feiaaes. phtiaiaue. Salopes de is thus lower-ordered in
dependence than cloches not de cloches than salopes. This is particularly
clear in the fourth example where un agrees with mariage. whereas bete.
when at a in a determinate group is feminine.Imbs. states that where the article
agrees with the preceding rather than the following noun, it is nevertheless
the latter that determines the number and gender categories of the group
12S 229
as far as inter-group concord is concerned. Our last example shows
a lack of concord between cette and the head phtisicue. but the group as a
whole does not enter into any external concord relations.
The structure of the groups is thus (d) q (q) a (q), d being expounded
by quel, quel, unices, cette; and the first q by salopes de. drSle de. bete de.
H, Frei: La grammaire des fautes; Paris-Oeneve-Leipzig 1929; pp 274-5.
124t
Op.cit. vol II, p 213.
*2"*" Ch. Bally; Linguistique gdnerale et linguistique franqaise, Berne 1944,
P 234.
126 *
P Imbs; Remarques sur la fonction dpithete; in "Melanges de linguistique
offerts a A* Dauzat, Paris 1950, pp 147-166,
12^* With the possibility of an intervening qnom as in our third example.
123. Qp the example he quotes, after Damourette and Pichoni
cette petite fripouill© ^emtouaqud a ea k ©haws® 4© pas psie.
^■^9. Xmbs, however, excludes un(e) espece de on the grounds that xtfis
determinative not qualificative.
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grandes carcasses de, esgece dg. These are compound words whose first
element of structure may be expounded (as in the penultimate example) by
a rankshifted NGp.
< The question of the position of the nominal qualifiers is again one
where both grammar and lexis are involved. All comprehensive French grammars
give lists of adjectives whose contextual meaning varies appreciably according
130
as they precede or follow the head. A collocational study might be
expected to show that for each of these grammatical items there correspond
two lexical items. Even when the variation does not correlate with a
distinction of lexical items, it will still be profitable to consider collocations -
131
cf Guiraud; "II faut d'abord relever que 1'opposition s^quentielle
n'est p&3 un caractere de l'adjeetif mais de la combinaison adjectif -
substantif; ainsi 11 n'yajpas d'opposition possible a chien blano. aais il
y en a une a colo&be blaachie". In our terms blanc is clearly classificatory
in collocation with chien. but ambiguously olassificatory or specific in
collocation with coloathe. Hence the choice of position in the latter cases




"Dsns le cas d'une sequence variable, l'adjectif est postposg avec
sa valeur specifiquo - y compris les irr6guliors normalement anteposes en
sequence fixe - et il est aatdposd avec une valeur generique.
130
Cf, inter alia, Daxuourette and Piehon: op.cit. vol II pp 45-99; Gr^visset
op.cit. p 303; Grammaire Larousse, p 226.
1*5i#





Guiraud's spdcifique - generique distinction is different from that we have
raaae between classificatory and specific.
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Mais I1opposition valour apScifique - valeur gfoiriqu® s'acfcualise ©n
effets de sens difflrents selon ie context© lexical; a la limits l'effet
de sens peut stre nul at 1*opposition indifferente".
Factors to be taken into account include therefore:
i The noun's membership of subclasses on the dimensions of range of active
134
and passive presupposition, and of concord.
ii The (lexical) exponents of the head and the qualifier: that is,their
collocational - colligatianal relations.
It should also be mentioned that the exponent of d and the syntactic
role of the whole group raay to some degree be related to the position and
choice of nominal qualifier. These factors will be examined further,
statistically^in Ch. 7.
5.253 Adverbial qualifiers.
The following types are subsumed under this category:
1) Eankshifted A-Phr's;
la i peur / da silence B43/2 d a. qadv
2) The words -ci and -la; these immediately follow the head and occur only in
groups containing a demonstrative article or head:
c© jow~la T107/3
ceile-ci a'avalt pas su le temps de descends'© PX88/11
Their comiautability here with relative clauses and A-Phr's is the basis for
n,
their assid|ffl«nt to the rank word.
*1 *2A
Cf Guiraud's remarks on "adjectifs de relations", which would be included
among our "classifiers": il y a certains adjectifs qui sont difficilement
deplaqables, en particuller les adjectifs de relation, formes sur des
substantias: 4ouestre. atomiquo. ferreux etc."; ibid p 110
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3) A few other words classified as adverbs by cross-derivationi
c©tt@ iaamm et uniform© surface d© gel ©u toutee las Smes iei
aont prises T123/6.
r " ' : * > ; - '' ' •
wiq insolence dont la &roMi%r©t0 mese 1© ddgrisa. 3118/9
9*234 Clausal qualifiers*
These were discussed in 2*13* Apart from a few marginal examples*
they fall into the following subclassess
1) Relativei
d©s ebeeae qu'il pensaii U.79/9
2) Clauses with initial participle or phasing elementa
i Present participiali
ua chesdn xw aenant null* part F15/15
ii Past participial t 11
la aitairie Boam*§ Taxtelms^ B151/4 1
iii Intensively - phasedJ
1© caiaarad® @n train d® 1© rassurer M172/23
ua eueur capable do Vous eoacia^tre et de V'&us aimer M7/l6
3) Prepositional
la volenti de noire F153A3
l»26_SubdiviBions ofjj,
1) The earliest subdivision contrasts submodifiers presupposing the deictic
and thosspresupposing the qualifiers they may be symbolised as Tf and
respectively*
2) Y is then further broken down according to compatibility with the various
subclasses of articles
RJ- f
i tout, toute. tous. toutes may occur as described in 5*24 (8),
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ii un(e) and the cardinals may be submodified by plus de. moins de. pres de.
environ and encore:
©11® dsvaii parsourir encore troia kilometre®. 1151/14
cat effort que Je pus accormplir mtns do deux amuses, T176/X2
il fallait attendre ©score me heure F20/7
vous etas restes pros 4*uae demL-heum ensemble... F9©/28
As the examples show, this pattern of submodification is characteristic
of groups operating at A in clause structure.
iii The articles tout (etc.), cheque, un(e) and the cardinals may be
submodified by presque s
presqu® cheque soir F2S0/13
iv Non-nuraerativ© quantifiers may be submodified by variable depth clauses
as described in 2.13, and by certain pre-adverbs as follows:
trop de by un peu -
ua peu trop de hit© F99/13
trop de and assez de by A-Phr's of structure pour + complement
as-sea d*argent pour 1@ wagon - restaurant f23/16
peu de by aussi. si. tres and bien
si peu de gene T22l/ll
tres peu d© fautes MfT/25
bien psu de teapa 518/®
v The unmarked partitive article may be submodified by bien.
La servants avait <H entendre bien cles zagot#, F61/25
Votre uncle s@ fait bim du souci, 1234/4
vi We would Also include as exponents of V*^ the linking adverbs et. ou,
ni. mais. que etc.
(Marl© a ©acor© la tmqm) et / les / bras (brCQJs...)
F105/16 f* d «,
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And also certain other adverbs, including que (marking the group as an
exponent of l^), invariable meme (except in post-head position),
peut - etre. surtout. parfois, .iusqu' a ... (the distinction between
linking and non-linking adverbs being somewhat blurred in these cases).
See also 5.29
(dent il n© distinguait) que / 1® / front .-1264/2 Y d«
las poutrea scuiptees d@ Vsmmt, parfois ua© ©herniate m mrfer©
t4moigneat &e leur ancienne dignite. T40/12
au problem© du mal ©t d# la predestination oft la tmm la plus
ignorant©, si ©11© oat habile, eafeamrmssenait jusfd* mx ilus, F115/11
3) The exponents of Y-*^ include
i The secondary word class pre-adverbs
das salons trea feqaais 11196/2
le vent plus frais 10.07/25
le / ecapulaire / us peu / ddieiat B63/6 d a Y-** q
uae limpiditd gresqu® iasoutenabl© F114/14
son air ldgns«a«nt fcagard PII4/8
ii Bankshifted A-Phr'ss
use liaison volstn® de cell® des Larroqu® T41/20
There is often a strong mutual expectancy between the particular qualifier
and the exponent of the preposition in the A-Phr, Thus plein and
different (and the above volsin) for example are generally followed by
des
lea landes pleinee d'eau 1283/1
tin© joi© different® de toutes eelles qui l'onfc precede© f113/15
oareil and dangereux by a
Is© y«ux pareils a des fleura noirea 337/18
une saloon dangerous© aux goitrinaires 3107/21
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In other cases the selection of the preposition is not formally
determined?
... -
... •'. ' - ; i '?--
ua# fmm seule dans Paris T194/22
ua pouls calms <m <Mpit d'ua© forte fieVre 2149/15
There is also one instance of a rankshifted NGp at Y, though it
is of the type that characteristically occurs at A in clause structure?
cette route si tAafibreuse e© soir 252/12
v
iii First-order rankshifted clauses?
use doriture plus f#rme que d*habitude flSl/lQ
In 2,13 variable depth clauses (as in this last example) were contrasted
with other varieties of non-head clauses by their potentiality of
occurrence at p, Y» 6 etc#, whereas the others occur at p* Later in
delicacy this statement must be modified for prepositional clauses
occasionally occur at Y too* Examples:
une / chose / affreuse / a penaer F54/2Q d a q Y
un voyage impossible a teoettre II283/2
Such structures are distinguished from those involving a rankshifted
multi-phase clausal qualifier?
les / Hsusiques / prates a j&illir F20/ll 4 a q
The distinguishing criterion is transformational: the last group
may be transformed into
* .> '•'fe •
4 lea mtslques qui jaillisseat
whereas there is no equivalent transformation in respect of the other
examples (which is not to say that une chose qui penBe is ungraamatical
but that it does not stand in the same relation to une chose affreuse
a penser as les musioues qui .laillissent does to les musioues aretes a
.iaillir.)
iv All the above submodifiers presuppose qa°m. Second-order rankshifted
cl
clauses may submodify q ?
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im / homae / a qui I'on v&f&l® / qu'il a r&cu, dux-ant d©s um&m
«t a. son iasu, dan® 1'intiaiM 4*un fou furieux. flS8/ll daq !
4) Submodifiers precede or follow the next-higher order element. In general
words precede, groups and clauseB follow. Exceptions are as followst
i encore at Y"** may precede d or follow a
©score ua© fois F162/16
un-s foia encore FlI€/8
11 s'aeeorda dlx minutes eaeor® de solitude et d© silence MI87/14
ii Occasionally pre-adverbs follow V~^i again encore is the most frequent!
la fflaisson blanch© encore 5198/lS
iii In addition a few of the fixed A-Phr's precede Y~*^
une iM@ sans doute extravagant© F74/1Q
una tass© a deal pleiae P252/5
Pre-head q"0® is submodified by either
i a preceding pre-adverb s
un tout autre seas B154/6
eette tr&s aacienne faaille B5C/1
ii a variable depth clause following the head!
mm / telle / torpeur / que la peaafo fat sagour&l® ?10§/5 d q
and similarly at depth 6t
d© trap bona enfant© pour fair© das reflexions K248/12
5) The submodifier is repeatable in depth. As no class distinctions are
derived from the recursion, the lower-order elements are taken to be
secondary chain division© within Y. The most frequent exponents of 6
are variable depth clauses and !&, lgi, les presupposing plus or xaoins
at the next-higher order elements
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si / pw do / joi® / qu'il fat diou iBS/16 f* d & 6
to tuberculous aussi «van©6 que 1® fils Steuchon BH8/14
lets / ©ires / lee / plus / pure T29/22 d » 6 Y q
though there are also a few examples of adverbs!
ta / asaia / to pea / trop / grand* T8/10 d a 6 Y %
4'sa ordr® infiniment plus elevd 1147/1®
us© / er&ature / plus / ©di«u&@ / encore / quo tous ess autros h£ros
TS/l? <1 a Y q 6 6
6) Concord is irrelevant to the submodifier except
i There is a concorded selection from the class tout* toute, tous, toutes
when it occurs at Y * At Y~^ there is concord first in respect of
to© attention tout© aateriells F22l/l6
concord in number applying only when a feminine adverb is selected,
ii In post-head position there is a concorded selection from le, la, lea
presupposing plus or raoins. themselves submodifying qnom
les torta lea plus graves F'44/il
i«27_Subdivis.i£n3 oiji^.
5.271 the System of bondage*
The earliest system operating at a is that of bondage, with terms free
and bound. The former but not the latter have the potentiality of standing
without a deictic* We are still of course using the extensive group as model*
Thus in
TMrese laissa «§t@indr© sa cigarette; T7?/l6
the first NGp contains the free head Mr!?®.. whereas cigarette in the second
is bound. Free and bound are here used in a way that is slightly different from
the customary one: the criterion is not whether the head can expound a simple
gp but whether it can stand without a deictic. This allows us to include among
■
y And this only in cettain phonological conditions - viz. when there is no liaison.
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the free heads the demonstratives celul, cello, crux, celles which are always
followed by a qualifier.
5.272 Free heads.
Free heads may be further subdivided as follows1
These subclasses will be briefly discussed in turn, showing the further
breakdown in delicacy*
l) Specific headst
i Hypoatatisations. In principle any formal (or indeed phonological) item
free, witness
en j&lMMga®, "prefesaeur" vaut us titr® de noblesse*.. 14117/22
Mais fete est tr®», trie intelligent®, inaiesta~i-@lle en
appuyanf sur tree F126/X0
They may also occur with a deicticj
elle avait etc tout pre© &'entendre e© wje vous aims* F131/1Q
L©s 5,eo®urs sur l@s mains" a*eat pas d'histoire; 78/20
Qualifiers are found both with and without a preceding' deictics
les hue! did J du petit-fiis d® Cadette E115/19
•oais "pauvre chtxi" dans ea bouche m*avait surprise. T2Q9/4
ii Relative-time nounsJ this subclass has the following exponents:










For a detailed discussion of hypostatisation, see K.L. Pike op.ext. Ft 1,
pp 4S-50.
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restricted syntactics! potentialities t they do not colligate with d;
au.iourd'hui is never qualified, whereas the others may be qualified only
by the items soir. matin...
la fill© est vesaesi a® aurpreatre Mer soir F63/3
Lendemain, which may be similarly qualified, does not belong to the class,
as it never occurs without an articles
ha dmm pai-tait 1© lendesMiaa matin pour Ctadthaxy* MSQ/lQ
These items generally occur in groups at A in clause structure as in the
above examples, or in rahkshifted groups;
use fill© d'aujourd® hui F25/11
iii Proper nounss the formal definition and subclsssification of this category
is somewhat indeterminate* It is useful to make a distinction of rank
among proper names, contrasting proper nouns, a subclass of nouns
operating at a, and proper Mips. Among the latter we include such items
as;
1© £oi© de }3oulogn© T127/17
is iibliotkoque JtetiQK&l© B81/5
Sjkttps trdp.,,,de he 1 feerp T210/1?
la h&ude Ccaservatrice T19/8
They are graphologically marked by capital letters and sometimes also
by italics and quotation marks* The Gp may include qualifiers which
are not part of the heme as such;
1© Semeux* do oiaaach© T16/1
They are made up of words and rankshifted items such as occur in ordinary
Hips - hence the difficulty in defining them;
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Is ittdi 1166/2 las Sciences Politique® FJ5/22
la iiaiaoa 1121/21 la Place T136/8
la Sbriat M14Q/25 i'&lsaeisna© Ff/lO
¥© would nevertheless wish to distinguish them beeause the exponents of
the a and P elements presuppose each other qua items to a much greater
degree than in other SSps. La Sure for instance (the name of a streams
cf T48/1) operates as a fixed combination of words - Hure never occurs
without the article la. So too, often, with qualifiers:
la Petite dread© F43/20
an Cisapon Pin 1157/7
though admitted!/ the fixity is not so great here, witness
1® Boie d© Boulogne i!27/l7 le hois 172/13
l'oc4ua hilar,tique MG7A I'Oesan T59/11157
Free proper names may occur in simple groups. They include
(a) Personal names: Therese. Bernard etc, .'bnsie^rr, madame, mademoiselle,
maltre (and the corresponding plurals: messieurs, mesdaates.
mesdemoiselles) have beon analysed as forming part of the head. Thus
in
Croyeiv-vous que j'exisse ©xpcs6 Ifee Bussol,.,. ^459/9
E
the C is expounded by a simple NGrp of atiueture a . These items
may also stand alone as the head - though, except for groups at 2V
(the "vocative" element), this usage is more or less confined to the
language of servants!
-Madame c'a plus k fair© icif 218/7




Im raouchoir stiffir&» nadaas*,* BllT/201*^
They may also precede an article + noun!
M* le care ■m/13
messieurs 1m F49/4
miM mtnsimx vofcr® per® a le droit de ootmalfcrs wm intentions: F83/28
Here le cur£. les Huria and votre cere are Mips rankshifted to a place
F
in the structure of the noun at a *
The kinship terras papa, mama.., also belong to the class of proper
nouns:
mxu ©'©at mo~is vmmn. W21/Q
F 139
Quels. tante ^ bonne-raaaaa.. i my be contained within a,
Ossl® Javier (fitait tros xaalade. 5 1240/4 *
Bonem^mmm Asmud-lique®. agoaisait dans una ehasitore d*fc3tel» 10,^/lS
,8ut these sad other kinship terras acre generally occur after the unmarked
specific article le, la (and les)
Is / tent® / Clara \ leur dpargnait teus les ©amis du isSmg@) T9?/ll
(la tainui® o&) le per© Caaawieilh (les laisaait seals) 1169/9
where the structure is d a q . Compare
les ewfants Vrmtmm Wsj/2
3a faelll® Frentenao W3/4
le ©ystare Frcnteeae 11291/19
Personal names may colligate with an article:
plus croyaai© qu*aacun la frav® 2105/5
quell© Ikric"? YZi/H
monsieur is however operating as a bound head in the following example:
1® aisn®iear qui est devant mm s'est retoura® f23l/l4
As also saint(e) - cf
Saint® Locust© $9/5
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especially les which marks the group as plural, there being no
morphological marking of number in th© name (at least as far as the
textual examples are concerned):
las Frontenac ne l*a?aient jamais aoupqona& d'aucuae
indilicateaee, H238/2
Qualifiers generally presuppose the presence of a deictic - most often
le or
le raisennsbl® Jean-Louis Wff/2Q
la 'Miiss pr-ete a touts© les morsuree P18U/1
Exceptions are either groups at ZV containing a pre-head q:
Hals tu ©s salad©. patiere Jean! 3112/lC
or very marginal cases like the following:
II se reprochalt d'etre slid au-dervsnt d© t&at d'easuie: d® la
fatigue, de la <Mp@ss@, ®t Josdfa qui jouere.it a la dam®. $88/7
(b) Other names include place-names, again occurring in simple or
compound groups:
Paris a'eet pa© si .grand. V13X/2
a travers le Paris nocturne TTS/5
And calendar-names; acre delicately:
days of the week - dimanche, lundi etc. - which may be qualified
and/or preceded by a deictic -M®
c© «ardi de ASceabr® 157/5
c'est lundi soir K212/20
sans attends?® 1© jeudi B63/6
Special contrasts being carried by the presence or absence of le.
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months of the year - .ianvier. levrier etc.!
Juillet dessechait le triste Bordeaux 1481/2
en juillet dernier F86/2S
le pluvieux decemhre et sea breves joumees ne permirent
plus aux epoux de s® x'uir - 382/10
X4X
and the names of certain festivals: Piques, Kofi etc*























































141. The names of some festivals have bound heads:
le jour de la feto-Dieu 1143/16
26
Again we must contrast verbal and nominal number; in the marked subclass
there is no exponential overlap between the terms in the system of
nominal number - though in fact the plurals nous-memes and vous-iaemeB
are not realised in the text.
The marked reflexives soi and aoi-maae have been classified as singular
in both systems. All the occurrences of soi are in simple, rankshifted
groups *
mm. le don de act, c'est is don d® mains qu© risn,,, F64/20
"il allait de soi" qu'il dsvait vendr© I'^tudo, h47/lX
le Barnard s£tr do soi T229/15
Soi«nafeBe may be similarly rankshifted:
il a'dtait pas de hives ai de saint qui n'eOt fait plus d'une fois
le tour de soi - ?3§mef T124/1
otherwise it occurs in colligation with VGps containing on or (singular)
je:
on ne pouvait tuer que sol - Mm® F170/11
Xnfirrdt# de n© pouvoir m duper eoi - nlrss >7119/26
She marked class occurs only in simple groups with the exception of:
11 e'agirait d'en'reienlr la vie d*un autre lui - sa&ae qu* a i'arla
que.lquos initios portaisnt mm nae.g, SHSl/20
The unmarked class may be qualified by a relative clause:
Ell© qui m pleuralt .fcaais, que lui arrivait-il se soirf 142/4
and also occur with following auasi:
on le croynit sapabl® de flair, lut auasi, dsv&afe 1®
rateller commun. ¥ql22/6
The only occurrences of the first and second person classes in UGps at
S were:
(a) la the absolute clause *
Mai dispsru, c*©st ©Us qui, a vingt anc, aurait eu* la
propriate. t166/5
£7
(b) when followed by seul at C* ^■®^j
f©i seal commie ce qu© tu eprowea. TlGl/13
(c) when recapitulated by a sub,jectival i
Mai, 5© ©rots qu® §a fintra Ml* K206/12
There are no such restrictions in the case of the (non-reflexive)
third person*
lui perissait d'ermui loin d® see fusils, T63/20
v The demonstrative heads yield a two-term system non-personal and. neutral
(a) The non-personal subclass has three exponents* ca cela and ceci, the
latter being the marked member. They normally occur in simple groups,
but may be presupposed by the adverb tout or, rarely, a relative
clause*
Be cela ©Sat© qui ae fut pas son paring©, j® lee aurai
soffiblds. F162/6
(b) The neutral demonstrative class is broken down further by the nominal






The selection, for gender, and sometimes also for number, is generally
determined anaphorically:
2a voix d'Anna ®t ©ell® d'un homae ¥101/6
5© ne connais pas saes crimes,J® n'ai pa© voulu celui dont
on me charge* T3C/20
il coaprit, a quelques mots d© son frero, que celui-ci
revenait d® Ldojats, M67/9
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It is in those conditions that the class is unmarked as to the
personal - nort-peraonal contrast. When the items are qualified
by a relative clause, and are not anaphorically determined in respect
of gender, they are personal only ;
c'est 1® austere du Christ at de eeux qui ialtent 1® Christ, 1340/23
il n'e&t a<ase pa® perais a sa fill®, & sa petit® rie, &©
rstrouver dan® ua albua la figure de cell® qui I'a mis® au made* fl?/3
This subclass does not occur in simple groupsi they are invariably
followed by a qualifier, which may be an ASp of structure de +
complement, a relative clause, a de - prepositional clause or the
adverbs - ci or - la;
partagis ©atre le deeir de n*en ma laisser, et oelui de
monirer d® feennss marieres. 10,32/19
Peurquoi dtait - ©11© all^e ehereher celui - la, au lieu de
teat d'eutree, celui - la qu'il aimait? 1240/24
A (aon-rankshifted) appositional clause may however be intercalated
between a and qi
eeite horreur des tares apt-arentes n*a d'4gal« que leur indifference
a c@13.es, hien plus nombrsuses, qui m sent pas ©onnuee. 576/19
For colligation with the adverb tout see 5.24 (S).
Q-headss qui. que, quoi, c© qui, ce que, c<? dont... lequel etc.
The syntax of group® containing these heads was discussed in 2,3. Those
containing the morphea© ce may be preceded by tout. Qui, que, ouoi.
ce oui and c© qu® may be qualified by an AGp of structure dg, +
(submodifier +) adjective;
©11® (...) eherchait a demSler o@ qui* 11 y avait de hi at; it® en
ioi f@2/9
Qufy a -t- il de plus grave au sonde? F37/23.
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These qualifiers, which we may call iataosive phrasal q's, occur only
with certain subclasses of free head; their own structure is discussed
on pp 161 ■ u&2,. They are discontinuous with the head when the latter
precedes the clause predicator, as illustrated in the above examples.
2) Non-specific free heads.
i Quantifiers; these are subdivded as followa a
Singular Plural
















(a) The free heads un and une occur either in simple groups or with a
qualifier. The latter is generally an A-Phr of structure d£ +
NGp, and in these cases the gender selection between un and une
is determined cataphorically J
Ainsi ©'©srprtsaait met de see .aaitraeeos. T$6/l
the head being optionally preceded by the unmarked specific article;
l'une des langoustes sant&it fort. £59/19
Otherwise the gender is generally anaphorically determined;
Nile emit un maillot, petit k la v«$riie, mis ells m ©wait
ua. mm/6
sea ch&peanix d© Jardia que I'on a*©salt pa® douner ©t que I'on
a© pouvait Jeter (il y en avait un ires ancles, ou de® hirondelles
etaient eousues.) MZ30/U -
(author's parentheses).
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la these cases of anaphoric determination of gender, ua sad una
are invariably in groups at 0 ia clause structure and the preceding
VGp contains en. In the following there is no such anaphoric
reference (except to en) and here un(e) is no longer unmarked as
142
to the personal - non-persoaal contrasts it can only be personals
Suns le feuilieton de Charles Mrouwel ... JSa voiia, un qui
lea conns!t. SU43/1©
Lee courtiers filaieat deux er\?ec elle. la voile un® qui
savait iimer an bordereau, «220/ll.
The free heads un, uae should be distinguished from the bound
heads un, une. una, ones where there is a selection for number as
well as gender. These latter occur only with the unmarked specific
article, and have no qualifiers. They characteristically colligate
with l1autre or lea autres, especially in the distributive C*
position} gender ia determined anaphorically:
lee deux daaes doni i'une demand&it a 1'autre s nfb2/i
has gene se di&ent lee una anx autres s T155/7
(b) The cardinals show no morphological variation in respect of gender
(other than those containing the morphemes un or une in final
position). They nevertheless enter into the system inasmuch as
they determine the concordx&l category of the group in which they
are head. The selection is normally determined either anaphoricallyl
qu*i.l auxait dec enfanta, qu'il en psrdrait deux, I&36/1
or cataphoricallyi
JJeux de ces visiles demeures pourtaut sent encore dee maxsons
de mitres, T40/I6.
142.
fh® only exception is in a non-productive pattern!
-Je vous attend®is... ai xmm Men henna... T»«nes-voue Mml
Barium. Wl/16*
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In rankshifted groups, however, there may be no such determination*
©lie ravait d'uae vie mm I terns 5 F122/28
cyuper lea qheveus m spatr®. T2pl/l9
Further steps in delicacy mist he taken here before we can account
for the personal - non-personal contrast.
The cardinals also occur with a preceding article:
lis p&rlaieni tous las &mx ®n@@sbX®, i'35/lS
ses propriatoe lui iripportaient da quatre at dssi et jusqu' a
du cinq. M217/19
the heads being- bound in these cases*
(c) The non-nu, serative quantifiers are norphologicall;/ unmarked for
gender and number. The only instances in the test where concordial
categories are distinctively relevant are of beaucoup at a in groups
expounding the subjects
Leaiicaup craient qu'ell© est tcabS* en ©ai'uieei >*33/13
The heads may bo presupposed in dependence by the seme items as occur
lower-ordered than the corresponding articles!
il en a pria trie psu... A286/19
c'etait plus que d© la neux&athieie... #226/29
'i'hey also occur with adverbial and clausal q's:
11 fallut beaueo'up d« e©s slides et venues f9l/8
and, discoatinuously with the heads
CoaHen m restait - il dent 1© sotsvassir f&t pour ells mm
asertume? Flfi/26
I'lus and moins are also found as bound heads in groups
containing the deictic lei characteristic qualifiers are possible
and AO-pa of structure dg_ + MJpt
&m parolee qui a'avsimt donai 1© plus da joi©, T&3/17
©a faisant 1© taoias da bruit possible, MlQ$/7
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de denser la laaisori et le plus possible da son bi«a a la
3mm fvmm, £132/2
Compare also the fixed A-Mira au plus, au mofas* du moias...







































It will be noticed that only the unmarked terms in the systems
contrasting personal and non-personal show variation in gender: the
marked terras whether personal or non-personal, are all masculine singular.
More delicately we again distinguish cases where the gender is phorically
determined (the head being then either personal or non-personal), and on
the other hand cases where there is no such determination (these are
personal only.) ISxamplee:
(a) With phoric determination of gender: personal or non-personal -
(...) tressait dec liens tels qu'il ne les put brisar qu'en \m
imaense effort. Pourtaat, us a m, tous s© rompireat £144/6
ell© n*attendait plus rien maintea&rt de cette confrontation
moc lea creatures irrvertdest toutes disparai©ardent ?9/ll
aucun des dpoux ne desandaii la lamp® £116/18
Xavier, lui d^testait lea vers. Mais saintenant quolquea -
une lui reveaaient. M44/17.
partager certain©® d® see idles, F56/24
(b) Without phoric determination of gender: personal only -
fous savaient qu'il e'agissait du file Pieuchon £122/20
Annua n'e&t, plus slaplasent cue lui, denn4 ©a vie, i£L90/22
il faut bb wouaettre k m some dastin cosemu; quelques - una
resistent: &'©& ces dr&mm sur leequela lea families font
silence. 1122/13
Mais plueieurs qui pourtsut erelent a la chute et m z»eh&t
de no® tsses tourmmMm, euaeeni arid cm sacrilege T9/4
All the textual occurrences of nul are of this latter iindi hence
its classification as personal. Under n'imoorte qui / qnoi we subsume
il ae saveit qui. Dieu salt quoi etc. (see 5.24 (3))
Ouelaus chose and autre chose are both single words, distinguished
from the hoatophonous two word colligations in which chcce in a feminine
bound head - cf
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(la force do sacrifier) 1* / autre / chose**• F125/4 & <|Boa fe®
Thore are no similar contrasts to justify the analysis of tout le monde
as a single word expounding the term personal in the first of the above
subclasses<
Qualification of the non-quantifiers is very restricted in pattern.
Tout is qualified, diacontinuouely, by a relative clause, but the example
is fro® the register of proverbs:
Tout est M«n qui finit him fM/$
Relative clauses occur also with rien. personne. cuaicue chose,
ouelqu'un. aucran and plusieurst
Lea jcones gm& n'ont persona© a, qui parier. F23S/10
parol1. a quelqne chose qua jo pourmie toucher TSg/3
Prepositional clauses, with a as first element, may qualify rien, and
queloue chose;
Mais ?hirone a'a plus rim a mmxmr, T2A8/22
Hankshifted A-Phr's, generally with fie as preposition, qualify chacun(e).
aucune(e). rien, oersonne, quelnu'nxt, cueique chose and certain(e)s:
Chacune do ®m paroles F1S6/13
Intensive phrasal q'a occur with rien. neraonne. oueloue chose and
quelciu'uni
oo qui (...) a*offre ilea 4a rigrahmsible P40/16
pour avoir attacM tant da prix a cm©lcju*ua d'aaissi EsSdioere. F124/10
Finally we would also include among free heads a few nouns indicating parts
of the body or clothing - viz. (iextually) tete. pieds, bouehe. robe and manchgs.1*"5
For examplei
Sur la ehaaiai®, la sts® dame en teas*#, rob® amtsrvts at sanoher loagues,
resjaaSeentait la Fed, M2/M
*
And further cartes in
joner cartes w table ¥205/5
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11 avsa§a±i# tele bass® K220/J
Bouetw: Ms ©t la gorge gonfl£e, elle attendait, ©He attendxit « B152/21
These are clearly on the border-line between free and bound, for their freedom
is limited to groups in absolute clauses. Groups in this position generally
contain an article!
il ee concha, 1c aes su mar, BlU/ll
lis lureat done lea Ipreures m fai®ani le tour 4u part, lewars iHies
*agproeM®s, 3*97/2
5.273 Bound headsi
little further need be said on bound heads* like free one^ they are
subdivided by the systems of gender and number. We must also recognise, though
later in delicacy , a contrast between personal and non-personal, because of
its relevance to the choice between qui and cuoi in a following relative group
(see p lit ), A further system at contrasts heads expounded by substantives
and adjective*respectively; this opposition is described in 5.32.
^.£8^C£Ox^tetipn elemen,fcjj,.
The dimension of coordination yields secondary elements of group structure
ordered recursively* Only elements at the same depth of dependence may be related
to each other in coordination, and the congruence of the coordinates is indeed
maintained to a considerable degree of delicacy. The coordinates may be linked
or unlinked*
5.281 Coordination of heads.
There is congruence in respect of bondage. There are textual examples of
coordination between!
144, ~ ~~~
The use of the possessive rather than the unmarked specific article is also rare.
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1) Two or more proper nouns:
(lea propos) qu* / 4c\v>n?;mim±t / derrfe*® lui, / ©ncl® Alfred * ®t
Bussol M215/11 CPAS (a® a"b)
lis© S'rontoneo, oecle Xasrisr ©t .;'isss~Louis so sfuslfmt dans 1®
petit salon M114/3
2) Two disjunctive pronouns, or a proper noun and a disjunctive pronoun:
Argelouse zj'eet pas si eloign© que Jean et ssoi a© puissioas nous
rejoindre. T68/$
The person category of the whole group is first person if one of the coordinates
is moi or nous (see the above example), second person if toi or vous, occur
without iBoi or nous; otherwise third persons
Mais m ©as ou vous suriea us jour us© decision a prendre, Marie
et vous, F82/4
3) Two negative heads:
Si®a ni persomw pour ells a'eslstait, hers cet absent T92/7
4) Two cardinal numerals:
lea paysane d'JUrge louse &n font sept ou ituit T215/7
5) Two or more bound heads: this is comparatively rare, as coordination is
generally at group rank when the heads are bound:
©He lui teueha le front ©t 1© sou i'S37/6
Of the examples that do occur, most are in groups with no d or q, even in
extensive position, so that our original statement of the free-hound distinction
needs minor modification at this stage of delicacy* Examples;
doulgur® et joies aaiss&i snt des plus innocents plalsiww T3S/18
ThdrSsse 1© veillsat miit et jour TI49/4
afin de ne pas perdr© 1® temps des allies ®t vsnu.es, M76/10
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5.282 Coordination of qualifiers.
The patterns realised are»
1) Coordination between nominal qualifiers.
i In pre-head position
lea / l&rges / et soabres / yaux 244/1 d qa q"5*^ &
a& timide ®t tenace jalousie H69/14
ii In post-head position
mi / ddsir / a la fois horrible / et ©nivrent 1132/6 d a q+a
cette chalne sane fin ds monstres tout & tour ddvorants et
&fo»S*»| .1140/19
xm dessin large et f©rm@ F8§/28
tm® pluie ®©nu©» eerrds. T188/14
Nominal qualifiers are congruent in respect of their classification
in the four systems discussed in 5.251* Only free and coneorded nominal
q's are coordinated!
ees totes read®® et tonduea 204/15
la fuade ifoUmss et refoule© 7186/6
though "colour" words coordinate freely with non-colour wordsj
anx sntailles rouges et gluantess B151/16
ua® jamb® squelettique ©t braae 137/5
When an adverb precedes two coordinated nominal qualifiers, it generally
subiaodifies them both!
1® timbre plus alga et aigr® d® I&vier J&24/15 _
2) Coordination between adverbial qualifiers
1* / odeur / de foumil / et d© brouillard TI4/4 ds.^
1b / mystore / de sea tloiditee / da ses phobiea, / da see insuffisances,J
de ses obsessions 4,anxicux 145/22 d a qa qc
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The coordinates generally contain tne same preposition:
ma long rdfaisitaire ©©aire soa pero ©t centre ®a grand* mar® ¥W/ZI
In the following example, however, it is the complement that is common to
both Use w-ihr's:
eatfca puiss^aa© £*roan4« en aoi et hers d® mi f3l/l
The coordination is .much nacre frequently at the depth of ranfcshift
shown in the above examples thsoi between complements within a single AGp
q, as in
1© / ehoix / ©air© + e®ite fill® + ©t une autre creature F9/4
d a f (p cf e4^)
Isurs / prep©# / tcucL&nt -s- lea sahtayers, <#• las poteaux de mines, ♦
la gmm&f •*• la terihenthine S53S/34 d a % (.p ea ec e*)
3) Coordination between clausal qualifiers 5 in almost all cases whore a NGp
' • cX
contains two or more q 'a, they are coordinated. There is generally
congruence in respect of the subclass of the clause:
1' / tour© / efc Bernard n® souffrolt plus, / a& il sentait da nouveaa
©n lni ^eunesse toute-puiaaaate T1C%'19 d#q"
aax paroles qu'eile s'avsdt pas m mtsmr ©t qu'il ropaseorait
iMifiaiiwat dans son mmr 1144/5
1® pouvoir de I'isquieter, d© I'hfediier ^uoqu'a l'angoisse 1224/1
The iollowing has incongruent coordinates:
t» Jup© serai® our les fortes hafflfam et qui ailaii a'dvasant 168/15




i Seminal and. adverbial: in all the examples the q ' is a phrase of
structure sans -i- simple Mp:
xuaa creature Stranger© at ssas mm T6?/i§
cette fe» iaeu'it© at mm intelligence 3151/19
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ii Nominal and clausal* except in the first example, 4"°" occurs in
the first place of coordinations
la ru© msl €elslr€e sfc encore bruysat© FlOO/2?
Is rue bruyant# at qui seni&lt fort ifl.9§/23
csit® vcix u» peu rauque ©i dont Is plus simple parol© avsit pour
iui ?in© valour* vm importance Mmmrme. F158/6
J3€M5B
there is one example involving a pr@~hea& q £
ua franc riro et qui faiss.it m rstoumer less passant© S271/3
iii Adverbial and clausals there are even fewer examples; The A-i-'hr
occurs in the first place of coordinations
m enfant a bout d® x4e$,etmm et qui s'abaudoace f132/4
The following marginal example includes the only raakshifted absolute
clause in the texts
oe monsieur a monocle et la ihrre pendant© BS6/14
5.283 Coordination of deictic©t
The only examples are between numer&tive quantifiers* the head being'
plurals
deux / on feral® / bomea M268/13 da &+l' a
use m. deux question© FS0/9
5.284 Coordination of subatodifiers.
Only postposed suhnodifiers presupposing a q are coordinated. The
examples are of rankshifted A-Fhr'ss
ua / garden / plein / £e curiosiM / @t d'aagoisee >"94/23 d a | f
use vi® biftlante dHnspirstion, d'ajq^riesoes dangerenee© 1350/24
i^.^9_8jUnnl_e and £emnoimdjaepj«i^ence.
Three or more elements X3", X*% XJ ordered in depth of dependence may be
so related that X^ presupposes X which in turn presupposes X1 t they are then
%0
said to bo ranged ou a smtnle scale of depth, * hi*p structures of ©l«a®ats
ordered in simple uepentience lave already been aaply illustrates. A clear
example is
(ses jours &@) plus / gmad© / souffwwoe© B141/20
where plus (y) presupposes arande (p) which presupposes souffranc© (a).
12 3 2
Alternatively, X , X ana X aay bo ordered in such a way that X presupposes
x\ while X5 presupposes the X1 - X2 complex. Here we shall speak of compound
dependence. It may be of two types. Where there is a class distinction
between the exponents of X' and X2, we shall represent them as Y and (3 respectively.
The Y's in simple and in compound, dependence may be distinguished at secondary
s c s
delicacy as Y and y respectively. Y is exemplified by plus in the above
group, or by trop in
sa irop facile resignation. #5226/6
C -*d
Y most often coincides with Y , as in
©t ces ogresses ICL86/8
presqu® le seul homm© T143/18
s c
It must be admitted that the distinction between Y and Y is somewhat ill-defimed,
and thus it is that elements ordered in this first type of compound dependence
are not distinguished at primary delicacy from those related in simple
dependence.
In the second type there ar© no primary class differences marking the
distinction between X arid X2. In such cases we regard them both as f,
0 <&.
subdividing- secondarily into p and p respectively. Thus in the group
semis / d© quirts© ana / m plsin© eroiseanc© F72/12
there is no class distinction between the two AGp qualifiers de ouinse ana
and en oleiae crolseance; we represent the structure as a (3a
In th.c subsequent discussion the pa - fr chain contrast (which is further
Y 6 *
repeat&ble in depth yielding the elements p , JS etc.) is regarded as operating at
2-41
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a later stage in delicacy then the choice contrast between <t and q« So
that
ua / cour / d® comette / foieddaM® F203/7
has the structure d a oa the symbol of implies three steps in delicacy
in. the description of formidable - first we assign it to J3, secondly to q,
thirdly to q^.* it presupposes the head-qualifier combination coup de sonnette.
Since the scale of compound dependence does not yield classes there may
in certain structures he formal ambiguity, This occurs when one q precedes
and another follows a. For here we must distinguish eases where:
1) The two q's separately presuppose the head* as in
de / viiainee / oreilles / pales Tl'37/l dqaq
where vilaineb and oalee are not related to each other in either coordination
or compound dependence*
2) The pre-head q is higher-ordered in compound dependence than the post-head
one:
ce / jsune / heaae / frel e 1233/24 d q3, a q''
3) The poet-head q is the higher-ordered:
an / grand / sedecln / consultant T149/23 d <r s>
These last two examples thus provide a clear illustration of the difference
between sequence and order,
145 *
Ait alternative and perhaps better treatment would have the two dimensions as
interlocking at the same degree of delicacy, so that deictic and qualifier
might be (though not necessarily would, be) at different depths on the
compound scale of dependence. The structure of
lea / trois / derails / F250/18
would thus be^/dp/qf$/qa
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We are not able to give rigorous recognition criteria for the distinction
of these three structures, but three factors may be mentioned as relevant*
nom
1) The systems of active and passive range applicable to q * bound and
01 8
classlficatory q* a are more likely to occur at q then at q - cf
an / petit / jour / sombre T193/14 & qa © c/"' (d over-laying the
preposition §J
1© / gros / maaagtmt / de la famiile M156/14 d qa © q^"
1® / boa / sen© / inearth ®!19/l0 d qa ©
2) Collocation: we rauat be prepared to recognise relative frequency of collocation
with the exponent of a as criterial - cf
A. Juillsnd who deplores that in current practice "phyeico-st&tietical
considerations are never allowed to affect the syntagmatic and systemic
choices through which the analysis is pursued at the various levels:
sometimes mentioned in the description of particular languages, properties
of this order seldom contribute to the making of the decisions through which
« m ye
th© structure is reached or determined." He goes on to suggest that
statistical relations "represent an immense, largely untapped reservoir of
criteria awaiting to be exploited for th® benefit of linguistic analysis*""^
We have already suggested in the discussion of the sequential position
of q11013 relative to a that the statistical study of colligation-restricted,
collocations might prove fruitful. Thus, judging impressionistscally,
,1eune frequently collocates with such items as fill®, homme in the
colligation q a, and there is therefore likely to be a tendency for it to
occur at qrt rather than at q^ when qualifying these items* Again there is
^ A. Juilland: on.cit. p 55.
147. j^bid p 3g>
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greater mutual prediction between raedecin and consultant than between
medeciu and grand - which does not imply that consultant collocates with
Eedecin more often than does grand, but rather that addecin is likely to be
more prominent in the cluster of collocates of consultant than of grand.
Similarly coup is often followed by an AGp q of structure de + simple
MJpi and this vre may therefore expect to be at qa, as in
un / rapid© / coup / a'oeil F131/23 d % a qC
un / leger / soup / de sonnett® FI95/7 d q^a q°'
(compare the already quoted un coup de sonnette formidableJ»
This same factor of collocational frequency affects the choice between
the marked and unmarked partitive articles before a pre-head q» the selection
of the unmarked term may be taken as a reliable signal that the q is at qa:
des / petit® / chiens / dans una corbeille h285/l d a,
3) Sequence, while not always marking order, is nevertheless more often congruent
with it then incongruent: in only three of the above examples does q*'
precede qa*
Where the qualifiers follow the head, order in sequence does signal
"L48
order in depth - though we would say that it is depth that determines
sequence. There are moreover other features tlian sequence that correlate with
order in depths
1) AGp3 in compound dependence - the following tendencies are evident from the
text:
1 AFi *
Though it does not distinguish coordination from dependence: this contrast
is carried by intonation and the presence, actual or potential, of
linking items.
2*4
i Brrraps containing a simple M!p as complement are more likely to occur
Q, A
at q than at qr:
las / joues / en fsu / des jeunes fille® B102/3 d a /
3.® jet sane dlfaut des pins M61/9
les Soulier© d© chase© du jeun© bam® B140/6
In some cases however both qa and q^ are so structured:
un jour df-!t| ssrts MeJuv E£5/lS
du ddpart <£§ Blanche pour Vichy S©4/l
ii Groups containing dg. as preposition are more likely to occur at qa
than at q^
1'Imposition d® m main fraiche sur 3©& front, B129/X5
au tiuteaeut d'ua® petite suiiier contr® un© soucoup© 3112/12
The first of these tendencies would appear the more powerful, taking
149
precedence over the second in the event of a clash.
la isise a sort dtt eocbon F199/8
I'dtablissemeat & Paris d'ua d® sen neveux 14182/17
2) Clausal qualifiers are most generally ordered in coordination rather tiian
dependence. However relative clauses are found preceding a prepositional
clause lower-ordered in dependence:
la demand* qu'ells lui fit d® taanmattr* one command* k son
librair® de Bordeaux T18S/2
c© desir qu'avait <J®*4 &® s*engager au Marco K189/21
An alternative analysis would be to consider the second clause as at Y in
second-order raakehift rather thsm at ¥e have preferred to treat them
a
as qr on the grounds that the relative Clause could in each case be omitted
without affecting the graasaaticalnese of the group, suggesting that the
149
An exception in a group with 3 q's is:
c© BQUvemesat du bras da gauche a droit© I26]/l3
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dependence relation between the infinitival clause and the head is more
direct than is the case between Y and a.
3) Nominal and adverbial qualifiers* nouns are generally higher-ordered than
A-Phrs*
I'aide spirituelle de son direeteur BlOl/6
ce© jours purs &® m vie 145/23
line version avouabl® du drsiae qu'ils ont vieu 122/15
Contrast however*
ubs preparation d'artilleria fou&royaaie 4172/24
c® ®os suss de voyage ties ajuste 1236/1
Again collocational factors influence the order - witness
1@ char fuaebre de la fabriqu® z&'i/lQ
but it must be admitted that in some cases the orders may be in more or
less free variation*
une crlse de rhumatismes algu© ii21G/l6
use crise aig'tie de rhusatismes '£150/16
4) Nominal and clausal qualifiers* the former are the higher-ordered*
ua / jeuae / hows / qui souffamt a cause d'ell© T193/11 d a q"
le soul leaser qu'il ait jamais coxxnu £37/22
des portraits anciens qu'avait pris Bernard 1189/7
les tezsaes exactea dont flares© s'etait servie "139/22
5) Adverbial and clausal qualifiers* the former are almost invariably the
higher-ordered *
du coup au coeur que iui doaaaii toujours 1@ bruit d© 1® port®
reF9/9
I'odeur de reaedes qui seturait la ehassbr© B3?A
ua terrain de reoson.tr© on m hsurter TI40/4
There are isolated counter-examples, witness the following where salle a manger
might be regarded as a single lexical item*
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Is salle a asflpr &e Preignac 3257/18
5.5 The structure of the NGp - continued.
^.^ljDrd^jLa ^e£uence_o£ the. jeljemjmtSj.
1) d precedes a.
2) q®*^ and qcl follow a.
5) The position of q110® relative to a is accounted for systemicallyj it always
follows d.
4) The position of Y relative to the next higher order element is accounted
for systemically.
5) The relative sequence of post-head q's is determined by position on the
scales of coordination and compound dependence.
6) The relative sequence of pre-head q's merits further discussion. No group
in the text contains more than two of them. Two patterns may be
distinguished:
i The q's are coordinated! the relative sequence is, formally, free-
leur uniforms ©t chaste benheur T46/X©
cette iadense ©t uniform© surface $© gel T123/6
ii There is no coordination. Study of a larger corpus is needed before
it can be decided whether compound dependence is the only alternative
ordering to (marked or unmarked) coordination. The following examples
seem clearly to be ranged on the compound scale, the second q in sequence
being the higher-ordered s
les pieaiers beaux Jours 2*91/19
son habituell© bona® foi '£}2j21
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un / vrai / petit / enfant T142/2
la / beau / jeune / hoae® B46/9
2es / troie / dernier® / Jours F25o/|ii*®®
cor. / etui / ton / repass / d« la Joura£e TlOO/15
where the structure is thus d qa a (q); though in other cases we
may hesitate in assigning such a structure, for example ins
use qu&tre simples mots FI64/25
Any establishment of place-ordered secondary elements must remain
flexible. Groups in the present text do not for instance fit into the
151
framework suggested by Valdman who recognises four pre-head positional
classes exemplified as follows:
(1) (2) (3) (4)
©utre nouveau mauvais grand




Although .ieune does occur coordinated with another qnom:
oette jsuae et lourde fecund© J&9C/6
in two groups it follows grand (which it never precedes):
one grand© Jeua® fansae 5*83/23
0© grand Jeuae horns© dbbout sur le palier duquatriess© F8I/3
150 *
There are no examples of an ordinal preceding a cardinal numeral; such structures
though relatively rare, are also explicable in terms of depth.
Op.cit, p 30. We would also disagree with the classification of the first
positional class as non-predicative, the remainder as predicative, for
i autre may be used (in Valdman's terms) predicatively:
©lie m seatait autre BlGl/15 X
ii more significant than whether the items may occur at all at C is the
relation to the head in any given structure - cf our free - bound
distinction.
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We would therefore tentatively suggest replacing Valdman's table
by the following less rigid representation (which gives only the unmarked































(a) Only one selection can be made from column (2) and from column (3).
(b) The possibility of quel + cardinal, le / son + quelctues is allowed for,
although these patterns are not realised in the text.
(c) No double selection occurs from column (4), though the possibility
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of it is not excluded; items from column (4) are certainly not
freely combinable. Only autre among them occurs with a non-specific
articlej
eucune autre jetuse fill® P84./24
(d) Double selection from column (5) may occur in coordination or compound
dependence. In the latter case there is a tendency for certain
adjectives to precede others. Rather than set up even roughly discrete
place-ordered secondary classes, it seems better to consider the items
as being ranged on a scales .jeune for example tends to occur late,
but nevertheless generally before petit. The place of the latter
(in its atonic form) can be fairly Confidently asserted.
(e) There is no coordination across column boundaries«
8) In general there is no discontinuity in sequence between the elements of
structure. Exceptions are marginal and confined to:
i Clausal qualifiers, especially relative clauses:
A ce doux, toute tcuffzance etait invisible qui a14taxi pas
la sienne. m/&)
ii Intensive phrasal qualifiers when the NGp is at I or B:
Qua g&valt Hari®, m fond, de precis, ®n ee qui eoacern&it
sa sere? 127/11
iii The articles combien de. plus de. que de. tent de... when the group is
at C/l, C/B or C/E:
qu© 1® jeuas docteur a&nirsit dan© de dlvoument B139/14
iv Variable depth clauses:
152. Q£ Herisson: Le diminutif hypocoristique "petit"; le franqaie modeme
24, pp 35-47, 111-123; 27, pp 298-307; 28, PP 25-36.
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a&aglots &© petit® fill® / avaient / plus de+powoir / sot
la servants / qa'aucune supplication. F1S4/25 8 ? C (d ftvY) A
^.^SjSub^tantivej. adjective and article..
The primary word class noun, defined by operation at a and p, breaks down
at the earliest stage of secondary delicacy into the three subclasses substantive,
adjective and article. The latter consists of those nouns with the potentiality
of expounding d; syntactical differences at a have priority in delicacy as far as
criteria for distinguishing substantive and adjective are concerned. The extensive
group remains the model for the following ordered list of criteriai
1) Nouns with the potentiality of operating at a are substantives unless claifiified
as adjectives by any of the following criteria.
2) Adjectives cannot expound a free head. The q in the following group is
thus a substantive:
la maisoa Piloueyr® 388/12
3)Nouns operating at a with a pre-adverb as the next-lower order item are
adjectives:
1© plus sage 4te.lt de rmtrer F53/29
Aiasi les plus patients obtenaiant - ils un sifflet M3/1S
il a* y a pas plug putain que ces feases - la .©45/10
il faisait trop mis pour que j'aie vu sa figure; T154/19
So too in the following rankshifted group s
le ten qu'on prsnd avee les tout petite. .1258/18
4) Except as in (2) above, nouns whose gender category is cataphorically or
anaphorically determined, or which otherwise occur only with the article le
in its homophoric use (or, rarely, with du) are adjectives* In most cases
criterion (3) is relevant too. Examples:
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i Cataphoric determination of gender -
la plus amest dea amours M6$/9
la plus important® des reeues d'avant-garde 1152/16
lea meilleurs d'entre nous T124/6
ii Anaphoric determination:
TMrese avait Aiehiffxg avee sola la date tmrim&e sur chacun® des trois
eaveloppesj ©t deja ell® owrsit la plus asciena©. T64/S
©lie dieait "la faiaill©* comma a'il n'aa a&t exist! qu'ime eeule au
sonde, M227/23
11 dsaeurait la, son chapeau melon dans la main gauche1 ©t d@ la
droite, (...) il coupait lea "gourmands" des rosiers
vivases. MS6/23.
ces deux chpmos, (».t.)il y avait lee aemea dang la s&lle a manger
d® Preignac >257/17
Such is the analysis also of the rankshifted group in the following
productive pattern:
ua ©sprit des plus distinguda B50/12
iii In colligation with homophoric le, or with du:
Ell® 4mwm.it dies Jean 1® ®©ill@ur at le pir®, B29/S
le plus drSl©, c'eat que les ouvriers m'admirent d'etre mails, KL66/25
un pays ou le plus pauvre est proprietair®. fl06/9
L*4trange est qm Thdr'ea© a@ s@ soapiest dsn Jours qui suiviseat
1® depart d'Aane et des la Trave que cosaae d'uae epoque da torpeur. $97/l
vouri area du nouve&u sur 1© ehantier? 11262/14
The ordinal numerals premier, dernier, second, deuaieme. troisieme etc.
are a border-line case. Generally selection for gender is determined either
cataphorically:
232
1e dernier des fronieaae
or anaphorically:
h&s pxmXkem pmm d© see Hires, il les s4brait do notes, et les
dernieres, il a© les eoupait p&s. a80/l8
They do however occur in two patterns which distinguish them from the
adjectives described above:
i dernier (or derniere) may follow the demonstrative article the whole group
being replaceable by one containing a demonstrative head} (the example is,
non-significantly, a rankshii'ted group)
less proSpos ^u'deiiangeaiaut (...) oncle Alfred ®i Bussol (on avait
dit « ce dernier:) &215/I2 (author's parentheses)
The gender is here determined by the preceding Dussol. so that this may
be regarded as an adjectival use.
ii Ordinals other than dernier may occur in such structures as
ce troiBilme d'une- msisoa aneieane ?1l/2B
and similarly, in rankshifted groups:
le palier du fuatrlfeme F8l/8
j'ltaie au college, en troisiea© F1A8/3
Is ecisp&riiffieat de parasite* T33/14
Explanation of the gender in these groups by reference to the words
dtage and classe belongs in a diachronic rather than in a synchronic
analysis. We would regard them as here belonging to the class substantive
with gender free but - contextually as well as formally - meaningful.
It is not strictly accurate to describe this as determination of gender as
f la derniere des Frontenac is also possible; the basic relations are however
the same as in ie plus muet des amours cited above
S3
In the other examples we would classify the ordinals as adjectives. For
the classes substantive and adjective are not totally discrete in exponents,
even though we have selected and ordered our criteria with a view to reducing
dual membership to a minumum.
The category of possessive heads does not fully satisfy the present criterion.








1st pers. mien mienne miens aiennes
Singular* 2nd pers. tien tienn® tiens tiennes









These are like adjective heads in that they generally occur only with the unmarked
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specific article* Selection for gender is often anaphorically determined:
la jalousie n'est pas toujours comique; 1 sienna X'etait. F180/4
il voulut (..) que ss mere vlnt remercier la raienne. F150/3
However there need not be any such determination, in which case they function as
155
personal heads:
flatte surtout de ce que lee siens avaient deja recours a sa foaae. T72/9
There is only one occurrence with qualification:
la sienne propre P236/1
The class thus has properties of both adjective and substantive. As there are
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no occurrences at £ , we group them with the substantives.
The only exception being: si elle fait des siennes T219/22, a non-productive
pattern.
155. The only exception is again des siennes
156.
rare patterntun, mien ami is not realised in the text.
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5) Colligation with the marked partitive article de in positive clauses is
criterial in the assignment of autre(s) to the class adjectives
d*autres suivirenf. i€L42/25
It has often, like other adjectives, phorically detennined gender, though it does
not itself contain any morphological marking:
importo d*aimer tel pays on tel autre, T238/17
ce parfum des premiers feux m contonait beaucoup d'autres: F17/4
However, where the gender is not so determined, autre(s) is personal:
il est parti sans laisser d'adresse ,,, avec une autre ... #212/15
Tout autre qu'eux se fHt rdjoui de ce calms. 14170/12
Autre(s) is further distinct from other adjectives in colligating with a
wide range of articles, as the above examples illustrate. It is rarely qualified,
£iclv el
though qualification by q , q , or q is possible - witness
elle eut (...) une premiere crise d'etoufiement qu'une pidire conjura, et
une autre plus violeate pendant la nuit, ou elle faillit passer. ..'220/15.
5«?5 degrading
5.351 Movement in depth.
It follows from the previous section that the unmarked exponenee relations are
between substantweand a on the one hand; article or adjective and p on the other.
As the elements ou and |3 are ordered in depth, we may describe departures from the
unmarked exponence relations in terms of movement on the scale, using downgrading for
the occurrence of substantives at p, upgrading for adjectives and articles at a.
Like rankshift, the term used for (downward) movement on the rank scale, the process
terminology of up and down grading is not intended to reflect any mental processes in
the speaker. It is a descriptive device to account for certain occurrences of items
in places other than those criterial for their syntactical classification on a given
dimension. Nor is it intended to reflect historical change: it has thus little in
common with Tesniere's "translation", which he uses for the movement of an item from
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on© class to another in cases where there is often no longer any synchronic relevance.
5.332Downgrading of substantives.
Substantives, then, may be downgraded to operate at q"001. They tend to be
bound rather than free, classificatcry rather than specific, non-concorded rather
than concorded, and they are aivays post-head, Examples,
1) Non-concordedj
une lamp© Pigeon 11148/25
des mots contrepoison F140/23
des sosaiquss modern-style H151/16
le col addicis M90/17158
2) Concordeds
lours lits jumeaux M14/12
deux anges gardiens j6l/lQ
Their syntax in respect of the four systems is thus similar to that of
rankshifted NGps:
dee- livrcs ben march© P169/13
dea paupieres couleur de sai'ran . 118/18
5.333 Upgrading of articles and adjectives.
F1) Certain articles may be upgraded to occur at a as illustrated in 5,272(2).
As they are in any case distinguished from other free heads by the systems
F
operating at a , no special element needs to be recognised.
B2) Adjectives may be upgraded to expound a in the patterns illustrated in 5.32.
In an interesting series of articles, Yvon argues that in cases of anaphorically
or cataphorically determined gender selection it is not the adjective which is
157 ~ ~ ~ ——- —
L. Teenier©: "Elements de syntax© structural© "} Paris 1959. Pour translations
are said to be involved, for example, in "un atout"; adjective (tout)
substantive (unmarked translation); substantive -» adverb (marked by a);
adverb adjective (unmarked); adjective -» substantive (marked by ion); p 552.
*
une Prontenac tout crache M237/S is an isolated example of a non-concorded
adjective.
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the head hut rather le, la or lea (which he would then call pronouns). His
ajrgument is that as article (in our terms, as deictic) 1& "tire son genre et son
nombre du nom qu'il accompagne, tandis que le pronom portant ceux du nom qu'il
evoque les communique eventuellement aux termes du groupe qui sont en rapport
avec lui."*"^ t
Homophoric uses of ie he still regards as the article, thus contrasting
Damourette and Pichon's examplesj
Le bleu est 1'uao dsn sept couleurs clu prisma,
vuel manteau Madam© mettra-t-elle? - Sonaes-moi le bleu.
To analyse the first le bleu as pa and the second as ap would be, in our view,
to grant too high a priority in delicacy to the distinction. By differentiating
the structures so early we should be failing to account for their considerable
similarities: in particular, the range of possible replacements for bleu and
the set of possible qualifiers. It would also be less congruent with analysis
at the phonological level, complicating the statement of correspondences between
tonic syllables and elements of (grammatical) structure.
B
Adjectives at a differ from substantives in qualification, so that we need
to distinguish two choice elements: aS sut and Qualifiers of the latter
are:
i Pre-adverbs; that is, items normally occurring at Yj plus, moins. tout etc.
as already illustrated in 5#32
ii APhr's of structure de + Mips
le pire dee draaes T168/20
ili pjre. aeilleur. seal and meme are also occasionally qualified by a rankshifted
clauses
il ne conuout a Paris d'autr® eglise qua la Madeleine, la seul® qu'il
r«Bcontr®t entrs son liStel et le c&£6 de la Paix, B96/19
~ 1 ' ~~
H. Xvon: "Le, la, less articles ou pronoms"; le francais modeme 17 pp 251-264;
18 pp 17-31 and 247-258. The quotation is from p 254 of the first article.
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5.344 Upgrading of adverbs
The upgrading of an adjective or article to a may entail the upgrading of
up
an adverb to q, indicated structurally as q r in contrast to the unmarked q
discussed in 5.25. Thus!
le, / plus / ehstif / de ses garqons 115/21
has the structure d qUp a q&<iV» the order in compound dependence being d qa a
C
Items which characteristically occur before the deictic at Y may he upgraded




The elements of NGp structure may be summarised schematically as follows,




























































































































5l»2Pljthe model to rpnkshiftedgroups.
l) The structure of rankshifted groups differs from that of the model in one
B
important respect: the subclass of noun defined by operation in the model at a
may occur with or without an article in rankshifted groups:
i With article
(Ghaqu© bruit du dehors s'isolait) do / la + rumour + huaaine,
F15/3 p c (daq)
dime le bureau ou nous traitions las aerobes! M222/16
ses parents 6talent hostile® a ce marlage. T75/3
ii Without article:
una chanson de ooldats M2Q8/4
una cra'/ate noire a pois blancs M211/25
The systemicness of this contrast is discussed in 5.41. Formal features
correlating with the choice include:
System
Scale of Delicacy











i The exponent of the preceding preposition - Mips following sans and en
generally contain no deictic whereas those following dans are like extensive
groups in this respect. Compare
Stre sans fami11©* T195/1
Qui 6fait aort dans la famille? F50/ll
ii More delicately: where the A-Phr containing the rankshifted MJp is itself
rankshifted to q in a larger MJp, there is some degree of correlation
between the choice of article in the larger NGp and the choice between
presence and absence of article in the smallxNGp. Compare
There are, though, many counter-examples:
(la visite clu curd B79/1
ijme lettre du cure i>99/8
!lss odeurs de sauce P8G/29an© odour d© sauce FS6/4
Both of these factors are discussed in more detail in Ch. 7.
2) There are two patterns involving upgraded adjectives which are characteristic
of rankshifted groups:
i In intensive A-Phr's, which are themselves generally rankshifted to qualify
Sn fasalle et dans le village, chacun savait (...) abS/8
fie ton de ce refus ±5119/18
Ijrrx signs de refus P117/18
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certain free heads - rien, cersonne. c?uoi etc. (see 5.272 (2) ). The
preposition in the rankshifted A-Phr is always de:
(quelqu'un) &* / sussi -f mddiocre 1*124/11 p c (qUp o®^3)
There are a few examples in non-rankshifted AGps; the preposition is again
most often de, though pour, en occur in certain colligationsi
ceux qui ont coapris votxe gandreuse pmaSe so sont fait traitsr
de jaunee M8Q/6
II paseait pour tres riche. £0.67/13
In all these structures the number and gender categories of the adjective
are determined by concord with the goal of intensivity - the head of the NGp
in the first example, the (clause or verbal) subject in the last two.
ii In groups containing homophorie le, qUp plus, and an A-Phr q with preposition
de; These groups occur as complement to a, or de:
du plus profond de lui-»3»® &151/12 (and F10/26)
au plus epais de la foret 8142/21
i.j6_Applic.ation_of the model to_intensive_groups.
l) The intensive class displays a striking structural difference from the model,
in that in the majority of cases the head is expounded by an upgraded adjective;
and the qualifier, where present, by an upgraded adverb or by other items capable
of occurring at Y in the model.
sa podsio / est /' profondement + mystique 1-1164/16 ^ (qU^ o.a"^)
(cola m paraissait) si / dtrange / que je l'dcoutais / sans 1'interrom.jre.
TllJ/is qU-"' Y & (6 heing expounded by a second-order rankshifted clause).
une femme qui se dit folia de t©s pefeaes, M185/21
leur gorge qu'on eftt dit pleine d® millet et do mis M68/3
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The number and gender categories of the adjective are determined by the
goal of intensivity.
2) Bound substantives may occur at a without a preceding article; this pattern
is characteristic of groups at Z* in appositional clausess
esneois / dans la chair (ils e'imissaient dans cefcte insploration
i • \ r-r /> B sub advdu soir) xffB/4 a q
It is also found at C*:
Uette larve (...) qui a beaoin (...) pour devsnir papillon, d'infliger
a des fourmis cette atroce agonie, 13140/1
Ce que Jose appelait question social® ne oe poserait plus aux belles
suae.:, de son_ ©spece. ¥1215/3
Although it is not possible to establish rigorous and discrete subclasses,
there is nevertheless a tendency for the substantive in these structures to be
X —■* S
personal, and more delicatily, at C for it to indicate profession,
occupation etc.
tu veux stre fonctionnaire! i-J.16/8
tu ne vas pas devenir raarcSmnd ie -ois? ;<36j/16
Substantives in these patterns may be qualified by an upgraded adverb,
though this is rather rare:
ce poem® ou Ives, presqu© enfant, racontait (...) M287/25
8t moi, comment etait-je"? ires famille, je as souviens Tlll/7
3) In the model we saw that a post-head/modifier plus (or moins) may be
presupposed by a concorded le. la or less
la cause la plus bass© T166/14
Such groups may occur at intensive elements:
11 pouvait etrs le convive le plus ainisti'e ¥3.98/4
But in addition, intensive groups display a contrast between a concorded le, la,
les at d and an invariable le at Y. Compare
la pudeur qui les separait fut la plus forte. M287/18
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TMress tremblait d*avoir encore uae fois fait tout lo ndcessaire pour qua
Georges ©t a&rie fussent le plus malhoureux possible, F162/15
Thus only a small proportion of intensive groups have the structure d aSu^,
the most frequent type in the model. Exampless
"a*est I'Sge, fa passers... " H78/12
-C'est la fievre, le docteur Cnatard l'a dit. KL75/13
il a'dtait qu'un onfant... $118/21
1'amour n'est pas foredsent le ml.,.. F41/13
5.4 Paradigm and system in the NGp
1*41 The paradigm of„djet£minacy.
Mips are ranged in a paradigm with, at earliest secondary delicacy, two terms:
determinate and non-determinate. These two morphological types are marked, the
first by the presence of a deictic or free head, the second by the absence of these
elements.
The interrelated contrasts between free and bound heads on the one hand,
deictic and qualifier on the other, are based on the non-occurrence at extensive
elements of non-determinate groups. Exceptions involve less than 1$ of extensive
groups (see 7.2) and thus do not invalidate the model description. They are
accounted for late in delicacy. The small number of non-determinate extensive
groups occur as follows:
1) At the unmarked Z element in moodless independent clauses.
(Oui... e© soir,} diner? M238/18 ZU
Bes piq&res d© morphine I'assoupissaieat. EeposI B127/15
Tendances, inclinations, lois du sang, lois ineluctables. T180/1
2) At ZV - though here the heads are on the border-line between free and bound:
- CMri, j'ai une idee pour lui... $189/1
Madame Frontonac (...) cria: - Enfants I m/22
3) At impersonal CS, with either substantival head:
0a peut a peine dire qu'il y ait ©u scandal©s f51/23
II c*y a pas prescription, Dieu mercll f164/2
or adjectival head (especially after il fait etc.)j
il faisait doux; 1*223/24
Mais 'Hidrose ne ruait que dans les brancards, Libre peut-etre a*y aurait-
11 pas plus raisoanable, T220/1
(The adjective could not stand without the qualifying plus in this last
example*)
4) At CEj the following examples show similarities with the verbal phrase
constructions we have not analysed thera sua the latter because of the presence
of an adjunct between verb and substantive!
Georges Pilhot ddcouvr.it ailleure chaussure a son pied, .572/25
il m'est inteixiit de doaner a toil per© sujet -de se plaindre F57/15
Mote also the following example, at non-impersonal CS; again plus could not be
omitted from the group!
ils oat fait plus difficile qu© cola. P204/26
5) At A when the group is a proper HGp containing rue, boulevard, auai etc.
, B
at a
II es logea dans 1© premier h8t©l qu'il reneontra quai Voltaire, B87/1
Il lui importait par-dessus tout de no pas revenit rue di^Jac. F62/19
6) When the group is coordinated or contains coordinated heads!
cela n'avait ni queue ni tete 55112/7
Joues creusea, pomoettes, lerres aapirSes, et ce large front, aagnifique,
component una figure de condamnSe T26/16
d^lgel, brusque printcaps, ThSrese las connaisalt! F28/4
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Both types in the paradigm may by rankshifted or intensive: see 5.35 and 5.36.
Indeed in rankshifted groups, the contrast might he considered syntactical as well
as morphological, so that detenainacy would here he a system, not simply a paradigm.
Compare for instance:
ries par des enfants HX04/19
lee eoeure d'enfanta iH3/18
lo-baa dee pins T47/7
lea eeorces de pins M54/9
1& vie de cet homme F94/27
|^ii vie de gargon T169/3
la fratcheur de 1 nuit f106/22
\ 1 i t hie dee e/ifar.ts .160/4
(la table do huit 2292/4
At the next stage of delicacy, hoth determinate and non-determinate NGps are further
subdivided. In the determinate type we distinguish, again morphologically:
1) P - determinate: the determiaacy is marked by the presence of an article at d.
2) a - determinate: the determinacy is carried by the presence of a free substantive
at a,
Groups containing both a deictic and a free substantive are analysed as
P » determinate: cf
je sens bless que la fhdrese qui, d*instinct, ©erase sa cigarette pares qu'un
rien suff'it a aettro Is feu aux brands&, (...) cette fMreee - la est aussi
reelio que 1'autre, ?2j>2/3
Iton-deterainate groups subdivide into:
1) Substantival - the head is expounded by a substantive.
2) Adjectival - the head is expounded by an upgraded adjective.
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^•42 JPhe_jS£ste® S&mMPSPSfiSPSPSL*
The operational domain of this system is the singular subclass of the NGp.
There are three terms! discrete, non-discrete and unmarked. The contrast
between discrete and non-discrete is marked by the deictic in p - determinate
groups, by the head in a - determinate groups? only the former are considered
here.
1) The discrete class is morphologically marked by the presence af d of ua(e) or
160
cfaaaue :
une joie T32/9 cheque visit® 13105/18
2 ) The non-discrete class is morphologically marked by the presence at d of
non-numerative quantifiers or the unmarked partitive article du and Ao lai
do la joie F125/2 de V inquietude B116/3
trop d*importance T72/4 taut de pitie T177/12
si vous avies requ de la visits... F185/3
La vie de garqon a du ban, d'ailleure, T169/3
3) Other deictics leave the group unmarked as to discreteness!
aueune importance T162/22 tout© laideur B143/10
aueuno caresse 171/22 quelle torture 5228/2
The system of discreteness is attributed to the rank of the group rather
than to the word at a for the following reasons:
1} The group may be marked as discrete by either head or deictic.
2) Although certain substantives - especially the personal subclass - tend to occur
in discrete rather than in non-discrete groups, it is not possible to use ability
to operate at distinct terms in the system as a basis for the establishment of
160. iplie evidence provided by the text suggests tliat tel(le) should also be
included as a marker of the ^discrete class.
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classes (not© the overlap in the few examples quoted above). Damourette
and Pichon, indeed, go so far as to maintain "qu'il a'est pas de substance
nominal© qu'il soit interdit a un locuteur plus ou moins hardi de concevoir
161
soit come numdrativ© soit com® massive,"
3) It is precisely through colligation with the article that the value of the
substantive is brought out; contrast
quaad olle avait un souci, 1-5230/3
Votre oncle s® fait Men du souci, H234/4
or again
Jean reeonout, entrs las mains patemslles, un Montaigne. B24/4
L'oncle (...) citait du Bcileau: M112/6162
4) The qualifier too is involved, in that its occurrence in non-discrete groups
is relatively rare: Compare
du silence 336/1 un silence soleaael B10/7
du bruit F188/22 ua bruit familier &1C4/20
de 1'importance if'230/18 one importance infinie T163/6
1-43J3oA2P£diai. systems.
5.431 Nominal concord.
The two interlocking systems are
1) Gender, with terms iaa»culine and feminine.
2) (Wominal) number, with teras singular and plural.
161*
Op. cit. Vol 1, p 444*
1^2° Mass groups containing the names of writers etc. at a- are invariably aasO.
sing., and in this resemble those with an upgraded adjective as head: cf
the already quoted
vous avez du nouveau sar le chaatierf 5262/14
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There is inter-group concord in respect of these categories:
1) Between S or C and P, as described in 4*392.
2) Between a non-determinate adjectival group and the goal of its intensivity:
1'intelligence de TWrese dtait famous*; T43/3
sa presence rendait inoffensive^ lee tdaebrea estd«teu.ree; f126/2
qu'une d© see ordonnanees ne fut pas tout entiare de sa main. T133/6
Spdsd9 curious*» poussait les volets, B103/13
Where the head of an intensive group is a substantive, there is often
congruence in number and gender between it and its goal:
un ddvouement (...) dont son file etait le'bgndficiaire? 3131/2
Incongruence however, is by no means exceptional, witness
estto "pour ds manquar" dont les visillards de sa famill® avaient <§ta
la proie... FS0/3
ell© est le charsae some. T235/2
There is a higher probability of congruence when both groups are personal,
especially if the intensive group has no deictic:
le grand - pore dtait berger.... T82/6
Victor de la Trave (...) que sa mere, veuve, avait epouse "sam
1® sou", T142/4
Nevertheless, we would still speak of congruence rather than concord in such
cases.
3) Cataphoric and anaphoric determination of gender and number has already been
discussed in connection with free substantive and upgraded adjective heads.
Exampli i
la sere que see pet its devorent vivante. M17/1?
There is here concord between C*, vivante. and its goal que, the categories -
feminine singular - of the latter being determined anaphorically by mere.
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There is intra-group concord at all those elements where a selection for
number and gender is made, viz.
1) The head,
2) The deictic, though not all subclasses of article show morphological variation
in respect of concord.
3) The nominal qualifier in most cases: earlier in delicacy than the selection
fo^humber and gender there operates in fact the system contrasting concorded
and non-concorded qualifiers (see 5.252 (3)*)
4) The/modifier and qUp in the few instances described in 5.26 (6).
Examples:
C3 masque cruel et ruse 232/27 masc. sing.5 concord
between d, a and the two q's.
Izz Stro;; leu plus ours v29/22 masc. pi.; concord between
d,a, 6 and q
une aas toute simple T123/5 fem. sing.; concord between
d, a, Y, q
les phrases habiiuelles dans uos discussions do familie 1116/14; fem.
pi.; concord between d, a and q
5.432 Verbal concord*
The two systems areJ
1) Person, with terms first, second and third person.
2) (Verbal) number, with terms singular and plural.
These systems are established later in delicacy than those accounted for in
the preceding section for the following reasons:
l) All I«Jps belong to the third person except those containing at a (first or second
person) disjunctive pronouns or relative Q-heads, which are themsilves late
delicacy subclasses of the noun.
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2) There is no divergence between nominal and verbal number except, rarely,
in the first and second persons.
3) They have no bearing on concord within the i®p,
There is inteivgroup concord in respect of these categories between S and P,
as described in 4*391* Anaphoric and cataphoric determination of the selection
applies in the same way as to the nominal concordial systems - cf
aoi qui n'ai pas de ginie, i'174/4
votts qui eroyez a'aimer.... FI46/S
ft.44J^Btems_within co&x^nati&nj.
The long dimension of coordination yields secondary elements of clause
structure. Place on the scale does not serve to define classes; hut at each place
there operate systems of zeugma and linkage, giving subclasses of the group as they
do of the clause.
5.441 The system of linkage.
Again we contrast linked and unlinked groups, the former morphologically
marked by the presence of a linking adverb at Y (or qU?)
1) Linked;
a sos year, ni sa mere, ni son onclo ne sortaient amoindris du
debet. M119/1
Jean tourao non la tot© asls les year; B43/2
2) Unlinked;
Therese ddcouvrait du jambon, des oeufs, du beurre, des biscuits. F24/2
In lists involving three or more places of coordination, it is most frequently
the case that only the last group, if any, is linked;
i'halolae dh bassln seatait le poisson, le varech ®t le sel. B61/6
but linked groups may also occur at earlier elements;
et ©lie revolt, en van bref instant, la rets - Dieu accablanta, l'hoimae solitaire
ecrasfi sous une chap© d*or, et cette chose qu'il port© des deux mains, et est
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1©vreu qui reasusnt, et cot air de douleurj 5181/10
5.442 The system of zeugma.
There are two terms, zeugmatic and non-zeugmatic. The former is the marked
term, in the sense that it is the one requiring positive description. A piece
is regarded as constituting two IGps in zeugaatic coordination when an element
at a given depth presupposes at the next-higher order of depth two (or more)
items which themselves enter separately into other presupposition relations.
This pattern is realised in the following examples j
les decisions ©t las r^glementationo d© Bernard itesqueryroux F26/22
Le vieux Frontonac on 1® visux Peloueyre qui a® f&t reveille d'enir© las
morts on cet eadroit du monda, 14289/21
In the first, the rankshifted AGp de Bernard Pescmeyroux qualifies both the
heads decisions and regiementations; but these colligate separately with the two
deictics. The first group, les decisions, in thus zeugmatic unlinked, the second
is non-zeugmatic linked. Similarly in the second example, though here the relative
clause is at q^f the two heads being separately presupposed both by a deictic and
by an adjective at qa.
These examples illustrate the most frequent type of zeugma, that where the
last group contains a post-head qualifier related to both or all the heads. Much
less frequent is that involving the non-numerative quantifying deictics beaucoup de
etc. S
si peu as comprehension et de pitie F121/2Y
combien do gardens et de filles F141/4
Here the zeugma extends down the rank scale in that the second group contains a
zeugmatic deictic dg.. Conversely, a zeugmatic f®p may mark an AGp as zeugmatically
coordinated, as in
le aujet d'un soman et d'uae piece dont ell© a pris connaissance
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The following is a rate example of a submodiffer presupposing two higher-order
elements:
un esprit auosi <§quilibr6, aussi solid© que 1© sien, T224/5
where the variable depth clause cue le sien is at 6, presupposing the two aussi's
which submodify ^qullibng and solide respectively.
In the MJp, as elsewhere, the system of zeugma is independent of that of
linkage# Compare for example,
1© respect, 1'affects ion d'Anna ?63/9
1© visage et iss mains d@ Jean reloueyre B113/6
The statement of the criteria crucial for zeugma is such as to exclude the
following, which are each analysed as a single group:
un© pi£te un peu misutieus© et arid© 1117/2
la chose la plus simple, la plus ais^e i-i287/l
5.443 Coordination and concord.
One further contrast applies to the coordination of MJps. We must recognise
two scales of coordination: additive and alternative, the former being the unmarked
one. MJps ranged on the additive scale enter globally into relations of concord,
as in
La commode et I'arsaoir© se faisaleot face. M12/14
Les fauteuils capitonaia, la chauffeuse av&ient change do place. F109/25
Here the addition of two singular MJps, or of one plural and one singular,
determines the selection of a plural VSp,
The presence of on© or more masculine groups on the additive scale determines
the selection of masculine gender in any group concorded with the coordinates -
the selection is for feminine only when all the coordinates belong to the feminine
class:
Las inscriptions, las initiulos at las deseinc charbonnds ear les mars
etaient aussi nets que 1'an. dernier. F224/22
Here the MJp at C1 is masculine although the first two subjects are feminine.
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On the alternative scales one, generally the last, of the coordinates
determines the concArdial categories:
m fill®, son enfant, I'ecriv&it 1122/26
ha victoria ou le coup#, aeloa la temperature, I'attendait a la gar©. 122/21
As far as number concord is concerned, the scales are contrastive only when
163the coordinates are singular.
Coordinates on either scale may be aeugmatic, in which ease the contrast
applies to intra-group as well as to inter-group concord. Examples:
1) Additive -
une femoe et un petit enfant ondormis M93/25
ai B, et us F. entrelaces M143/1?,
2) Alternative -
dont la plus simple parole avait pour lui uae valeur, une importance
diSsesurde. P133/8
There is considerable correlation between choice of seals and linkage.
Where one of the coordinates is linked by et or ni the scale is generally additive -
of
le silence ni le rccueillement ne duraient. MLQ&/4-
Groups linked by ou most often occur on the alternative scale - see the example
of la victoria ou le coupe cited above. These correlations are not absolute
however, witness the following example of coordination at word rank.
tel que le voyaient larie, Hondottt ou Mas Garcia 1*124/6
Where all the coordinates are unlinked, both scales are commonly found j compare
un piano, un violon, un violoncello emplissent l'aprea-ai-<i.i sombre 7247/4
lour crime, lour vice, leur tare a*offre aucune espece d'importance. F64/3.7
5.*45.pumm^_of paradigms ^nd systems jgfjthe_JGp.
163 11 ~ ~ " " ** !* There are no textual examples of alternative coordination between group®

















































Chapter 6: The Word
The primary classes of the word areJ
1) Bona, defined by operation at a and (3 in the extensive NGp. The exponence
relation is not however bi-uniqu© as
i a and may be expounded by a rankshifted clause, A-Phr or NGp, or by an
adverb. Words at (3 may be classified as adverbs both because of their
potentiality of operation in AGp structure, and because they do not, with
rare exceptions, enter into the systems of concord.
ii The noun may operate at p and f in VGp structure.
The principal subclasses of the noun are substantive, adjective and article,
the past participle being a more delicate subclass within the adjective.
2) Verb, defined by operation at v in the V**p. Here the exponence relation is
bi-unique.
3) Subjectival, a class of fully grammatical items in bi-unique exponence relation
with s in VGp structure.
4) Objeetival, a class of fully grammatical items derived by conflation of the
exponents of c and a in VGp structure.
5) Js, a one-member class related by bi-unique exponence to the negative element
n in the Vfrp.
6) Preposition, a limited class of words operating at p in A-Phr structure.
This element may also be expounded by a prepositional phrase. A small subclass
of preposition operates at d in the VGp.
7) Adverb, an open class operating at elements in the structure of the adverbial
group-type. Subclasses include:
i The pre-adverb which expounds the modifier in the AGp (phrase or group-type),
SQp and VGp„ and submodifier in the NGp.
ii The linking adverb which operates as the linking element in any class of group.
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APPEiiDII TO PAKE I
Chapter 7: A frequency count of classes and elements of the NGp
7.1 Scope of the count.
The figures given in the tables below are based on a count of all Mips in the
text with the following exceptions:
1) Those operating as complement of fixed A-Phr's, see pp.149-150.
2) Those with Q-heads.
3) Those entering into zeupaatic coordination of Mips, whether as the zeugmatic
or non-zeugmatic member,
4) Those with more than four qualifiers.
5) Those in quotationsfrom other works (e.g. the one from Metzsche, B15/ll-2l).
6) Those indicating time of day (e.g. (a) dix heures B67/7)# date of year
(e.g. le 2 octobre B35/12) or those occurring in telegrams (e.g. Suis annelee
a Vichy aupres mere tres mal. M89/16)
7)' Those marked by punctuation as unfinished (e.g. Sous la protection de... P36/21).
8) Many names. As indicated in 5.272 (l), the formal delimitation of this category
is somewhat indeterminate. The only names included in the count are:
i Personal names - Bernard etc.
ii Names where the head of the group has a lower-case initial letter:
la gare d*Orleans B87/5 (though the rankshifted Orleans is excluded).
iii Those consisting of an article plus a head which is also found in non-proper
groups - la Place TI36/8 etc.
The categories used are those described in the preceding chapters. There are
however four minor differences.
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1) Hankshifted completive or circumstantial clauses are not included among the
qualifiers.
2) Multi-phase clauses where the initial and phasing element is (a MJp consisting of)
an adjective were analysed in the count as adjective + submodifier. Thus
lee otres incapable® d'aimer T168/6
was treated as d a qnom Y rather than as d a qC*.
5) Where two or more qualifying A-Phr's or clauses enter into relations of
zeugmatie coordination, they were counted as filling a single q element. Thus
la puissance d® ess mora, d@ ces plafonds opi© sa souffranee avait
comae s&tures; P68/21
, , , adv
was treated as d a q .
Hi4) Post-head invariable meme was not treated as expounding q " s it was not
c
distinguished from meme at Y , and similarly other items with the potentiality
of occurring in both places.
Percentages are correct to the number of decimal places given.
7.2 The Paradigm of determinacy.
l) In relation to the chain classes extensive, intensive and rankshifted.
1 lumber of occurrences.






























Total 16073 3799 14270 34142
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il As percentage of the total number of ilSps,





























47* CIB 11*13 41*80 100*00
iii As percentages of the total in each of the morphological tjrpes


























3*93 46*07 50*01 100*00
47*08 11*13 41*80 100*00
iv As percentages of the total in each of the chain classes.
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""(3—det 6167 3938 918 647 671 200 3269 2032 4217 22059
Det. < a-det 7SS 2827 479 78 291 46 851 297 791 6458
6965 6765 1397 725 962 246 4120 2329 5008 28517
Ifcm-
det.
J subst 23 8 155 24 69 118 1704 247 799 3147
adj 11 - • 1904 500 61 - 2 2478
34 8 155 24 IS73 618 1765 247 801 5625
6999 6773 1552 , 749 2935 864 5885 2756 5809 34142
3) In rankshifted groups, determinaqy correlates to*sose extent with the choice of the
preceding preposition, as indicated in 5*55* The.correlation is illustrated by
the following table; the count was restricted to groups of structure deictic / no
deictic + unmarked head, with no qualifier (an unmarked head being one expounded
by a bound substantive other than un(e)(s) or the possessive sien ete.)
Preposition de
%
a dans vers/sur en saiis others
—
Total
Determinate 1902 1037 653 395 29 134 987 5016
Hon-detara. 1472 158 - 8 293 209 171 2311
3374 1195 653 403 322 222 1153 7327
The rare structures are thus
i sans + determinate gp, as in
sans lea doraestlques, on ne suurait jamais rien. T77/6
dans la foi, que serais-je deveuu? B20/1X
ii em + determinate gp. as in
ses lunettes qu'autrefois ells lux dofendait de porter m sa. presence; F224/11
There are only five instances where the NGp has the deictic le: they are all
en l*air F'83/26, 141/26; B33/6; M9C/l8, 244/10
281
iii sur + determinate gp (there being none with vers): these are all groups
which might be considered fixed A-Phrs: e.g.
sur place S106/22; our parole 1*42/24
eur pied 1140/5*
The choice of preposition itself correlates with depth of rankshift
(see 2»ll). The figures below, based on the same groups as those used for
the preceding table, contrast depth 1 on the one hand, depth, 2, 3 etc.
on the other. Thus in
la longus resistance opyqsde au directeur de la plus iaportimie ties
revues d'avant - garde i-il52/lS
the le directeur de la, Alavant -,&ardg, is at the
first depth of rankshift, la plus faportante des revues d'avant - .garde is at
the second, leg revues d'avant - ^arde is/flte third and avant - garde at the
fourth. Whereas 37*32$ of 3Sps at depth 1 are complement to de, the percentage
for groups at depth 2 (♦) is 88*71»
Preposition de
%
®L dans vers/sur en sans others Total
Depth 1 2313 1151 636 397 309 201 1124 6131
Depth 2 (*) 1061 44 17 6 13 21 34- 1196
3374 1195 653 403 322 222 1158 7327
7.3 The deictic
l) The relative frequency of the deictics is as follows? no differentiation is
shown in respect of the concordial categories, exponents being given of the
unmarked terms in these systems.
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Category Exponents Number % of total























troo de. asses de 22
Quant. <
plus de. aiffifia de 16
lioit-nuaii autant de 2 5-151 0*68
tflnt de. telieraent cie 42





























2) Tiie contrast in the number system between tout article and tout adverb may be
seen in the following table. It shows on the one hand all occurrences of tout
o-f
article, on the other the number of groups/structure tout + le / ce / son + heads
Structure Total No, No. of Plural of Plural
tout (q) a (q) 94 14 15
tout le / ce / son a 175 88 50
Moreover, of the 14 plural groups in which tout is deictic, three have a cardinal
numferal as head, and six are more or less fixed phrases:
de toutes fagoas T89/11 (and F249/16)
de toutes parts M58/8 (and f183/3 )
de toutes pieces T196/11
a tous egarda T205/2
The only two in extensive groups are:
tous frais / dWfalquea >1217/17 SP
i/appartemeat etait vide, toutes portes verrouillees. P2G2/13
7,4 The qualifier.






Number® 5286 4766 1838 11890
Percentage 44*46 40*08 15*46 100*00
2.12Jtomiml_qualifiers.












Of the post-head q's, 220 are non-concorded













seul t«1 pronre certain cruelcmes
prochain numerals
+ ordinals head q
le 147 28 66 72 59 16 2 864
un 22 41 3 1 39 28 15 465
son 23 3 20 5 3 26 26 260
ce 12 1 10 14 2 3 240





6 - 6 2 1 - - - 190
Total 216 115 96 95 70 63 33 28 15 3 2150
Commentary s
i Proore occurs almost exclusively with the possessive deictic.
The two occurrences with le are:
la propre scaur do son per© H24/2
les propres termea qu'il eoploie dans sa lettre -'121/23
ii Heme occurs characteristically with £e or le. It occasionally colligates with
164
un » as in
On n'dchappe pas deux fois dans una vie St la Police... -'3-75/9
The six non-determinate groups containing meme are all en meme temps (P173/21 etc)
Contra Valdman; op. cit. p 50.
\
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iii 4X1 singular groups containing tel have un as deictic, plural groups have
de. as In
i-WKJors^t-Xl d# telles pawnee mm intention? 1X72/1.
iv ~eul is found eost frequently with u&5 its single occurrence in a sxon-deterrainate
group is;
fgiijew* 4«b« i^louayre await aiafi (eoo) Ml eceoro ».«rwi avee- ;.aw ooeur
$«& caa-ips 4e »*iw« dee Xsnues fauves conmm a® sailer
$aXoMbe»# des truupeais at a» wssat. >137/12
v 4utre is rarely found in non-detamimta groups| the air occurrences are in
rankshifted groups; three after th© preposition sans;
s&aa autre t4$oix» que 1*enfant de choeur 7159/0
three in the Alrhr d'autre part (F7l/2$ etc)
2f£U&$&MkJt*v$toBQL
l) Here th® breakdown is;
prep + i*}p -ci or -J4 others fotal
Husbera 4613 75 7S 4766
Pereenta&s 96.79 1.57 1.64 100.00
2) Adverbial qualifiers of structure prep, + 88p may be further subdivided m follows;
286
r
Preposition BEp structure Example Ik). *
tie unmarked a % q son proiesseur de 874 26
rheioriqu© 863/3
986 29de le + unmarked a - q uas extremity de la
torre T'59/l





M son ■+• unmarked a - q oette qube de lour 286 8
«&»
'amour M136/7
de ce + unmarked o. - q le seutim&ut de eette 92 3
grandeur TI63/23
611 18*SL any other MJp una.replique d'elle-
mfae T17S/2C
3011 89
any other any I®Sp des perruches h.
aigrettes 393/9 364 11
There a re, further, correlations between the structure of the qualifier
and the choice of deictic in the larger MJp, as suggested in 5.35. In GGps
with le as deictic, only 10> of the phrasal q's are of the first of the above
types, whereas 41, are of the second type, Comparison with other deictic®
yields the following results.
Deictic Percentage of
de + unmarked a~ q
qadv with structure





de. du 66 2
l) The breakdown into subclasses is as follows:
Relative Participial Others Total
Mumbers 1244 273 321 1838
Percentage 67.68 14.85 17.46 100.00
.
2) We may further subdivide the relative clauses into seven morphological types
(leaving out of account the three containing no subject, either clausal or verbal):
23?
i The relative group is at S{
le pretre qui devait recevoir la confession de Theresa P6/23
ii The relative group is at C and is followed by F+ t
lui dsaandar pardon dee chases qu'il pensait .Ml79/9
▲g
iii The relative group is at A and ia followed by P ;
lea etres au milieu deaquels il dvoluait a Paris HL84/15
iv The relative group is at C, followed by S ♦ Pi
l'appStit que M. J4rSae assurait avoir perdu depuia quinsa ans 1372/20
v The relative group is at A» followed by S~+Tj
la chambre ou son aari 4tait etendu T19/21
vl The relative group is at Q, followed by P + Si
uae brume qu'avait aspiree et rejetee sa bouehe T200/18
vii The relative group is at A, followed by P + Os
la table ou etait assise la gerante PSO/3
The proportions of these types ares
Type i ii iii iv V vi vii Total
dumber 443 272 181 96 158 55 36 1241
Percentage 36 22 15 8 13 4 3 100
X*45—contgj.nlqg two qualifierff ipriL^)^




r q ® ;ar« grand® bonne foi 132/21 18
& b
q q a son unique et iisfi'iaant© luai&re 235/19 5
■
q a q la jeune barb® vigoureuse .-.'1114/14 149
a 0
a q q l'or&re social ehwStien ICL4?/l3 5
A b
a q q ua© pluie menu®, ooroSe flfS/l4 88
"
: v J •
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2) Two adverbial qualifiers: we distinguish coordination and compound dependence.
1
Structure Example bomber
_ a ba q q iss panders de reiaes-olaudea et de ptehe® 96
a S
Q q q lea rideaux de for de® aagaains >5100/28 87
183
3) Two clausal qualifiers: the corresponding figures here are
Structure Example JJumber
„ a ba- q q ia rfponse dont J'avals be&oin et qu'ell® a'a
pas aanqpl de a'asaener F23l/l0 81
a p
a q q' aux raisons qu® Georges oouvait avoir de






<1 a q. son unique tentative &@ suicide i?16/7 268
no® adv
a q q lee y@ux iaquiets de Jean-Louis H120/X8 238
„ adv no®a <1 9 une idee de moi conform© a son temperament iH82/3 19
nom el
q <*> q l'affreuse douleur que sos vers sr.primaieat .89/12 130
no® cl
a q q du persoaaag® ridicule qu'ellc avait imagine ?114/l< 135
cl nom
a q q la rue rial 5clairSe et oncore bruyante F100/27 1
adv el
a q q les paroles d'huisiliie stupid© cue balhutiait
X1enfant F13Q/1 98
el adv
a q q las paloabos aux yeux erevds et qui servant
d'appeaux M289/15 4
; 895
la only 25 of these 893 groups are the qualifiers ordered in coordination.
X'4.6_?r°£Pltipn of groups containing one or aore_quglifi_eM.
Again we are concerned only 'Sfith onom, oadv ^^
l) p-determinate groups with unmarked ne&d*
Deictic Mo .with q No .without q Total % with q
la 4843 6012 10855 44*62
un 1847 1144 2991 61*75
son 806 2808 3614 22*30
££. 1132 851 1983 57*09
d®, du 417 523 940 44*36
others 232 837 1069 21*70
Total 9277 12175 21452 43*52
2) All groups other than non-determinate adjectival ones!
i hy chain classes;
220
Bo .with q No .without q Total % with q
Extensive 5402 10660 16062 55*6
Intensive 798 597 1595 57»2
aankshifted 4472 9755 14207 51*5
Total 10672 20992 51664 53*7
ii By morphological types:
No .with q Ho .without q Total $> with q
^determined 9444 12615 22059 42.8
a-determined 545 5913 6458 8.4
non-det.subst. 633 2464 3147 21.7
Total 10672 20992 31664 33*7
7.5 The head.
The final table shows the number of occurrences of the different subclasses









C S Z A
r
Bypost, 16 5 2 3 24
Relative-time 5 1 1 76 94 177
Personal names 49 285 2193 314 864 3705
Disj, pronouns 149 25 131 61 695 1061
Specific Coordinated names
»-•>
or disj, pronouns 2 2 37 9 9 59
fea. ♦ ® 19 54 184 9 38 304
.1.' fcJliiU lira L * 1 celui... 33 37 32 9 58 169
257 419 2581 405 76 1761 5499
r ^un 8 14 6 1 1 7 37
Quant. cardinal 1 5 3 1 5 15
Bon-num, 14 26 3 3 1 16 63
tout 16 61 50
4
1 37 165
- tous/toutes 19 3 17 43
chaeun(e) 21 1 6 28
rien 15 208 90 37 43 393
aucun(. e) 2 8 1 1 12
"




specific Bon- oueloue chose 12 1 4 17
quant. quelques-uns 4 4
- quelau'un 6 11 20 4 8 49
autre chose 1 7 4 12
autrui 1 5 6
certain(e)s 1 1 2
plusieurs 1 1 2
i n'importe aui 9 2 1 6 18
parts of body etc. 12 12
80 379 246 74 2 178 959
Total 337 798 2827 479 78 1939 6458
End of Fart I
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PAST II
;er 8* A brief comparison of the French and English HGps
6.1 General sad particular categories.
Experience, as we have seen, is that scale of abstraction which, in description,
of the scale, the most abstract, are situated, then, the categories unit, structure,
class, system, type, paradigm. these are general and universal. 'The categories
themselves, and statements about their interrelations axe not restricted in validity
or application to & particular language, for at this degree of abstraction from the
data, the differences between languages are irrelevant.
Once we leave this highest point of abstraction and establish categories which
are particular instances of, or stand in the relation of exponent to, the basic
theoretical categories, then our statements are valid only for the language under
description. The clause in French is an exponent of the more abstract category
unit, the YGp is an exponent of classs but there are no universal categories
clause and YGp of which they are particular instances.
For the trench clause, vGp etc. are formally defined by the place they occupy
in the total framework: of' the language, by their interrelations, that is, with the
other descriptive categories of the language, Except then at the highest degree
of abstraction, "classifications and categories made wholly in formal terms are of
necessity peculiar to each language, and cannot of themselves lay any claim to
166
kinship with the formal categories of other languages".
There is nothing standing in the same relation to grammar, (or, more generally,
form) as phonetics does to phonology. The categories of grammar and phonology are in
relates the basic categories of the theory to language data.
165 At one eMpoint
165♦ »«0ategories", p 270.
166 4
fi.E. Robins: "Soun and Verb in Universal Grammar;" Language 28, p 293
2$y
fact different kinds of abstraction fro® the same phonic substance. The latter
can in part bo described, in terms of a general classificatory matrix (established
in "general phonetics") - the categories having general validity because they are
X6*7
defined physiologically (or acoustically). Robins points out clearly the
fallacy in Hjelmslev's parallelism between the relation of the sound system to
human physiology on the one hand, and that of the grammatical system to human
psychology on the other: "Statements about mental or psychological operations
and faculties cannot be based on direct observation, except perhaps in the limited
and purely personal field of introspection, and are bound to be largely constructions
out of other data, not least those of linguistic behaviour. For such reasons,
an appeal to 'common mentality1 or general human psychological characteristics
to justify a belief in universal grammatical categories, parallel to the categories
of general phonetics, is unjustified and in great part circular"*
The same criticism applies to Pike's extension of his etic - emic contrast
to the level (or "hierarchy") of grammar. In the etic approach, one is concerned
with walking generalised statements about the data in terms of a elassifieatory system
of description created by the analyst before studying the particular culture, a
system valid for all cultures. The emic approach on the other hand is structural?
168"the investigator assumes that human behaviour is patterned, " and it is his
task not to impose a classification on the data but to discover the patterns and
structure that underlie them. Items may be etically different to the extent that
the trained analyst can recognise them as physically or purposively distinct, but
whether or not they are amicably different depends on their function within the
particular language, on whether the natives of the culture react to them as different.
iow there are two interrelated purposes of an etic study: firstly, to wake
a universal classification; secondly to help In. discovering the emic patterning. Both




K.L. Pike: "Language", Vol I, p 8
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and grammeties. For whereat* an etle phone such as f p ] or E h3 sa5r genuinely
be said to have general theoretical validity, this is not the case with ©tic
fflorphs. Stic oorphs and emic morphs (morphemes) are alike particular to a given
languagex the difference between them is purely procedural - the ©tic morph belongs
to the early stages of investigation, and further analysis may show it to be a
morpheme, a variant of a morpheme, just part of a morpheme, or a sequence of
morphemes.
8.2 Comparison of categories.
If we nevertheless attach the same terminological laoels to formal categories
established in the description of different languages, the implication is of course
that they are in some way similar, comparable. We use the' same term, that is,
if the categories are sufficiently alike in meaning, Both contextual and formal
meaning are here involved, but the former has logical priority over the latter in
that we would not make a formal comparison before ascertaining that they had a
certain amount of similarity of contextual meaning, To quote Robins again "when
word-classes have been designated noun and verb etc. in the grammatical structure
of two or more languages, valid comparisons can, of course, be road© between the
intia-linguistic meaning of a word-class within the structure of one language and
uhe intra-linguistic meaning of a similarly designated, word-class In another
language. But such comparisons must be operationally subsequent to the designation
169
of the classes to be compared and cannot be the basis for such designation,''
For categories as abstract in expouence and in. delicacy as the i«p the contextual
comparison can most conveniently be based on a study of texts one of which is a
translation of the other. Translation may, for present purposes, be said to consist
of the replacement of a text in on© language (the source language or BL) by a text
169* R.H. Rob©ins, op. cit. p 297, fn 43.
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in a second, language (the target language or ?L) such that the contextual meanings
of the two texts arc as nearly as possible the same: the closer the approximation
173
to sameness, the better the translation.
The purpose of this chapter, then, is to compare via translation the MJp categories
in French and English, the former being the EL, English the TL. The formal
meaning of the French UIGp was described in some detail in Part I; the English HSp
will be treated infinitely more cursorily, the aim being to establish its
approximate formal correspondence with the French one: "A formal correspondent
is any TL category which may- be said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the 'same* place
171
in the ©conoiqy of the TL as the given SL category occupies in the SL".
8.5 Chain syntax of the English
In English, as in French, we need to recognise a rank scale of five units
which may again bo designated sentence, clause, group, word and morpheme.
Elements of English sentence structure are established along the two primary
dimensions of dependence and coordination, so that there is & large measure of
formal correspondence between the languages in respect of their highestunit.
This formal correspondence is paralleleu by textual equivalence, in that successive
sentences of the EL text are normally translated by successive TL sentences in a
one-to-one relation with them. This is to be expected because the sentence Is the
172
unit whrch, in general, ''does the language work in situations."
The primary dimension of clause structure is that of predication, with elements
P, A, £, C arid Z, The first two are expounaed by the classes verbal and adverbial
of the unit group, whereas at primary delicacy no class distinction is made between the
exponents of 8, C and Zt as in French they are brought together in a single class,
Ci J.C, Catfox'd: "Towards a theoxy of translation;" mimeographed, Edinburgh 1962.




nominal. In important formal difference is that in English there are no elements
of VGp structure corresponding to, or acting as substitutes for, the clausal subject
and complement: X, me, he, him etc. are analysed as BGps operating in clause
structure. The systems of mood and transitivity, accounting respectively for the
relations of S and P and for the presence or absence of C are carried uniquely
at the rank of the clause. Since S and C do not, in the majority of cases, differ
exponentially, place in sequence is taken as the primary criterion for the distinction:
S is that Hip which, in affirmative mood, precedes P with no intervening NGp. The
primary elements occur at varying depths of phase, as in Frenchi
She / asked / Bernard / to send / an order / to Ms bookseller in
Bordeaux, TE 92/5 S® Pa Ca / #
The dimension of extension yields secondary choice elements C* and CB (and also
A1 and AS, Z1 and ZB):
The room / was / empty: PL 266/26 SPO
She / closed / the door. F3S 266/30 $PCB
A further dimension, with no formal correspondent in French, yields chain
12 E
elements C and C , place-ordered subdivisions of C :
(I don't mean) that / you / ever / gave / suyone / an overdose of
medicine F252/38 ASAP C1 C2
1 2
The closest French correspondent to structures containing C and C has an adjunct
(where the AGp has & at the prepositional element) - or a verbal substitute - plus
a CE; compare
Elle + a© + s© + posait / pas / la question, F158/19 P (s a a v) A 0'*
She / did / not / ask / herself / the question, ?i 260/17 SPA C^C2
English is again like French in that the adjunct, which is normally expounded
by the AGp, may also be expounded by groups whose morphology and potentiality of
operation at S and C leads us to classify them primarily as nominal. Compare
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Mais / ce soir, / Marie / serait / la. P96/19 A A S P A-»
But / this evening / .%xy / would be / there FB 220/16 A A S 3? A
where both ce soir and this evening are Mips at A.
The two elements to which the NGp is most frequentl^rankshifted are:
1) Complement in A-Phr structure, as in French:
pour / la premiere fois T167/23 p c -»
for / the first time ?E 04/l p c
2) Stem in the structure of words operating as deictic in a larger NGp:
S3? daughter's love FE/19&/31
The exponent if the deictic in this group consists of the rankshifted my daughter
plus the morpheme 's. The closest correspondent in French is exemplified in
the group of which the above is the translation:
1'offaction de ma fill® F62/28
The equivalent of my daughter viz* ma fille. is a rankshifted complement to
the preposition dg, in aja AGp qualifier*
8.A Chain syntax equivalence between the French and English Mips.
The preceding section reveals a high measure of formal correspondence in
the efraln syntax of the two Mips. Both are primary classes of the third-highest
of five units. Both operate in the next higher unit at the primary elements
designated S, C, 2 and, marginally, A* Both, moreover, may be rankshifted.
In this section we consider the contextual equivalence which underlies this
formal correspondence. The translation of the French text was examined to find in
what proportion of cases there is in the TL text a discrete equivalent of individual
SL Mips. Where there is we have more delicately distinguished cases where this
equivalent is, formally, an English SGp operating at the "same" place in structure
as the French one. "Same" here refers to formal correspondence and is of course
variable in delicacy. French and English Hps have been regarded as having the




This gives then a total of three possibilities.
l) The French NGp has a discrete contextual equivalent in the TL text:
i The equivalent is a 8Gp at the same place in structure. Examples
la pluie / fouettaii / 1m vitres, F221/28 83?v -»
the rain / was lashing / the windows FE298/35 SFC
a / I'epoque ou cfcacua louait son intelligence T1G3/17 | s-
at / a time when everyone was praising her intelligence TS53/31 p c
ii The equivalent is not such a MJp:
La aaison ^tait engourdi® dans le silence pluvteux F234/16 -*
4 r&iay silence pressed about the house, FS 307/4
Here the contextually equivalent Mips are firstly la maison at S and
the house which is rankshiftedj secondly le silence nluvieux which is
rankshifted and a rainy silence at S. Similarly
(FtSlicite) f'iaira le ifsorceau, 333/7 -»
(Pelicita) sniffed at a piece of the meat, BE 26/24
In the majority of such cases, the equivalent is, as in the examples
given, a NGp operating at d different place in structure. There are
marginal instances (generally when the French HGp is at a) where the
equivalent is not a HE}p but an AGp or even a clause:
olio aVait dit un jour: B32/10 -*
she had once said: BE 26/5
Bernard, les jours de-Sosu temps, chaesaitj F246/3
Bernard, when it was fine, west out shooting. FS314/25
173
TL Groups at Z were not included in the comparative analysis.
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2) The French MJp has no discrete contextual equivalent:
lea carottes sent euites, coame on dit. T12/9
We've got it, as they say* served up on a plate. TBll/19
In this example, there is an equivalent for the clause les carottes sont cuitea.
but not for the individual constituent groups of the clause. Again in
~Je euis ua aoastre - dit - il a haute voix* ill32/11
"I'm a monster! " - was what he said aloud. I® 34/12
the AGp a haute voix has aloud as equivalent, but the included rankshifted
MJp haute voix does not itself have a translation equivalent. Two further
! : ; ' '
examples may be quoted:
lo vent de ce cripuseule ii2S5/25 ** ■
the evening brass® MS 181/33
Les -i platanes / s'dgou;taient / sur la place. F239/7 -* ,
The > plane - trees + on the square / wore dripping. - £310/10
In the first, the contextual equivalent of the MJp ce crfipuscule is of word,
not group, rank. In the second, les platanes has no equivalent at group rank,
for in the English clause the subject contains the contextual equivalents of the
French subject and adjunct: the structures are respectively S (d a) P A and S
(deictic head p«-) P. Thus for a MGp to be regarded as having a discrete
equivalent in the TL text, it is necessary that the contextual equivalent
constitute the whole, not just a part, of a group.
The following tables, then, give the actual numbers and the percentages in
respect of these three categories. Mot all the French Mips were included in this
analysis: the comparison was restricted to IGps of certain structures and operating
at certain places in clause (or, by rahkshift, group) structure. With the exception
mentioned below, groups were considered only if they:
l) Operate at the following places in structure:
i Man-thematic S in pre-P position;
£
ii Itoa-impersonal, non thematic C in clauses containing at P|
500
iii Complement, at any depth of rankshift, after the preposition de}
iv Complement, at the first depth of rmkshift only, after other prepositions;
v A
and 2) Have the following structures:
i Unmarked head with the deictics le. un. mon. ee. du or no deictic at all,
and with or without a single relative clause, A-Phr or (not submodified)
adjective qualifier;
ii Unmarked head with th® deictics le, un, mon. ce preceded by the submodifier tout:
iii Unmarked head with any other deictic except aucun. nul and de: these were
omitted as the dimension of polarity requires separate treatment,
iv A free head expounded by a personal nam®, disjunctive pronoun, relative
time noun, demonstrative, ana the non-specific heads other than the negative
rien. peraonne, aueun and. nul; in all cases with or without a single qnom,
adv cl
q or q ,
In addition groups consisting simply of an adjective and operating at C1-"3 <iir
were included.
The figures show variation according to both place of operation and internal
structure of the Frencn Hup;










S 5125 744 408 3971
CE 5207 1445 1073 2689
A 584 89 210 285
Bankshifted 12436 4107 1022 7307
C1 897 580 42 475











S 100 14*5 8*0 77*5
CE 100 27*6 20*6 51*6
A 100 15*2 36*0 48*7
Rankshifted 100 33*0 8*2 58*8
c1 100 42*4 4*7 53*0
Total 100 27*9 11*4 60*7
The high percentage of groups at A having an equivalent with a different
Syntactic value is explicable in part by the fact that in many cases (107 out
of the 216) English has at A an A-Phr of structure preposition + MJpj compare
Th&roaa (...) demeura ua instant immobile, -157/18 -»
Thgrhse (...) stood for a moment taotionless; s'S259/32
There is more delicate variation within rankshifted groups according to
the preceding preposition:





dg. Ho. 5265 1872 469 2924
Jf 100 35*6 8*9 55*5
| Ho. 2257 812 222 1223
*> 100 36*0 9*8 54*2
others Ho. 4914 1423 531 3160
J* 100 29*0 6*7 64*3
MJp complements to dg. and thus differ significantly from those following other
prepositions. The relatively low percentage of syntactically same equivalents
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in respect of NGps following dg and a, correlates with two factors:
i The even lower corresponding percentage in respect of NGps with structure
unmarked head without deictic: the majority of these groups occur as
c to the preposition dg.
ii Adverbial qualifiers containing these prepositions are often translated
by pre-head modifiers of word rank: see below
2) According to internal structure:







jl unmarked a. + q 2663 1521 101 1041
d unmarked a + q 16046 4154 2069 9823
personal name
+ q 3128 208 368 2552
other free a ± q 1513 502 175 836
6 adj a ^ 897 380 42 475
Total 24247 6765 2755 14727
As percentages







unmarked a + q 100 57*1 3.8 39*1
d unmarked a + q 100 25*9 12-9 61*2
personal name
± 9 100 6*6 11-8 81*7
other free a + q 100 33*2 11*6 55*2
6 adj a 100 42*4 4*7 53*0
Total 100 27*9 11*4 60*7
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8.5 Morphology and choice syntax of the English M?b,
8.^1J>rima£y_elements.
Th© morphology of the English NSp, like that of its French counterpart, displays
features of both place-ordered and depth-ordered structures. In a non-comparative
description of English, most linguists would agree in assigning priority in delicacy
to the place-ordering, recognising three primary elements in pre-head, head, and
post-head position. In comparison however we may legitimately give added weight
to certain features in order to bring the description more into line with that
of the other language under comparison. To treat English MJp structure as
primarily ordered in depth on the dimension of dependence implies a generalisation
at the highest degree of abstraction (in delicacy) of the relations of pre- and
post-head elements to the head itself - the generalised relation being that of
presupposition in depeiidence. Moreover it enables us to bring out first the
similarities between the two NGps, and provides a framework for discussing the
differences.
The primaiy elements in English then, as in French, are a $ and Y. a and (3
are expounded, though not uniquely, by the primary word class noun; Y again not
uniquely, by the adverb, a class whose defining syntactic role is operation at the
head element in AGp structure.
8.£2_bWivisions ofJU
8.521 Pre - and post-head p.
The earliest subdivision of p is into ff* and 3~, terms in a system of position
relative to a. For fi~* the label " modifier" is available, {f" we will not names
it is commonly called "qualifier" but it is doubtful whether the formal
correspondence between French q and English (3 is sufficiently great to warrant our
using the same term.
At the next stage in delicacy, the modifier breaks down into four chain elements,
d, o, e and n, which we will briefly discuss in turn.
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8.522 The element d, deictic.
This element is expounded by the secondary word class article. Although
the members cannot be listed exhaustively, d may be broken down by a multi¬
dimensional systemic matrix into more delicate choice elements, one of which
(the complex possessive) is expounded by an open class, the remainder by one-member
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174. Cf ..Chain and choice", p 7.
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8.523 the element ordinator.
This element is expounded by the secondary word-claae numeral. further
subdivisions ®r# as follows!
Unidentified Identified
I one, two* three.*. first, second* third.1..
11
'Base little* aiuoh
few, many! seve.mi, myriad
M
fewer S2£t.
next, last, least, mast
All those above, except much* may be preceded by an article# A sore delicate
description would list particular colligations! possibilities and restrictions «
only few, little and myriad among the unidentified class II may, for instance,
i rsiediately follow the deictic &. Sxsmples.
all the qyriao. causes which bed r-xvapted mar act $*33/13
It carved e ayried courses through lo®*»2yiag mtt&mm T£23/25
the mmf letters he began to receive fro® unknown adairers KfH/2?
the two little girls &SXQ/24
evety tid.ru day BS59/4
Double or multiple selection froa o say occur as follows » though without
impairing the systemic status of the above-tabulated contrasts!
l) fh@ identified class 1 ("ordinal*) numerals and next, last say precede the
unidentified class 1 ("cardinal") numerals and. £mt
the first few glass®® of wis® fS40/l
the next %mi year® 1102/6
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2) The same items may, less frequently, follow the cardinal numerals and few,
many, several, fewer, more?
the two first volumes of Alexandre 'do LaastfaaV Camisards MSLO/8
a few last shots BS45/30
3) The cardinal numerals may be compounded, with various relations between the
places? the first place in such compound constructions is sometimes expounded
by many, several, (a) few...
several hundred -drops. BS67/15
a few hundred yards in front of his horse's head B285/1
sixty thousand franco 1-11138/15
4) The compared numerals may follow any of the members of the unidentified class
(except myriad) - though there may not be incongruence between successive o's
in respect of the mass - plural distinction: less may follow only little and
much. E.g.
one store station Tb24/l
two more years £2581/5
8.524 The element e, epithet.
This element is expounded by the secondary word class adjective: assignment
of nouns to this class depends on their being able to occur at e. The earliest
A B
subdivision of e is along the chain, axis, giving e and e ,
The former occurs either between d and 0, or immediately after o? when either
B
d or o is not present, it still precedes e . Exponents are few: they include such
words as whole, entire, single, various, other, own, same, certain, past, present,
future, intervening, following, very, only, sole, extra, additional, further, etc.
Examples:
the / intervening / fifteen / years FK166/33 d e** o a
1 A B
a / single / quick / movement FH86/3 d e ©a
entire good faith PS 240/7
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tor whole glooay existence T333/5
the past two days TB 66/24
'tor own terrible existence TS21/25
his only solid meal of tto day TE52/16
the very farm waggons x112/1
We would also include every when following a possessive deicticJ
Ms i every / thought &i!9&/l2 d eA a
There are occasional double selections from e^*» the relative order in sequence
being generally fixed:
the very same day ME30/31
tto only other person TS45/13
B
More delicate distinctions within e account for differences in the
characteristic patterning of adjective modifiers. Categories established here
cannot be rigidly defined because the tendencies involved are at a considerable
remove from the highest order of probability. Among the interrelated contrasts
we may mention:
l) Range of active presupposition. As in French we distinguish bound epithets from
frees where the epithet is free the construction may be transformed so that the
adjective becomes the exponent of an intensive complement. In, for example,
Ms coarse lower lip FB301/5
coarse is free, lower bound: one could say
4 Ms lip was coarse
but not (without a radical change in the formal and contextual value of
lower)
* his lip was lower
Further examples: free
this barren land TS81/2
an enormous fortune FElSl/l
bound:
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an expectant aether T&68/5
a social conscience ffii.06/22
year military service 10330/31
2) Potential submodification. The contrast here is not only between adjectives
which normally may and those which normally may not be submodified, but also
between different forms of potential submodification* We thus distinguish
secondary elements according as they are expounded by adjectives submodified
by:
i very, too, so... and other pre-adverbs J
a very small income P3205/19
his rather thick accent 5L73/7
ii much, far etc. t adjectives containing the comparative morpheme -er:
a far deeper knowledge ks&o/lG
iii much, well, badlv and other adverbs?
the badly-lit landing TE76/23
a ueverv-ending discussion TE73/14
iv a nouns
the tailor-made suit PE163/2
a twig-encumbered couch TSI4/7
the ice-cold current T,-i28/24
a life-giving freshet i®82/20
no centuries-old park iiS176/l7
Under this category we include the following patterns
the glass-fronted bookcase PS165/33
a serious-minded (...) woman 8B37/19
the (...) three-panelled mirror 8329/12
v dark or light etc.
her dark brown cape ME58/11
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and other 'colour' adjectives.
vi no submodifications unstressed old, young, little etc. and, generally,
other hound epithets. Thus in
the gentle old aaa BE49/11
gentle is submodifiable by very, but old cannot be submodified at all -
or rather not without a change in its structural value, marked in this
ease by a listing intonation. For many words which normally belong to
categories iii - vi may, rarely, be submorified by very, but in this case
they take on the formal value of category i. Participles (present or past)
are a subclass of adjective which also operate in VGp structure and figure
in the verbal word paradigm. On the present dimension some belong to
category i, others to categories iii and iv.
3) Coordination. Coordination between adjectives, whether linked or unlinked,
(unlinked coordination being marked phonologically by a listing intonation,
graphologically by commas) generally implies that the epithets stand in the
same relation to the head, that they are alike, that is, in respect of the other
contrasts. Examplest
th® pink and russet heather MS89/6
a high-necked, long-sleeved dress ®9/26
a young and lonely woman i$312/4
a whining, sleepy voice £819/2
Contrast the non-coordinatid
hi® pinched little face HSll/6
its coarse black nails TE17/11
4) Place in sequence. When two or more adjectives occur in non-coordinated
succession, certain tendencies can be noted in their relative position. The
following subcategories are listed in order of the (intuitively - estimated)
probability of their occurring early in sequences
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1 Adjectives submodified by most or more, or containing the morphemes est
or -sr. These may also precede o, so that we may indeed hesitate between
A B
assigning them exponentially to e on the one hand or e on the other;
an alternative analysis would he to regard them as operating at o, given
their formal and contextual similarity to such ordinators as first. last,
fewer etc.
ii Adjectives submodified or submodifiable by very...
iii Adjectives submodified by well, badly etc. or by a noun.
iv Unstressed old, little, young.
v Colour adjectives,
vi iton-subraodifled participles (other than those normally submodiflable by
very), bound epithets, and adjectives not normally submodified.
Examples;
the old blue curtains ME9/21
a hideous yellow jumper 3.72/21
the same hard little voice FE3G4/18
the slightest little bit TB86/33
the little local train TETT/27
a deal* old spinster TE25/6
his precious profit-sharing: schemes ..£140/9
the oaase old woollen wrap SiE92/X?
a queer little cowled r»hk M336/25
Counter-examples s
her old expensive habits P3166/33
id© great hairy hand Td73/54
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(great being here bound}.
Adjectives submodified by too, so. how, however, precede the deictic at
however / small / a / degree FE2Q5/13 y 4" d a>
so incomprehensible a ;gm® MB47/S
8.525 The element n.
This element, which almost invariably follows ®, may be expounded bys
1) The secondary word class substantive - defined by its potentiality of operation
at a. This class accounts for the great majority of n's. Examples 1
Ms goatskin coat PS312/22
the family estates HS14/1?
-iadaae Frontenac's / elderly j bachelor / brother MS30/22 d a a cu
2) A sub-set of the class defined by operation at d: viz. wordB consisting of
a rankshii'ted.hGp ■+• 's. Whereas at d there is no restriction on the structure
of the rankshifted M*p» groups containing a deictic cannot be rankshifted into
words at n. Examples}
a / confectioner's / shop PE275/24 d n a,
a three days' trip f€L26/24
a last year*® frock TE45/37
3) fiankshifted items, clock times etc. and a few adverbs (defined by potentiality
of operation at the head of an AGp):
that Qui-of&tSwMsrsy corridor TEil/l
the four o'clock recess FS236/4
what an A1 notion ME82/1©
the / wooden / outside / lavatory TE102/22 d a a
Double selection at n is possible though rare.
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8.526 The llement f
Post-head items at p may be subdivided morphologically as follows:
1) Hankshifted A-Phrs.
a few crumbs of biscuit SSSll/21"
the finer spirits aaong mankind ?Sil75/6
2) Rankshifted clauses:
1 With finite P -
that same ailment of which Father de ik>le had cured her. ,1325/21
the name he loved so well 1*23,54/11
ii With non-finite P -
his many abortive attempts to send Jean away to school &327/28
a man with his collar turned up TEll/4
a schoolboy brimming over with life aid intelligence rSll/6
3) Hankshifted Mips of very limited pattern:
the room next door i'13196/32
a hundred francs a day TS1Q4/31
4) Substantives, the article enough and adjectives, the latter being, except
for a few more or less fixed expressions, submodified (generally by aa A-Phr.):
proof positive 1182/17
good sense incarnate MJ140/7
the / ordinary / chatter / customary / on such occasions T. *71/21 d e a (T Y
passions more 'violent than any stora T4115/21
time enough to realise what was cooing to her K-XL54/7
5) Adverbsl
the girl1 e / evening / out r••1163/24 d a
ijhe night ahead TE16/17
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Multiple fT*s are ordered in coordination or in compound dependence.Coordination
is normally between items alike in respect of the above morphological classification-,
in compound dependence there is a tendency for clauses to be lower-ordered than
other types of {if*. Examples*
the / small / of fog / ane of baking bread TIS12/13 d a fT® fr**5
the / sound / of their feet / on the entrance-steps MB42/1 d a jf*0, |T*^
th© / throb / of her heart / which always came to her at the sound of the
front door slamming FE&64/IQ d a jT^
8*55JSubd^vi^i^ns of.JL..
Distinctions within Y are established on four dimensions:
l) Simple versus compound dependence. Here we distinguish
s
i Y , which submodifies and presupposed only a single next-higher order
element:
her / own / much / milder / tobacco TBS3/1S d eA ®h a
c
ii Y , which submodifies and presupposes two or more (generally following)
items. Most occurrences are in pre -d position:
quite a different tone FE214/15
such a sweet little girl MS151/1
twice his usual dose f§74/22
many a time BS20/6
precisely the right times BS45/13
both their minds Ti45/13
c
¥© would also consider most as an exponent of Y in
the most h@arfc-rend.ing sighs BS72/27
where it submodifies not heart but the Y e complex, heart-rending. Initial
C
linking adverbs and, or ... occur at Y *
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2) Subdivisions of p. Distinctions within p, as outlined in 8.52, have
repercussions on Y, so that we must account separately for submodification of:
i d; all, every, each, any, enough may b® submodified by nearly, almost.
almost every night FE317/15
ii o; the cardinal numerals may be submodified by almost, nearly, about:
■ about seven thousand acres P3204/25
The identified numerals, plus few, little, many, much, may be submodified by
very:
a very few steps 113144/24
the very next day JSE33/1Q
Few, little, many, much may also be submodified by how, however, too, so. as.
rather, in which case, however, there cannot he a preceding deictic:
how many months MS45/17
Note also:
a / great / many / people ME22/14 d Y o a
iii e; there is no submodification of e ; that of e was discussed in 8.524 (2).
iv n; Y-*1 may be expounded by
(a) a noun: substantive (no textual examples) or adjective:
the small-town society TK86/10
the narrow-gauge track r'3284/33
(b) certain numerals, especially the cardinals and ordinals:
this third-floor flat FE16&/5
any last-minute surprises TEll/8
a thousand-franc box HEX30/26
(c) a few adverbs (though not, generally, very)
an almost animal surrender F£226/24
♦- B
v Adjectitres at p : as for adjectives at e' -
any depravity worse than the denial of self TE63/21
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vi Clauses at (T" i second-order rankshifted clauses -
the Eternal Being who had let hex* become deal" and ugly, who had
decreed that she should.die without ever hawing been loved or possessed
by a mxx T1554/23
3) Depth. Submodification is recursive, so that at secondary delicacy we distinguish
Y, 6, etc. let more delicately we should need to state the colligational
compatibilities between exponents of Y and 6 etc* Examples:
very / such / th© / same / thing P$22l/20 6 Y d a*' a
g jB
rather / too / perfunctory / a / manner PE239/16 6 Y c" d «.
an almost exclusively male society T326/17
too strongly scented flowers a£33/3
4) Position. As in French we contrast Y~* and f• When the latter presupposed
(3~* it normally, though not invariable, follows the head. ho further illustration
of T* is necessary; examples of 1
the / most / squalid / reason / imaginable TES3/15 d i~* e a £
a / different / taste / from tigfwhere else fh>6/2 deaf
a / big / enough / envelope iii48/l9 4 e f a
the / same / remorse / as now set him pacing this childhood's room ;»£52/2 dec.
a / more / than usually / alarming / crisis T375/28 d Y°* cT e a
8.^4_Sub^vi£ionB ofjx_.
The first cut here distinguishes strong and weak Leads; the former may, and
generally do, stand without a deictic, and they cannot normally be modified by an
adjective.
8.541 Strong heads.











































3rd person < pi theirs
interrog whose
Complex NCp + *£
2) Pronouns
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1st person 2nd person 3rd person







yours his hers its theirs
1715








him her it them














pi few, many, several
Hi >-
mass less

































This element is normally expounded by the secondary word class substantive.
Adjectives and identified numerals may also be upgraded to operate here when
modified by the (with homophoric» cataphoric or anaphoric function); adverbs
presupposing in dependence the adjectives (or numerals) will be upgraded to ft,
more delicately a. Examples:
the / most / ignorant / of women PS252/31 d a u |S
oven / the / poorest TB55/® YC d o,
the really pure in heart T319/32
the still untouched TE33/17
the first of the envelopes T337/13
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Among the substantives we include the substitutes one and onesi
Hid he think these poems loss good than the earlier ones? 1*265/24
Upgrading of adjectives to a and adverbs to a without a preceding deictic
is frequent in groups at intensive elements!
(Hie remarks (...) seemed to Ms to have been) completely / innocent /
of offence. MB9/5 a «, p~
§.•^Mina,tIPS*
8.551 Internal coordination. There is a high measure of congruence between the
coordinates, though occasional instances are found of coordination between a
numeral and an adjective.
the one and only Love MK92/23
those two and differing loves MB122/1X
Apart from rather rare exceptions, coordination is between e^'s, fT^s and a's:
his neck and face TE36/18
a hunger and thirst after sincerity PE63/1Q
she and Jean-Louis HB86/17
8.552 External coordination.
As in French we need to recognise systems of linkage and zeugma. Examples!
.Ms narrow Shoulders and weak arias rS50/l7
their chaste, their formless happiness :vB28/34
til® chaet-of-drawers and the wardrobe M9/2?
£he LGp,.
8.561 The system of number.
This system applies to all Mips, though only those at S enter into external
relations of concord, (with p), There are two terms! singular and plural. It
is regarded as a system of the i$*p as well as of the noun, for although the group
is generally marked for number by the choice at a, d and o are also affected.
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teong the deietics, both, these and those occur only in plural groups.
Either, neither, this, that, each occur only in singular groups. So too do a,
another and every unless there is a selection for plural at os
another two years J®55/l5
every three day®. TS1&6/3
a few vrords F1185/18
Other d's occur indifferently in singular or plural groups.
Among numerals at o, the unidentified class subdivide into singular (one.
little, much, less and more), and plural (the rest, together with more).
The only relevance of the system at Y is that both occurs at Yc only in
plural groups:
ooth their ain&s 7m/ji
The selection made at a has no bearing on substantives and numerals at n
and Ys at these elements there is no systemic choice in respect of number, though
items occur here which are classified as singular or plural on the basis of their
potentiality of occurrence as singular or plural head (or ordinator).
all those good-conduct ribbons 'PE23/9
the long three-panelled mirror &E29/12
a sales conference MS141/9
Adjectives, identified numerals and adverbs make no selection for number.
8.562 The system of discreteness.
Common nouns at a in singular groups may be subdivided according to their
probability of colligating with certain articles or numerals. Thus enough water
and a table are much more normal than a water and enough table. In order to account
for these tendencies we establish a system of discreteness whose operational domain,
then, is the singular subclass of the MJp. Here we consider only groups with
common noun heads* There are three terms:
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1) Discrete - marked by the presence of as another, each, every (and one should




2) Non-discrete; this term further subdivides J
i Maes - marked by enough at d, um& or much at 0
too much hop® F225/6
so much money &E162/2Q
so little hair HS84/28
ii Unmarked - groups without d or o:
3,6 i-lorphology ®nd choice syntax in comparison
The figures in this section are based on a comparison of the SL and TL texts
in respect of the NGps listed In 8.4 with the following additional restrictions;
1) The morphology was considered only when the French JfSp was translated by an
English NGp with the 'same' value in chain syntax.
2) Groups containing the submodifier tout or a pre-head adjective listed in
columns 3 or 4 on p it t and non-determinate groups were excluded.
death TN89/8
such loving cars MElll/16
alia loathes wiaic FE228/5
wine KSSG/ll
3) Neutral - all others;







The most frequent deicties will now be examined in turn. Three main
categories of equivalence are recognised for each;
1) Those where the deictic and the head and/or qualifier do not have discrete
translations at elements of the corresponding depth in the equivalent English
h'Gp, Thus in
la / fenetre / d© sa chambre KL52/9 d a q -»
his / bedroom / window ME97/7 d n a
the deictic la and the qualifier de sa chambre are jointly translated by
his (d) + bedroom (n). Again in
un metayer 324/17
one of the tenant farmers 2
there is no equivalence between the two p's and the two a'a: there is as it
were a regrading, so that what is p in the French group becomes a in the
English, the French a becoming English (3.
2) There is nothing in the English equivalent corresponding to the French deictic;
•i
e*g.
un reaords le rongeait, 1148/11
Remorse ©till gnawed at Ma H832/1
tin has here nil equivalent,
3) The deictic has an equivalent in the English group at depth p (or in a few
cases the translation of the deictic fills two (3 places or a Y + p). E»g»
la cuisine T189/21 -» the kitchen TE93/32
Subdivisions are mad© within this category according to the class or item
which is the equivalent.
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l) i&»
Ho discrete Nil discrete simplex this, that
Total equivalent equivalent equivalent the § possessive there those Expansion Others
at 8
No 5174 552 705 4617 3284 116 428 15 20 23 21
% 100 10*7 13*6 75*8 65*4 2*2 8*3 0*3 0*4 0 * 01 O #■ 4*.
The rather high percentage with no discrete equivalent is in part to be explained
by the fact that in 252 cases an English possessive article (generally complex)
translates jointly French le + q (de + MJp), Examples:
1 'appetit &©s enfants 1394/6 -» the childrsn's appetite MS60/18
las yeux de Therase F163/1 ~» her eyes PE263/4
The relatively large number with nil equivalent is a reflection of the
different meaning of deictic in the two languages. The absence cf d (and 0)
in English may mark a group as non-discrete, the contextual meaning being
mass, abstract or general. French le in its homophoric use normally has
these latter two meanings: it is most frequently in such cases that it has
nil equivalent. Examples:
le Fils de I'iomme 528/8 -» the son of Man 1523/16
1'indignation le rendait ioqunca F249/5
Indignation made his loquacious FS316/25
souvent Vamour ne tient aueun compts &©s apparences, 1137/23
love alien takes no account of appearances, Fh247/6
In groups without a q, the percentage with nil equivalent is 16*9, in those
with a, q it is only 7*4.
More than half (266) of the simplex possessive deictics occur before nouns
176
belonging to the lexical sets "parts of the body" and "articles of clothing";
176
The set being a formal lexical category established on the paradigmatic axis:
a grouping of lexical items alike in their collocations* See "Categories"
p276 . At present, the establishment of such sets can be done only on an
intuitive or contextual basis.
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the majority of these examples are of groups at Ct
II secoiia la tit®? F135/6 -» Be shook his head FE245/21
There are also a number occurring with "kinship" heads:
it& per® ne song® pes a protester; .B38/9 -*
his father did not so much as dream of protesting BS50/6
The remainder of the translations, other than the unmarked the, scarcely admit
of generalised comment. The first of the following examples possibly
represents a store productive pattern than the others:
1© goftt oiu sel ra42/l$ -* a. talft© of salt ME90/31
le premier jeudi du sols M56/17-*
the first Thursday of each month 4843/12
effacer les taches M221/7 -» wipe away these alien stains. MEL41/13
les mefcairies 327/3 all the outlying farms BB22/22










oossessive the a Expansion Others
No 1894 95 44 1755 1539 69 11 71 15
% 100 5.0 2*3 92*7 83*9 3*6 0*6 3*7 0*8
There is a higher degree of equivalence between the French possessive
article and the English simplex possessive than between any other subclasses
of article. Moreover, in many of the cases classified as expansions, the
translation consists of a simplex possessive + own at :
sa chasbr© TI74/7 his own rooa T2S7/4
3) The demonstrative deictic ce etc.
No discrete Nil Discrete this that simplex
Total equivalent equivalent equivalent these those the possessive a Expansion Others
at P
No 759 88 8 663 226 99 171 59 25 60 23
% 100 11-6 1*1 87*3 29*8 13'0 22*5 7*8 3-3 7,9 3*0
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In groups containing a q the most frequent equivalent is the, the relevant
figures being: this - 66} that - 43? the - 93:
ee gout &e gneiss© T192/S the smell of fat $194/3$
il avait hate d' essayer co chion que Ealioa dressait pour lui T72/15 -»
He eouid»?t wait to try out the dog that Ballon was training for hist ££39/27
In groups without q, this is more than twice as frequent a translation
as the. This is in part explicable by the fact that there are 53 occurrences
of this in groups at A, whereas the is not found at all in ouch structures:
Bile arrive ce soir.•. F246/9 -> she'll be here this evening ?K314/?0
The percentage of expansions is more than twice as high as with any other
deictic# The most characteristic pattern is that the English group has
the + fT i
oette 6poque T1Q2/2© -* the period in question TS53/14
ce bonheux 4tait possible; F123/1 -»





































4 is thus a great deal more frequent than one, though un is itself doubtless
th® highest probability translation equivalent of the latter. Moreover, of the
45 occurrences of one. 34 are in groups at A - a, is hardly found in such
structures:
Un matin, Marie demands a sa mere (...) f246/5 -»
Qui morning Marie asked her mother (...) fS314/27
The relatively high percentage of nil equivalents is again to be explained
in part by the differences in the systems of discreteness. In particular
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"abstract nouns in French occur more frequently in discrete groups (marked as
such by the deictic un) then they do in English - cf
clans un grand silence 1504/3 «* in complete silence £2360/15
un® angoisse 1'attenAait, M152/7 -»
agony lay in wait for him9 ME87/&












+ d or Y Others
No 288 51 141 96 17 22 14 19 14 10
* 100 17-7 49*0 35*3 5.9 7*6 4*9 6*6 4*9 3*4
The unmarked partitive is the most characteristic marker of non-discreteness8
hence the high percentage of nil equivalents. We saw above that le frequently
lias nil equivalent in English groups where the meaning of non-discreteness is
"abstract" or "general"; in the case of du the meaning is "mass". Examples!
d© 1'argent T2l/l6 money 23X6/2
de 1'argent M5Q/7 some money JIE95/25
des tisons f175/2 -» a few embers T387/11
da 1*experience **74/27 -» so much experience FE206/22
The remainder of the deictics treated were considered only in groups of
structure d a. Percentages are not given as the numbers are small.













75 17 1 57 44 1 1 11
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Examples!
ell© a eu deux crises. P227/1 -» at!e's had two crises FB302/11
prit a deux mains le visage do sa sere P215/9 -*
(she) took her mother'# face "between her two hands .''§294/37
est enfant de seiae aa» fQ.39/24 -» the boy of sixteen rog39/lG
This last pattern of translation accounts for nine of the seventeen cases where









equivalent a few some several others
40 10 1 29 15 4 2 8
AJsEL is especially frequent as a translation of plural cuelaues. Example#!
quelques encouragements §161/5 -» a certain amount of encouragement :iS103/l7
ill© prononqs, quolque-s acts a voiz presque base©; F4l/l6
aii© added a fm words almost in a vrhisper r ,135/18
Bile se defend centre quelque influence F22l/]L8 -»









equivalent each every W Expansion others
47 1 M* $6 24 11 3 7 1
Examples:
soul-iaitais que clique minute s'apportat de quo! vivre T114/9 -»
was beginning to demand that each minute bring something to live for TS 59/1
Ives avait ratux€ cheque lign©. 9132/10 -*
Yves had carefully erased every line ME116/27
a cuaque instant P226/X9 -» at any moment FE302/X
a chaque instant T221/8 -♦ at ercreiy moment of the day 'iMLll/38
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9) yuel
Of the 13 examples* 7 are translated by whatv 4 by what a. In English, the
syntactic distinction between interrogative and exclamatory groups is paralleled
by a morphological differencei what occurs in interrogative groups and plural
exclamatory ones, what a in singular exclamatory groups:
quelle excuse invoquer? i!3.20/1 -♦ what excuse bad she? W83$$/2
quells auxilxaire lea enseals de Theresa trouveraient dans cette fills! .'136/22 -»
what an ally hor anemias would have in her servant I FS277/3
8.612 The qualifier.
The three principal types will be examined in turn. Two categories of
equivalence are distinguished:
1) There is no discrete equivalent at depth £ (or £ and Y)j the few instances of
nil equivalent are included under this heading. Examples:
la bruit de Is cloche Mil/18 — the tinkling I®b2/2B
Is feu du ciel T46/20 -» the biasing sky TS27/36
sa belle arae 147/16 -» the beauty of his feelings Bh'35/22









Phr n e Y + n Y + © clause others
ffc .1542 541 1001 706 168 50 12 S 39 17
% 100 35-1 64-9 458 10-9 3-2 0*8 0-6 2-5 1*1
252 of the 541 without an equivalent were in the pattern of translation discussed
above under the deictic le. In a further 43 cases the head-qualifier combination
is translated by a compound head in which the first element stands in the
relation of modifier to the second (these are distinguished from n a structures
by irhythm - the latter has two stressed syllables, the compound head only or>®}»
une goutt® d® pluie P50/18 -» a raindrop FM191/10
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Examples where there is an equivalents
aux pontes de la sort F23S/22 -» the very gates of death FS310/22
l'huisidlte d© I'Mw J23/8 -.winter damp 1-S15/31
un intcrst d© aoeur F228/24 -* a sentimental interest F&303/18
una loge de mills francs 15204/19 -» a thousand-franc hoz $3130/26








equivalent e n Y + e Y 4- n A-?hr clause others
Mo 1196 234 964 799 33 46 3 37 29 17
* 100 19*3 60*6 66*7 2*7 3*6 0*3 3*1 2*4 1*4
For pre-head q's the percentage of equivalents at e is rather higher than for
post-head ones: 72*8 as against 63*8. It will be noted that the percentage
of adjectives with an. equivalent at n is considerably smaller than is the case
with A-Phr qualifiers. Examples
ua® inquiete joie T218/20 -» an uneasy happiness TK1Q6/12
1® lit nuptial B121/XQ th© marriage bed 1877/9
la pluie epaisse T195/#X the solidly falling rain TS96/24
lee h8t®ls suisses NS8/16 -» the hotels of Switzerland i2S56/22
Iss capitaux ndccssaires ;??4/l6 -■+ the capital he needs FS20S/12








Mo 299 45 254 238 8 8
* 100 15*1 84*9 79.6 2*7 2.7
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Example^s
la nuit qui suivit 7218/20 (at A) -* that Bight T3106/12
Vaffair© donf parlalt Dussol 1283/11
the deal about which Dussol had been speaking 2$§80/l4
less gouttes qui fcoabaient dans votre verve 2229/5 -»
the drops falling into your glass XB1I0/33
les oiseaur qui passant T161/1? -* passing birds T381/3
la pudeur qui las siparalt 1237/18 the shyness between, them. M3183/2
8.613 The head.
Again two categories of equivalence are distinguished, according as there is
or is not a discrete equivalent at a, or at a and pi
1) Proper narn.es.
2061 (83*Gj£) of the 2464 naxaes in simple groups are translated by a proper rase
in English; 376 (l5»l^) by a pronouns
ftoe Frontea&e eoporta les reliefs de la "dinette". M19/1-»
she removed the remains of the midnight feast. ©13/20
There aire 33 instances where the English group has the or etc. + unmarked
head - boy, child, girl etc. colligating characteristically with the; mother,
wife, daughter etc. with the simplex possessive;
lorsque Ft&rie reparui F241/9 -» when (...) the girl returned S .>311/18
Theresa la suivait das yeux P26/2 -»
her mother followed her with heroes F3175/10
2) Disjunctive pronouns;
Again, there is a high measure of equivalence between this subclass and the
English pronouns. In simple groups the figures are as follows;





384 347 20 17
No distinction is made in these figures between the subject (and intensive
complement) pronouns and the (extensive or rankshifted) complement ones.
Examples:
loin d'eux F19/11 -* far from them m70/33
ua type qui as peat detoumer de lui sonattention... s?229/7 -»
the kind of man who can never not be conscious of himself... PE303/28
so peacha vers lui M159/1 ~» leaned closer to the speaker ME102/4




36 23 6 7
Examples:
cett© image aenteuee d'ello-mSme... F110/12 -»
that lying image of herself PE229/21
hui.-oeme irait y passer quelques neaadnea TISl/lO
He meant to join them there for a few weeks T294/22
Be lui~-rd$E&, il ne serait jamais parti KL63/18 -»
He would never have left of hi© own accord H31G5/4
3) Demonstrative heads,
i Non-personal.
The figures are for simple groups with 55a or cela as head: none of the few
with ceci as head have a syntactically corresponding translations
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Total til&t Ms it others
117 34 3 56 24
Examples:
il svait dit cela, F202/23 -* iig, had said that, ?,i5286/33
pourquoi m'avoir fait 9a? F2C4/15 -»
why did you do this to a©? FE287/5?
§a ae nous regard® pas, .259/16 -* it doesn't concern us BB165/13
csla paraissait trop beau I*B6/l6 «*
the prospect seemed so wonderful ¥£856/26
ii Seutral demonstratives 1
In groups of structure eelui -f A-Phr or relative clause q the figures are:
Total that or
those
the +■ a others
46 21 15 10
In no case does this (or thgse) occur as the equivalent, for it does not
colligate with a ff~. Examples:
ceux du bourg B27/7 -♦ those in the little town BE22/21
cell© des Pllouejrs B40/13 -* the one belonging to the Peloueyres EEyl/25
Aucua visage (...) hers selui d'&zine T5S/2
no face save Anne's T333/9
4) Tout
Here we must distinguish singular tout (invariable) and plural tous. toutes.
The figures for simple groups containing the former are:
Total everything all others
76 27 17 32
The majority of those marked "others" are expansions. Examplesi
tout pouvait se reparer encore. IQ3/4 -*
everything could, be put right BBS22/10
tout ne x'tit pas fini entre aux P216/26 -»
all was not over between the® P1296/2
Inutile d@ tout Granger M2Q1/10 -»
It would be idiotic (...) to upset all their plans ®l28/23
The most frequent translation of the plural tous ia all' it accounts for 9 of
the 13 occurrences!
Tous savalent qu'il s'agissait du fils Pieuchon 5122/20
All Lone® that he was referring to young- Pieuchon B178/4
imposait a tous Is siXcptp 865/1 -»
enjoined complete silence on everybody BE45/15







Mo 9447 881 8566 886
% 100 9-3 90.7 9*4
In more than 1Q$ of cases where there is a discrete equivalent, the French
head is expanded into a a p(e) colligation. Examples!
une goutto H121/7 a drop of rain ME77/2
son bonheur B49/22 her good fortune 1M37/5
la sourde T154/10 the deaf old spinster :S7?/28
la chaleur B22/16 the ;aorn±ng heat BK26/11
le voyag-eur 585/2 -* the man who was now going from her BS56/1
une longue somnolence 5139/20 -» a long spell of dosing BE88/4
1* ombre ou se mouvait ua corps 5153/3 *-»
the deep patch of sliadow in which someone was moving 3B95/29
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Further, there are more than 300 instances where the head in English contains
a nominal modifying element, as in
le hour, B114/21 the townspeople B®67/22
8*62_Foraal £orr£sjond£ncex
It will be clear from the juxtaposition of the descriptions of the French
and English HBps and from the study of translation equivalents that the high
measure of formal correspondence noted in respect of their chain syntax is not
maintained in their morphology and choice syntax. Although at primary delicacy
the elements of structure may in both cases be regarded as ordered on the depth-
scale of dependence, the secondary divisions with (3, and to a lesser degree
within Y and a, show certain important differences*
l) 'fire most crucial structural difference is that in English the earliest
cut in (3 depends on place in sequence relative to a, contrasting f* and p~,
Only at the next stage in delicacy does p subdivide into d, o, e and n.
In French, however, we must distinguish the deictic from other £>*s (i.e. from q)
at the earliest stage of secondary delicacy. This difference reflects the
fact the in English common nouns have a much greater potentiality for expounding
simple HGps than they do in French, where the presence of a deictic is almost
obligatory. There are three consequences of the difference.
i As the English deictic is defined by class and place in sequence, it is
not necessary to take the extensive class as a model for the morphological
description.
ii French has no close formal correspondent to the English element o. We do
recognise categories of cardinal and ordinal numerals in French, but the
cardinals have the value of deictic or qualifier, and the ordinals that of
qualifier. Other exponents of (unidentified) o tend to have equivalents
among the French deictics, but no Very powerful generalisations can be made
at this stage of delicacy: effective comparison must be in respect of the
formal items.
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ill In English tie absence of d (mere precisely, of both d and tinidentified o)
marks the group, if singular, as non-discrete whereas in French the
discrete - non-djserets distinction is carried by the selection from
among the different exponents of the deictic. This formal difference
correlates with a contextual one? in English the non-discrete class has
a wider contextual meaning than its French counterpart - besides "mass",
it may also mean "abstract" or "general". In the former cane absence of d
is frequently equivalent to French du, in the latter case to French le
(see 8.6ll).
2) Abstracting d and o from f>, the other p elements may be subdivided according
as they are expounded, by nominal or adverbial items (i.e. words or groups) or
by clauses. This much, the languages have in common, but in English the nominal
items have a much larger roles
i There is no close formal correspondent in French to the English n element.
The most frequent equivalent is probably a raukskiftad A-Phr (see 8.612) - or
rather the latter is equivalent to the n together with any subiaodii'iers
it may have. For at this place in the framework of the grammar both
languages exhibit a considerable degree of recursions the difference is
that in French the recursion much more often involves rankshift.
ii In French the participle occurs in pre-head position only very exceptionally,
whereas in English both present end past participles do so freely. Moreover
they frequently enter into non-rankshifted recursive structure which are
generally the equivalent ox a French post-heau ranksldfted clausal qualifier.
It follows from both these points that there is a greater rang© and
variety of submodification in English; non-renkshifted recursion plays a more
prominent part, so that the word class noun is frequently found operating at
any of the three primary elements.
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3) In French, the unmarked position for adjectival qualifiers is after the head,
whereas adjectives occur here only rarely in English. In pre-head positioh,
place-ordered subdivisions in the epithet exhibit greater complexity than they
do in the French q~\
4) The concordial categories, on the other hand, are much more important in
French than in English,
i The three-term system of gender is relevant in English only insofar as it
hears on the selection of the pronoun substitutes he. abe and it. In
French there is both inter- and intra - group concord in respect of the
two gender categories,
ii English toe nothing corresponoing to the distinction between nominal and
verbal number, to the difference for instance between nous? - meme and
nous-meiaes. Compare
c'est toujours nous - mem® qui parlone a nous - meme... i£L4l/l —
it is always ourselves speaking to oneselves UE89/32
Thus when groups like the committee, the team etc, occur at S with a plural
VGp at P, w© would consider the structure to exhibit a (meaningful} lack
of concord. French inter-group concord in respect of nominal number
has likewise nothing corresponding in English, As for intra-group concord,
this too is far more extensive in French than in English, where there is
just a marginal degree of concord between d, 0 and a,
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